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Dakota Cement Trust Fund Established

• Proceeds from the sale of the South Dakota Cement Plant in Rapid 
City in March of 2001

• Constitutional Amendment enacted April 2001 allows “stocks, bonds, 
mutual funds and other financial instruments as provided by law”

• Constitutional Amendment enacted November 2012 changed 
distribution calculation from $12 million to 4% of average fair value

• Accompanying statute (SDCL 4-5-47) applies the prudent man 
standard

• Beginning principal value as of April 18, 2001 was $238 million, 
current principal is the same
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Education Enhancement Trust Fund Established

• Proceeds from South Dakota’s share of the 1998 national tobacco 
lawsuit settlement and state youth-at-risk funds

• Constitutional Amendment enacted April 2001 allows “stocks, bonds, 
mutual funds and other financial instruments as provided by law”

• Accompanying statute (SDCL 10-50B-11.1) applies the prudent man 
standard effective July of 2001

• Separate investment fund established on July 1, 2002 (after distribution 
law effective) with $81.8 million; current principal of $389 million 
includes securitization of tobacco settlement payments refinancing in 
March of 2013 & tobacco arbitration settlement (the principal will continue to grow)

• Contains $6.5 million principal for the South Dakota postsecondary 
scholarship grant fund
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Heath Care Trust Fund Established

• Proceeds from federal money for Medicare and Medicaid repayments 
to nursing home patients

• Constitutional Amendment enacted April 2001 allows “stocks, bonds, 
mutual funds and other financial instruments as provided by law”

• Accompanying statute (SDCL 28-6-33) applies the prudent man 
standard in July of 2001

• Separate investment fund established on July 1, 2002 (after distribution 
law established) with $62.5 million; current principal of $85.6 million 
includes additional federal and tobacco tax payments (no future principal 
increases expected)
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School & Public Land Fund Established

• Proceeds from school land provided at statehood and other 
designated amounts

• Limited to government fixed income investments, including SBA & 
other non-marketable securities, until November 2000

• Constitutional Amendment enacted November 2000 allows “stocks, 
bonds, mutual funds and other financial instruments as provided by 
law”

• Accompanying statue (SDCL 5-10-18) applies the prudent man 
standard

• Governor may disapprove any investment per Constitution.  Notified 
prior to committing to illiquid investments
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Annual Distribution

Dakota Cement Trust Fund:
• Article XIII Sec. 21 of the Constitution requires annual distribution of 4% of 

the lesser of the 16 quarter average market value or the calendar year end 
market value

• Not limited by principal balance

Education Enhancement and Health Care Trust Funds:
• By codified law, annual distribution is 4% of the 4 year average fair value of 

the fund, as of December 31, distributed on July 1 of the following year as 
appropriated by the Legislature

• By Constitution, 4% distribution conditioned upon the Dec. 31 fair value of 
the fund being above the principal of the fund

School and Public Lands Fund:
• Art. VIII Sec. 3 of the Constitution requires all interest and income to be 

faithfully used and applied each year for the benefit of the public schools of 
the state after the principal is increased by an amount equal to the rate of 
inflation from realized gains or investment income.  Land rent and mineral 
income is distributed without regard to inflation adjustment

• SDCL 5-10-18.3(4) allows the inflation offset to be satisfied by realized net 
capital gains if available, otherwise income
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DCT  HCT  SPL   Capital Market Benchmark
allocations, indexes, min max ranges, and equity-like risk
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Inv. Grade High Yield
Global Real High Yield Fixed Private Real Estate Equity
Equity Estate Corp Debt Income Cash Equity Debt TIPS Commodity Like Risk

Maximum 75% 20% 1 15% 50% 50% 10% 10% 10% 5% 77%

2019 Benchmark 51% 10% 7% 30% 2% 3 0% 4 0% 4 0% 4 0% 4 63%
   (proposed)

Minimum 25% 2% 0% 13% 2 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 45%

           Index S&P 1200 (2/3) MSCI FTSE* FTSE* FTSE*
 S&P 500(1/3) REIT High Yield BIG 3 mo. Tsy bill

Benchmark History
2018 Benchmark 51% 10% 7% 30% 2% 3 0% 4 0% 4 0% 4 0% 4 63%

2017 Benchmark 51% 10% 7% 30% 2% 3 0% 4 0% 4 0% 4 0% 4 63%

2016 Benchmark 51% 10% 7% 30% 2% 0% 0% 0% 63%

2015 Benchmark 53% 10% 7% 26% 2% 0% 2% 0% 63%

2014 Benchmark 52% 6% 5% 28% 2% 2% 5% 0%

2013 Benchmark 52% 6% 5% 28% 2% 2% 5% 0%

2012 Benchmark 52% 6% 5% 28% 2% 2% 5% 0%

2011 Benchmark 48% 5% 5% 33% 2% 2% 5%

2010 Benchmark 48% 5% 5% 33% 2% 2% 5%

1. Real Estate maximum applies to REITS/Core RE and Opportunistic combined. Opportunistic RE counts 1.3x against RE max. Base case allocation used for partnerships
2. Buffer for market drift of 1/2% (example: Inv. Grade Fixed Income minimum of 13% can drift to 12.5%)
3. Cash to provide liquidity for distributions and rebalancing
4. Skill and niche categories are not included in benchmark but do have a permitted range to invest in opportunistically
* FTSE purchased the Citi Indices and changed the name


cap bench 98

		

										SOUTH DAKOTA RETIREMENT SYSTEM

														ASSET ALLOCATION

														POLICY

						Domestic				International				Arbitrage/				Fixed				Real				Private

						Equity				Equity				Convert				Income				Estate				Equity				Cash

				Maximum		65%				25%				15%				60%				12%				5%				45%

				Normal/		40%				15%				10%				20%				5%				5%		*		5%

				underlying

				Minimum		20%				10%				0%				15%				5%				5%				0%

				*  Allocated elsewhere until funded.

														ACTUAL BENCHMARK

				FY  1998		40%				16%				7%				23%				7%				0%				7%

				Index		Russell				EAFE				T-Bill + 4.25%				Salomon				NCREIS								T-Bill

						1000				3/4 Japan								BIG

																						Approved				6/3/97

				Current		38.5%				15.3%				8.5%				27.3%				2.1%				0.0%				8.3%

				w/futures		30.8%				15.3%				8.5%				28.3%				2.1%				0.0%				15.0%

				*  Allocated elsewhere until funded.

				*************************************************************************************************************************																						******************************

														20 Year Time Horizon

				Normal portfolio expected return  8.9%

						9.30%				9.00%				9.00%				7.50%				10.00%				11.00%				5.45%

														CEMENT PLANT FUND

														ASSET ALLOCATION

														PLAN

														FY 1996-2000

						Domestic				International				Arbitrage/				Fixed				Real				Private

						Equity				Equity				Convert				Income				Estate				Equity				Cash

				Maximum		65%				25%				0%				65%				10%				10%				55%

				Normal/		46%				15%				0%				29%				5%		*		5%		*		0%

				policy

				Normal/		46%				15%				0%				24%				5%		*		5%		*		5%

				underlying

				Minimum		20%				10%				0%				10%				5%				0%				0%

				Current		44.6%				13.7%				0.0%				31.7%				1.9%				0.0%				8.1%

				w/futures		35.9%				13.7%				0.0%				33.8%				1.9%				0.0%				14.7%

				*  Allocated elsewhere until funded.

				*************************************************************************************************************************																						******************************

														20 Year Time Horizon

				Normal portfolio expected return  8.9%

						9.30%				9.00%				9.00%				7.50%				10.00%				11.00%				5.45%
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														SOUTH DAKOTA RETIREMENT SYSTEM

																ASSET ALLOCATION

																POLICY

						Domestic				International				Merger				Convert				Fixed				Real				Private

						Equity				Equity				Arbitrage				Arbitrage				Income				Estate				Equity				Cash

				Maximum		65%				25%				10%				5%				60%				12%				5%				45%

				Normal/		40%				15%				7%				4%				20%				5%				5%				5%

				underlying

				Minimum		20%				10%				0%				0%				15%				5%				5%				0%

				1998 Bench		40%				16%				7%				0%				23%				7%				0%				7%

														ALTERNATIVE BENCHMARKS FOR 1999

		Alt. A		FY  1999		40%				16%				5%				3%				23%				7%				2%				4%

				Index		Russell				3/4 EAFE				T-Bill + 4.25%				50% 5-7yr BB Ind				Salomon				NCREIS				Russell + 5%				T-Bill

						1000				1/4 EASEA								50% M/M Fund				BIG

		Alt. B		FY  1999		38%				15%				5%				3%				24%				7%				2%				6%

				Index		Russell				3/4 EAFE				T-Bill + 4.25%				50% 5-7yr BB Ind				Salomon				NCREIS				Russell + 5%				T-Bill

						1000				1/4 EASEA								50% M/M Fund				BIG

		Alt. C		FY  1999		36%				14%				5%				3%				25%				7%				2%				8%

				Index		Russell				3/4 EAFE				T-Bill + 4.25%				50% 5-7yr BB Ind				Salomon				NCREIS				Russell + 5%				T-Bill

						1000				1/4 EASEA								50% M/M Fund				BIG

														CEMENT PLANT FUND

														ASSET ALLOCATION

														PLAN

						Domestic				International				Merger				Convert				Fixed				Real				Private

						Equity				Equity				Arbitrage				Arbitrage				Income				Estate				Equity				Cash

				Maximum		65%				25%				10%				5%				60%				12%				5%				45%

				Normal/		40%				15%				7%				4%				20%				5%				5%				5%

				underlying

				Minimum		20%				10%				0%				0%				15%				5%				5%				0%

				1998 Bench		40%				16%				5%				0%				25%				7%				0%				7%

														ALTERNATIVE BENCHMARKS FOR 1999

		Alt. A		FY  1999		40%				16%				5%				3%				23%				7%				2%				4%

				Index		Russell				3/4 EAFE				T-Bill + 4.25%				55% BB Index				Salomon				NCREIS				Russell + 5%				T-Bill

						1000				1/4 EASEA								45% M/M Fund				BIG

		Alt. B		FY  1999		38%				15%				5%				3%				23%				7%				2%				7%

				Index		Russell				3/4 EAFE				T-Bill + 4.25%				55% BB Index				Salomon				NCREIS				Russell + 5%				T-Bill

						1000				1/4 EASEA								45% M/M Fund				BIG

		Alt. C		FY  1999		36%				14%				5%				3%				23%				7%				2%				10%

				Index		Russell				3/4 EAFE				T-Bill + 4.25%				55% BB Index				Salomon				NCREIS				Russell + 5%				T-Bill

						1000				1/4 EASEA								45% M/M Fund				BIG

				*************************************************************************************************************************																										******************************

														20 Year Time Horizon

				Normal portfolio expected return  8.9%

						9.30%				9.00%				9.00%								7.50%				10.00%				11.00%				5.45%





cap bench 00

		

												SOUTH DAKOTA RETIREMENT SYSTEM

														ASSET ALLOCATION

																POLICY

						Domestic				International				Merger				Convertible				Fixed				Real				Private

						Equity				Equity				Arbitrage				Arbitrage				Income				Estate				Equity				Cash

				Maximum		65%				25%				10%				5%				60%				15%				10%				48%

				(Invested or Committed)

				Normal/Underlying		40%				15%				7%				3%				20%				5%				5%				5%

				Minimum		20%				10%				0%				0%				15%				5%				2%				0%

				2000 Benchmark		36%				16%				6%				3%				23%				8%				3%				5%

						Russell				3/4 EAFE				T-Bill + 4.25%				50% 5-7yr BB Ind				Salomon				NCREIS				Russell + 5%				T-Bill

						1000				1/4 EASEA								50% M/M Fund				BIG

				Approved June 9, 1999

												SD    CEMENT PLANT  RETIREMENT FUND

														ASSET ALLOCATION

																POLICY

						Domestic				International				Merger				Fixed				Real				Private

						Equity				Equity				Arbitrage				Income				Estate				Equity				Cash

				Maximum		65%				25%				10%				60%				15%				10%				48%

				(Invested or Committed)

				Normal/Underlying		40%				15%				7%				20%				5%				5%				5%

				Minimum		20%				10%				0%				15%				5%				2%				0%

				2000 Benchmark		36%				16%				6%				26%				8%				3%				5%

						Russell				3/4 EAFE				T-Bill + 4.25%				Salomon				NCREIS				Russell + 5%				T-Bill

						1000				1/4 EASEA								BIG

				Approved June 9, 1999





cap bench 01

		

												SOUTH DAKOTA RETIREMENT SYSTEM

														ASSET ALLOCATION

																POLICY

						Domestic				International				Merger				Convertible				Fixed				Real				Private

						Equity				Equity				Arbitrage				Arbitrage				Income				Estate				Equity				Cash

				Maximum		65%				25%				10%				5%				60%				15%				10%				48%

				(Invested or Committed)

				Normal/Underlying		40%				15%				7%				3%				20%				5%				5%				5%

				Minimum		20%				10%				0%				0%				15%				5%				2%				0%

				Index		Russell				3/4 EAFE				T-Bill + 4.25%				Convertible				Salomon				NCREIF				Russell + 5%				T-Bill

						1000				1/4 EASEA								Benchmark				BIG

				2002 BENCHMARK		40%				16%				6%				3%				23%				8%				3%				1%

				2001 Benchmark		36%				16%				6%				3%				23%				8%				3%				5%

				2000 Benchmark		36%				16%				6%				3%				23%				8%				3%				5%

				1999 Benchmark		40%				16%				5%				3%				23%				7%				2%				4%

				1998 Benchmark		40%				16%				7%				0%				23%				7%				0%				7%

				1997 Benchmark		40%				15%				6%				0%				25%				7%				0%				7%

				1996 Benchmark		42%				15%				8%				0%				25%				4%				0%				6%

												SD    CEMENT PLANT  RETIREMENT FUND

														ASSET ALLOCATION

																POLICY

						Domestic				International				Merger				Fixed				Real				Private

						Equity				Equity				Arbitrage				Income				Estate				Equity				Cash

				Maximum		65%				25%				10%				60%				15%				10%				48%

				(Invested or Committed)

				Normal/Underlying		40%				15%				7%				20%				5%				5%				5%

				Minimum		20%				10%				0%				15%				5%				2%				0%

				Index		Russell				3/4 EAFE				T-Bill + 4.25%				Salomon				NCREIF				Russell + 5%				T-Bill

						1000				1/4 EASEA								BIG

				2002 Benchmark		40%				16%				6%				23%				8%				3%				4%

				(Approved May 18, 2000)

												SOUTH DAKOTA RETIREMENT SYSTEM

														ASSET ALLOCATION

																POLICY

						Domestic				International				Merger				Convertible				Fixed				Real				Private

						Equity				Equity				Arbitrage				Arbitrage				Income				Estate				Equity				Cash

				Maximum		65%				25%				10%				5%				60%				15%				10%				48%

				(Invested or Committed)

				Normal/Underlying		40%				15%				7%				3%				20%				5%				5%				5%

				Minimum		20%				10%				0%				0%				15%				5%				2%				0%

				Index		Russell				3/4 EAFE				T-Bill + 4.25%				Convertible				Salomon				NCREIF				Russell + 5%				T-Bill

						1000				1/4 EASEA								Benchmark				BIG

				2001 BENCHMARK		36%				16%				6%				3%				23%				8%				3%				5%

				(approved May 18, 2000)

				2000 Benchmark		36%				16%				6%				3%				23%				8%				3%				5%

				1999 Benchmark		40%				16%				5%				3%				23%				7%				2%				4%

				1998 Benchmark		40%				16%				7%				0%				23%				7%				0%				7%

				1997 Benchmark		40%				15%				6%				0%				25%				7%				0%				7%

				1996 Benchmark		42%				15%				8%				0%				25%				4%				0%				6%

												SD    CEMENT PLANT  RETIREMENT FUND

														ASSET ALLOCATION

																POLICY

						Domestic				International				Merger				Fixed				Real				Private

						Equity				Equity				Arbitrage				Income				Estate				Equity				Cash

				Maximum		65%				25%				10%				60%				15%				10%				48%

				(Invested or Committed)

				Normal/Underlying		40%				15%				7%				20%				5%				5%				5%

				Minimum		20%				10%				0%				15%				5%				2%				0%

				Index		Russell				3/4 EAFE				T-Bill + 4.25%				Salomon				NCREIF				Russell + 5%				T-Bill

						1000				1/4 EASEA								BIG

				2001 Benchmark		36%				16%				6%				26%				8%				3%				5%

				(Approved May 18, 2000)





cap bench 02

		

												SOUTH DAKOTA RETIREMENT SYSTEM

														ASSET ALLOCATION POLICY

						Domestic				International				Merger				Convertible				Fixed				Real				Private

						Equity				Equity				Arbitrage				Arbitrage				Income				Estate				Equity				Cash

				Maximum		65%				25%				10%				5%				60%				15%				10%				48%

				(Invested or Committed)

				Normal/Underlying		40%				15%				7%				3%				20%				5%				5%				5%

				Minimum		20%				10%				0%				0%				15%				5%				2%				0%

				Index		Russell				MSCI All				T-Bill + 4.25%				Convertible				Salomon				NCREIF				Russell + 3.5%				T-Bill

						1000				Country World								Benchmark				BIG				Property

										ex US index

				2002 Benchmark		40%				16%				6%				3%				23%				8%				3%				1%				100.00%

				(approved May 22, 2001)

				2001 Benchmark		36%				16%				6%				3%				23%				8%				3%				5%

				2000 Benchmark		36%				16%				6%				3%				23%				8%				3%				5%

				1999 Benchmark		40%				16%				5%				3%				23%				7%				2%				4%

				1998 Benchmark		40%				16%				7%				0%				23%				7%				0%				7%

				1997 Benchmark		40%				15%				6%				0%				25%				7%				0%				7%

				1996 Benchmark		42%				15%				8%				0%				25%				4%				0%				6%

										SD CEMENT PLANT  RETIREMENT FUND

										ASSET ALLOCATION

														POLICY

						Domestic				International				Merger				Fixed				Real				Private

						Equity				Equity				Arbitrage				Income				Estate				Equity				Cash

				Maximum		65%				25%				10%				60%				15%				10%				48%

				(Invested or Committed)

				Normal/Underlying		40%				15%				7%				20%				5%				5%				5%

				Minimum		20%				10%				0%				15%				0%		*		0%		*		0%

				Index		Russell				MSCI All				T-Bill + 4.25%				Salomon				NCREIF				Russell + 3.5%				T-Bill

						1000				Country World								BIG				Property

										ex US index

				2002 Recommended		40%				16%				6%				26%				7%				3%				2%

				Benchmark

				2001 Benchmark		36%				16%				6%				26%				8%				3%				5%

				*No new investments due to change in fund





cap bench 03

		

														SOUTH DAKOTA RETIREMENT SYSTEM

																ASSET ALLOCATION POLICY

				Domestic				International				Merger				Convertible				Fixed				High Yield/				Real				Private				Tips/

				Equity				Equity				Arbitrage				Arbitrage				Income				Distressed				Estate				Equity				Commodities				Cash

		Maximum		65%				25%				10%				5%				50%				10%				15%				10%				5%				48%

		(Invested or Committed)

		Historical Normal		40%				15%				7%				3%				20%				0%				5%				5%				0%				5%

		Proposed Normal		40%				16%				5%				3%				18%				6%				5%				5%				1%				1%

		Minimum		20%				10%				0%				0%				13%				2%				5%				2%				0%				0%

		Index		Russell				MSCI All				T-Bill + 4.25%				Convertible				Salomon				Salomon				NCREIF				Russell 1000				Commodities				90 day

				1000				Country World								Benchmark				BIG				High Yield				Property				plus 3.5%				Index				Tsy bill

								ex US index

		2003 Benchmark		40%				16%				4%				3%				19%				6%				7%				3%				1%				1%				100.00%

		(recommended)

		2002 Benchmark		40%				16%				6%				3%				23%								8%				3%								1%

		2001 Benchmark		36%				16%				6%				3%				23%								8%				3%								5%

		2000 Benchmark		36%				16%				6%				3%				23%								8%				3%								5%

		1999 Benchmark		40%				16%				5%				3%				23%								7%				2%								4%

		1998 Benchmark		40%				16%				7%				0%				23%								7%				0%								7%

		1997 Benchmark		40%				15%				6%				0%				25%								7%				0%								7%

		1996 Benchmark		42%				15%				8%				0%				25%								4%				0%								6%

												SD CEMENT PLANT  RETIREMENT FUND

												ASSET ALLOCATION POLICY

				Domestic				International				Merger				Convertible				Fixed				High Yield/				Real				Private				Tips/

				Equity				Equity				Arbitrage				Arbitrage				Income				Distressed				Estate				Equity				Commodities				Cash

		Maximum		65%				25%				10%								50%				10%				15%				10%				5%				48%

		(Invested or Committed)

		Historical Normal		40%				15%				7%								23%				0%				5%				5%				0%				5%

		Proposed Normal		40%				16%				5%								21%				6%				5%				3%				1%				3%				100.00%

		Minimum		20%				10%				0%								16%				2%				0%		*		0%		*		0%				0%

		Index		Russell				MSCI All				T-Bill + 4.25%				Convertible				Salomon				Salomon				NCREIF				Russell 1000				Commodities				90 day

				1000				Country World								Benchmark				BIG				High Yield				Property				plus 3.5%				Index				Tsy bill

								ex US index

		2003 Benchmark		40%				16%				4%								20%				6%				7%				3%				1%				3%				100.00%

		(recommended)

		2002 Benchmark		40%				16%				6%								26%								7%				3%								2%

		2001 Benchmark		36%				16%				6%								26%								8%				3%								5%

		*No new investments due to change in fund





cap bench 05

		

																SOUTH DAKOTA RETIREMENT SYSTEM

																		ASSET ALLOCATION POLICY

						Domestic				International				Global				Merger				Convertible				Fixed				High Yield/				Real				Private				Tips/

						Equity				Equity				Equity				Arbitrage				Arbitrage				Income				Distressed				Estate				Equity				Commodities				Cash

						(domestic and international

						used prior to FY 2005)

		Maximum				65%				25%				80%				10%				5%				50%				10%				15%				10%				5%				48%

		(Invested or Committed)

		Normal				40%				16%				56%				5%				3%				18%				6%				5%				5%				1%				1%

		Minimum				20%				10%				30%				0%				0%				13%				2%				5%				2%				0%				0%

		Index				Russell				MSCI All				MSCI All Country				T-Bill + 4.25%				Convertible				Citigroup				Citigroup				NCREIF				S&P 500				Commodities				90 day

						1000				Country				World(2/3) plus								Benchmark				BIG				High Yield				Property				plus 3.5%				Index				Tsy bill

										World ex US				US component (1/3)

		2005 Benchmark												57%				2%				3%				19%				7%				6%				4%				1%				1%				100.00%

		2004 Benchmark				40%				16%								2%				4%				19%				6%				7%				4%				1%				1%				100.00%

		2003 Benchmark				40%				16%								4%				3%				19%				6%				7%				3%				1%				1%				100.00%

		2002 Benchmark				40%				16%								6%				3%				23%								8%				3%								1%

		2001 Benchmark				36%				16%								6%				3%				23%								8%				3%								5%

		2000 Benchmark				36%				16%								6%				3%				23%								8%				3%								5%

		1999 Benchmark				40%				16%								5%				3%				23%								7%				2%								4%

		1998 Benchmark				40%				16%								7%				0%				23%								7%				0%								7%

		1997 Benchmark				40%				15%								6%				0%				25%								7%				0%								7%

		1996 Benchmark				42%				15%								8%				0%				25%								4%				0%								6%

																		SD CEMENT PLANT  RETIREMENT FUND

																		ASSET ALLOCATION POLICY

						Domestic				International				Global				Merger				Convertible				Fixed				High Yield/				Real				Private				Tips/

						Equity				Equity				Equity				Arbitrage				Arbitrage				Income				Distressed				Estate				Equity				Commodities				Cash

						(domestic and international

						used prior to FY 2005)

		Maximum				65%				25%				80%				10%								50%				10%				15%				10%				5%				48%

		(Invested or Committed)

		Normal				40%				16%				56%				5%								21%				6%				5%				3%				1%				3%				156.00%

		Minimum				20%				10%				30%				0%								16%				2%				0%				0%				0%				0%

		Index				Russell				MSCI All				MSCI All Country				T-Bill + 4.25%				Convertible				Citigroup				Citigroup				NCREIF				S&P 500				Commodities				90 day

						1000				Country				World(2/3) plus								Benchmark				BIG				High Yield				Property				plus 3.5%				Index				Tsy bill

										World ex US				US component (1/3)

		2005 Benchmark												57%				2%								21%				7%				6%				4%				1%				2%				100.00%

		2004 Benchmark				40%				16%								2%								20%				6%				7%				4%				1%				4%				100.00%

		2003 Benchmark				40%				16%								4%								20%				6%				7%				3%				1%				3%				100.00%

		2002 Benchmark				40%				16%								6%								26%								7%				3%								2%

		2001 Benchmark				36%				16%								6%								26%								8%				3%								5%





cap bench 04

		

														SOUTH DAKOTA RETIREMENT SYSTEM

																ASSET ALLOCATION POLICY

				Domestic				International				Merger				Convertible				Fixed				High Yield/				Real				Private				Tips/

				Equity				Equity				Arbitrage				Arbitrage				Income				Distressed				Estate				Equity				Commodities				Cash

		Maximum		65%				25%				10%				5%				50%				10%				15%				10%				5%				48%

		(Invested or Committed)

		Normal		40%				16%				5%				3%				18%				6%				5%				5%				1%				1%

		Minimum		20%				10%				0%				0%				13%				2%				5%				2%				0%				0%

		Index		Russell				MSCI All				T-Bill + 4.25%				Convertible				Citigroup				Citigroup				NCREIF				Russell 1000				Commodities				90 day

				1000				Country World								Benchmark				BIG				High Yield				Property				plus 3.5%				Index				Tsy bill

								ex US index

		2004 Benchmark		40%				16%				2%				4%				19%				6%				7%				4%				1%				1%				100.00%

		2003 Benchmark		40%				16%				4%				3%				19%				6%				7%				3%				1%				1%				100.00%

		2002 Benchmark		40%				16%				6%				3%				23%								8%				3%								1%

		2001 Benchmark		36%				16%				6%				3%				23%								8%				3%								5%

		2000 Benchmark		36%				16%				6%				3%				23%								8%				3%								5%

		1999 Benchmark		40%				16%				5%				3%				23%								7%				2%								4%

		1998 Benchmark		40%				16%				7%				0%				23%								7%				0%								7%

		1997 Benchmark		40%				15%				6%				0%				25%								7%				0%								7%

		1996 Benchmark		42%				15%				8%				0%				25%								4%				0%								6%

														SD CEMENT PLANT  RETIREMENT FUND

														ASSET ALLOCATION POLICY

				Domestic				International				Merger				Convertible				Fixed				High Yield/				Real				Private				Tips/

				Equity				Equity				Arbitrage				Arbitrage				Income				Distressed				Estate				Equity				Commodities				Cash

		Maximum		65%				25%				10%								50%				10%				15%				10%				5%				48%

		(Invested or Committed)

		Normal		40%				16%				5%								21%				6%				5%				3%				1%				3%				100.00%

		Minimum		20%				10%				0%								16%				2%				0%				0%				0%				0%

		Index		Russell				MSCI All				T-Bill + 4.25%				Convertible				Citigroup				Citigroup				NCREIF				Russell 1000				Commodities				90 day

				1000				Country World								Benchmark				BIG				High Yield				Property				plus 3.5%				Index				Tsy bill

								ex US index

		2004 Benchmark		40%				16%				2%								20%				6%				7%				4%				1%				4%				100.00%

		2003 Benchmark		40%				16%				4%								20%				6%				7%				3%				1%				3%				100.00%

		2002 Benchmark		40%				16%				6%								26%								7%				3%								2%

		2001 Benchmark		36%				16%				6%								26%								8%				3%								5%





cap bench 06

		

																SOUTH DAKOTA RETIREMENT SYSTEM

																		ASSET ALLOCATION POLICY

						Domestic				International				Global				Merger				Convertible				Fixed				High Yield/				Real				Private				Tips/

						Equity				Equity				Equity				Arbitrage				Arbitrage				Income				Distressed				Estate				Equity				Commodities				Cash

						(domestic and international

						used prior to FY 2005)

		Maximum				65%				25%				80%				10%				5%				50%				10%				15%				10%				5%				48%

		(Invested or Committed)

		Normal				40%				16%				56%				5%				3%				18%				6%				5%				5%				1%				1%

		Minimum				20%				10%				30%				0%				0%				13%				2%				5%				2%				0%				0%

		Index				Russell				MSCI All				MSCI All Country				T-Bill + 4.25%				Convertible				Citigroup				Citigroup				NCREIF				S&P 500				Commodities				90 day

						1000				Country				World(2/3) plus								Benchmark				BIG				High Yield				Property				plus 3.5%				Index				Tsy bill

										World ex US				US component (1/3)

		2006 Benchmark												57%				4%				3%				18%				6%				6%				4%				1%				1%				100.00%

		(recommended)

		2005 Benchmark												57%				2%				3%				19%				7%				6%				4%				1%				1%				100.00%

		2004 Benchmark				40%				16%								2%				4%				19%				6%				7%				4%				1%				1%				100.00%

		2003 Benchmark				40%				16%								4%				3%				19%				6%				7%				3%				1%				1%				100.00%

		2002 Benchmark				40%				16%								6%				3%				23%								8%				3%								1%

		2001 Benchmark				36%				16%								6%				3%				23%								8%				3%								5%

		2000 Benchmark				36%				16%								6%				3%				23%								8%				3%								5%

		1999 Benchmark				40%				16%								5%				3%				23%								7%				2%								4%

		1998 Benchmark				40%				16%								7%				0%				23%								7%				0%								7%

		1997 Benchmark				40%				15%								6%				0%				25%								7%				0%								7%

		1996 Benchmark				42%				15%								8%				0%				25%								4%				0%								6%

																		SD CEMENT PLANT  RETIREMENT FUND

																		ASSET ALLOCATION POLICY

						Domestic				International				Global				Merger				Convertible				Fixed				High Yield/				Real				Private				Tips/

						Equity				Equity				Equity				Arbitrage				Arbitrage				Income				Distressed				Estate				Equity				Commodities				Cash

						(domestic and international

						used prior to FY 2005)

		Maximum				65%				25%				80%				10%								50%				10%				15%				10%				5%				48%

		Normal				40%				16%				56%				5%								21%				6%				5%				3%				1%				3%				100.00%

		Minimum				20%				10%				30%				0%								16%				2%				0%				0%				0%				0%

		Index				Russell				MSCI All				MSCI All Country				T-Bill + 4.25%				Convertible				Citigroup				Citigroup				NCREIF				S&P 500				Commodities				90 day

						1000				Country				World(2/3) plus								Benchmark				BIG				High Yield				Property				plus 3.5%				Index				Tsy bill

										World ex US				US component (1/3)

		2006 Benchmark												57%				4%								21%				6%				6%				4%				1%				1%				100.00%

		(recommended)

		2005 Benchmark												57%				2%								21%				7%				6%				4%				1%				2%				100.00%

		2004 Benchmark				40%				16%								2%								20%				6%				7%				4%				1%				4%				100.00%

		2003 Benchmark				40%				16%								4%								20%				6%				7%				3%				1%				3%				100.00%

		2002 Benchmark				40%				16%								6%								26%								7%				3%								2%

		2001 Benchmark				36%				16%								6%								26%								8%				3%								5%





cap bench 12

		

																				SOUTH DAKOTA RETIREMENT SYSTEM

																		ASSET ALLOCATION POLICY AND BENCHMARK

																																												Aggressive

				Domestic				International				Global				Private				Real				High Yield/				Fixed								Merger				Convertible				Absolute

		POLICY		Equity				Equity				Equity				Equity				Estate				Distressed				Income				TIPS				Arbitrage				Arbitrage				Return				Commodities				Cash

				(domestic and international

		Maximum		65%				25%				75%				12%				15%				15%				50%				5%				10%				5%				5%				5%				50%

		Benchmark		40%				16%				58%				5%				8%				7%				18%				1%				0%				0%				0%				1%				2%				100.00%

		Minimum		20%				10%				35%				0%				2%				0%				13%				0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				0%

		Index										MSCI All Country				S&P 500				NCREIF				Citigroup				Citigroup				Citigroup																Commodities				3 month

												World(2/3) plus US				plus 1.75%				Property				High Yield				BIG				Inflation-Linked																Index				Tsy bill

												component (1/3)								plus 1.25%												Securities Index

		CAPITAL MARKET

		2012 Benchmark										58%				5%				8%				7%				18%				1%				0%				0%				0%				1%				2%				100.00%

		(proposed)

		2011 Benchmark										57%				5%				7%				6%				18%								2%				3%								1%				1%				100.00%

		2010 Benchmark										57%				5%				7%				6%				18%								2%				3%								1%				1%				100.00%

		2009 Benchmark										57%				5%				5%				6%				18%								4%				3%								1%				1%				100.00%

		2008 Benchmark										57%				5%				5%				6%				18%								4%				3%								1%				1%				100.00%

		2007 Benchmark										57%				5%				5%				6%				18%								4%				3%								1%				1%				100.00%

		2006 Benchmark										57%				4%				6%				6%				18%								4%				3%								1%				1%				100.00%

		2005 Benchmark										57%				4%				6%				7%				19%								2%				3%								1%				1%				100.00%

																										Proprietary and Confidential

		2004 Benchmark		40%				16%								4%				7%				6%				19%				19%				2%				4%				19%				1%				1%				138.00%

		2003 Benchmark		40%				16%								3%				7%				6%				19%				19%				4%				3%				19%				1%				1%				138.00%

		2002 Benchmark		40%				16%								3%				8%								23%				23%				6%				3%				23%								1%

		2001 Benchmark		36%				16%								3%				8%								23%				23%				6%				3%				23%								5%

		2000 Benchmark		36%				16%								3%				8%								23%				23%				6%				3%				23%								5%

		1999 Benchmark		40%				16%								2%				7%								23%				23%				5%				3%				23%								4%

		1998 Benchmark		40%				16%								0%				7%								23%				23%				7%				0%				23%								7%

		1997 Benchmark		40%				15%								0%				7%								25%				25%				6%				0%				25%								7%

		1996 Benchmark		42%				15%								0%				4%								25%				25%				8%				0%				25%								6%

		Remove Merger with 1% to EQ and 1% to RE																		Use Merger and Convt as opportunistic not bench

		Remove Convt with 1% to TIPS, 1% HY, 1% cash																		2% cash for benefit liquidity & LP flows

																				SD CEMENT PLANT  RETIREMENT FUND

																		ASSET ALLOCATION POLICY AND BENCHMARK

																																												Aggressive

				Domestic				International				Global				Private				Real				High Yield/				Fixed								Merger				Convertible				Absolute

		POLICY		Equity				Equity				Equity				Equity				Estate				Distressed				Income				TIPS				Arbitrage				Arbitrage				Return				Commodities				Cash

				(domestic and international

		Maximum		65%				25%				75%				11%				14%				15%				50%				5%				10%				5%				5%				5%				50%

		Benchmark		40%				16%				56%				5%				8%				7%				18%				1%				0%				0%				0%				1%				4%				100.00%

		Minimum		20%				10%				35%				0%				2%				0%				13%				0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				0%

		Index		Russell				MSCI All				MSCI All Country				S&P 500				NCREIF				Citigroup				Citigroup				Citigroup																Commodities				3 month

				1000				Country				World(2/3) plus US				plus 1.75%				Property				High Yield				BIG				Inflation-Linked																Index				Tsy bill

								World ex US				component (1/3)								plus 1.25%												Securities Index

		CAPITAL MARKET

		2012 Benchmark										56%				5%				8%				7%				18%				1%				0%				0%				0%				1%				4%				100.00%

		(proposed)

		2011 Benchmark										57%				5%				7%				6%				20%								2%												1%				2%				100.00%

		2010 Benchmark										57%				5%				7%				6%				20%								2%												1%				2%				100.00%

		2009 Benchmark										57%				5%				5%				6%				20%								4%												1%				2%				100.00%

		2008 Benchmark										57%				5%				5%				6%				20%								4%												1%				2%				100.00%

		2007 Benchmark										57%				5%				5%				6%				20%								4%												1%				2%				100.00%

		2006 Benchmark										57%				4%				6%				6%				21%								4%												1%				1%				100.00%

		2005 Benchmark										57%				4%				6%				7%				21%								2%												1%				2%				100.00%

		2004 Benchmark		40%				16%								4%				7%				6%				20%								2%												1%				4%				100.00%

		2003 Benchmark		40%				16%								3%				7%				6%				20%								4%												1%				3%				100.00%

		2002 Benchmark		40%				16%								3%				7%								26%								6%																2%

		2001 Benchmark		36%				16%								3%				8%								26%								6%																5%

																										Proprietary and Confidential





cap bench 13

		

																				SOUTH DAKOTA RETIREMENT SYSTEM

																		ASSET ALLOCATION POLICY AND BENCHMARK

																																												Aggressive

				Domestic				International				Global				Private				Real				High Yield/				Fixed								Merger				Convertible				Absolute

		POLICY		Equity				Equity				Equity				Equity				Estate				Distressed				Income				TIPS				Arbitrage				Arbitrage				Return				Commodities				Cash

				(domestic and international

		Maximum		65%				25%				75%				12%				15%				15%				50%				5%				10%				5%				5%				5%				50%

		Benchmark		40%				16%				56%				7%				8%				7%				18%				1%				0%				0%				0%				1%				2%				100.00%

		Minimum		20%				10%				35%				0%				2%				0%				13%				0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				0%

		Index										MSCI All Country				S&P 500				NCREIF				Citigroup				Citigroup				Citigroup																Commodities				3 month

												World(2/3) plus US				plus 1.75%				Property				High Yield				BIG				Inflation-Linked																Index				Tsy bill

												component (1/3)								plus 1.25%												Securities Index

		CAPITAL MARKET

		2013 Benchmark										56%				7%				8%				7%				18%				1%				0%				0%				0%				1%				2%				100.00%

		2012 Benchmark										58%				5%				8%				7%				18%				1%				0%				0%				0%				1%				2%				100.00%

		2011 Benchmark										57%				5%				7%				6%				18%								2%				3%								1%				1%				100.00%

		2010 Benchmark										57%				5%				7%				6%				18%								2%				3%								1%				1%				100.00%

		2009 Benchmark										57%				5%				5%				6%				18%								4%				3%								1%				1%				100.00%

		2008 Benchmark										57%				5%				5%				6%				18%								4%				3%								1%				1%				100.00%

		2007 Benchmark										57%				5%				5%				6%				18%								4%				3%								1%				1%				100.00%

		2006 Benchmark										57%				4%				6%				6%				18%								4%				3%								1%				1%				100.00%

		2005 Benchmark										57%				4%				6%				7%				19%								2%				3%								1%				1%				100.00%

		2004 Benchmark		40%				16%								4%				7%				6%				19%				19%				2%				4%				19%				1%				1%				138.00%

		2003 Benchmark		40%				16%								3%				7%				6%				19%				19%				4%				3%				19%				1%				1%				138.00%

		2002 Benchmark		40%				16%								3%				8%								23%				23%				6%				3%				23%								1%

		2001 Benchmark		36%				16%								3%				8%								23%				23%				6%				3%				23%								5%

		2000 Benchmark		36%				16%								3%				8%								23%				23%				6%				3%				23%								5%

		1999 Benchmark		40%				16%								2%				7%								23%				23%				5%				3%				23%								4%

		1998 Benchmark		40%				16%								0%				7%								23%				23%				7%				0%				23%								7%

		1997 Benchmark		40%				15%								0%				7%								25%				25%				6%				0%				25%								7%

		1996 Benchmark		42%				15%								0%				4%								25%				25%				8%				0%				25%								6%

		Use Merger, Convt and Aggressive as opportunistic not bench

		2% cash for benefit liquidity & LP flows

		1/2% buffer for market drift (example: FI minimum of 13% can drift to 12.5%)

																										Proprietary and Confidential

																				SD CEMENT PLANT  RETIREMENT FUND

																		ASSET ALLOCATION POLICY AND BENCHMARK

																																												Aggressive

				Domestic				International				Global				Private				Real				High Yield/				Fixed								Merger				Convertible				Absolute

		POLICY		Equity				Equity				Equity				Equity				Estate				Distressed				Income				TIPS				Arbitrage				Arbitrage				Return				Commodities				Cash

				(domestic and international

		Maximum		65%				25%				75%				11%				14%				15%				50%				5%				10%				5%				5%				5%				50%

		Benchmark		40%				16%				56%				5%				8%				7%				18%				1%				0%				0%				0%				1%				4%				100.00%

		Minimum		20%				10%				35%				0%				2%				0%				13%				0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				0%

		Index		Russell				MSCI All				MSCI All Country				S&P 500				NCREIF				Citigroup				Citigroup				Citigroup																Commodities				3 month

				1000				Country				World(2/3) plus US				plus 1.75%				Property				High Yield				BIG				Inflation-Linked																Index				Tsy bill

								World ex US				component (1/3)								plus 1.25%												Securities Index

		CAPITAL MARKET

		2013 Benchmark										56%				5%				8%				7%				18%				1%				0%				0%				0%				1%				4%				100.00%

		2012 Benchmark										56%				5%				8%				7%				18%				1%				0%				0%				0%				1%				4%				100.00%

		2011 Benchmark										57%				5%				7%				6%				20%								2%												1%				2%				100.00%

		2010 Benchmark										57%				5%				7%				6%				20%								2%												1%				2%				100.00%

		2009 Benchmark										57%				5%				5%				6%				20%								4%												1%				2%				100.00%

		2008 Benchmark										57%				5%				5%				6%				20%								4%												1%				2%				100.00%

		2007 Benchmark										57%				5%				5%				6%				20%								4%												1%				2%				100.00%

		2006 Benchmark										57%				4%				6%				6%				21%								4%												1%				1%				100.00%

		2005 Benchmark										57%				4%				6%				7%				21%								2%												1%				2%				100.00%

		2004 Benchmark		40%				16%								4%				7%				6%				20%								2%												1%				4%				100.00%

		2003 Benchmark		40%				16%								3%				7%				6%				20%								4%												1%				3%				100.00%

		2002 Benchmark		40%				16%								3%				7%								26%								6%																2%

		2001 Benchmark		36%				16%								3%				8%								26%								6%																5%

		Use Merger, Convt and Aggressive as opportunistic not bench

		4% cash for benefit liquidity & LP flows

		1/2% buffer for market drift (example: FI minimum of 13% can drift to 12.5%)

																										Proprietary and Confidential





cap bench 14

		

																				SOUTH DAKOTA RETIREMENT SYSTEM

																		ASSET ALLOCATION POLICY AND BENCHMARK

																																												Aggressive

				Domestic				International				Global				Private				Real				High Yield/				Fixed								Merger				Convertible				Absolute

		POLICY		Equity				Equity				Equity				Equity				Estate				Distressed				Income				TIPS				Arbitrage				Arbitrage				Return				Commodities				Cash

				(domestic and international

		Maximum		65%				25%				75%				12%				15%				15%				50%				5%				10%				5%				5%				5%				50%

		Benchmark		40%				16%				56%				7%				8%				7%				18%				1%				0%				0%				0%				1%				2%				100.00%

		Minimum		20%				10%				35%				0%				2%				0%				13%				0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				0%

		Index										MSCI All Country				S&P 500				MSCI				Citigroup				Citigroup				Citigroup																Commodities				3 month

												World(2/3) plus US								REIT				High Yield				BIG				Inflation-Linked																Index				Tsy bill

												component (1/3)																				Securities Index

		CAPITAL MARKET

		2014 Benchmark										56%				7%				8%				7%				18%				1%				0%				0%				0%				1%				2%				100.00%

		2013 Benchmark										56%				7%				8%				7%				18%				1%				0%				0%				0%				1%				2%				100.00%

		2012 Benchmark										58%				5%				8%				7%				18%				1%				0%				0%				0%				1%				2%				100.00%

		2011 Benchmark										57%				5%				7%				6%				18%								2%				3%								1%				1%				100.00%

		2010 Benchmark										57%				5%				7%				6%				18%								2%				3%								1%				1%				100.00%

		2009 Benchmark										57%				5%				5%				6%				18%								4%				3%								1%				1%				100.00%

		2008 Benchmark										57%				5%				5%				6%				18%								4%				3%								1%				1%				100.00%

		2007 Benchmark										57%				5%				5%				6%				18%								4%				3%								1%				1%				100.00%

		2006 Benchmark										57%				4%				6%				6%				18%								4%				3%								1%				1%				100.00%

		2005 Benchmark										57%				4%				6%				7%				19%								2%				3%								1%				1%				100.00%

		2004 Benchmark		40%				16%								4%				7%				6%				19%				19%				2%				4%				19%				1%				1%				138.00%

		2003 Benchmark		40%				16%								3%				7%				6%				19%				19%				4%				3%				19%				1%				1%				138.00%

		2002 Benchmark		40%				16%								3%				8%								23%				23%				6%				3%				23%								1%

		2001 Benchmark		36%				16%								3%				8%								23%				23%				6%				3%				23%								5%

		2000 Benchmark		36%				16%								3%				8%								23%				23%				6%				3%				23%								5%

		1999 Benchmark		40%				16%								2%				7%								23%				23%				5%				3%				23%								4%

		1998 Benchmark		40%				16%								0%				7%								23%				23%				7%				0%				23%								7%

		1997 Benchmark		40%				15%								0%				7%								25%				25%				6%				0%				25%								7%

		1996 Benchmark		42%				15%								0%				4%								25%				25%				8%				0%				25%								6%

		Use Merger, Convt and Aggressive as opportunistic not bench

		2% cash for benefit liquidity & LP flows

		1/2% buffer for market drift (example: FI minimum of 13% can drift to 12.5%)

																										Proprietary and Confidential

																				SD CEMENT PLANT  RETIREMENT FUND

																		ASSET ALLOCATION POLICY AND BENCHMARK

																																												Aggressive

				Domestic				International				Global				Private				Real				High Yield/				Fixed								Merger				Convertible				Absolute

		POLICY		Equity				Equity				Equity				Equity				Estate				Distressed				Income				TIPS				Arbitrage				Arbitrage				Return				Commodities				Cash

				(domestic and international

		Maximum		65%				25%				75%				11%				14%				15%				50%				5%				10%				5%				5%				5%				50%

		Benchmark		40%				16%				56%				5%				8%				7%				18%				1%				0%				0%				0%				1%				4%				100.00%

		Minimum		20%				10%				35%				0%				2%				0%				13%				0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				0%

		Index		Russell				MSCI All				MSCI All Country				S&P 500				NCREIF				Citigroup				Citigroup				Citigroup																Commodities				3 month

				1000				Country				World(2/3) plus US				plus 1.75%				Property				High Yield				BIG				Inflation-Linked																Index				Tsy bill

								World ex US				component (1/3)								plus 1.25%												Securities Index

		CAPITAL MARKET

		2013 Benchmark										56%				5%				8%				7%				18%				1%				0%				0%				0%				1%				4%				100.00%

		2012 Benchmark										56%				5%				8%				7%				18%				1%				0%				0%				0%				1%				4%				100.00%

		2011 Benchmark										57%				5%				7%				6%				20%								2%												1%				2%				100.00%

		2010 Benchmark										57%				5%				7%				6%				20%								2%												1%				2%				100.00%

		2009 Benchmark										57%				5%				5%				6%				20%								4%												1%				2%				100.00%

		2008 Benchmark										57%				5%				5%				6%				20%								4%												1%				2%				100.00%

		2007 Benchmark										57%				5%				5%				6%				20%								4%												1%				2%				100.00%

		2006 Benchmark										57%				4%				6%				6%				21%								4%												1%				1%				100.00%

		2005 Benchmark										57%				4%				6%				7%				21%								2%												1%				2%				100.00%

		2004 Benchmark		40%				16%								4%				7%				6%				20%								2%												1%				4%				100.00%

		2003 Benchmark		40%				16%								3%				7%				6%				20%								4%												1%				3%				100.00%

		2002 Benchmark		40%				16%								3%				7%								26%								6%																2%

		2001 Benchmark		36%				16%								3%				8%								26%								6%																5%

		Use Merger, Convt and Aggressive as opportunistic not bench

		4% cash for benefit liquidity & LP flows

		1/2% buffer for market drift (example: FI minimum of 13% can drift to 12.5%)

																										Proprietary and Confidential





cap bench 15

		

																						SDRS ASSET ALLOCATION

														BENCHMARKS / INDEXES & MAXIMUM / MINIMUM RANGES

																																																				Aggressive

				Domestic				International				Global				Private				Real				High Yield/				Fixed																Merger				Convertible				Absolute				Equity

				Equity				Equity				Equity				Equity				Estate				Distressed				Income				TIPS				Commodities				Cash				Arbitrage				Arbitrage				Return				Like Risk

				(domestic and international

		Maximum		65%				25%				75%				12%				20%		1		15%				50%				5%				5%				50%				10%				5%				5%				80%

		2015 Benchmark		40%				16%				60%				combined with				10%				7%				19%				1%				1%				2%		3		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		70%		5		100.00%

																global EQ

		Minimum		20%				10%				35%				0%				2%				0%				13%		2		0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				50%

		Index										MSCI All Country								MSCI				Citigroup				Citigroup				Citigroup				Commodities				3 month

												World(2/3) plus US								REIT				High Yield				BIG				Inflation-Linked				Index				Tsy bill

												component (1/3)																				Securities Index				(SPGSCI)

		Benchmark history

		2014 Benchmark										56%				7%				8%				7%				18%				1%				1%				2%				0%				0%				0%								100.00%

		2013 Benchmark										56%				7%				8%				7%				18%				1%				1%				2%				0%				0%				0%								100.00%

		2012 Benchmark										58%				5%				8%				7%				18%				1%				1%				2%				0%				0%				0%								100.00%

		2011 Benchmark										57%				5%				7%				6%				18%								1%				1%				2%				3%												100.00%

		2010 Benchmark										57%				5%				7%				6%				18%								1%				1%				2%				3%												100.00%

		2009 Benchmark										57%				5%				5%				6%				18%								1%				1%				4%				3%												100.00%

		2008 Benchmark										57%				5%				5%				6%				18%								1%				1%				4%				3%												100.00%

		2007 Benchmark										57%				5%				5%				6%				18%								1%				1%				4%				3%												100.00%

		2006 Benchmark										57%				4%				6%				6%				18%								1%				1%				4%				3%												100.00%

		2005 Benchmark										57%				4%				6%				7%				19%								1%				1%				2%				3%												100.00%

		2004 Benchmark		40%				16%								4%				7%				6%				19%				19%				1%				1%				2%				4%				19%

		2003 Benchmark		40%				16%								3%				7%				6%				19%				19%				1%				1%				4%				3%				19%

		2002 Benchmark		40%				16%								3%				8%								23%				23%								1%				6%				3%				23%

		2001 Benchmark		36%				16%								3%				8%								23%				23%								5%				6%				3%				23%

		2000 Benchmark		36%				16%								3%				8%								23%				23%								5%				6%				3%				23%

		1999 Benchmark		40%				16%								2%				7%								23%				23%								4%				5%				3%				23%

		1998 Benchmark		40%				16%								0%				7%								23%				23%								7%				7%				0%				23%

		1997 Benchmark		40%				15%								0%				7%								25%				25%								7%				6%				0%				25%

		1996 Benchmark		42%				15%								0%				4%								25%				25%								6%				8%				0%				25%

		1. RE maximum relates to REITS/Core RE. Opportunistic RE is adjusted up to 133% weight

		2. 1/2% buffer for market drift (example: FI minimum of 13% can drift to 12.5%)

		3. 2% cash for benefit liquidity & LP flows

		4. Use Merger, Convt and Aggressive as opportunistic not bench

		5. Based on average of fat-tail adjusted inflation crisis ELR and severe economic downturn ELR

																										Proprietary and Confidential

																				SD CEMENT PLANT  RETIREMENT FUND





cap bench 16

		

																						SDRS ASSET ALLOCATION

														BENCHMARKS / INDEXES & MAXIMUM / MINIMUM RANGES

																																																				Aggressive

				Domestic				International				Global				Private				Real				High Yield				Fixed																Merger				Convert				Absolute				Equity

				Equity				Equity				Equity				Equity				Estate				Distressed				Income				Cash				TIPS				Commodity				Arb				Arb				Return				Like Risk

				(domestic and international

		Maximum		65%				25%				75%				12%				20%		1		15%				50%				50%				5%				5%				10%				5%				5%				85%

		2016 Benchmark		40%				16%				58%				combined with				10%				7%				23%				2%		3		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		70%		5		100.00%

																global EQ

		Minimum		20%				10%				25%				0%				2%				0%				13%		2		0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				50%

		Index										MSCI All Country								MSCI				Citigroup				Citigroup				3 month				Citigroup				Commodities

												World(2/3) plus US								REIT				High Yield				BIG				Tsy bill				Inflation-Linked				Index

												component (1/3)																								Securities Index				(SPGSCI)

		Benchmark history

		2015 Benchmark		40%				16%				60%				combined with				10%				7%				19%				2%		3		1%				1%				0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		70%		5		100.00%

																equity

		2014 Benchmark										56%				7%				8%				7%				18%				2%				1%				1%				0%				0%				0%								100.00%

		2013 Benchmark										56%				7%				8%				7%				18%				2%				1%				1%				0%				0%				0%								100.00%

		2012 Benchmark										58%				5%				8%				7%				18%				2%				1%				1%				0%				0%				0%								100.00%

		2011 Benchmark										57%				5%				7%				6%				18%				1%								1%				2%				3%												100.00%

		2010 Benchmark										57%				5%				7%				6%				18%				1%								1%				2%				3%												100.00%

		2009 Benchmark										57%				5%				5%				6%				18%				1%								1%				4%				3%												100.00%

		2008 Benchmark										57%				5%				5%				6%				18%				1%								1%				4%				3%												100.00%

		2007 Benchmark										57%				5%				5%				6%				18%				1%								1%				4%				3%												100.00%

		2006 Benchmark										57%				4%				6%				6%				18%				1%								1%				4%				3%												100.00%

		2005 Benchmark										57%				4%				6%				7%				19%				1%								1%				2%				3%												100.00%

		2004 Benchmark		40%				16%								4%				7%				6%				19%				1%				19%				1%				2%				4%				19%

		2003 Benchmark		40%				16%								3%				7%				6%				19%				1%				19%				1%				4%				3%				19%

		2002 Benchmark		40%				16%								3%				8%								23%				1%				23%								6%				3%				23%

		2001 Benchmark		36%				16%								3%				8%								23%				5%				23%								6%				3%				23%

		2000 Benchmark		36%				16%								3%				8%								23%				5%				23%								6%				3%				23%

		1999 Benchmark		40%				16%								2%				7%								23%				4%				23%								5%				3%				23%

		1998 Benchmark		40%				16%								0%				7%								23%				7%				23%								7%				0%				23%

		1997 Benchmark		40%				15%								0%				7%								25%				7%				25%								6%				0%				25%

		1996 Benchmark		42%				15%								0%				4%								25%				6%				25%								8%				0%				25%

		1. RE maximum applies to REITS/Core RE and Opportunistic combined. Opportunistic is adjusted to equivalent risk.

		2. 1/2% buffer for market drift (example: FI minimum of 13% can drift to 12.5%)

		3. 2% cash for benefit liquidity & LP flows

		4. Use TIPS, Commodities, Merger, Convt and Aggressive as opportunistic not bench

		5. Based on fat tail adjusted ELR

																										Proprietary and Confidential

																				SD CEMENT PLANT  RETIREMENT FUND





cap bench 17

																SDRS ASSET ALLOCATION

										BENCHMARKS / INDEXES & MAXIMUM / MINIMUM RANGES

								Real								Investment												Opportunistic				HY				Aggressive

				Global				Estate				High Yield				Grade								Private				Real				Real Estate				Absolute												Merger				Convert				Equity

				Equity				REIT/Core				Corp Debt				Debt				Cash				Equity				Estate				Debt				Return				TIPS				Commodity				Arb				Arb				Like Risk

		Maximum		75%				20%		1		15%				50%				50%				12%				15%		1		10%				5%				5%				5%				10%				5%				85%

		2017 Benchmark		58%				10%				7%				23%				2%		3		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		70%				100.00%

		Minimum		25%				2%				0%				13%		2		0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				50%

		Index		MSCI ACW (2/3)				MSCI				Citigroup				Citigroup				Citigroup

				+ MSCI US (1/3)				REIT				High Yield				BIG				3 mo.Tsy bill

		Benchmark history

		2016 Benchmark		58%				10%				7%				23%				2%				0%												0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				70%				100.00%

		2015 Benchmark		60%				10%				7%				19%				2%				0%												0%				1%				1%				0%				0%				70%				100.00%

		2014 Benchmark		56%				8%				7%				18%				2%				7%												0%				1%				1%				0%				0%								100.00%

		2013 Benchmark		56%				8%				7%				18%				2%				7%												0%				1%				1%				0%				0%								100.00%

		2012 Benchmark		58%				8%				7%				18%				2%				5%												0%				1%				1%				0%				0%								100.00%

		2011 Benchmark		57%				7%				6%				18%				1%				5%																				1%				2%				3%								100.00%

		2010 Benchmark		57%				7%				6%				18%				1%				5%																				1%				2%				3%								100.00%

		2009 Benchmark		57%				5%				6%				18%				1%				5%																				1%				4%				3%								100.00%

		2008 Benchmark		57%				5%				6%				18%				1%				5%																				1%				4%				3%								100.00%

		2007 Benchmark		57%				5%				6%				18%				1%				5%																				1%				4%				3%								100.00%

		2006 Benchmark		57%				6%				6%				18%				1%				4%																				1%				4%				3%								100.00%

		2005 Benchmark		57%				6%				7%				19%				1%				4%																				1%				2%				3%								100.00%

		2004 Benchmark						7%				6%				19%				1%				4%												19%				19%				1%				2%				4%

		2003 Benchmark						7%				6%				19%				1%				3%												19%				19%				1%				4%				3%

		2002 Benchmark						8%								23%				1%				3%												23%				23%								6%				3%

		2001 Benchmark						8%								23%				5%				3%												23%				23%								6%				3%

		2000 Benchmark						8%								23%				5%				3%												23%				23%								6%				3%

		1999 Benchmark						7%								23%				4%				2%												23%				23%								5%				3%

		1998 Benchmark						7%								23%				7%				0%												23%				23%								7%				0%

		1997 Benchmark						7%								25%				7%				0%												25%				25%								6%				0%

		1996 Benchmark						4%								25%				6%				0%												25%				25%								8%				0%

		1. Real Estate maximum applies to REITS/Core RE and Opportunistic combined. Opportunistic RE counts 1.3x against RE max. Projected case allocation used for partnerships

		2. Buffer for market drift of 1/2% (example: Inv. Grade Fixed Income minimum of 13% can drift to 12.5%)

		3. Cash to provide liquidity for benefits payments and rebalancing

		4. Skill and niche categories are not included in benchmark but do have a permitted range to invest in opportunistically





cap bench 18

																SDRS ASSET ALLOCATION

										BENCHMARKS / INDEXES & MAXIMUM / MINIMUM RANGES

								Real								Investment												Opportunistic				HY				Aggressive

				Global				Estate				High Yield				Grade FI								Private				Real				Real Estate				Absolute												Merger				Convert				Equity

				Equity				REIT/Core				Corp Debt				Debt				Cash				Equity				Estate				Debt				Return				TIPS				Commodities				Arb				Arb				Like Risk

		Maximum		75%				20%		1		15%				50%				50%				12%				15%		1		10%				5%				5%				5%				10%				5%				85%

		2018 Benchmark		58%				10%				7%				23%				2%		3		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		70%				100.00%

		Minimum		25%				2%				0%				13%		2		0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				50%

		Index		MSCI ACW (2/3)				MSCI				Citigroup				Citigroup				Citigroup

				+ MSCI US (1/3)				REIT				High Yield				BIG				3 mo.Tsy bill

		Benchmark history

		2017 Benchmark		58%				10%				7%				23%				2%		3		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		70%				100.00%

		2016 Benchmark		58%				10%				7%				23%				2%				0%												0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				70%				100.00%

		2015 Benchmark		60%				10%				7%				19%				2%				0%												0%				1%				1%				0%				0%				70%				100.00%

		2014 Benchmark		56%				8%				7%				18%				2%				7%												0%				1%				1%				0%				0%								100.00%

		2013 Benchmark		56%				8%				7%				18%				2%				7%												0%				1%				1%				0%				0%								100.00%

		2012 Benchmark		58%				8%				7%				18%				2%				5%												0%				1%				1%				0%				0%								100.00%

		2011 Benchmark		57%				7%				6%				18%				1%				5%																				1%				2%				3%								100.00%

		2010 Benchmark		57%				7%				6%				18%				1%				5%																				1%				2%				3%								100.00%

		2009 Benchmark		57%				5%				6%				18%				1%				5%																				1%				4%				3%								100.00%

		2008 Benchmark		57%				5%				6%				18%				1%				5%																				1%				4%				3%								100.00%

		2007 Benchmark		57%				5%				6%				18%				1%				5%																				1%				4%				3%								100.00%

		2006 Benchmark		57%				6%				6%				18%				1%				4%																				1%				4%				3%								100.00%

		2005 Benchmark		57%				6%				7%				19%				1%				4%																				1%				2%				3%								100.00%

		2004 Benchmark						7%				6%				19%				1%				4%												19%				19%				1%				2%				4%

		2003 Benchmark						7%				6%				19%				1%				3%												19%				19%				1%				4%				3%

		2002 Benchmark						8%								23%				1%				3%												23%				23%								6%				3%

		2001 Benchmark						8%								23%				5%				3%												23%				23%								6%				3%

		2000 Benchmark						8%								23%				5%				3%												23%				23%								6%				3%

		1999 Benchmark						7%								23%				4%				2%												23%				23%								5%				3%

		1998 Benchmark						7%								23%				7%				0%												23%				23%								7%				0%

		1997 Benchmark						7%								25%				7%				0%												25%				25%								6%				0%

		1996 Benchmark						4%								25%				6%				0%												25%				25%								8%				0%

		1. Real Estate maximum applies to REITS/Core RE and Opportunistic combined. Opportunistic RE counts 1.3x against RE max. Projected case allocation used for partnerships

		2. Buffer for market drift of 1/2% (example: Inv. Grade Fixed Income minimum of 13% can drift to 12.5%)

		3. Cash to provide liquidity for benefits payments and rebalancing

		4. Skill and niche categories are not included in benchmark but do have a permitted range to invest in opportunistically





cap bench 19

																SDRS ASSET ALLOCATION

										BENCHMARKS / INDEXES & MAXIMUM / MINIMUM RANGES

								Real								Investment												Opportunistic				HY				Aggressive

				Global				Estate				High Yield				Grade FI								Private				Real				Real Estate				Absolute												Merger				Convert				Equity

				Equity				REIT/Core				Corp Debt				Debt				Cash				Equity				Estate				Debt				Return				TIPS				Commodities				Arb				Arb				Like Risk

		Maximum		75%				20%		1		15%				50%				50%				12%				15%		1		10%				5%				5%				5%				10%				5%				85%

		2019 Benchmark		58%				10%				7%				23%				2%		3		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		70%				100.00%

		proposed

		Minimum		25%				2%				0%				13%		2		0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				50%

		Index		MSCI ACW (2/3)				MSCI				FTSE*				FTSE*				FTSE*

				+ MSCI US (1/3)				REIT				High Yield				BIG				3 mo.Tsy bill

		Benchmark history

		2018 Benchmark		58%				10%				7%				23%				2%		3		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		70%				100.00%

		2017 Benchmark		58%				10%				7%				23%				2%		3		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		70%				100.00%

		2016 Benchmark		58%				10%				7%				23%				2%				0%												0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				70%				100.00%

		2015 Benchmark		60%				10%				7%				19%				2%				0%												0%				1%				1%				0%				0%				70%				100.00%

		2014 Benchmark		56%				8%				7%				18%				2%				7%												0%				1%				1%				0%				0%								100.00%

		2013 Benchmark		56%				8%				7%				18%				2%				7%												0%				1%				1%				0%				0%								100.00%

		2012 Benchmark		58%				8%				7%				18%				2%				5%												0%				1%				1%				0%				0%								100.00%

		2011 Benchmark		57%				7%				6%				18%				1%				5%																				1%				2%				3%								100.00%

		2010 Benchmark		57%				7%				6%				18%				1%				5%																				1%				2%				3%								100.00%

		2009 Benchmark		57%				5%				6%				18%				1%				5%																				1%				4%				3%								100.00%

		2008 Benchmark		57%				5%				6%				18%				1%				5%																				1%				4%				3%								100.00%

		2007 Benchmark		57%				5%				6%				18%				1%				5%																				1%				4%				3%								100.00%

		2006 Benchmark		57%				6%				6%				18%				1%				4%																				1%				4%				3%								100.00%

		2005 Benchmark		57%				6%				7%				19%				1%				4%																				1%				2%				3%								100.00%

		2004 Benchmark						7%				6%				19%				1%				4%												19%				19%				1%				2%				4%

		2003 Benchmark						7%				6%				19%				1%				3%												19%				19%				1%				4%				3%

		2002 Benchmark						8%								23%				1%				3%												23%				23%								6%				3%

		2001 Benchmark						8%								23%				5%				3%												23%				23%								6%				3%

		2000 Benchmark						8%								23%				5%				3%												23%				23%								6%				3%

		1999 Benchmark						7%								23%				4%				2%												23%				23%								5%				3%

		1998 Benchmark						7%								23%				7%				0%												23%				23%								7%				0%

		1997 Benchmark						7%								25%				7%				0%												25%				25%								6%				0%

		1996 Benchmark						4%								25%				6%				0%												25%				25%								8%				0%

		1. Real Estate maximum applies to REITS/Core RE and Opportunistic combined. Opportunistic RE counts 1.3x against RE max. Projected case allocation used for partnerships

		2. Buffer for market drift of 1/2% (example: Inv. Grade Fixed Income minimum of 13% can drift to 12.5%)

		3. Cash to provide liquidity for benefits payments and rebalancing

		4. Skill and niche categories are not included in benchmark but do have a permitted range to invest in opportunistically

		* FTSE purchased the Citi Indices and changed the name





Dakcemtrust02

		

										DAKOTA CEMENT TRUST

										ASSET ALLOCATION

												POLICY

						Domestic				International								Fixed				High

						Equity		1		Equity		1		REITS		2		Income				Yield		3		Cash		4

				Maximum		60%				20%				15%				70%				20%				60%

				Normal/Underlying		40%				10%				10%				30%				10%				0%

				Minimum		20%				0%				5%				10%				5%				0%

				Index		Russell				All World								Salomon				Salomon				T-Bill

						1000				ex   US								BIG				BB

				2002 Recommended		20%				0%				15%				55%				10%				0%

				Allocation

				1  Combined domestic and international equity cannot exceed 60% with a minimum of 20%

				2  Combined domestic, international equity and REITS cannot exceed 65%

				3  No more than 1/3 of total fixed income can be in high yield

				4  Dividends and interest will be accumulated in a separate account for payout





Dakcemtrust03

		

										DAKOTA CEMENT TRUST

										ASSET ALLOCATION

												POLICY

						Domestic				International								Fixed				High

						Equity		1		Equity		1		REITS		2		Income				Yield		3		Cash		4

				Maximum		60%				20%				15%				70%				20%				60%

				Normal/Underlying*		40%				10%				10%				30%				10%				0%

				Minimum		20%				0%				5%				10%				5%				0%

				Index		Russell				All World				Reit portion				Salomon				Salomon				90 day

						1000				ex   US				of Rus 1000				BIG				BB				Tsy bill

						(tracking error

						expected)

				2003 Allocation		20%				0%				15%				55%				10%				0%

				(recommended)

				2002 Allocation		20%				0%				15%				55%				10%				0%

				* Long term expected when the assets grow to a level that can comfortably pay out $12 MM of interest and dividends

				1  Combined domestic (includes ADR's) and international equity cannot exceed 60% with a minimum of 20%

				2  Combined domestic, international equity and REITS cannot exceed 65%

				3  No more than 1/3 of total fixed income can be in high yield

				4  Dividends and interest will be accumulated in a separate account for payout





Dakcemtrust04

										DAKOTA CEMENT TRUST

										ASSET ALLOCATION

												POLICY

						Domestic				International								Fixed				High

						Equity		1		Equity		1		REITS		2		Income				Yield		3		Cash		4

				Maximum		60%				20%				15%				70%				20%				60%

				Normal*		40%				10%				10%				30%				10%				0%

				Minimum		20%				0%				5%				10%				5%				0%

				Index		Russell				All World				Reit portion				Citigroup				Citigroup				90 day

						1000				ex   US				of Rus 1000				BIG				BB				Tsy bill

						(tracking error

						expected)

				2004 Allocation		20%				0%				15%				55%				10%				0%

				2003 Allocation		20%				0%				15%				55%				10%				0%

				2002 Allocation		20%				0%				15%				55%				10%				0%

				* Long term expected when the assets grow to a level that can comfortably pay out $12 MM of interest and dividends

				1  Combined domestic (includes ADR's) and international equity cannot exceed 60% with a minimum of 20%

				2  Combined domestic, international equity and REITS cannot exceed 65%

				3  No more than 1/3 of total fixed income can be in high yield

				4  Dividends and interest will be accumulated in a separate account for payout





Dakcemtrust05

										DAKOTA CEMENT TRUST

										ASSET ALLOCATION

												POLICY

						Domestic				International								Fixed				High

						Equity		1		Equity		1		REITS		2		Income				Yield		3		Cash		4

				Maximum		60%				20%				15%				70%				20%				60%

				Normal*		40%				10%				10%				30%				10%				0%

				Minimum		20%				0%				5%				10%				5%				0%

				Index		S&P				MSCI				MS REIT				Citigroup				Citigroup				90 day

						500				All World								BIG				BB				Tsy bill

						(tracking error				ex US

						expected)

				2005 Allocation		20%				5%				15%				50%				10%				0%

				2004 Allocation		20%				0%				15%				55%				10%				0%

				2003 Allocation		20%				0%				15%				55%				10%				0%

				2002 Allocation		20%				0%				15%				55%				10%				0%

				* Long term expected when the assets grow to a level that can comfortably pay out $12 MM of interest and dividends

				1  Combined domestic (includes ADR's) and international equity cannot exceed 60% with a minimum of 20% (ADR tracking error expected)

				2  Combined domestic, international equity and REITS cannot exceed 65%

				3  No more than 1/3 of total fixed income can be in high yield

				4  Dividends and interest will be accumulated in a separate account for payout





Dakcemtrust06

												DAKOTA CEMENT TRUST

												ASSET ALLOCATION

														POLICY

				Domestic				International				Global				Private				REITS/				Fixed				High

				Equity				Equity				Equity				Equity				Real Estate				Income				Yield				Cash

		Maximum		60%				20%				80%				5%				15%				70%				20%				60%

		Normal		40%				10%				48%				2%				10%				30%				10%				0%

		Minimum		20%				0%				20%				0%				5%				13%				2%				0%

		Index		S&P				MSCI				MSCI All Country				S&P 500				MSCI REIT/				Citigroup				Citigroup				90 day

				500				All World				World(2/3) plus				plus 3.5%				NCREIF				BIG				BB				Tsy bill

								ex US				US component (1/3)								Property

		2006 Allocation										40%				0%				10%				40%				10%				0%

		(recommended)

		2005 Allocation		20%				5%												15%				50%				10%				0%

		2004 Allocation		20%				0%												15%				55%				10%				0%

		2003 Allocation		20%				0%												15%				55%				10%				0%

		2002 Allocation		20%				0%												15%				55%				10%				0%





Dakcemtrust12

																DAKOTA CEMENT TRUST

																ASSET ALLOCATION

																POLICY & BENCHMARK

				Domestic				International		Global				Private				Real				High Yield/				Fixed

		POLICY		Equity				Equity		Equity				Equity				Estate				Distress				Income				TIPS				Commodities				Cash

		Maximum		60%				20%		75%				5%				15%				15%				50%				15%				5%				50%

		Benchmark		40%				10%		52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				5%				0%				2%				100%

		Minimum		20%				0%		35%				0%				2%				0%				13%				0%				0%				0%

		Index		S&P				MSCI		S&P 1200 (2/3)				S&P 500				NCREIF				Citigroup				Citigroup				Citigroup								3 month

				500				All World		+S&P 500(1/3)				plus 1.75%				property				High Yield				BIG				Inflation-Linked								Treasury

								ex US										plus 1.25%												Securities Index								Bill

		CAPITAL MARKET

		2012 Benchmark								52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				5%				0%				2%				100%

		(proposed)

		2011 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2010 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2009 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2008 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2007 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2006 Benchmark								40%				0%				10%				10%				40%												0%				100%

																				Proprietary and Confidential

		2005 Allocation		20%				5%										15%				10%				50%				50%				0%				0%

		2004 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				55%				0%				0%

		2003 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				55%				0%				0%

		2002 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				55%				0%				0%





DakCemtrus13

																DAKOTA CEMENT TRUST

																ASSET ALLOCATION

																POLICY & BENCHMARK

				Domestic				International		Global				Private				Real				High Yield/				Fixed

		POLICY		Equity				Equity		Equity				Equity				Estate				Distress				Income				TIPS				Commodities				Cash

		Maximum		60%				20%		75%				5%				15%				15%				50%				15%				5%				50%

		Benchmark		40%				10%		52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				5%				0%				2%				100%

		Minimum		20%				0%		35%				0%				2%				0%				13%				0%				0%				0%

		Index		S&P				MSCI		S&P 1200 (2/3)				S&P 500				NCREIF				Citigroup				Citigroup				Citigroup								3 month

				500				All World		+S&P 500(1/3)				plus 1.75%				property				High Yield				BIG				Inflation-Linked								Treasury

								ex US										plus 1.25%												Securities Index								Bill

		CAPITAL MARKET

		2013 Benchmark								52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				5%				0%				2%				100%

		2012 Benchmark								52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				5%				0%				2%				100%

		2011 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2010 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2009 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2008 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2007 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2006 Benchmark								40%				0%				10%				10%				40%												0%				100%

																				Proprietary and Confidential

		2005 Allocation		20%				5%										15%				10%				50%				50%				0%				0%

		2004 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				55%				0%				0%

		2003 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				55%				0%				0%

		2002 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				55%				0%				0%





DCT 14

																DAKOTA CEMENT TRUST

																ASSET ALLOCATION

																POLICY & BENCHMARK

				Domestic				International		Global				Private				Real				High Yield/				Fixed

		POLICY		Equity				Equity		Equity				Equity				Estate				Distress				Income				TIPS				Commodities				Cash

		Maximum		60%				20%		75%				5%				15%				15%				50%				15%				5%				50%

		Benchmark		40%				10%		52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				5%				0%				2%				100%

		Minimum		20%				0%		35%				0%				2%				0%				13%				0%				0%				0%

		Index		S&P				MSCI		S&P 1200 (2/3)				S&P 500				MSCI				Citigroup				Citigroup				Citigroup								3 month

				500				All World		+S&P 500(1/3)								REIT				High Yield				BIG				Inflation-Linked								Treasury

								ex US																						Securities Index								Bill

		CAPITAL MARKET

		2014 Benchmark								52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				5%				0%				2%				100%

		2013 Benchmark								52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				5%				0%				2%				100%

		2012 Benchmark								52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				5%				0%				2%				100%

		2011 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2010 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2009 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2008 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2007 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2006 Benchmark								40%				0%				10%				10%				40%												0%				100%

																				Proprietary and Confidential

		2005 Allocation		20%				5%										15%				10%				50%				50%				0%				0%

		2004 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				55%				0%				0%

		2003 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				55%				0%				0%

		2002 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				55%				0%				0%





DCT 15

																DCT ASSET ALLOCATION

														BENCHMARKS / INDEXES & MAXIMUMS / MINIMUMS

				Domestic				International		Global				Private				Real				High Yield/				Fixed																Equity

				Equity				Equity		Equity				Equity				Estate				Distress				Income				TIPS				Commodities				Cash				Like Risk

		Maximum		60%				20%		75%				10%				20%				15%				50%				10%				5%				50%				72%

		2015 Benchmark		40%				10%		53%				combined with				10%				7%				26%				2%				0%				2%				63%		100%

														global equity

		Minimum		20%				0%		35%				0%				2%				0%				13%				0%				0%				0%				45%

		Index		S&P				MSCI		S&P 1200 (2/3)								MSCI				Citigroup				Citigroup				Citigroup								3 month

				500				All World		+S&P 500(1/3)								REIT				High Yield				BIG				Inflation-Linked								Treasury

								ex US																						Securities Index								Bill

		Benchmark History

		2014 Benchmark								52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				5%				0%				2%						100%

		2013 Benchmark								52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				5%				0%				2%						100%

		2012 Benchmark								52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				5%				0%				2%						100%

		2011 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%						100%

		2010 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%						100%

		2009 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%						100%

		2008 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%						100%

		2007 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%						100%

		2006 Benchmark								40%				0%				10%				10%				40%												0%						100%

																		Proprietary and Confidential

		2005 Allocation		20%				5%										15%				10%				50%				50%				0%				0%

		2004 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				55%				0%				0%

		2003 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				55%				0%				0%

		2002 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				55%				0%				0%





DCT 16

																DCT ASSET ALLOCATION

														BENCHMARKS / INDEXES & MAXIMUMS / MINIMUMS

				Domestic				International		Global				Private				Real				High Yield				Fixed																Equity

				Equity				Equity		Equity				Equity				Estate				Distress				Income				Cash				TIPS				Commodity				Like Risk

		Maximum		60%				20%		75%				10%				20%				15%				50%				50%				10%				5%				77%

		2016 Benchmark		40%				10%		51%				combined with				10%				7%				30%				2%				0%				0%				63%		100%

														global equity

		Minimum		20%				0%		25%				0%				2%				0%				13%				0%				0%				0%				45%

		Index		S&P				MSCI		S&P 1200 (2/3)								MSCI				Citigroup				Citigroup				3 month				Citigroup

				500				All World		+S&P 500(1/3)								REIT				High Yield				BIG				Treasury				Inflation-Linked

								ex US																						Bill				Securities Index

		Benchmark History

		2015 Benchmark		40%				10%		53%				combined with				10%				7%				26%				2%				2%				0%				63%		100%

														equity

		2014 Benchmark								52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				2%				5%				0%						100%

		2013 Benchmark								52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				2%				5%				0%						100%

		2012 Benchmark								52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				2%				5%				0%						100%

		2011 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				2%				5%										100%

		2010 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				2%				5%										100%

		2009 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				2%				5%										100%

		2008 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				2%				5%										100%

		2007 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				2%				5%										100%

		2006 Benchmark								40%				0%				10%				10%				40%				0%														100%

																		Proprietary and Confidential

		2005 Allocation		20%				5%										15%				10%				50%				0%				50%				0%

		2004 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				0%				55%				0%

		2003 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				0%				55%				0%

		2002 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				0%				55%				0%





DCT HCT SPL 17

										DCT HCT & SPL ASSET ALLOCATION

								BENCHMARKS / INDEXES & MAXIMUMS / MINIMUMS

																Inv. Grade												High Yield

				Global				Real				High Yield				Fixed								Private				Real Estate												Equity

				Equity				Estate				Corp Debt				Income				Cash				Equity				Debt				TIPS				Commodity				Like Risk

		Maximum		75%				20%		1		15%				50%				50%				10%				10%				10%				5%				77%

		2017 Benchmark		51%				10%				7%				30%				2%		3		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		63%		100%

		(proposed)

		Minimum		25%				2%				0%				13%		2		0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				45%

		Index		S&P 1200 (2/3)				MSCI				Citigroup				Citigroup				Citigroup

				S&P 500(1/3)				REIT				High Yield				BIG				3 mo. Tsy bill

		Benchmark History

		2016 Benchmark		51%				10%				7%				30%				2%				0%								0%				0%				63%		100%

		2015 Benchmark		53%				10%				7%				26%				2%				0%								2%				0%				63%		100%

		2014 Benchmark		52%				6%				5%				28%				2%				2%								5%				0%						100%

		2013 Benchmark		52%				6%				5%				28%				2%				2%								5%				0%						100%

		2012 Benchmark		52%				6%				5%				28%				2%				2%								5%				0%						100%

		2011 Benchmark		48%				5%				5%				33%				2%				2%								5%										100%

		2010 Benchmark		48%				5%				5%				33%				2%				2%								5%										100%

		2009 Benchmark		48%				5%				5%				33%				2%				2%								5%										100%

		2008 Benchmark		48%				5%				5%				33%				2%				2%								5%										100%

		2007 Benchmark		48%				5%				5%				33%				2%				2%								5%										100%

		2006 Benchmark		40%				10%				10%				40%				0%				0%																		100%

		2005 Allocation						15%				10%				50%				0%												50%				0%

		2004 Allocation						15%				10%				55%				0%												55%				0%

		2003 Allocation						15%				10%				55%				0%												55%				0%

		2002 Allocation						15%				10%				55%				0%												55%				0%

		1. Real Estate maximum applies to REITS/Core RE and Opportunistic combined. Opportunistic RE counts 1.3x against RE max. Base case allocation used for partnerships

		2. Buffer for market drift of 1/2% (example: Inv. Grade Fixed Income minimum of 13% can drift to 12.5%)

		3. Cash to provide liquidity for distributions and rebalancing

		4. Skill and niche categories are not included in benchmark but do have a permitted range to invest in opportunistically





DCT HCT SPL 18

										DCT HCT & SPL ASSET ALLOCATION

								BENCHMARKS / INDEXES & MAXIMUMS / MINIMUMS

																Inv. Grade												High Yield

				Global				Real				High Yield				Fixed								Private				Real Estate												Equity

				Equity				Estate				Corp Debt				Income				Cash				Equity				Debt				TIPS				Commodity				Like Risk

		Maximum		75%				20%		1		15%				50%				50%				10%				10%				10%				5%				77%

		2018 Benchmark		51%				10%				7%				30%				2%		3		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		63%		100%

		(proposed)

		Minimum		25%				2%				0%				13%		2		0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				45%

		Index		S&P 1200 (2/3)				MSCI				Citigroup				Citigroup				Citigroup

				S&P 500(1/3)				REIT				High Yield				BIG				3 mo. Tsy bill

		Benchmark History

		2017 Benchmark		51%				10%				7%				30%				2%		3		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		63%		100%

		2016 Benchmark		51%				10%				7%				30%				2%				0%								0%				0%				63%		100%

		2015 Benchmark		53%				10%				7%				26%				2%				0%								2%				0%				63%		100%

		2014 Benchmark		52%				6%				5%				28%				2%				2%								5%				0%						100%

		2013 Benchmark		52%				6%				5%				28%				2%				2%								5%				0%						100%

		2012 Benchmark		52%				6%				5%				28%				2%				2%								5%				0%						100%

		2011 Benchmark		48%				5%				5%				33%				2%				2%								5%										100%

		2010 Benchmark		48%				5%				5%				33%				2%				2%								5%										100%

		2009 Benchmark		48%				5%				5%				33%				2%				2%								5%										100%

		2008 Benchmark		48%				5%				5%				33%				2%				2%								5%										100%

		2007 Benchmark		48%				5%				5%				33%				2%				2%								5%										100%

		2006 Benchmark		40%				10%				10%				40%				0%				0%																		100%

		2005 Allocation						15%				10%				50%				0%												50%				0%

		2004 Allocation						15%				10%				55%				0%												55%				0%

		2003 Allocation						15%				10%				55%				0%												55%				0%

		2002 Allocation						15%				10%				55%				0%												55%				0%

		1. Real Estate maximum applies to REITS/Core RE and Opportunistic combined. Opportunistic RE counts 1.3x against RE max. Base case allocation used for partnerships

		2. Buffer for market drift of 1/2% (example: Inv. Grade Fixed Income minimum of 13% can drift to 12.5%)

		3. Cash to provide liquidity for distributions and rebalancing

		4. Skill and niche categories are not included in benchmark but do have a permitted range to invest in opportunistically





DCT HCT SPL 19

										DCT HCT & SPL ASSET ALLOCATION

								BENCHMARKS / INDEXES & MAXIMUMS / MINIMUMS

																Inv. Grade												High Yield

				Global				Real				High Yield				Fixed								Private				Real Estate												Equity

				Equity				Estate				Corp Debt				Income				Cash				Equity				Debt				TIPS				Commodity				Like Risk

		Maximum		75%				20%		1		15%				50%				50%				10%				10%				10%				5%				77%

		2019 Benchmark		51%				10%				7%				30%				2%		3		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		63%		100%

		(proposed)

		Minimum		25%				2%				0%				13%		2		0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				45%

		Index		S&P 1200 (2/3)				MSCI				FTSE*				FTSE*				FTSE*

				S&P 500(1/3)				REIT				High Yield				BIG				3 mo. Tsy bill

		Benchmark History

		2018 Benchmark		51%				10%				7%				30%				2%		3		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		63%		100%

		2017 Benchmark		51%				10%				7%				30%				2%		3		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		63%		100%

		2016 Benchmark		51%				10%				7%				30%				2%				0%								0%				0%				63%		100%

		2015 Benchmark		53%				10%				7%				26%				2%				0%								2%				0%				63%		100%

		2014 Benchmark		52%				6%				5%				28%				2%				2%								5%				0%						100%

		2013 Benchmark		52%				6%				5%				28%				2%				2%								5%				0%						100%

		2012 Benchmark		52%				6%				5%				28%				2%				2%								5%				0%						100%

		2011 Benchmark		48%				5%				5%				33%				2%				2%								5%										100%

		2010 Benchmark		48%				5%				5%				33%				2%				2%								5%										100%

		2009 Benchmark		48%				5%				5%				33%				2%				2%								5%										100%

		2008 Benchmark		48%				5%				5%				33%				2%				2%								5%										100%

		2007 Benchmark		48%				5%				5%				33%				2%				2%								5%										100%

		2006 Benchmark		40%				10%				10%				40%				0%				0%																		100%

		2005 Allocation						15%				10%				50%				0%												50%				0%

		2004 Allocation						15%				10%				55%				0%												55%				0%

		2003 Allocation						15%				10%				55%				0%												55%				0%

		2002 Allocation						15%				10%				55%				0%												55%				0%

		1. Real Estate maximum applies to REITS/Core RE and Opportunistic combined. Opportunistic RE counts 1.3x against RE max. Base case allocation used for partnerships

		2. Buffer for market drift of 1/2% (example: Inv. Grade Fixed Income minimum of 13% can drift to 12.5%)

		3. Cash to provide liquidity for distributions and rebalancing

		4. Skill and niche categories are not included in benchmark but do have a permitted range to invest in opportunistically

		* FTSE purchased the Citi Indices and changed the name





SPL02

		

										SCHOOL & PUBLIC LANDS

										LONG TERM  ASSET ALLOCATION

										POLICY

														Marketable				Private

						Domestic				International				Fixed				Fixed				High

						Equity		1		Equity		1		Income				Income				Yield		2		Cash		3

				Maximum		60%				20%				65%				20%				20%				60%

				Normal/Underlying		40%				10%				30%				10%				10%				0%

				Minimum		20%				0%				10%				0%				5%				0%

				Index		Russell				All World				Salomon				Salomon				Salomon				T- Bill

						1000				ex. US				BIG				BIG				High Yield

						tracking error expected

				2002 Recommended		20%				0%				60%				10%				10%				0%

				Allocation

				1  Combined domestic and international equity cannot exceed 60% with no more than 1/3 of total in international, minimum of 20%

				2  No more than 1/3 of total fixed income can be in high yield

				3  Dividends and interest will be accumulated in a separate account for payout





SPL03

		

										SCHOOL & PUBLIC LANDS

										LONG TERM  ASSET ALLOCATION

										POLICY

														Marketable				Private

						Domestic				International				Fixed				Fixed				High

						Equity		1		Equity		1		Income				Income				Yield		2		Cash		3

				Maximum		60%				20%				65%				20%				20%				60%

				Normal/Underlying		40%				10%				30%				10%				10%				0%

				Minimum		20%				0%				10%				0%				5%				0%

				Index		Russell				All World				Salomon				Salomon				Salomon				90 day

						1000				ex. US				BIG				BIG				High Yield				Tsy bill

						tracking error expected

				2003 Allocation		30%				0%				50%				10%				10%				0%

				(recommended)

				2002 Allocation		20%				0%				60%				10%				10%				0%

				1  Combined domestic and international equity cannot exceed 60% with no more than 1/3 of total in international, minimum of 20%

				2  No more than 1/3 of total fixed income can be in high yield

				3  Dividends and interest will be accumulated in a separate account for payout





SPL04

		

												SCHOOL & PUBLIC LANDS

												LONG TERM  ASSET ALLOCATION

												POLICY

																Marketable				Private

								Domestic				International				Fixed				Fixed				High

								Equity		1		Equity		1		Income				Income				Yield		2		Cash		3

						Maximum		60%				20%				65%				20%				20%				60%

						Normal		40%				10%				30%				10%				10%				0%

						Minimum		20%				0%				10%				0%				5%				0%

						Index		Russell				All World				Citigroup				Citigroup				Citigroup				90 day

								1000				ex. US				BIG				BIG				High Yield				Tsy bill

								tracking error expected

						2004 Allocation		40%				0%				40%				10%				10%				0%

						2003 Allocation		30%				0%				50%				10%				10%				0%

						2002 Allocation		20%				0%				60%				10%				10%				0%

						1  Combined domestic and international equity cannot exceed 60% with no more than 1/3 of total in international, minimum of 20%

						2  No more than 1/3 of total fixed income can be in high yield

						3  Dividends and interest will be accumulated in a separate account for payout





SPL05

		

												SCHOOL & PUBLIC LANDS

												LONG TERM  ASSET ALLOCATION

												POLICY

																Marketable				Private

								Domestic				International				Fixed				Fixed				High

								Equity		1		Equity		1		Income				Income				Yield		2		Cash		3

						Maximum		60%				20%				65%				20%				20%				60%

						Normal		40%				10%				35%				5%				10%				0%

						Minimum		20%				0%				10%				0%				5%				0%

						Index		S&P				MSCI				Citigroup				Citigroup				Citigroup				90 day

								500				All World				BIG				BIG				High Yield				Tsy bill

								tracking error expected				ex US

						2005 Allocation		40%				10%				35%				5%				10%				0%				100.00%

						2004 Allocation		40%				0%				40%				10%				10%				0%

						2003 Allocation		30%				0%				50%				10%				10%				0%

						2002 Allocation		20%				0%				60%				10%				10%				0%

						1  Combined domestic and international equity cannot exceed 60% with no more than 1/3 of total in international, minimum of 20%

						international equity will use ADRs and expect tracking error

						2  No more than 1/3 of total fixed income can be in high yield

						3  Dividends and interest will be accumulated in a separate account for payout





SPL06

														SCHOOL & PUBLIC LANDS

														LONG TERM  ASSET ALLOCATION

														POLICY

						Domestic				International				Global				Private				REITs/				Fixed				High

						Equity				Equity				Equity				Equity				Real Estate				Income		1		Yield				Cash		2

				Maximum		60%				20%				80%				5%				15%				75%				20%				60%

				Normal		40%				10%				48%				2%				10%				30%				10%				0%

				Minimum		20%				0%				20%				0%				0%				15%				5%				0%

				Index		S&P				MSCI				MSCI All Country				S&P 500				MSCI REIT/				Citigroup				Citigroup				90 day

						500				All World				World(2/3) plus				plus 3.5%				NCREIF				BIG				High Yield				Tsy bill

										ex US				US component (1/3)								Property

				2006 Allocation										50%				0%				0%				40%				10%				0%

				(recommended)

				2005 Allocation		40%				10%																40%				10%				0%

				2004 Allocation		40%				0%																50%				10%				0%

				2003 Allocation		30%				0%																60%				10%				0%

				2002 Allocation		20%				0%																70%				10%				0%

				1  Up to 5% of total portfolio can be in private fixed income

				2  Dividends and interest will be accumulated in a separate account for payout





SPL12

																SCHOOL & PUBLIC LANDS

																ASSET ALLOCATION

																POLICY & BENCHMARK

				Domestic				International		Global				Private				Real				High Yield/				Fixed

		POLICY		Equity				Equity		Equity				Equity				Estate				Distress				Income				TIPS				Commodities				Cash

		Maximum		60%				20%		75%				5%				15%				15%				50%				15%				5%				50%

		Benchmark		40%				10%		52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				5%				0%				2%				100%

		Minimum		20%				0%		35%				0%				2%				0%				13%				0%				0%				0%

		Index		S&P				MSCI		S&P 1200 (2/3)				S&P 500				NCREIF				Citigroup				Citigroup				Citigroup								3 month

				500				All World		+S&P 500(1/3)				plus 1.75%				property				High Yield				BIG				Inflation-Linked								Treasury

								ex US										plus 1.25%												Securities Index								Bill

		CAPITAL MARKET

		2012 Benchmark								52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				5%				0%				2%				100%

		2011 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2010 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2009 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2008 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2007 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2006 Benchmark								40%				0%				10%				10%				40%												0%				100%

																				Proprietary and Confidential

		2005 Allocation		20%				5%										15%				10%				50%				50%				0%				0%

		2004 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				55%				0%				0%

		2003 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				55%				0%				0%

		2002 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				55%				0%				0%





SPL13

																SCHOOL & PUBLIC LANDS

																ASSET ALLOCATION

																POLICY & BENCHMARK

				Domestic				International		Global				Private				Real				High Yield/				Fixed

		POLICY		Equity				Equity		Equity				Equity				Estate				Distress				Income				TIPS				Commodities				Cash

		Maximum		60%				20%		75%				5%				15%				15%				50%				15%				5%				50%

		Benchmark		40%				10%		52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				5%				0%				2%				100%

		Minimum		20%				0%		35%				0%				2%				0%				13%				0%				0%				0%

		Index		S&P				MSCI		S&P 1200 (2/3)				S&P 500				NCREIF				Citigroup				Citigroup				Citigroup								3 month

				500				All World		+S&P 500(1/3)				plus 1.75%				property				High Yield				BIG				Inflation-Linked								Treasury

								ex US										plus 1.25%												Securities Index								Bill

		CAPITAL MARKET

		2013 Benchmark								52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				5%				0%				2%				100%

		2012 Benchmark								52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				5%				0%				2%				100%

		2011 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2010 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2009 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2008 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2007 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2006 Benchmark								40%				0%				10%				10%				40%												0%				100%

																				Proprietary and Confidential

		2005 Allocation		20%				5%										15%				10%				50%				50%				0%				0%

		2004 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				55%				0%				0%

		2003 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				55%				0%				0%

		2002 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				55%				0%				0%





SPL 15

																		SPL ASSET ALLOCATION

												BENCHMARKS / INDEXES & MAXIMUM / MINIMUM RANGES

				Domestic				International		Global				Private				Real				High Yield/				Fixed																Equity

				Equity				Equity		Equity				Equity				Estate				Distress				Income				TIPS				Commodities				Cash				Like Risk

		Maximum		60%				20%		75%				10%				20%				15%				50%				15%				5%				50%				72%

		2015 Benchmark		40%				10%		53%				combined with				10%				7%				26%				2%				0%				2%				63%		100%

														global equity

		Minimum		20%				0%		35%				0%				2%				0%				13%				0%				0%				0%				45%

		Index		S&P				MSCI		S&P 1200 (2/3)								MSCI				Citigroup				Citigroup				Citigroup								3 month

				500				All World		+S&P 500(1/3)								REIT				High Yield				BIG				Inflation-Linked								Treasury

								ex US																						Securities Index								Bill

		Benchmark History

		2014 Benchmark								52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				5%				0%				2%						100%

		2013 Benchmark								52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				5%				0%				2%						100%

		2012 Benchmark								52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				5%				0%				2%						100%

		2011 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%						100%

		2010 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%						100%

		2009 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%						100%

		2008 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%						100%

		2007 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%						100%

		2006 Benchmark								40%				0%				10%				10%				40%												0%						100%

																		Proprietary and Confidential

		2005 Allocation		20%				5%										15%				10%				50%				50%				0%				0%

		2004 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				55%				0%				0%

		2003 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				55%				0%				0%

		2002 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				55%				0%				0%





SPL16

																		SPL ASSET ALLOCATION

												BENCHMARKS / INDEXES & MAXIMUM / MINIMUM RANGES

				Domestic				International		Global				Private				Real				High Yield				Fixed																Equity

				Equity				Equity		Equity				Equity				Estate				Distress				Income				Cash				TIPS				Commodity				Like Risk

		Maximum		60%				20%		75%				10%				20%				15%				50%				50%				15%				5%				77%

		2016 Benchmark		40%				10%		51%				combined with				10%				7%				30%				2%				0%				0%				63%		100%

														global equity

		Minimum		20%				0%		25%				0%				2%				0%				13%				0%				0%				0%				45%

		Index		S&P				MSCI		S&P 1200 (2/3)								MSCI				Citigroup				Citigroup				3 month				Citigroup

				500				All World		+S&P 500(1/3)								REIT				High Yield				BIG				Treasury				Inflation-Linked

								ex US																						Bill				Securities Index

		Benchmark History

		2015 Benchmark		40%				10%		53%				combined with				10%				7%				26%				2%				2%				0%				63%		100%

														equity

		2014 Benchmark								52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				2%				5%				0%						100%

		2013 Benchmark								52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				2%				5%				0%						100%

		2012 Benchmark								52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				2%				5%				0%						100%

		2011 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				2%				5%										100%

		2010 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				2%				5%										100%

		2009 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				2%				5%										100%

		2008 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				2%				5%										100%

		2007 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				2%				5%										100%

		2006 Benchmark								40%				0%				10%				10%				40%				0%														100%

																		Proprietary and Confidential

		2005 Allocation		20%				5%										15%				10%				50%				0%				50%				0%

		2004 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				0%				55%				0%

		2003 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				0%				55%				0%

		2002 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				0%				55%				0%





health03

		

										HEALTHCARE TRUST

										LONG TERM  ASSET ALLOCATION

										POLICY

						Domestic				International								Fixed				High

						Equity		1		Equity		1		REITS		1		Income		2		Yield		3		TIPS				Cash		4

				Maximum		60%				20%				15%				70%				20%				15%				60%

				Normal/Underlying *		40%				10%				5%				30%				10%				5%				0%

				Minimum		20%				0%				0%				10%				5%				0%				0%

				Index		Russell				All World				Reit portion				Salomon				Salomon				Salomon				90 day

						1000				ex. US				Russell 1000				BIG				High Yield				Inflation-Linked				Tsy bill

						(tracking error												(tracking error								Securities Index

						expected)												expected)

				2003 Allocation		25%				0%				10%				45%				10%				10%				0%

				(recommended)

				*Long term  expected when 4% of assets can comfortably be paid out without violating corpus

				1  Combined domestic including ADR's, REITS and international equity cannot exceed 60% with no more than 1/3 of total in international, minimum of 20%

				2  Moderately shorter duration then BIG index for lower volatility

				3  No more than 1/3 of total fixed income can be in high yield

				4  Dividends and interest will be accumulated in a separate account for payout





health04

										HEALTHCARE TRUST

										LONG TERM  ASSET ALLOCATION

										POLICY

						Domestic				International								Fixed				High

						Equity		1		Equity		1		REITS		1		Income		2		Yield		3		TIPS				Cash		4

				Maximum		60%				20%				15%				70%				20%				15%				60%

				Normal*		40%				10%				5%				30%				10%				5%				0%

				Minimum		20%				0%				0%				10%				5%				0%				0%

				Index		Russell				All World				Reit portion				Citigroup				Citigroup				Citigroup				90 day

						1000				ex. US				Russell 1000				BIG				High Yield				Inflation-Linked				Tsy bill

						(tracking error												(tracking error								Securities Index

						expected)												expected)

				2004 Allocation		25%				0%				10%				45%				10%				10%				0%

				2003 Allocation		25%				0%				10%				45%				10%				10%				0%

				*Long term  expected when 4% of assets can comfortably be paid out without violating corpus

				1  Combined domestic including ADR's, REITS and international equity cannot exceed 60% with no more than 1/3 of total in international, minimum of 20%

				2  Moderately shorter duration than BIG index for lower volatility

				3  No more than 1/3 of total fixed income can be in high yield

				4  Dividends and interest will be accumulated in a separate account for payout





health05

										HEALTHCARE TRUST

										LONG TERM  ASSET ALLOCATION

										POLICY

						Domestic				International								Fixed				High

						Equity		1		Equity		1		REITS		1		Income		2		Yield		3		TIPS				Cash

				Maximum		60%				20%				15%				70%				20%				15%				60%

				Normal*		40%				10%				5%				30%				10%				5%				0%

				Minimum		20%				0%				0%				10%				5%				0%				0%

				Index		S&P				MSCI				MSCI				Citigroup				Citigroup				Citigroup				90 day

						500				All World				REIT				BIG				High Yield				Inflation-Linked				Tsy bill

						(tracking error				ex us								(tracking error								Securities Index

						expected)												expected)

				2005 Allocation		24%				6%				10%				40%				10%				10%				0%

				2004 Allocation		25%				0%				10%				45%				10%				10%				0%

				2003 Allocation		25%				0%				10%				45%				10%				10%				0%

				*Long term  expected when 4% of assets can comfortably be paid out without violating corpus

				1  Combined domestic, REITS and international equity cannot exceed 60% with no more than 1/3 of total in international, minimum of 20%

				international equity will use ADRs and expect tracking error

				2  Moderately shorter duration than BIG index for lower volatility

				3  No more than 1/3 of total fixed income can be in high yield





health06

														HEALTHCARE TRUST

														LONG TERM  ASSET ALLOCATION

														POLICY

						Domestic				International				Global				Private				REITs/				Fixed				High

						Equity				Equity				Equity				Equity				Real Estate				Income				Yield				TIPS				Cash

				Maximum		60%				20%				80%				5%				15%				70%				20%				15%				60%

				Normal		40%				10%				48%				2%				10%				25%				10%				5%				0%

				Minimum		20%				0%				20%				0%				5%				13%				2%				0%				0%

				Index		S&P				MSCI				MSCI All Country				S&P 500				MSCI RIET/				Citigroup				Citigroup				Citigroup				90 day

						500				All World				World(2/3) plus				plus 3.5%				NCREIF				BIG				High Yield				Inflation-Linked				Tsy bill

										ex us				US component (1/3)								Property												Securities Index

				2006 Allocation										40%				0%				10%				35%				10%				5%				0%

				(recommended)

				2005 Allocation		24%				6%												10%				40%				10%				10%				0%

				2004 Allocation		25%				0%												10%				45%				10%				10%				0%

				2003 Allocation		25%				0%												10%				45%				10%				10%				0%





health12

																HEALTH CARE TRUST

																ASSET ALLOCATION

																POLICY & BENCHMARK

				Domestic				International		Global				Private				Real				High Yield/				Fixed

		POLICY		Equity				Equity		Equity				Equity				Estate				Distress				Income				TIPS				Commodities				Cash

		Maximum		60%				20%		75%				5%				15%				15%				50%				15%				5%				50%

		Benchmark		40%				10%		52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				5%				0%				2%				100%

		Minimum		20%				0%		35%				0%				2%				0%				13%				0%				0%				0%

		Index		S&P				MSCI		S&P 1200 (2/3)				S&P 500				NCREIF				Citigroup				Citigroup				Citigroup								3 month

				500				All World		+S&P 500(1/3)				plus 1.75%				property				High Yield				BIG				Inflation-Linked								Treasury

								ex US										plus 1.25%												Securities Index								Bill

		CAPITAL MARKET

		2012 Benchmark								52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				5%				0%				2%				100%

		(proposed)

		2011 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2010 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2009 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2008 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2007 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2006 Benchmark								40%				0%				10%				10%				40%												0%				100%

																				Proprietary and Confidential

		2005 Allocation		20%				5%										15%				10%				50%				50%				0%				0%

		2004 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				55%				0%				0%

		2003 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				55%				0%				0%

		2002 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				55%				0%				0%





health13

																HEALTH CARE TRUST

																ASSET ALLOCATION

																POLICY & BENCHMARK

				Domestic				International		Global				Private				Real				High Yield/				Fixed

		POLICY		Equity				Equity		Equity				Equity				Estate				Distress				Income				TIPS				Commodities				Cash

		Maximum		60%				20%		75%				5%				15%				15%				50%				15%				5%				50%

		Benchmark		40%				10%		52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				5%				0%				2%				100%

		Minimum		20%				0%		35%				0%				2%				0%				13%				0%				0%				0%

		Index		S&P				MSCI		S&P 1200 (2/3)				S&P 500				NCREIF				Citigroup				Citigroup				Citigroup								3 month

				500				All World		+S&P 500(1/3)				plus 1.75%				property				High Yield				BIG				Inflation-Linked								Treasury

								ex US										plus 1.25%												Securities Index								Bill

		CAPITAL MARKET

		2013 Benchmark								52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				5%				0%				2%				100%

		2012 Benchmark								52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				5%				0%				2%				100%

		2011 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2010 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2009 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2008 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2007 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2006 Benchmark								40%				0%				10%				10%				40%												0%				100%

																				Proprietary and Confidential

		2005 Allocation		20%				5%										15%				10%				50%				50%				0%				0%

		2004 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				55%				0%				0%

		2003 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				55%				0%				0%

		2002 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				55%				0%				0%





health15

																HCT ASSET ALLOCATION

														BENCHMARKS/INDEXES & MAXIMUM/MINIMUM RANGES

				Domestic				International		Global				Private				Real				High Yield/				Fixed																Equity

				Equity				Equity		Equity				Equity				Estate				Distress				Income				TIPS				Commodities				Cash				Like Risk

		Maximum		60%				20%		75%				10%				20%				15%				50%				15%				5%				50%				72%

		2015 Benchmark		40%				10%		53%				combined with				10%				7%				26%				2%				0%				2%				63%		100%

														global equity

		Minimum		20%				0%		35%				0%				2%				0%				13%				0%				0%				0%				45%

		Index		S&P				MSCI		S&P 1200 (2/3)								MSCI				Citigroup				Citigroup				Citigroup								3 month

				500				All World		+S&P 500(1/3)								REIT				High Yield				BIG				Inflation-Linked								Treasury

								ex US																						Securities Index								Bill

		Benchmark History

		2014 Benchmark								52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				5%				0%				2%						100%

		2013 Benchmark								52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				5%				0%				2%						100%

		2012 Benchmark								52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				5%				0%				2%						100%

		2011 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%						100%

		2010 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%						100%

		2009 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%						100%

		2008 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%						100%

		2007 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%						100%

		2006 Benchmark								40%				0%				10%				10%				40%												0%						100%

																		Proprietary and Confidential

		2005 Allocation		20%				5%										15%				10%				50%				50%				0%				0%

		2004 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				55%				0%				0%

		2003 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				55%				0%				0%

		2002 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				55%				0%				0%





health16

																HCT ASSET ALLOCATION

														BENCHMARKS/INDEXES & MAXIMUM/MINIMUM RANGES

				Domestic				International		Global				Private				Real				High Yield				Fixed																Equity

				Equity				Equity		Equity				Equity				Estate				Distress				Income				Cash				TIPS				Commodity				Like Risk

		Maximum		60%				20%		75%				10%				20%				15%				50%				50%				15%				5%				77%

		2016 Benchmark		40%				10%		51%				combined with				10%				7%				30%				2%				0%				0%				63%		100%

														global equity

		Minimum		20%				0%		25%				0%				2%				0%				13%				0%				0%				0%				45%

		Index		S&P				MSCI		S&P 1200 (2/3)								MSCI				Citigroup				Citigroup				3 month				Citigroup

				500				All World		+S&P 500(1/3)								REIT				High Yield				BIG				Treasury				Inflation-Linked

								ex US																						Bill				Securities Index

		Benchmark History

		2015 Benchmark		40%				10%		53%				combined with				10%				7%				26%				2%				2%				0%				63%

														equity

		2014 Benchmark								52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				2%				5%				0%						100%

		2013 Benchmark								52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				2%				5%				0%						100%

		2012 Benchmark								52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				2%				5%				0%						100%

		2011 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				2%				5%										100%

		2010 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				2%				5%										100%

		2009 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				2%				5%										100%

		2008 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				2%				5%										100%

		2007 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				2%				5%										100%

		2006 Benchmark								40%				0%				10%				10%				40%				0%														100%

																		Proprietary and Confidential

		2005 Allocation		20%				5%										15%				10%				50%				0%				50%				0%

		2004 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				0%				55%				0%

		2003 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				0%				55%				0%

		2002 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				0%				55%				0%





Edtrust03

		

										EDUCATION ENHANCEMENT TRUST

										LONG TERM  ASSET ALLOCATION

										POLICY

										(Effective 10/1/02)

						Domestic				International								Fixed				Tax-exempt				High

						Equity		1		Equity		1		REITS		1		Income		2		FI		2		Yield		3		TIPS				Cash		4

				Maximum		60%				20%				15%				70%								20%				15%				60%

				Normal/Underlying *		40%				10%				5%				30%								10%				5%				0%

				Minimum		20%				0%				0%				10%								5%				0%				0%

				Index		Russell				All World				Reit portion				Salomon				Lehman				Salomon				Salomon				90 day

						1000				ex. US				Russell 1000				BIG				Muni  7 yr.				High Yield				Inflation-Linked				Tsy bill

						(tracking error												(tracking error				(PIMCO								Securities Index

						expected)												expected)				managed)

				2003 Allocation		25%				0%				10%				10%				35%				10%				10%				0%

				*Long term  expected when 4% of assets can comfortably be paid out without violating corpus

				1  Combined domestic including ADR's, REITS and international equity cannot exceed 60% with no more than 1/3 of total in international, minimum of 20%

				2  Moderately shorter duration then BIG index for lower volatility.  Tax-exempt will combine with FI longterm.

				3  No more than 1/3 of total fixed income can be in high yield

				4  Dividends and interest will be accumulated in a separate account for payout





Edtrust04

												EDUCATION ENHANCEMENT TRUST

												LONG TERM  ASSET ALLOCATION

												POLICY

						Domestic				International								Fixed				Tax-exempt				High

						Equity		1		Equity		1		REITS		1		Income		2		FI		2		Yield		3		TIPS				Cash		4

				Maximum		60%				20%				15%				70%								20%				15%				60%

				Normal*		40%				10%				5%				30%								10%				5%				0%

				Minimum		20%				0%				0%				10%								5%				0%				0%

				Index		Russell				All World				Reit portion				Citigroup				Lehman				Citigroup				Citigroup				90 day

						1000				ex. US				Russell 1000				BIG				Muni  7 yr.				High Yield				Inflation-Linked				Tsy bill

						(tracking error												(tracking error				(PIMCO								Securities Index

						expected)												expected)				managed)

				2004 Allocation		25%				0%				10%				10%				35%				10%				10%				0%

				2003 Allocation		25%				0%				10%				10%				35%				10%				10%				0%

				*Long term  expected when 4% of assets can comfortably be paid out without violating corpus

				1  Combined domestic including ADR's, REITS and international equity cannot exceed 60% with no more than 1/3 of total in international, minimum of 20%

				2  Moderately shorter duration than BIG index for lower volatility.  Tax exempt will combine with FI longterm.

				3  No more than 1/3 of total fixed income can be in high yield

				4  Dividends and interest will be accumulated in a separate account for payout





Edtrust05

												EDUCATION ENHANCEMENT TRUST

												LONG TERM  ASSET ALLOCATION

												POLICY

						Domestic				International								Fixed				Tax-exempt				High

						Equity		1		Equity		1		REITS		1		Income		2		FI		2		Yield		3		TIPS				Cash

				Maximum		60%				20%				15%				70%								20%				15%				60%

				Normal*		40%				10%				5%				30%								10%				5%				0%

				Minimum		20%				0%				0%				10%								5%				0%				0%

				Index		S&P				MSCI				MSCI				Citigroup				Lehman				Citigroup				Citigroup				90 day

						500				All World				REIT				BIG				Muni  7 yr.				High Yield				Inflation-Linked				Tsy bill

						(tracking error				ex. US								(tracking error				(PIMCO								Securities Index

						expected)												expected)				managed)

				2005 Allocation		24%				6%				10%				7%				33%				10%				10%				0%

				2004 Allocation		25%				0%				10%				10%				35%				10%				10%				0%

				2003 Allocation		25%				0%				10%				10%				35%				10%				10%				0%

				*Long term  expected when 4% of assets can comfortably be paid out without violating corpus

				1  Combined domestic equity, REITS and international equity cannot exceed 60% with no more than 1/3 of total in international, minimum of 20%

				international equity will use ADRs and expect tracking error.

				2  Moderately shorter duration than BIG index for lower volatility.  Tax exempt will combine with FI longterm for purpose of minimums/maximums.

				3  No more than 1/3 of total fixed income can be in high yield





Edtrust06

												EDUCATION ENHANCEMENT TRUST

												LONG TERM  ASSET ALLOCATION

												POLICY

						Domestic				International				Global				Private				REITs/				Fixed				Tax-exempt				High

						Equity				Equity				Equity				Equity				Real Estate				Income		1		FI		1		Yield				TIPS				Cash

				Maximum		60%				20%				80%				5%				15%				70%								20%				15%				60%

				Normal		40%				10%				48%				2%				10%				25%								10%				5%				0%

				Minimum		20%				0%				20%				0%				5%				13%								2%				0%				0%

				Index		S&P				MSCI				MSCI All Country				S&P 500				MSCI RIET/				Citigroup				Lehman				Citigroup				Citigroup				90 day

						500				All World				World(2/3) plus				plus 3.5%				NCREIF				BIG				Muni  7 yr.				High Yield				Inflation-Linked				Tsy bill

						(tracking error				ex. US				US component (1/3)								Property				(tracking error				(PIMCO								Securities Index

						expected)																				expected)				managed)

				2006 Allocation										40%				0%				10%				3%				32%				10%				5%				0%				100%

				(recommended)

				2005 Allocation		24%				6%												10%				7%				33%				10%				10%				0%

				2004 Allocation		25%				0%												10%				10%				35%				10%				10%				0%

				2003 Allocation		25%				0%												10%				10%				35%				10%				10%				0%

				1Tax exempt will combine with FI longterm for purpose of minimums/maximums.





Edtrust12

										EDUCATION ENHANCEMENT TRUST								EDUCATION ENHANCEMENT TRUST

										LONG TERM  ASSET ALLOCATION										ASSET ALLOCATION

										POLICY										POLICY & BENCHMARK

				Domestic				International				Global				Private				Real				High Yield/				Fixed				Tax-exempt

		POLICY		Equity				Equity				Equity				Equity				Estate				Distress				Income		1		FI		1		TIPS				Commodities				Cash

		Maximum		60%				20%				75%				5%				15%				15%				50%								15%				5%				50%

		Benchmark		40%				10%				52%				2%				6%				5%				28%								5%				0%				2%				100%

		Minimum		20%				0%				35%				0%				2%				0%				13%								0%				0%				0%

		Index		S&P				MSCI				S&P 1200 (2/3)				S&P 500				NCREIF				Citigroup				Citigroup				Barclay				Citigroup								3 month

				500				All World				+S&P 500(1/3)				plus 1.75%				Property				High Yield				BIG				Muni  7 yr.				Inflation-Linked								Treasury

				(tracking error				ex. US												plus 1.25%												(PIMCO managed)				Securities Index								Bill

		CAPITAL MARKET

		2012 Benchmark										52%				2%				6%				5%				0%				30%				3%				0%				2%				100%

		(proposed)

		2011 Benchmark										48%				2%				5%				5%				0%				35%				3%								2%				100%

		2010 Benchmark										48%				2%				5%				5%				0%				37%				1%								2%				100%

		2009 Benchmark										48%				2%				5%				5%				3%				30%				5%								2%				100%

		2008 Benchmark										48%				2%				5%				5%				8%				25%				5%								2%				100%

		2007 Benchmark										48%				2%				5%				5%				3%				30%				5%								2%				100%

		2006 Benchmark										40%				0%				10%				10%				3%				32%				5%								0%				100%

																						Proprietary and Confidential

		2005 Allocation		24%				6%												10%				10%				7%				33%				10%				0%				0%

		2004 Allocation		25%				0%												10%				10%				10%				35%				10%				0%				0%

		2003 Allocation		25%				0%												10%				10%				10%				35%				10%				0%				0%

		1Tax exempt will combine with FI longterm for purpose of minimums/maximums.





Edtrust13

										EDUCATION ENHANCEMENT TRUST								EDUCATION ENHANCEMENT TRUST

										LONG TERM  ASSET ALLOCATION										ASSET ALLOCATION

										POLICY										POLICY & BENCHMARK

				Domestic				International				Global				Private				Real				High Yield/				Fixed				Tax-exempt

		POLICY		Equity				Equity				Equity				Equity				Estate				Distress				Income		1		FI		1		TIPS				Commodities				Cash

		Maximum		60%				20%				75%				5%				15%				15%				50%								15%				5%				50%

		Benchmark		40%				10%				52%				2%				6%				5%				28%								5%				0%				2%				100%

		Minimum		20%				0%				35%				0%				2%				0%				13%								0%				0%				0%

		Index		S&P				MSCI				S&P 1200 (2/3)				S&P 500				NCREIF				Citigroup				Citigroup				Barclay				Citigroup								3 month

				500				All World				+S&P 500(1/3)				plus 1.75%				Property				High Yield				BIG				Muni  7 yr.				Inflation-Linked								Treasury

				(tracking error				ex. US												plus 1.25%												(PIMCO managed)				Securities Index								Bill

		CAPITAL MARKET

		2013 Benchmark										52%				2%				6%				5%				0%				30%				3%				0%				2%				100%

		2012 Benchmark										52%				2%				6%				5%				0%				30%				3%				0%				2%				100%

		2011 Benchmark										48%				2%				5%				5%				0%				35%				3%								2%				100%

		2010 Benchmark										48%				2%				5%				5%				0%				37%				1%								2%				100%

		2009 Benchmark										48%				2%				5%				5%				3%				30%				5%								2%				100%

		2008 Benchmark										48%				2%				5%				5%				8%				25%				5%								2%				100%

		2007 Benchmark										48%				2%				5%				5%				3%				30%				5%								2%				100%

		2006 Benchmark										40%				0%				10%				10%				3%				32%				5%								0%				100%

																						Proprietary and Confidential

		2005 Allocation		24%				6%												10%				10%				7%				33%				10%				0%				0%

		2004 Allocation		25%				0%												10%				10%				10%				35%				10%				0%				0%

		2003 Allocation		25%				0%												10%				10%				10%				35%				10%				0%				0%

		1Tax exempt will combine with FI longterm for purpose of minimums/maximums.





Edtrust15

										EDUCATION ENHANCEMENT TRUST										EET ASSET ALLOCATION

										LONG TERM  ASSET ALLOCATION						BENCHMARK/INDEXES & MAXIMUM/MINIMUM RANGES

				Domestic				International				Global				Private				Real				High Yield/				Fixed				Tax-exempt																Equity

				Equity				Equity				Equity				Equity				Estate				Distress				Income		1		FI		1		TIPS				Commodities				Cash				Like Risk

		Maximum		60%				20%				75%				10%				20%				15%				50%								15%				5%				50%				72%

		2015 Benchmark		40%				10%				53%				combined with				10%				7%				16%				10%				2%				0%				2%				63%				100%

																global equity

		Minimum		20%				0%				35%				0%				2%				0%				13%								0%				0%				0%				45%

		Index		S&P				MSCI				S&P 1200 (2/3)								MSCI				Citigroup				Citigroup				Barclay				Citigroup								3 month

				500				All World				+S&P 500(1/3)								REIT				High Yield				BIG				Muni  7 yr.				Inflation-Linked								Treasury

				(tracking error				ex. US																								(PIMCO managed)				Securities Index								Bill

		CAPITAL MARKET

		2014 Benchmark										52%				2%				6%				5%				17%				11%				5%				0%				2%								100%

		2013 Benchmark										52%				2%				6%				5%				0%				30%				3%				0%				2%								100%

		2012 Benchmark										52%				2%				6%				5%				0%				30%				3%				0%				2%								100%

		2011 Benchmark										48%				2%				5%				5%				0%				35%				3%								2%								100%

		2010 Benchmark										48%				2%				5%				5%				0%				37%				1%								2%								100%

		2009 Benchmark										48%				2%				5%				5%				3%				30%				5%								2%								100%

		2008 Benchmark										48%				2%				5%				5%				8%				25%				5%								2%								100%

		2007 Benchmark										48%				2%				5%				5%				3%				30%				5%								2%								100%

		2006 Benchmark										40%				0%				10%				10%				3%				32%				5%								0%								100%

																						Proprietary and Confidential

		2005 Allocation		24%				6%												10%				10%				7%				33%				10%				0%				0%

		2004 Allocation		25%				0%												10%				10%				10%				35%				10%				0%				0%

		2003 Allocation		25%				0%												10%				10%				10%				35%				10%				0%				0%

		1Tax exempt will combine with FI longterm for purpose of minimums/maximums.





Edtrust16

										EDUCATION ENHANCEMENT TRUST										EET ASSET ALLOCATION

										LONG TERM  ASSET ALLOCATION						BENCHMARK/INDEXES & MAXIMUM/MINIMUM RANGES

				Domestic				International				Global				Private				Real				High Yield				Fixed				Tax-exempt																Equity

				Equity				Equity				Equity				Equity				Estate				Distress				Income		1		FI		1		Cash				TIPS				Commodity				Like Risk

		Maximum		60%				20%				75%				10%				20%				15%				50%								50%				15%				5%				77%

		2016 Benchmark		40%				10%				51%				combined with				10%				7%				20%				10%				2%				0%				0%				63%				100%

																global equity

		Minimum		20%				0%				25%				0%				2%				0%				13%								0%				0%				0%				45%

		Index		S&P				MSCI				S&P 1200 (2/3)								MSCI				Citigroup				Citigroup				Barclay				3 month				Citigroup

				500				All World				+S&P 500(1/3)								REIT				High Yield				BIG				Muni  7 yr.				Treasury				Inflation-Linked

				(tracking error				ex. US																								(PIMCO managed)				Bill				Securities Index

		CAPITAL MARKET

		2015 Benchmark		40%				10%				53%				combined with				10%				7%				16%				10%				2%				2%				0%				63%				100%

																equity

		2014 Benchmark										52%				2%				6%				5%				17%				11%				2%				5%				0%								100%

		2013 Benchmark										52%				2%				6%				5%				0%				30%				2%				3%				0%								100%

		2012 Benchmark										52%				2%				6%				5%				0%				30%				2%				3%				0%								100%

		2011 Benchmark										48%				2%				5%				5%				0%				35%				2%				3%												100%

		2010 Benchmark										48%				2%				5%				5%				0%				37%				2%				1%												100%

		2009 Benchmark										48%				2%				5%				5%				3%				30%				2%				5%												100%

		2008 Benchmark										48%				2%				5%				5%				8%				25%				2%				5%												100%

		2007 Benchmark										48%				2%				5%				5%				3%				30%				2%				5%												100%

		2006 Benchmark										40%				0%				10%				10%				3%				32%				0%				5%												100%

																						Proprietary and Confidential

		2005 Allocation		24%				6%												10%				10%				7%				33%				0%				10%				0%

		2004 Allocation		25%				0%												10%				10%				10%				35%				0%				10%				0%

		2003 Allocation		25%				0%												10%				10%				10%				35%				0%				10%				0%

		1Tax exempt will combine with FI longterm for purpose of minimums/maximums.





EET17

														EET ASSET ALLOCATION

										BENCHMARK/INDEXES & MAXIMUM/MINIMUM RANGES

																Inv. Grade				Tax-exempt												High Yield

				Global				Real				High Yield				Fixed				Fixed								Private				Real Estate												Equity

				Equity				Estate				Corp Debt				Income		5		Income		5		Cash				Equity				Debt				TIPS				Commodity				Like Risk

		Maximum		75%				20%		1		15%				50%								50%				10%				10%				10%				5%				77%

		2017 Benchmark		51%				10%				7%				20%				10%				2%		3		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		63%		100%

		(proposed)

		Minimum		25%				2%				0%				13%		2						0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				45%

		Index		S&P 1200 (2/3)				MSCI				Citigroup				Citigroup				Barclay				Citigroup

				S&P 500(1/3)				REIT				High Yield				BIG				Muni  7 yr.				3 mo. Tsy bill

																				(PIMCO managed)

		Benchmark History

		2016 Benchmark		51%				10%				7%				20%				10%				2%				0%								0%				0%				63%		100%

		2015 Benchmark		53%				10%				7%				16%				10%				2%				0%								2%				0%				63%		100%

		2014 Benchmark		52%				6%				5%				17%				11%				2%				2%								5%				0%						100%

		2013 Benchmark		52%				6%				5%				0%				30%				2%				2%								3%				0%						100%

		2012 Benchmark		52%				6%				5%				0%				30%				2%				2%								3%				0%						100%

		2011 Benchmark		48%				5%				5%				0%				35%				2%				2%								3%										100%

		2010 Benchmark		48%				5%				5%				0%				37%				2%				2%								1%										100%

		2009 Benchmark		48%				5%				5%				3%				30%				2%				2%								5%										100%

		2008 Benchmark		48%				5%				5%				8%				25%				2%				2%								5%										100%

		2007 Benchmark		48%				5%				5%				3%				30%				2%				2%								5%										100%

		2006 Benchmark		40%				10%				10%				3%				32%				0%				0%								5%										100%

		2005 Allocation						15%				10%				7%				33%				0%												50%				0%

		2004 Allocation						15%				10%				10%				35%				0%												55%				0%

		2003 Allocation						15%				10%				10%				35%				0%												55%				0%

		1. Real Estate maximum applies to REITS/Core RE and Opportunistic combined. Opportunistic RE counts 1.3x against RE max. Base case allocation used for partnerships

		2. Buffer for market drift of 1/2% (example: Inv. Grade Fixed Income minimum of 13% can drift to 12.5%)

		3. Cash to provide liquidity for distributions and rebalancing

		4. Skill and niche categories are not included in benchmark but do have a permitted range to invest in opportunistically

		5. Tax-exempt will combine with Investment Grade Fixed Income for purpose of minimums/maximums





EET 18

														EET ASSET ALLOCATION

										BENCHMARK/INDEXES & MAXIMUM/MINIMUM RANGES

																Inv. Grade				Tax-exempt												High Yield

				Global				Real				High Yield				Fixed				Fixed								Private				Real Estate												Equity

				Equity				Estate				Corp Debt				Income		5		Income		5		Cash				Equity				Debt				TIPS				Commodity				Like Risk

		Maximum		75%				20%		1		15%				50%								50%				10%				10%				10%				5%				77%

		2018 Benchmark		51%				10%				7%				20%				10%				2%		3		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		63%		100%

		(proposed)

		Minimum		25%				2%				0%				13%		2						0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				45%

		Index		S&P 1200 (2/3)				MSCI				Citigroup				Citigroup				Barclay				Citigroup

				S&P 500(1/3)				REIT				High Yield				BIG				Muni  7 yr.				3 mo. Tsy bill

																				(PIMCO managed)

		Benchmark History

		2017 Benchmark		51%				10%				7%				20%				10%				2%		3		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		63%		100%

		2016 Benchmark		51%				10%				7%				20%				10%				2%				0%								0%				0%				63%		100%

		2015 Benchmark		53%				10%				7%				16%				10%				2%				0%								2%				0%				63%		100%

		2014 Benchmark		52%				6%				5%				17%				11%				2%				2%								5%				0%						100%

		2013 Benchmark		52%				6%				5%				0%				30%				2%				2%								3%				0%						100%

		2012 Benchmark		52%				6%				5%				0%				30%				2%				2%								3%				0%						100%

		2011 Benchmark		48%				5%				5%				0%				35%				2%				2%								3%										100%

		2010 Benchmark		48%				5%				5%				0%				37%				2%				2%								1%										100%

		2009 Benchmark		48%				5%				5%				3%				30%				2%				2%								5%										100%

		2008 Benchmark		48%				5%				5%				8%				25%				2%				2%								5%										100%

		2007 Benchmark		48%				5%				5%				3%				30%				2%				2%								5%										100%

		2006 Benchmark		40%				10%				10%				3%				32%				0%				0%								5%										100%

		2005 Allocation						15%				10%				7%				33%				0%												50%				0%

		2004 Allocation						15%				10%				10%				35%				0%												55%				0%

		2003 Allocation						15%				10%				10%				35%				0%												55%				0%

		1. Real Estate maximum applies to REITS/Core RE and Opportunistic combined. Opportunistic RE counts 1.3x against RE max. Base case allocation used for partnerships

		2. Buffer for market drift of 1/2% (example: Inv. Grade Fixed Income minimum of 13% can drift to 12.5%)

		3. Cash to provide liquidity for distributions and rebalancing

		4. Skill and niche categories are not included in benchmark but do have a permitted range to invest in opportunistically

		5. Tax-exempt will combine with Investment Grade Fixed Income for purpose of minimums/maximums





EET 19

														EET ASSET ALLOCATION

										BENCHMARK/INDEXES & MAXIMUM/MINIMUM RANGES

																Inv. Grade				Tax-exempt												High Yield

				Global				Real				High Yield				Fixed				Fixed								Private				Real Estate												Equity

				Equity				Estate				Corp Debt				Income		5		Income		5		Cash				Equity				Debt				TIPS				Commodity				Like Risk

		Maximum		75%				20%		1		15%				50%								50%				10%				10%				10%				5%				77%

		2019 Benchmark		51%				10%				7%				20%				10%				2%		3		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		63%		100%

		(proposed)

		Minimum		25%				2%				0%				13%		2						0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				45%

																				Bloomberg

		Index		S&P 1200 (2/3)				MSCI				FTSE*				FTSE*				Barclays				FTSE*

				S&P 500(1/3)				REIT				High Yield				BIG				Muni  7 yr.				3 mo. Tsy bill

																				(PIMCO managed)

		Benchmark History

		2018 Benchmark		51%				10%				7%				20%				10%				2%		3		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		63%		100%

		2017 Benchmark		51%				10%				7%				20%				10%				2%		3		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		63%		100%

		2016 Benchmark		51%				10%				7%				20%				10%				2%				0%								0%				0%				63%		100%

		2015 Benchmark		53%				10%				7%				16%				10%				2%				0%								2%				0%				63%		100%

		2014 Benchmark		52%				6%				5%				17%				11%				2%				2%								5%				0%						100%

		2013 Benchmark		52%				6%				5%				0%				30%				2%				2%								3%				0%						100%

		2012 Benchmark		52%				6%				5%				0%				30%				2%				2%								3%				0%						100%

		2011 Benchmark		48%				5%				5%				0%				35%				2%				2%								3%										100%

		2010 Benchmark		48%				5%				5%				0%				37%				2%				2%								1%										100%

		2009 Benchmark		48%				5%				5%				3%				30%				2%				2%								5%										100%

		2008 Benchmark		48%				5%				5%				8%				25%				2%				2%								5%										100%

		2007 Benchmark		48%				5%				5%				3%				30%				2%				2%								5%										100%

		2006 Benchmark		40%				10%				10%				3%				32%				0%				0%								5%										100%

		2005 Allocation						15%				10%				7%				33%				0%												50%				0%

		2004 Allocation						15%				10%				10%				35%				0%												55%				0%

		2003 Allocation						15%				10%				10%				35%				0%												55%				0%

		1. Real Estate maximum applies to REITS/Core RE and Opportunistic combined. Opportunistic RE counts 1.3x against RE max. Base case allocation used for partnerships

		2. Buffer for market drift of 1/2% (example: Inv. Grade Fixed Income minimum of 13% can drift to 12.5%)

		3. Cash to provide liquidity for distributions and rebalancing

		4. Skill and niche categories are not included in benchmark but do have a permitted range to invest in opportunistically

		5. Tax-exempt will combine with Investment Grade Fixed Income for purpose of minimums/maximums

		* FTSE purchased the Citi Indices and changed the name







DCT  HCT  SPL expected return and standard deviation
using SDIC expected returns and fat-tail adjusted risk measures

7

Correlation Matrix
Expected Standard High Private RE

Return Deviation US Eq Intl Eq Bonds Cash Yield REITs Equity Opport Tips
Domestic (US) Equity 7.1% 22% 100%
International Equity 7.1% 22% 100% 100%
US Bonds - Investment Gr 4.1% 7% 0% 0% 100%
Cash 3.5% 1% 0% 0% 0% 100%
High Yield Bonds 5.5% 12% 75% 75% 23% 0% 100%
REITs 6.9% 24% 75% 75% 0% 0% 50% 100%
Private Equity 7.8% 30% 88% 88% 0% 0% 55% 70% 100%
RE Opportunistic 7.5% 32% 75% 75% 2% 0% 60% 90% 60% 100%
TIPS 4.1% 7% 0% 0% 100% 0% 24% 0% 0% 0% 100%
* Standard deviation is a measure of volatility.  There is a 66% chance of being w ithin plus or minus 1 standard deviation, a 95% chance of being w ithin 2 standard deviations.

Mean 1 year 20 year
US Intl High Private RE Expected Standard Standard

Equity Equity Bonds Cash Yield REITs Equity Opport Tips Return DeviationDeviation
70:30 Equity/Bond 70% 0% 30% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 6.18% 15.5% 3.5%

2003-2005 allocation 20% 0% 55% 0% 10% 15% 0% 0% 0% 5.24% 9.3% 2.1%
2006 allocation 27% 13% 40% 0% 10% 10% 0% 0% 0% 5.70% 12.0% 2.7%
2007-2011 allocation 32% 16% 33% 2% 5% 5% 2% 0% 5% 5.79% 12.8% 2.9%
2012-2014 allocation 35% 17% 28% 2% 5% 6% 2% 0% 5% 5.94% 13.8% 3.1%
2015 allocation 37% 16% 26% 2% 7% 10% 0% 0% 2% 6.04% 14.3% 3.2%
2016-2018 allocation 34% 17% 30% 2% 7% 10% 0% 0% 0% 5.98% 13.9% 3.1%

Benchmark FY19 (proposed) 34% 17% 30% 2% 7% 10% 0% 0% 0% 5.98% 13.9% 3.1%

Return Ranges Mean 1 Year Horizon 20 Year Horizon
Exp Ret up 1 sd dn 1 sd dn 2 sd up 1sd dn 1 sd dn 2 sd

Benchmark FY19 (proposed) 5.98% 19.9% -8.0% -21.9% 9.1% 2.9% -0.3%


SDRS fat tail

										Fat Tail Analysis				SDRS TOTAL FUND EXPECTED RETURN AND STANDARD DEVIATION

										(SDIC expected returns with fat tail std. dev. and correlations)

						S&P								Expected		Standard												Correlation Matrix

						Like %								Return		Deviation*				US Eq		Intl Eq		Hedge		Bonds		Cash		HY		Comd		RE		Priv Eq		RE Opp		Tips

						100%				Domestic (US) Equity				7.1%		22%				100%																																				4.84%

						100%				International Equity				7.1%		22%				100%		100%																																		4.84%		4.84%

						40%				Hedge Funds				5.3%		12%				73%		73%		100%																																1.93%		1.93%		1.44%

						0%				US Bonds - Investment Grade				4.1%		7%				0%		0%		-10%		100%																														0.00%		0.00%		-0.08%		0.49%

						0%				Cash				3.5%		1%				0%		0%		0%		0%		100%																												0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

						41%				High Yield Bonds				5.5%		12%				75%		75%		35%		23%		0%		100%																										1.98%		1.98%		0.50%		0.19%		0.00%		1.44%

						50%				Commodity Index				4.1%		22%				50%		50%		35%		-20%		0%		20%		100%																								2.42%		2.42%		0.92%		-0.31%		0.00%		0.53%		4.84%

						82%				REITs				6.9%		24%				75%		75%		30%		0%		0%		50%		30%		100%																						3.96%		3.96%		0.86%		0.00%		0.00%		1.44%		1.58%		5.76%

						120%				Private Equity				7.8%		30%				88%		88%		30%		0%		0%		55%		40%		70%		100%																				5.81%		5.81%		1.08%		0.00%		0.00%		1.98%		2.64%		5.04%		9.00%

						109%				Real Estate Opportunistic				7.5%		32%				75%		75%		25%		2%		0%		60%		25%		90%		60%		100%																		5.28%		5.28%		0.96%		0.04%		0.00%		2.30%		1.76%		6.91%		5.76%		10.24%

						0%				Inflation protected Tsy(Tips)				4.1%		7%				0%		0%		0%		100%		0%		24%		0%		0%		0%		0%		100%																0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.47%		0.00%		0.19%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.46%

										* Standard deviation is a measure of volatility.  There is a 66% chance of being within plus or minus 1 standard deviation, a 95% chance of being within 2 standard deviations.

						0.0%																												Mean		1 year		5 year		10 year		20 year

						ANNLZ						US		Intl		Hedge						HY		Comm				Private		RE		HY RE		Expected		Standard		Standard		Standard		Standard														8.0%		Min Ret

						STD DEV						Equity		Equity		Funds		Bonds		Cash		Corp		-odity		REITs		Equity		Opport		Debt		Return		Deviation		Deviation		Deviation		Deviation														1		TIME HORIZON

				0.0%		0.0%				100:0 Equity/Bond		100%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		7.08%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%														0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				7.08%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				Simple 60:40% EQ/BD		60%		0%		0%		40%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		5.88%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%														0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				5.88%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				Simple 50:50% EQ/BD		50%		0%		0%		50%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		5.58%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%														0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				5.58%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				70:30 Equity/Bond		70%		0%		0%		30%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		6.18%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%														0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				6.18%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				add International EQ		47%		23%		0%		30%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		6.18%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%				100%										0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				6.18%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				add REITs		42%		20%		0%		28%		0%		0%		0%		10%		0%		0%		0%		6.22%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%				100%										0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				6.22%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				add High Yield		40%		19%		0%		24%		0%		7%		0%		10%		0%		0%		0%		6.23%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%				100%										0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				6.23%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				add Tips & Commodities		40%		20%		0%		21%		0%		7%		1%		10%		0%		0%		1%		6.26%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%				100%										0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				6.26%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				add Cash		40%		19%		0%		22%		2%		7%		0%		10%		0%		0%		0%		6.22%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%				100%										0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				6.22%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				add Private Equity		32%		17%		0%		22%		4%		7%		0%		10%		8%		0%		0%		6.20%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%				100%										0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				6.20%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				add RE Opportunistic		31%		16%		0%		22%		6%		7%		0%		2%		8%		8%		0%		6.18%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%				100%										0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				6.18%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				add Tips		31%		16%		0%		21%		6%		7%		1%		10%		8%		0%		1%		6.17%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%				101%										0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				6.17%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				add PE		35%		18%		0%		40%		4%		0%		0%		0%		7%		0%		0%		6.07%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%				104%

				0.0%		0.0%				add more RE Opportunity		34%		17%		0%		16%		6%		7%		1%		15%		7%		8%		1%		7.11%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%				112%

				0.0%		0.0%				Benchmark FY19 (proposed)		39%		19%		0%		23%		2%		7%		0%		10%		0%		0%		0%		6.19%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%				100%

				0.0%		0.0%				SDRS Current AA		19%		9%		1%		13%		32%		4%		0%		0%		7%		8%		7%		5.43%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%				100%										0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				5.43%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				SDRS adj. AA to 63%		31%		12%		0%		13%		14%		7%		0%		2%		9%		12%		0%		6.17%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%				100%										0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				6.17%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				Mellon Bil $ plan		35%		17%		0%		33%		2%		3%		0%		3%		7%		0%		0%		6.01%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%				100%

				0.0%		0.0%				State universe		30%		21%		4%		20%		2%		2%		1%		8%		9%		0%		3%		6.23%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%				100%										0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				6.23%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

										Return Ranges		Mean						1 Year Horizon						5 Year Horizon								10 Year Horizon						20 Year Horizon

												Exp Ret				up 1sd		dn 1 sd		dn 2 sd		up 1sd		dn 1 sd		dn 2 sd				up 1sd		dn 1 sd		dn 2 sd		up 1sd		dn 1 sd		dn 2 sd

										Benchmark FY19 (proposed)		6.19%				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

																						Proprietary and Confidential

				0.0%		0.0%				100:0 Equity/Bond		100%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		7.08%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%														0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				7.08%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				100:0 Equity/Bond		95%		0%		0%		5%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		6.93%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%														0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				6.93%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				100:0 Equity/Bond		90%		0%		0%		10%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		6.78%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%														0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				6.78%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				100:0 Equity/Bond		85%		0%		0%		15%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		6.63%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%														0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				6.63%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				100:0 Equity/Bond		80%		0%		0%		20%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		6.48%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%														0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				6.48%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				100:0 Equity/Bond		75%		0%		0%		25%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		6.33%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%														0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				6.33%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				100:0 Equity/Bond		70%		0%		0%		30%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		6.18%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%														0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				6.18%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				100:0 Equity/Bond		65%		0%		0%		35%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		6.03%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%														0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				6.03%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				100:0 Equity/Bond		60%		0%		0%		40%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		5.88%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%														0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				5.88%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				100:0 Equity/Bond		55%		0%		0%		45%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		5.73%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%														0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				5.73%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				100:0 Equity/Bond		50%		0%		0%		50%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		5.58%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%														0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				5.58%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				100:0 Equity/Bond		45%		0%		0%		55%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		5.43%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%														0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				5.43%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				100:0 Equity/Bond		40%		0%		0%		60%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		5.28%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%														0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				5.28%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				100:0 Equity/Bond		35%		0%		0%		65%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		5.13%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%														0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				5.13%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				100:0 Equity/Bond		30%		0%		0%		70%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		4.98%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%														0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				4.98%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				100:0 Equity/Bond		25%		0%		0%		75%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		4.83%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%														0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				4.83%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				100:0 Equity/Bond		20%		0%		0%		80%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		4.68%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%														0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				4.68%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				100:0 Equity/Bond		15%		0%		0%		85%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		4.53%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%														0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				4.53%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				100:0 Equity/Bond		10%		0%		0%		90%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		4.38%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%														0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				4.38%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				100:0 Equity/Bond		5%		0%		0%		95%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		4.23%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%														0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				4.23%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				100:0 Equity/Bond		-0%		0%		0%		100%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		4.08%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%														0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				4.08%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

						22.0%				100%		0%		0%		0%		0%				7.08%										22.00%		48.45%		0.0%		0.0%		40.1%										0.29		-0.04		0.40		0.99		0.98		1.22		48.45%		1.55%		48.45%				7.08%		29.08%		51.08%		-14.92%		-36.92%		-58.92%		73.08%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		40%

						22.0%				90%		10%		0%		0%		0%				7.08%										22.00%		48.33%		0.0%		0.0%		40.1%										0.29		-0.04		0.40		0.99		0.98		1.21		48.33%		1.67%		48.33%				7.08%		29.08%		51.08%		-14.92%		-36.92%		-58.92%		73.08%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		40%

						20.7%				90%		0%		10%		0%		0%				6.90%										20.69%		47.88%		0.0%		0.0%		37.8%										0.00		-0.05		0.40		0.99		0.98		1.20		47.88%		2.12%		47.88%				6.90%		27.59%		48.28%		-13.79%		-34.48%		-55.18%		68.98%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		38%

						22.0%				80%		20%		0%		0%		0%				7.08%										22.00%		48.33%		0.0%		0.0%		40.1%										0.00		-0.04		0.40		0.99		0.98		1.21		48.33%		1.67%		48.33%				7.08%		29.08%		51.08%		-14.92%		-36.92%		-58.92%		73.08%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		40%

						20.7%				80%		10%		10%		0%		0%				6.90%										20.69%		47.88%		0.0%		0.0%		37.8%										0.00		-0.05		0.40		0.99		0.98		1.20		47.88%		2.12%		47.88%				6.90%		27.59%		48.28%		-13.79%		-34.48%		-55.18%		68.98%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		38%

						19.4%				80%		0%		20%		0%		0%				0.00%										19.42%		0.00%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

						22.0%				70%		30%		0%		0%		0%				0.00%										22.00%		0.00%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

						20.7%				70%		20%		10%		0%		0%				0.00%										20.69%		0.00%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

						19.4%				70%		10%		20%		0%		0%				6.72%										19.42%		47.37%		0.0%		0.0%		35.7%										0.00		-0.07		0.40		0.98		0.97		1.19		47.37%		2.63%		47.37%				6.72%		26.14%		45.56%		-12.70%		-32.12%		-51.54%		64.98%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		36%

						18.2%				70%		0%		30%		0%		0%				6.54%										18.20%		46.80%		0.0%		0.0%		33.6%										0.00		-0.08		0.40		0.98		0.96		1.18		46.80%		3.20%		46.80%				6.54%		24.73%		42.93%		-11.66%		-29.85%		-48.05%		61.12%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		34%

						22.0%				60%		40%		0%		0%		0%				7.08%										22.00%		48.33%		0.0%		0.0%		40.1%										0.00		-0.04		0.40		0.99		0.98		1.21		48.33%		1.67%		48.33%				7.08%		29.08%		51.08%		-14.92%		-36.92%		-58.92%		73.08%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		40%
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						12.5%				10%		0%		90%		0%		0%				5.46%										12.50%		41.94%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		-0.20		0.39		0.95		0.91		1.07		41.94%		8.06%		41.94%				5.46%		17.95%		30.45%		-7.04%		-19.54%		-32.03%		42.95%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

						22.0%				0%		100%		0%		0%		0%				7.08%										22.00%		48.33%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		-0.04		0.40		0.99		0.98		1.21		48.33%		1.67%		48.33%				7.08%		29.08%		51.08%		-14.92%		-36.92%		-58.92%		73.08%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

						20.7%				0%		90%		10%		0%		0%				6.90%										20.69%		47.88%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		-0.05		0.40		0.99		0.98		1.20		47.88%		2.12%		47.88%				6.90%		27.59%		48.28%		-13.79%		-34.48%		-55.18%		68.98%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

						19.4%				0%		80%		20%		0%		0%				6.72%										19.42%		47.37%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		-0.07		0.40		0.98		0.97		1.19		47.37%		2.63%		47.37%				6.72%		26.14%		45.56%		-12.70%		-32.12%		-51.54%		64.98%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

						18.2%				0%		70%		30%		0%		0%				6.54%										18.20%		46.80%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		-0.08		0.40		0.98		0.96		1.18		46.80%		3.20%		46.80%				6.54%		24.73%		42.93%		-11.66%		-29.85%		-48.05%		61.12%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

						17.0%				0%		60%		40%		0%		0%				6.36%										17.02%		46.16%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		-0.10		0.40		0.98		0.96		1.16		46.16%		3.84%		46.16%				6.36%		23.38%		40.41%		-10.66%		-27.69%		-44.71%		57.43%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

						15.9%				0%		50%		50%		0%		0%				6.18%										15.92%		45.45%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		-0.11		0.40		0.97		0.95		1.15		45.45%		4.55%		45.45%				6.18%		22.10%		38.01%		-9.74%		-25.66%		-41.57%		53.93%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

						14.9%				0%		40%		60%		0%		0%				6.00%										14.89%		44.65%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		-0.13		0.40		0.97		0.94		1.13		44.65%		5.35%		44.65%				6.00%		20.89%		35.78%		-8.89%		-23.79%		-38.68%		50.68%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

						14.0%				0%		30%		70%		0%		0%				5.82%										13.97%		43.79%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		-0.16		0.39		0.97		0.93		1.11		43.79%		6.21%		43.79%				5.82%		19.78%		33.75%		-8.15%		-22.11%		-36.08%		47.72%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

						13.2%				0%		20%		80%		0%		0%				5.64%										13.16%		42.88%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		-0.18		0.39		0.96		0.92		1.09		42.88%		7.12%		42.88%				5.64%		18.80%		31.96%		-7.52%		-20.68%		-33.84%		45.12%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

						12.5%				0%		10%		90%		0%		0%				5.46%										12.50%		41.94%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		-0.20		0.39		0.95		0.91		1.07		41.94%		8.06%		41.94%				5.46%		17.95%		30.45%		-7.04%		-19.54%		-32.03%		42.95%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

						12.0%				0%		0%		100%		0%		0%				5.28%										12.00%		41.03%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		-0.23		0.39		0.95		0.90		1.06		41.03%		8.97%		41.03%				5.28%		17.28%		29.28%		-6.72%		-18.72%		-30.72%		41.28%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

						13.5%				60%		0%		0%		40%		0%				5.88%										13.49%				46.4%		32.9%		19.4%										5.9%		-7.6%		-21.1%		-34.6%

						11.5%				50%		0%		0%		50%		0%				5.58%										11.54%				40.2%		28.7%		17.1%										5.6%		-6.0%		-17.5%		-29.1%

						11.4%				50%		0%		0%		40%		10%				5.52%										11.35%				39.6%		28.2%		16.9%										5.5%		-5.8%		-17.2%		-28.5%

						22.0%				100%		0%		0%		0%		0%				7.08%										22.00%				73.1%		51.1%		29.1%										7.1%		-14.9%		-36.9%		-58.9%

						13.2%				40%		15%		10%		30%		5%				5.82%										13.15%				45.3%		32.1%		19.0%										5.8%		-7.3%		-20.5%		-33.6%

						12.8%				40%		15%		5%		35%		5%				5.76%										12.77%				44.1%		31.3%		18.5%										5.8%		-7.0%		-19.8%		-32.6%

						10.3%				45%		0%		0%		40%		15%				5.34%										10.29%				36.2%		25.9%		15.6%										5.3%		-5.0%		-15.2%		-25.5%

						22.0%				100%		0%		0%		0%		0%				7.08%										22.00%				73.1%		51.1%		29.1%										7.1%		-14.9%		-36.9%		-58.9%

						22.0%				100%		0%		0%		0%		0%				7.08%										22.00%				73.1%		51.1%		29.1%										7.1%		-14.9%		-36.9%		-58.9%

						22.0%				100%		0%		0%		0%		0%				7.08%										22.00%				73.1%		51.1%		29.1%										7.1%		-14.9%		-36.9%		-58.9%

						22.0%				100%		0%		0%		0%		0%				7.08%										22.00%				73.1%		51.1%		29.1%										7.1%		-14.9%		-36.9%		-58.9%

																				20

						TEMPLATE				80%		20%		0%								5.52%										16.87%		28.22%		-5.83%		-17.18%

						FOR				70%		30%		0%								7.08%										29.08%		51.08%		-14.92%		-36.92%

						BELOW				60%		40%		0%								5.82%										18.97%		32.12%		-7.33%		-20.48%

										50%		50%		0%								5.76%										18.53%		31.30%		-7.01%		-19.78%

										40%		60%		0%								5.34%										15.63%		25.92%		-4.95%		-15.24%

												ERET		STD

										RVAA		12.7%		11.1%

																						12.7%										23.8%		34.9%		1.6%		-9.5%

										80%		20%		0%								10.11%										24.02%		37.92%		-3.80%		-17.71%

										70%		30%		0%								9.87%										22.65%		35.43%		-2.91%		-15.69%

								1		60%		40%		0%								9.64%										21.35%		33.07%		-2.07%		-13.78%

										50%		50%		0%								9.41%										20.13%		30.86%		-1.31%		-12.04%

										40%		60%		0%								9.18%										19.02%		28.86%		-0.66%		-10.50%

																						12.7%										20.3%		27.8%		5.1%		-2.4%

										80%		20%		0%								9.87%										18.91%		27.95%		0.84%		-8.20%

										70%		30%		0%								9.64%										17.92%		26.21%		1.36%		-6.92%

								2		60%		40%		0%								9.41%										16.99%		24.58%		1.83%		-5.76%

										50%		50%		0%								9.18%										16.14%		23.10%		2.22%		-4.74%

										40%		60%		0%								9.16%										16.17%		23.18%		2.15%		-4.86%

																						12.7%										18.7%		24.8%		6.7%		0.6%

										80%		20%		0%								9.87%										17.25%		24.63%		2.50%		-4.88%

										70%		30%		0%								9.64%										16.40%		23.17%		2.88%		-3.88%

								3		60%		40%		0%								9.41%										15.60%		21.79%		3.22%		-2.97%

										50%		50%		0%								9.18%										14.86%		20.54%		3.50%		-2.19%

										40%		60%		0%								9.16%										14.88%		20.61%		3.44%		-2.29%

																						12.7%										17.2%		21.8%		8.2%		3.6%

										80%		20%		0%								10.11%										16.33%		22.55%		3.89%		-2.33%

										70%		30%		0%								9.87%										15.59%		21.30%		4.16%		-1.56%

								5		60%		40%		0%								9.64%										14.88%		20.12%		4.40%		-0.83%

										50%		50%		0%								9.41%										14.21%		19.00%		4.61%		-0.18%

										40%		60%		0%								9.18%										13.58%		17.98%		4.78%		0.38%

																						12.7%										15.8%		18.8%		9.6%		6.6%

										80%		20%		0%								10.11%										14.50%		18.90%		5.71%		1.31%

										70%		30%		0%								9.87%										13.92%		17.96%		5.83%		1.79%

								10		60%		40%		0%								9.64%										13.35%		17.05%		5.94%		2.23%

										50%		50%		0%								9.41%										12.80%		16.19%		6.02%		2.63%

										40%		60%		0%								9.18%										12.29%		15.40%		6.07%		2.95%

																						12.7%										14.7%		16.8%		10.7%		8.6%

										80%		20%		0%								10.11%										13.22%		16.33%		7.00%		3.89%

										70%		30%		0%								9.87%										12.73%		15.59%		7.02%		4.16%

								20		60%		40%		0%								9.64%										12.26%		14.88%		7.02%		4.40%

										50%		50%		0%								9.41%										11.81%		14.21%		7.01%		4.61%

										40%		60%		0%								9.18%										11.38%		13.58%		6.98%		4.78%





DCT HCT SPL fat tail

																								DCT, HCT & SPL TOTAL FUND

										Fat Tail Analysis														Expected Return and Standard Deviation

																																Correlation Matrix

				S&P								Expected		Standard																				High				Private		RE										S&P		EAFE		Merger		BOND		cash		tax ex		HY		Comdty		Em		RE		P Eq		RE		Tips										S&P		EAFE		ARB		BOND		cash		tax ex		HY		Comdty		Em		RE		P Eq		RE Opp		Tips

				Like %								Return		Deviation						US Eq				Intl Eq						Bonds		Cash		Yield		REITs		Equity		Opport		Tips								COR		COR		COR		COR		COR		COR		COR		Cor		COR		COR		COR		Opport		COR										COR		COR		COR		COR		COR		COR		COR		Cor		COR		COR		COR		COR		COR

				100%						Domestic (US) Equity		7.1%		22%						100%																																																														US Equity		100%

				100%						International Equity		7.1%		22%						100%				100%																										4.84%																																Intl Equity		100%		100%

				30%						Merger Arb		4.8%		9%						73%				73%																										1.45%		1.45%																														Merger Arb		73%		73%		100%

				0%						US Bonds - Investment Gr		4.1%		7%						0%				0%						100%																				0.00%		0.00%		-0.06%																												Bonds		0%		0%		-10%		100%

				0%						Cash		3.5%		1%						0%				0%						0%		100%																		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%																										Cash		0%		0%		0%		0%		100%

				0%						Tax exempt FI		2.5%		6%						0%				0%						100%		0%																		0.00%		0.00%		-0.06%		0.44%		0.00%																								Tax exempt FI *		0%		0%		-10%		100%		0%		100%

				41%						High Yield Bonds		5.5%		12%						75%				75%						23%		0%		100%																1.98%		1.98%		0.38%		0.19%		0.00%		0.17%																						High Yield		75%		75%		35%		23%		0%		23%		100%

										Commodity Index		3.8%		17%						50%				50%						-20%		0%		20%																1.84%		1.84%		0.53%		-0.23%		0.00%		-0.21%		0.40%																				Commodity Index		50%		50%		35%		-20%		0%		-20%		20%		100%

				98%						Emerg Mkt Eq		8.0%		22%						100%				100%						0%		0%		77%																4.73%		4.73%		1.41%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.99%		0.00%																		Emerg Mkt Eq		100%		100%		73%		0%		0%		0%		77%		50%		100%

				82%						REITs		6.9%		24%						75%				75%						0%		0%		50%		100%														3.96%		3.96%		0.65%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.44%		0.00%		4.02%																Real Estate		75%		75%		30%		0%		0%		0%		50%		30%		78%		100%

				120%						Private Equity		7.8%		30%						88%				88%						0%		0%		55%		70%		100%												5.81%		5.81%		0.81%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.98%		0.00%		5.68%		5.04%														Private Equity		88%		88%		30%		0%		0%		0%		55%		40%		88%		70%		100%

				109%						RE Opportunistic		7.5%		32%						75%				75%						2%		0%		60%		90%		60%		100%										5.28%		5.28%		0.72%		0.04%		0.00%		0.04%		2.30%		0.00%		5.16%		6.91%		5.76%												RE Opportunistic		75%		75%		25%		2%		0%		2%		60%		25%		75%		90%		60%		100%

				0%						TIPS		4.1%		7%						0%				0%						100%		0%		24%		0%		0%		0%		100%								0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.47%		0.00%		0.42%		0.19%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%										TIPS		0%		0%		0%		100%		0%		100%		24%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		100%

										* Standard deviation is a measure of volatility.  There is a 66% chance of being within plus or minus 1 standard deviation, a 95% chance of being within 2 standard deviations.

																																						Mean		1 year		20 year

				ANNLZ								US		Intl		Merger								High				Emerg				Private		RE				Expected		Standard		Standard								x		y		z		aa		ab		ac		AD		AE		AF		AG		AH		AI		AJ

				STD DEV								Equity		Equity		ARB		Bonds		Cash		Tax EX		Yield		Comdty		Mkts		REITs		Equity		Opport		Tips		Return		Deviation		Deviation										1		TIME HORIZON

		1.333%		11.5%		A				50:50 Equity/Bond		50%		0%				50%		0%				0%						0%		0%		0%		0%		5.58%		11.5%		2.6%		100%		0.013325		0		0.00000		0.0%		22.1%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		5.58%		17.12%		28.67%		-5.97%		-17.51%		-29.05%		40.21%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		22%

		1.821%		13.5%						60:40 Equity/Bond		60%		0%				40%		0%				0%						0%		0%		0%		0%		5.88%		13.5%		3.0%		100%		0.018208		0		0.00000		0.0%		25.5%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		5.88%		19.37%		32.87%		-7.62%		-21.11%		-34.60%		46.36%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		26%

		2.416%		15.5%						70:30 Equity/Bond		70%		0%				30%		0%				0%						0%		0%		0%		0%		6.18%		15.5%		3.5%		100%		0.024157		0		0.00000		0.0%		29.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		6.18%		21.72%		37.26%		-9.36%		-24.91%		-40.45%		52.81%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		29%

																																														0

		0.867%		9.3%		B				2003-2005 allocation		20%		0%				55%		0%				10%						15%		0%		0%		0%		5.24%		9.3%		2.1%		100%		0.00485825		0.00338052		0.00043

		1.444%		12.0%		C				2006 allocation		27%		13%				40%		0%				10%						10%		0%		0%		0%		5.70%		12.0%		2.7%		100%		0.00585032		0.00830424		0.00029		0.0%		23.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		5.70%		17.72%		29.74%		-6.32%		-18.33%		-30.35%		41.75%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		23%

		1.632%		12.8%		D				2007-2011 allocation		32%		16%				33%		2%				5%						5%		2%		0%		5%		5.79%		12.8%		2.9%		100%		0.0069582006		0.009142177		0.00022

		1.892%		13.8%		E				2012-2014 allocation		35%		17%				28%		2%				5%						6%		2%		0%		5%		5.94%		13.8%		3.1%		100%		0.0080046706		0.0106547		0.00026		0.0%		26.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		5.94%		19.69%		33.45%		-7.81%		-21.57%		-35.32%		47.20%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		26%

		2.057%		14.3%		F				2015 allocation		37%		16%				26%		2%				7%						10%		0%		0%		2%		6.04%		14.3%		3.2%		100%		0.0088466225		0.0115167848		0.00021		0.0%		27.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		6.04%		20.38%		34.72%		-8.31%		-22.65%		-36.99%		49.06%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		27%

		1.941%		13.9%		G				2016-2018 allocation		34%		17%				30%		2%				7%						10%		0%		0%		0%		5.98%		13.9%		3.1%		100%		0.00808336		0.011129104		0.00020		0.0%		26.3%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		5.98%		19.91%		33.84%		-7.96%		-21.89%		-35.82%		47.78%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		26%

		1.641%		12.8%		H				add Private Equity		32%		16%				40%		0%				5%						5%		2%		0%		0%		5.80%		12.8%		2.9%		100%		0.0071952		0.008999776		0.00021		0.0%		24.4%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		5.80%		18.61%		31.42%		-7.01%		-19.81%		-32.62%		44.23%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		24%

		1.641%		12.8%		I				add Private Equtiy		32%		16%				40%		0%				5%						5%		2%		0%		0%		5.80%		12.8%		2.9%		100%		0.0071952		0.008999776		0.00021		0.0%		24.4%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		5.80%		18.61%		31.42%		-7.01%		-19.81%		-32.62%		44.23%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		24%

		1.632%		12.8%		I				add Tips/cash		32%		16%				33%		2%				5%						5%		2%		0%		5%		5.79%		12.8%		2.9%		100%		0.0069582006		0.009142177		0.00022		0.0%		24.3%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		5.79%		18.57%		31.34%		-6.98%		-19.76%		-32.54%		44.12%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		24%

		0.000%		0.0%		J				add more Tips		0%		0%				0%		0%		0%		0%						0%		0%		0%		0%		0.00%		0.0%		0.0%		0%		0		0		0.00000		0.0%		-3.5%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		-4%

		0.000%		0.0%		M				add Tips		0%		0%				0%		0%		0%		0%						0%		0%		0%		0%		0.00%		0.0%		0.0%		0%		0		0		0.00000

		0.000%		0.0%		K				add Tax EX FI		0%		0%				0%		0%		0%		0%						0%		0%		0%		0%		0.00%		0.0%		0.0%		0%		0		0		0.00000

																																														0

		1.941%		13.9%		L				Benchmark FY19 (proposed)		34%		17%				30%		2%				7%						10%		0%		0%		0%		5.98%		13.9%		3.1%		100%		0.00808336		0.011129104		0.00020		0.0%		26.3%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				5.98%		19.91%		33.84%		-7.96%		-21.89%		-35.82%		47.78%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		26%

		1.646%		12.8%		L				DCT Current AA		26%		13%				21%		13%				11%						2%		3%		7%		3%		5.75%		12.8%		2.9%		100%		0.005211196		0.0101442274		0.00110		0.0%		24.3%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				5.75%		18.57%		31.40%		-7.08%		-19.91%		-32.74%		44.23%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		24%

		2.045%		14.3%		L				DCT adj. AA to 63%  ELR		31%		13%				20%		11%				5%						2%		3%		11%		4%		5.95%		14.3%		3.2%		100%		0.00711207		0.012247504		0.00109		0.0%		26.8%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				5.95%		20.25%		34.55%		-8.35%		-22.66%		-36.96%		48.85%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		27%

										Return Ranges		Mean								1 Year Horizon		1 Year Horizon																20 Year Horizon

												Exp Ret				up 1sd		up 1 sd		dn 1 sd		dn 1 sd		dn 2 sd		dn 2 sd										up 1sd		dn 1 sd		dn 2 sd

										Benchmark FY19 (proposed)		5.98%				6.0%		19.9%		-8.0%		6.0%		-21.9%		6.0%										9.1%		2.9%		-0.3%

																								Proprietary and Confidential

				0.0%						100%		0%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						90%		10%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						90%		0%		10%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						80%		20%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						80%		10%		10%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						80%		0%		20%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						70%		30%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						70%		20%		10%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						70%		10%		20%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						70%		0%		30%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						60%		40%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						60%		30%		10%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						60%		20%		20%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						60%		10%		30%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						60%		0%		40%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						50%		50%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						50%		40%		10%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						50%		30%		20%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						50%		20%		30%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						50%		10%		40%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						50%		0%		50%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						40%		60%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						40%		50%		10%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						40%		40%		20%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						40%		30%		30%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						40%		20%		40%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						40%		10%		50%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						40%		0%		60%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						30%		70%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						30%		60%		10%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%
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										80%		20%		0%								10.11%												14.50%		18.90%				1.31%

										70%		30%		0%								9.87%												13.92%		17.96%				1.79%

						10				60%		40%		0%								9.64%												13.35%		17.05%				2.23%

										50%		50%		0%								9.41%												12.80%		16.19%				2.63%

										40%		60%		0%								9.18%												12.29%		15.40%				2.95%

																						12.7%												14.7%		16.8%				8.6%

										80%		20%		0%								10.11%												13.22%		16.33%				3.89%

										70%		30%		0%								9.87%												12.73%		15.59%				4.16%

						20				60%		40%		0%								9.64%												12.26%		14.88%				4.40%

										50%		50%		0%								9.41%												11.81%		14.21%				4.61%

										40%		60%		0%								9.18%												11.38%		13.58%				4.78%





ED fat tail

																						EET TOTAL FUND

										Fat Tail Analysis												Expected Return and Standard Deviation

										(SDIC expected returns with fat tail std. dev. and correlations)																				Correlation Matrix

				S&P								Expected		Standard																		Tax		High				Private		RE										S&P		EAFE		Merger		BOND		cash		tax ex		HY		Comdty		Em		RE		P Eq		Conv		Tips										S&P		EAFE		ARB		BOND		cash		tax ex		HY		Comdty		Em		RE		P Eq		Conv		Tips

				Like %								Return		Deviation						US Eq		Intl Eq		Bonds						Cash		Exempt		Yield		REITs		Equity		Opport		Tips								COR		COR		COR		COR		COR		COR		COR		Cor		COR		COR		COR		COR		COR										COR		COR		COR		COR		COR		COR		COR		Cor		COR		COR		COR		COR		COR

				100%						Domestic (US) Equity		7.1%		22%						100%																																																														US Equity		100%

				100%						International Equity		7.1%		22%						100%		100%																												4.84%																																Intl Equity		100%		100%

				30%						Merger Arb		4.8%		9%						73%		73%																												1.45%		1.45%																														Merger Arb		73%		73%		100%

				0%						US Bonds - Investment Gr		4.1%		7%						0%		0%		100%																										0.00%		0.00%		-0.06%																												Bonds		0%		0%		-10%		100%

				0%						Cash		3.5%		1%						0%		0%		0%						100%																				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%																										Cash		0%		0%		0%		0%		100%

				0%						Tax exempt Fixed Income		3.3%		8%						0%		0%		100%						0%		100%																		0.00%		0.00%		-0.07%		0.56%		0.00%																								Tax exempt FI *		0%		0%		-10%		100%		0%		100%

				41%						High Yield Bonds		5.5%		12%						75%		75%		23%						0%		23%		100%																1.98%		1.98%		0.38%		0.19%		0.00%		0.22%																						High Yield		75%		75%		35%		23%		0%		23%		100%

										Commodity Index		3.8%		17%						50%		50%		-20%						0%		-20%		20%																1.84%		1.84%		0.53%		-0.23%		0.00%		-0.27%		0.40%																				Commodity Index		50%		50%		35%		-20%		0%		-20%		20%		100%

				98%						Emerg Mkt Eq		8.0%		22%						100%		100%		0%						0%		0%		77%																4.73%		4.73%		1.41%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.99%		0.00%																		Emerg Mkt Eq		100%		100%		73%		0%		0%		0%		77%		50%		100%

				82%						REITs		6.9%		24%						75%		75%		0%						0%		0%		50%		100%														3.96%		3.96%		0.65%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.44%		0.00%		4.02%																Real Estate		75%		75%		30%		0%		0%		0%		50%		30%		78%		100%

				120%						Private Equity		7.8%		30%						88%		88%		0%						0%		0%		55%		70%		100%												5.81%		5.81%		0.81%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.98%		0.00%		5.68%		5.04%														Private Equity		88%		88%		30%		0%		0%		0%		55%		40%		88%		70%		100%

				109%						RE Opportunistic		7.5%		32%						75%		75%		2%						0%		2%		60%		90%		60%		100%										5.28%		5.28%		0.72%		0.04%		0.00%		0.05%		2.30%		0.00%		5.16%		6.91%		5.76%												Conv Arb		75%		75%		25%		2%		0%		2%		60%		25%		75%		90%		60%		100%

				0%						TIPS		4.1%		7%						0%		0%		100%						0%		100%		24%		0%		0%		0%		100%								0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.47%		0.00%		0.54%		0.19%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%										TIPS		0%		0%		0%		100%		0%		100%		24%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		100%

										* Standard deviation is a measure of volatility.  There is a 66% chance of being within plus or minus 1 standard deviation, a 95% chance of being within 2 standard deviations.

																																						Mean		1 year		20 year

				ANNLZ								US		Intl		Merger						Tax		High				Emerg				Private		RE				Expected		Standard		Standard								x		y		z		aa		ab		ac		AD		AE		AF		AG		AH		AI		AJ

				STD DEV								Equity		Equity		ARB		Bonds		Cash		Exempt		Yield		Comdty		Mkts		REITs		Equity		Opport		Tips		Return		Deviation		Deviation										1		TIME HORIZON

		1.333%		11.5%		A				50:50 Equity/Bond		50%		0%		0%		50%		0%		0%		0%				0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		5.58%		11.5%		2.6%		100%		0.013325		0		0.00000		0.0%		22.1%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		5.58%		17.12%		28.67%		-5.97%		-17.51%		-29.05%		40.21%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		22%

		1.821%		13.5%						60:40 Equity/Bond		60%		0%		0%		40%		0%		0%		0%				0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		5.88%		13.5%		3.0%		100%		0.018208		0		0.00000		0.0%		25.5%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		5.88%		19.37%		32.87%		-7.62%		-21.11%		-34.60%		46.36%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		26%

		2.416%		15.5%						70:30 Equity/Bond		70%		0%		0%		30%		0%		0%		0%				0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		6.18%		15.5%		3.5%		100%		0.024157		0		0.00000		0.0%		29.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		6.18%		21.72%		37.26%		-9.36%		-24.91%		-40.45%		52.81%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		29%

																																														0

		0.898%		9.5%		B				2003-2005 allocation		25%		0%		0%		10%		0%		35%		10%				0%		10%		0%		0%		10%		4.99%		9.5%		2.1%		100%		0.0046235625		0.00349514		0.00086

		1.464%		12.1%		C				2006 allocation		27%		13%		0%		3%		0%		32%		10%				0%		10%		0%		0%		5%		5.46%		12.1%		2.7%		100%		0.0057374806		0.008282967		0.00062		0.0%		22.8%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		5.46%		17.56%		29.66%		-6.64%		-18.74%		-30.84%		41.76%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		23%

		1.653%		12.9%		D				2007-2011 allocation		32%		16%		0%		0%		2%		35%		5%				0%		5%		2%		0%		3%		5.53%		12.9%		2.9%		100%		0.0072013006		0.008922496		0.00041

		1.907%		13.8%		E				2012-2013 allocation		35%		17%		0%		0%		2%		30%		5%				0%		6%		2%		0%		3%		5.71%		13.8%		3.1%		100%		0.0081892206		0.010468304		0.00042		0.0%		25.7%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		5.71%		19.53%		33.34%		-8.10%		-21.91%		-35.72%		47.15%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		26%

		1.897%		13.8%		F				2014 allocation		35%		17%		0%		17%		2%		11%		5%				0%		6%		2%		0%		5%		5.86%		13.8%		3.1%		100%		0.0078395606		0.010790913		0.00034		0.0%		25.9%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		5.86%		19.63%		33.40%		-7.92%		-21.69%		-35.46%		47.18%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		26%

		2.061%		14.4%		G				2015 allocation		37%		16%		0%		16%		2%		10%		7%				0%		10%		0%		0%		2%		5.96%		14.4%		3.2%		100%		0.0087048225		0.0116500368		0.00026		0.0%		26.9%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		5.96%		20.32%		34.68%		-8.40%		-22.75%		-37.11%		49.03%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		27%

		1.946%		14.0%		H				2016-2017 allocation		34%		17%		0%		20%		2%		10%		7%				0%		10%		0%		0%		0%		5.90%		14.0%		3.1%		100%		0.00790236		0.011326056		0.00023		0.0%		26.2%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		5.90%		19.85%		33.80%		-8.05%		-22.00%		-35.95%		47.75%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		26%

		1.997%		14.1%		I				add Private Equtiy		32%		16%		0%		40%		0%		10%		7%				0%		10%		2%		0%		0%		6.59%		14.1%		3.2%		117%		0.00772576		0.011759648		0.00049		0.0%		27.5%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		6.59%		20.72%		34.86%		-7.54%		-21.68%		-35.81%		48.99%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		28%

		1.683%		13.0%		I				add Tips/cash		32%		16%		0%		33%		2%		10%		5%				0%		5%		2%		0%		5%		6.12%		13.0%		2.9%		110%		0.0070222006		0.009511777		0.00030		0.0%		25.1%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		6.12%		19.10%		32.07%		-6.85%		-19.82%		-32.80%		45.05%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		25%

		1.692%		13.0%		J				add more Tips		32%		16%		0%		30%		0%		10%		5%				0%		5%		2%		0%		10%		6.14%		13.0%		2.9%		110%		0.0069617625		0.009599956		0.00036		0.0%		25.2%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		6.14%		19.15%		32.15%		-6.87%		-19.88%		-32.89%		45.16%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		25%

		2.186%		14.8%		M				add Tips		36%		12%		3%		18%		0%		5%		4%				3%		6%		4%		3%		1%		5.28%		14.8%		3.3%		95%		0.0076186656		0.0129841983		0.00126

		1.653%		12.9%		K				add Tax Exempt FI		32%		16%		0%		0%		2%		35%		5%				0%		5%		2%		0%		3%		5.53%		12.9%		2.9%		100%		0.0072013006		0.008922496		0.00041

																																														0

		1.945%		13.9%		L				Benchmark FY19 (proposed)		34%		17%				22%		2%		8%		7%						10%		0%		0%		0%		5.92%		13.9%		3.1%		100%		0.00792048		0.0113045856		0.00023		0.0%		26.3%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		5.92%		19.86%		33.81%		-8.03%		-21.98%		-35.92%		47.76%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		26%

		2.094%		14.5%		L				DCT Current AA		32%		14%				10%		10%		10%		5%						2%		3%		10%		4%		5.91%		14.5%		3.2%		100%		0.00723913		0.012614768		0.00108		0.0%		27.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				5.91%		20.38%		34.85%		-8.57%		-23.04%		-37.51%		49.32%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		27%

		2.094%		14.5%						DCT adj. AA to 63% ELR		32%		14%		0%		10%		10%		10%		5%						2%		3%		10%		4%		5.91%		14.5%		3.2%		100%		0.00723913		0.012614768		0.00108

										Return Ranges		Mean								1 Year Horizon																		20 Year Horizon

												Exp Ret				up 1sd		up 1 sd		dn 1 sd		dn 2 sd				dn 2 sd										up 1sd		dn 1 sd		dn 2 sd

										Benchmark FY19 (proposed)		5.92%				6.9%		19.9%		-8.0%		-22.0%				-4.7%										9.0%		2.8%		-0.3%

																						Proprietary and Confidential

				0.0%						100%		0%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						90%		10%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						90%		0%		10%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						80%		20%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						80%		10%		10%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						80%		0%		20%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						70%		30%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						70%		20%		10%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						70%		10%		20%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%
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				0.0%						0%		70%		30%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						0%		60%		40%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						0%		50%		50%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						0%		40%		60%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						0%		30%		70%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						0%		20%		80%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						0%		10%		90%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						0%		0%		100%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						60%		0%		0%		40%						0.00%												0.00%						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				0.0%						50%		0%		0%		50%						0.00%												0.00%						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				0.0%						50%		0%		0%		50%						0.00%												0.00%						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				0.0%						100%		0%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				0.0%						40%		15%		10%		35%						0.00%												0.00%						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				0.0%						40%		15%		5%		5%						0.00%												0.00%						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				0.0%						45%		0%		0%		15%						0.00%												0.00%						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				0.0%						100%		0%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				0.0%						100%		0%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				0.0%						100%		0%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				0.0%						100%		0%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

																		20

				TEMPLATE						80%		20%		0%								0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.00%

				FOR						70%		30%		0%								0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.00%

				BELOW						60%		40%		0%								0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.00%

										50%		50%		0%								0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.00%

										40%		60%		0%								0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.00%

												ERET		STD

										RVAA		12.7%		11.1%

																						12.7%												23.8%		34.9%				-9.5%

										80%		20%		0%								10.11%												24.02%		37.92%				-17.71%

										70%		30%		0%								9.87%												22.65%		35.43%				-15.69%

						1				60%		40%		0%								9.64%												21.35%		33.07%				-13.78%

										50%		50%		0%								9.41%												20.13%		30.86%				-12.04%

										40%		60%		0%								9.18%												19.02%		28.86%				-10.50%

																						12.7%												20.3%		27.8%				-2.4%

										80%		20%		0%								9.87%												18.91%		27.95%				-8.20%

										70%		30%		0%								9.64%												17.92%		26.21%				-6.92%

						2				60%		40%		0%								9.41%												16.99%		24.58%				-5.76%

										50%		50%		0%								9.18%												16.14%		23.10%				-4.74%

										40%		60%		0%								9.16%												16.17%		23.18%				-4.86%

																						12.7%												18.7%		24.8%				0.6%

										80%		20%		0%								9.87%												17.25%		24.63%				-4.88%

										70%		30%		0%								9.64%												16.40%		23.17%				-3.88%

						3				60%		40%		0%								9.41%												15.60%		21.79%				-2.97%

										50%		50%		0%								9.18%												14.86%		20.54%				-2.19%

										40%		60%		0%								9.16%												14.88%		20.61%				-2.29%

																						12.7%												17.2%		21.8%				3.6%

										80%		20%		0%								10.11%												16.33%		22.55%				-2.33%

										70%		30%		0%								9.87%												15.59%		21.30%				-1.56%

						5				60%		40%		0%								9.64%												14.88%		20.12%				-0.83%

										50%		50%		0%								9.41%												14.21%		19.00%				-0.18%

										40%		60%		0%								9.18%												13.58%		17.98%				0.38%

																						12.7%												15.8%		18.8%				6.6%

										80%		20%		0%								10.11%												14.50%		18.90%				1.31%

										70%		30%		0%								9.87%												13.92%		17.96%				1.79%

						10				60%		40%		0%								9.64%												13.35%		17.05%				2.23%

										50%		50%		0%								9.41%												12.80%		16.19%				2.63%

										40%		60%		0%								9.18%												12.29%		15.40%				2.95%

																						12.7%												14.7%		16.8%				8.6%

										80%		20%		0%								10.11%												13.22%		16.33%				3.89%

										70%		30%		0%								9.87%												12.73%		15.59%				4.16%

						20				60%		40%		0%								9.64%												12.26%		14.88%				4.40%

										50%		50%		0%								9.41%												11.81%		14.21%				4.61%

										40%		60%		0%								9.18%												11.38%		13.58%				4.78%
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		JP Morgan

		Conventional returns, std. dev.  and correlations

				EXP		STD								S&P		EAFE		Merger		BOND		cash		tax ex		HY		Comdty		Em		REIT		P Eq		RE Opp		Tips

				RET		DEV								COR		COR		COR		COR		COR		COR		COR		Cor		COR		COR		COR		COR		COR

		US Equity		5.50%		14.00%						US Equity		100%

		Intl Equity		6.25%		17.25%						Intl Equity		88%		100%

		Merger Arb		4.75%		9.00%						Merger Arb		80%		82%		100%

		Bonds		3.25%		3.75%						Bonds		0%		10%		-11%		100%

		Cash		2.00%		0.50%						Cash		-6%		0%		-2%		10%		100%

		Tax exempt FI		2.50%		6.25%						Tax exempt FI		-1%		5%		-7%		66%		3%		100%

		High Yield		5.25%		8.50%						High Yield		69%		74%		77%		19%		-10%		26%		100%

		Commodity Index		3.75%		16.75%						Commodity Index		44%		54%		57%		7%		8%		-9%		46%		100%

		Emerg Mkt Eq		8.00%		21.50%						Emerg Mkt Eq		76%		87%		83%		14%		8%		5%		73%		61%		100%

		Real Estate(REITs)		6.25%		16.00%						REITs		74%		66%		51%		25%		-7%		21%		62%		26%		56%		100%

		Private Equity		7.25%		21.00%						Private Equity		82%		82%		72%		4%		-3%		3%		65%		44%		72%		63%		100%

		Real Estate Opport.		6.50%		13.75%						Real Estate Oppt		33%		28%		22%		5%		-3%		5%		25%		10%		23%		43%		27%		100%

		TIPS		2.75%		5.50%						TIPS		6%		16%		5%		78%		7%		52%		31%		27%		25%		21%		10%		4%		100%

		SDIC Expected Returns with fat tail adjustments

				EXP		STD								S&P		EAFE		Merger		BOND		cash		tax ex		HY		Comdty		Em		RE		P Eq		RE Opp		Tips

				RET		DEV								COR		COR		COR		COR		COR		COR		COR		Cor		COR		COR		COR		COR		COR

		US Equity		7.08%		22.00%						US Equity		100%

		Intl Equity		7.08%		22.00%						Intl Equity		100%		100%

		Merger Arb		5.28%		12.00%						Merger Arb		73%		73%		100%

		Bonds		4.08%		7.00%						Bonds		0%		0%		-10%		100%

		Cash		3.48%		0.50%						Cash		0%		0%		0%		0%		100%

		Tax exempt FI		3.33%		8.00%						Tax exempt FI		0%		0%		-10%		100%		0%		100%

		High Yield		5.52%		12.00%						High Yield		75%		75%		35%		23%		0%		23%		100%

		Commodity Index		4.08%		22.00%						Commodity Index		50%		50%		35%		-20%		0%		-20%		20%		100%

		Emerg Mkt Eq		7.08%		25.00%						Emerg Mkt Eq		100%		100%		73%		0%		0%		0%		77%		50%		100%

		Real Estate (core)		6.86%		24.00%						REITs		75%		75%		30%		0%		0%		0%		50%		30%		78%		100%

		Private Equity		7.80%		30.00%						Private Equity		88%		88%		30%		0%		0%		0%		55%		40%		88%		70%		100%

		Real Estate Opport		7.50%		32.00%						Real Estate Oppt		75%		75%		25%		2%		0%		2%		60%		25%		75%		90%		60%		100%

		TIPS		4.08%		6.75%						TIPS		0%		0%		0%		100%		0%		100%		24%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		100%

		SDIC Expected Returns with fat tail std. dev. and severe economic downturn correlations

				EXP		STD								S&P		EAFE		Merger		BOND		cash		tax ex		HY		Comdty		Em		RE		P Eq		RE Opp		Tips

				RET		DEV								COR		COR		COR		COR		COR		COR		COR		Cor		COR		COR		COR		COR		COR

		US Equity		7.08%		22.00%						US Equity		100%

		Intl Equity		7.08%		22.00%						Intl Equity		115%		100%

		Merger Arb		5.28%		12.00%						Merger Arb		59%		49%		100%

		Bonds		4.08%		7.00%						Bonds		-43%		-36%		-138%		100%

		Cash		3.48%		0.50%						Cash		50%		55%		23%		-25%		100%

		Tax exempt FI		3.33%		8.00%						Tax exempt FI		-43%		-36%		-138%		-25%		-4%		100%

		High Yield		5.52%		12.00%						High Yield		110%		84%		58%		-42%		-12%		-42%		100%

		Commodity Index		4.08%		22.00%						Commodity Index		67%		67%		1%		-156%		0%		-156%		66%		100%

		Emerg Mkt Eq		7.08%		25.00%						Emerg Mkt Eq																		100%

		Real Estate (core)		6.86%		24.00%						Real Estate(core)		80%		50%		80%		-110%		15%		-110%		46%		70%				100%

		Private Equity		7.80%		30.00%						Private Equity		80%		83%		35%		-37%		38%		-37%		46%		26%				80%		100%

		Real Estate Opport		7.50%		32.00%						Real Estate Oppt		85%		85%		80%		-110%		15%		-110%		50%		70%				90%		-22%		100%

		TIPS		4.08%		6.75%						TIPS		10%		11%		5%		-5%		5%		-5%		6%		3%				-3%		8%		4%		100%

		US Equity		7.08%		From A/A Model																				0.0661145		RE Equity like risk

		Intl Equity		7.08%		Same as US																				0.0750066667

		Merger Arb		5.28%		US Equity 1/2 and cash 1/2

		Bonds		4.08%		Equilibruim 10 yr note yield from A/A model 2/3 + current 10-yr yield 1/3												0.0407666667		4.65*2/3+293*1/3

		Cash		3.48%		Equilibruim T-Bill yield A/A model 90% and current T-bill 10%												0.03475

		Tax exempt FI		3.33%		our bond - JP Morgan spread of bond-taxexempt

		High Yield		5.52%		US Equity 50%, bonds 40%, cash 10%

		Commodity Index		4.08%		same as bonds

		Emerg Mkt Eq		7.08%		US Equity

		Real Estate (REITS)		6.86%								CapRate (Greenstreet Cap Rate) *2-(curr bond yield + .75%)-.005 (for fees)

		Real Estate Opport		7.50%								CapRate (Greenstreet Cap Rate) *(100/35)-((65/35)*((35/65)*.75+(25/65)*1.50))*curr bond yield))																		0.1595899808		0.0750166667		bond return*1.5 - .5*(bond return+1.5%)

		Private Equity		7.80%		Equity * 1.2 (leverage) - current cash*.2 (adjust for leverage)																								0.07801		eqity*1.2-cash*.2

		Conv Arb		4.65%		High Yield .6667+ (current cash + 1%) .3333												0.0464544444

		TIPS		4.08%		bonds





SDRS Conv

										CONVENTIONAL				SDRS TOTAL FUND EXPECTED RETURN AND STANDARD DEVIATION

										(SDIC expected returns, JP Morgan std. dev. and correlations)

						S&P								Expected		Standard												Correlation Matrix

						Like %								Return		Deviation*				US Eq		Intl Eq		Hedge		Bonds		Cash		HY		Comd		RE		Priv Eq		Conv		Tips

						100%				Domestic (US) Equity				7.1%		14%				100%																																				1.96%

						108%				International Equity				7.1%		17%				88%		100%																																		2.13%		2.98%

						51%				Hedge Funds				5.3%		9%				80%		82%		100%																																1.01%		1.27%		0.81%

						0%				US Bonds - Investment Grade				4.1%		4%				0%		10%		-11%		100%																														0.00%		0.06%		-0.04%		0.14%

						-0%				Cash				3.5%		1%				-6%		0%		-2%		10%		100%																												-0.00%		0.00%		-0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

						42%				High Yield Bonds				5.5%		9%				69%		74%		77%		19%		-10%		100%																										0.82%		1.09%		0.59%		0.06%		-0.00%		0.72%

						53%				Commodity Index				4.1%		17%				44%		54%		57%		7%		8%		46%		100%																								1.03%		1.56%		0.86%		0.04%		0.01%		0.65%		2.81%

						85%				REITs				6.9%		16%				74%		66%		51%		25%		-7%		62%		26%		100%																						1.66%		1.82%		0.73%		0.15%		-0.01%		0.84%		0.70%		2.56%

						123%				Private Equity				7.8%		21%				82%		82%		72%		4%		-3%		65%		44%		63%		100%																				2.41%		2.97%		1.36%		0.03%		-0.00%		1.16%		1.55%		2.12%		4.41%

						32%				Real Estate Opportunistic				7.5%		14%				33%		28%		22%		5%		-3%		25%		10%		43%		27%		100%																		0.64%		0.66%		0.27%		0.03%		-0.00%		0.29%		0.23%		0.95%		0.78%		1.89%

						2%				Inflation protected Tsy(Tips)				4.1%		6%				6%		16%		5%		78%		7%		31%		27%		21%		10%		4%		100%																0.05%		0.15%		0.02%		0.16%		0.00%		0.14%		0.25%		0.18%		0.12%		0.03%		0.30%

										* Standard deviation is a measure of volatility.  There is a 66% chance of being within plus or minus 1 standard deviation, a 95% chance of being within 2 standard deviations.

						0.0%																												Mean		1 year		5 year		10 year		20 year

						ANNLZ						U.S.		Intl		Hedge						High		Comm				Private		RE		HY		Expected		Standard		Standard		Standard		Standard														8.0%		Min Ret

						STD DEV						Equity		Equity		Funds		Bonds		Cash		Yield		-odity		REITs		Equity		Opport		RE Debt		Return		Deviation		Deviation		Deviation		Deviation														1		TIME HORIZON

				2.0%		14.0%				100:0 Equity/Bond		100%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		7.08%		14.0%		6.3%		4.4%		3.1%														0.0%		28.1%		0.34		-0.06		0.40		0.99		0.97		1.19		47.56%		2.44%		47.56%				7.08%		21.08%		35.08%		-6.92%		-20.92%		-34.92%		49.08%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		28%

				0.7%		8.5%				Simple 60:40% EQ/BD		60%		0%		0%		40%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		5.88%		8.5%		3.8%		2.7%		1.9%														0.0%		18.1%		0.34		-0.23		0.39		0.95		0.90		1.05		40.81%		9.19%		40.81%				5.88%		14.41%		22.94%		-2.65%		-11.19%		-19.72%		31.48%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		18%

				0.5%		7.2%				Simple 50:50% EQ/BD		50%		0%		0%		50%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		5.58%		7.2%		3.2%		2.3%		1.6%														0.0%		15.7%		0.35		-0.31		0.38		0.93		0.87		0.99		37.72%		12.28%		37.72%				5.58%		12.83%		20.07%		-1.67%		-8.92%		-16.16%		27.32%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		16%

				1.0%		9.8%				70:30 Equity/Bond		70%		0%		0%		30%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		6.17%		9.8%		4.4%		3.1%		2.2%														0.0%		20.5%		0.34		-0.17		0.39		0.96		0.92		1.10		43.12%		6.88%		43.12%				6.17%		16.01%		25.85%		-3.66%		-13.50%		-23.34%		35.69%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		20%

				0.7%		8.5%				add Cash		60%		0%		0%		39%		1%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		5.87%		8.5%		3.8%		2.7%		1.9%				100%

				1.1%		10.4%				add International EQ		47%		23%		0%		30%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		6.18%		10.4%		4.6%		3.3%		2.3%				100%										0.0%		21.3%		0.33		-0.16		0.39		0.96		0.93		1.10		43.48%		6.52%		43.48%				6.18%		16.53%		26.88%		-4.17%		-14.52%		-24.87%		37.23%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		21%

				1.1%		10.4%				add REITs		42%		20%		0%		28%		0%		0%		0%		10%		0%		0%		0%		6.22%		10.4%		4.7%		3.3%		2.3%				100%										0.0%		21.4%		0.33		-0.16		0.39		0.96		0.93		1.11		43.65%		6.35%		43.65%				6.22%		16.64%		27.06%		-4.20%		-14.63%		-25.05%		37.48%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		21%

				1.1%		10.4%				add High Yield		40%		19%		0%		24%		0%		7%		0%		10%		0%		0%		0%		6.23%		10.4%		4.7%		3.3%		2.3%				100%										0.0%		21.4%		0.33		-0.16		0.39		0.96		0.93		1.11		43.69%		6.31%		43.69%				6.23%		16.64%		27.06%		-4.19%		-14.60%		-25.02%		37.48%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		21%

				1.1%		10.6%				add Tips & Commodities		40%		20%		0%		21%		0%		7%		1%		10%		0%		0%		1%		6.26%		10.6%		4.8%		3.4%		2.4%				100%										0.0%		21.8%		0.33		-0.15		0.39		0.97		0.93		1.11		43.93%		6.07%		43.93%				6.26%		16.90%		27.54%		-4.38%		-15.03%		-25.67%		38.18%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		22%

				1.1%		10.4%				add Cash		40%		19%		0%		22%		2%		7%		0%		10%		0%		0%		0%		6.22%		10.4%		4.7%		3.3%		2.3%				100%										0.0%		21.4%		0.33		-0.16		0.39		0.96		0.93		1.11		43.64%		6.36%		43.64%				6.22%		16.62%		27.02%		-4.19%		-14.59%		-24.99%		37.43%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		21%

				1.1%		10.4%				add Private Equity		32%		17%		0%		22%		4%		7%		0%		10%		8%		0%		0%		6.20%		10.4%		4.7%		3.3%		2.3%				100%										0.0%		21.4%		0.33		-0.16		0.39		0.96		0.93		1.11		43.61%		6.39%		43.61%				6.20%		16.64%		27.08%		-4.24%		-14.68%		-25.12%		37.52%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		21%

				0.9%		9.5%				add RE Opportunistic		31%		16%		0%		22%		6%		7%		0%		2%		8%		8%		0%		6.18%		9.5%		4.3%		3.0%		2.1%				100%										0.0%		20.1%		0.34		-0.18		0.39		0.96		0.92		1.09		42.94%		7.06%		42.94%				6.18%		15.73%		25.27%		-3.37%		-12.91%		-22.46%		34.82%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		20%

				1.2%		10.8%				add Tips		39%		19%		0%		18%		6%		7%		1%		2%		8%		0%		1%		6.28%		10.8%		4.8%		3.4%		2.4%				101%										0.0%		22.0%		0.33		-0.15		0.39		0.97		0.93		1.12		44.07%		5.93%		44.07%				6.28%		17.06%		27.84%		-4.50%		-15.28%		-26.06%		38.62%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		22%

				0.0%		0.0%				increase Private Equity		37%		19%		0%		18%		2%		7%		1%		8%		7%		0%		1%		6.33%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%				100%

				0.0%		0.0%				Benchmark FY19 (proposed)		39%		19%		0%		23%		2%		7%		0%		10%		0%		0%		0%		6.19%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%				100%

				0.0%		0.0%				SDRS Current AA		19%		9%		1%		13%		32%		4%		0%		0%		7%		8%		7%		5.43%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%				100%										0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				5.43%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				SDRS Current AA		32%		13%		0%		13%		14%		7%		0%		2%		9%		12%		0%		6.21%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%				100%										0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				6.21%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				1.3%		11.2%				Alternative AA		32%		18%		4%		16%		1%		3%		1%		10%		10%		3%		2%		6.42%		11.2%		5.0%		3.5%		2.5%				100%

				0.0%		0.0%				Mellon Bil $ plan		35%		17%		0%		33%		2%		3%		0%		3%		7%		0%		0%		6.01%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%				100%										0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				6.01%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				State universe		27%		21%		0%		25%		1%		4%		1%		8%		9%		0%		5%		6.12%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%				100%										0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				6.12%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

										Return Ranges		Mean						1 Year Horizon						5 Year Horizon								10 Year Horizon						20 Year Horizon

												Exp Ret				up 1sd		dn 1 sd		dn 2 sd		up 1sd		dn 1 sd		dn 2 sd				up 1sd		dn 1 sd		dn 2 sd		up 1sd		dn 1 sd		dn 2 sd

										Benchmark FY19 (proposed)		6.19%				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

																						Proprietary and Confidential

						14.0%				100%		0%		0%		0%		0%				7.08%										14.00%		47.56%		0.0%		0.0%		28.1%										0.34		-0.06		0.40		0.99		0.97		1.19		47.56%		2.44%		47.56%				7.08%		21.08%		35.08%		-6.92%		-20.92%		-34.92%		49.08%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		28%

						14.1%				90%		10%		0%		0%		0%				7.08%										14.14%		47.41%		0.0%		0.0%		28.3%										0.33		-0.07		0.40		0.99		0.97		1.19		47.41%		2.59%		47.41%				7.08%		21.22%		35.36%		-7.06%		-21.20%		-35.35%		49.51%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		28%

						13.3%				90%		0%		10%		0%		0%				6.90%										13.33%		46.71%		0.0%		0.0%		26.8%										0.00		-0.08		0.40		0.98		0.96		1.17		46.71%		3.29%		46.71%				6.90%		20.23%		33.56%		-6.43%		-19.76%		-33.09%		46.89%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		27%

						14.3%				80%		20%		0%		0%		0%				7.08%										14.33%		47.44%		0.0%		0.0%		28.6%										0.00		-0.06		0.40		0.99		0.97		1.19		47.44%		2.56%		47.44%				7.08%		21.41%		35.74%		-7.25%		-21.58%		-35.91%		50.07%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		29%

						13.5%				80%		10%		10%		0%		0%				6.90%										13.49%		46.75%		0.0%		0.0%		27.0%										0.00		-0.08		0.40		0.98		0.96		1.18		46.75%		3.25%		46.75%				6.90%		20.39%		33.87%		-6.59%		-20.07%		-33.56%		47.36%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		27%

						12.7%				80%		0%		20%		0%		0%				0.00%										12.69%		0.00%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

						14.6%				70%		30%		0%		0%		0%				0.00%										14.56%		0.00%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

						13.7%				70%		20%		10%		0%		0%				0.00%										13.69%		0.00%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

						12.9%				70%		10%		20%		0%		0%				6.72%										12.86%		46.03%		0.0%		0.0%		25.8%										0.00		-0.10		0.40		0.98		0.96		1.16		46.03%		3.97%		46.03%				6.72%		19.58%		32.44%		-6.14%		-19.00%		-31.85%		45.29%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		26%

						12.1%				70%		0%		30%		0%		0%				6.54%										12.07%		45.18%		0.0%		0.0%		24.4%										0.00		-0.12		0.40		0.97		0.95		1.14		45.18%		4.82%		45.18%				6.54%		18.61%		30.68%		-5.53%		-17.60%		-29.67%		42.75%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		24%

						14.8%				60%		40%		0%		0%		0%				7.08%										14.84%		47.53%		0.0%		0.0%		29.3%										0.00		-0.06		0.40		0.99		0.97		1.19		47.53%		2.47%		47.53%				7.08%		21.92%		36.76%		-7.76%		-22.60%		-37.44%		51.60%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		29%

						13.9%				60%		30%		10%		0%		0%				6.90%										13.94%		46.86%		0.0%		0.0%		27.7%										0.00		-0.08		0.40		0.98		0.96		1.18		46.86%		3.14%		46.86%				6.90%		20.84%		34.78%		-7.04%		-20.99%		-34.93%		48.73%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		28%

						13.1%				60%		20%		20%		0%		0%				6.72%										13.08%		46.10%		0.0%		0.0%		26.2%										0.00		-0.10		0.40		0.98		0.96		1.16		46.10%		3.90%		46.10%				6.72%		19.80%		32.88%		-6.36%		-19.44%		-32.52%		45.96%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		26%

						12.3%				60%		10%		30%		0%		0%				6.54%										12.26%		45.26%		0.0%		0.0%		24.7%										0.00		-0.12		0.40		0.97		0.95		1.14		45.26%		4.74%		45.26%				6.54%		18.80%		31.05%		-5.72%		-17.98%		-30.23%		43.31%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		25%

						11.5%				60%		0%		40%		0%		0%				6.36%										11.48%		44.32%		0.0%		0.0%		23.2%										0.00		-0.14		0.39		0.97		0.94		1.12		44.32%		5.68%		44.32%				6.36%		17.84%		29.33%		-5.13%		-16.61%		-28.10%		40.81%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		23%

						15.2%				50%		50%		0%		0%		0%				7.08%										15.15%		47.58%		0.0%		0.0%		29.8%										0.00		-0.06		0.40		0.99		0.97		1.19		47.58%		2.42%		47.58%				7.08%		22.23%		37.39%		-8.07%		-23.23%		-38.38%		52.54%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		30%

						14.2%				50%		40%		10%		0%		0%				6.90%										14.24%		46.92%		0.0%		0.0%		28.2%										0.00		-0.08		0.40		0.98		0.97		1.18		46.92%		3.08%		46.92%				6.90%		21.14%		35.37%		-7.34%		-21.57%		-35.81%		49.61%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		28%

						13.3%				50%		30%		20%		0%		0%				6.72%										13.35%		46.18%		0.0%		0.0%		26.6%										0.00		-0.10		0.40		0.98		0.96		1.16		46.18%		3.82%		46.18%				6.72%		20.07%		33.42%		-6.63%		-19.98%		-33.33%		46.77%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		27%

						12.5%				50%		20%		30%		0%		0%				6.54%										12.50%		45.35%		0.0%		0.0%		25.0%										0.00		-0.12		0.40		0.97		0.95		1.14		45.35%		4.65%		45.35%				6.54%		19.04%		31.54%		-5.96%		-18.46%		-30.96%		44.03%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		25%

						11.7%				50%		10%		40%		0%		0%				6.36%										11.69%		44.42%		0.0%		0.0%		23.5%										0.00		-0.14		0.40		0.97		0.94		1.12		44.42%		5.58%		44.42%				6.36%		18.05%		29.74%		-5.33%		-17.02%		-28.72%		41.43%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		24%
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						10.2%				0%		20%		80%		0%		0%				5.64%										10.22%		40.86%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		-0.23		0.39		0.95		0.90		1.05		40.86%		9.14%		40.86%				5.64%		15.86%		26.08%		-4.58%		-14.81%		-25.03%		36.30%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

						9.6%				0%		10%		90%		0%		0%				5.46%										9.57%		39.52%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		-0.27		0.39		0.94		0.89		1.03		39.52%		10.48%		39.52%				5.46%		15.02%		24.59%		-4.11%		-13.67%		-23.24%		34.15%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

						9.0%				0%		0%		100%		0%		0%				5.28%										9.00%		38.11%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		-0.30		0.38		0.93		0.87		1.00		38.11%		11.89%		38.11%				5.28%		14.28%		23.28%		-3.72%		-12.72%		-21.72%		32.28%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

						8.5%				60%		0%		0%		40%		0%				5.88%										8.53%				31.5%		22.9%		14.4%										5.9%		-2.7%		-11.2%		-19.7%

						7.2%				50%		0%		0%		50%		0%				5.58%										7.25%				27.3%		20.1%		12.8%										5.6%		-1.7%		-8.9%		-16.2%

						7.2%				50%		0%		0%		40%		10%				5.52%										7.16%				27.0%		19.8%		12.7%										5.5%		-1.6%		-8.8%		-16.0%

						14.0%				100%		0%		0%		0%		0%				7.08%										14.00%				49.1%		35.1%		21.1%										7.1%		-6.9%		-20.9%		-34.9%

						8.8%				40%		15%		10%		30%		5%				5.82%										8.82%				32.3%		23.5%		14.6%										5.8%		-3.0%		-11.8%		-20.7%

						8.5%				40%		15%		5%		35%		5%				5.76%										8.48%				31.2%		22.7%		14.2%										5.8%		-2.7%		-11.2%		-19.7%

						6.5%				45%		0%		0%		40%		15%				5.34%										6.47%				24.8%		18.3%		11.8%										5.3%		-1.1%		-7.6%		-14.1%

						14.0%				100%		0%		0%		0%		0%				7.08%										14.00%				49.1%		35.1%		21.1%										7.1%		-6.9%		-20.9%		-34.9%

						14.0%				100%		0%		0%		0%		0%				7.08%										14.00%				49.1%		35.1%		21.1%										7.1%		-6.9%		-20.9%		-34.9%

						14.0%				100%		0%		0%		0%		0%				7.08%										14.00%				49.1%		35.1%		21.1%										7.1%		-6.9%		-20.9%		-34.9%

						14.0%				100%		0%		0%		0%		0%				7.08%										14.00%				49.1%		35.1%		21.1%										7.1%		-6.9%		-20.9%		-34.9%

																				20

						TEMPLATE				80%		20%		0%								5.52%										12.68%		19.83%		-1.64%		-8.80%

						FOR				70%		30%		0%								7.08%										21.08%		35.08%		-6.92%		-20.92%

						BELOW				60%		40%		0%								5.82%										14.64%		23.47%		-3.01%		-11.83%

										50%		50%		0%								5.76%										14.24%		22.72%		-2.72%		-11.21%

										40%		60%		0%								5.34%										11.81%		18.29%		-1.14%		-7.61%

												ERET		STD

										RVAA		12.7%		11.1%

																						12.7%										23.8%		34.9%		1.6%		-9.5%

										80%		20%		0%								10.11%										24.02%		37.92%		-3.80%		-17.71%

										70%		30%		0%								9.87%										22.65%		35.43%		-2.91%		-15.69%

								1		60%		40%		0%								9.64%										21.35%		33.07%		-2.07%		-13.78%

										50%		50%		0%								9.41%										20.13%		30.86%		-1.31%		-12.04%

										40%		60%		0%								9.18%										19.02%		28.86%		-0.66%		-10.50%

																						12.7%										20.3%		27.8%		5.1%		-2.4%

										80%		20%		0%								9.87%										18.91%		27.95%		0.84%		-8.20%

										70%		30%		0%								9.64%										17.92%		26.21%		1.36%		-6.92%

								2		60%		40%		0%								9.41%										16.99%		24.58%		1.83%		-5.76%

										50%		50%		0%								9.18%										16.14%		23.10%		2.22%		-4.74%

										40%		60%		0%								9.16%										16.17%		23.18%		2.15%		-4.86%

																						12.7%										18.7%		24.8%		6.7%		0.6%

										80%		20%		0%								9.87%										17.25%		24.63%		2.50%		-4.88%

										70%		30%		0%								9.64%										16.40%		23.17%		2.88%		-3.88%

								3		60%		40%		0%								9.41%										15.60%		21.79%		3.22%		-2.97%

										50%		50%		0%								9.18%										14.86%		20.54%		3.50%		-2.19%

										40%		60%		0%								9.16%										14.88%		20.61%		3.44%		-2.29%

																						12.7%										17.2%		21.8%		8.2%		3.6%

										80%		20%		0%								10.11%										16.33%		22.55%		3.89%		-2.33%

										70%		30%		0%								9.87%										15.59%		21.30%		4.16%		-1.56%

								5		60%		40%		0%								9.64%										14.88%		20.12%		4.40%		-0.83%

										50%		50%		0%								9.41%										14.21%		19.00%		4.61%		-0.18%

										40%		60%		0%								9.18%										13.58%		17.98%		4.78%		0.38%

																						12.7%										15.8%		18.8%		9.6%		6.6%

										80%		20%		0%								10.11%										14.50%		18.90%		5.71%		1.31%

										70%		30%		0%								9.87%										13.92%		17.96%		5.83%		1.79%

								10		60%		40%		0%								9.64%										13.35%		17.05%		5.94%		2.23%

										50%		50%		0%								9.41%										12.80%		16.19%		6.02%		2.63%

										40%		60%		0%								9.18%										12.29%		15.40%		6.07%		2.95%

																						12.7%										14.7%		16.8%		10.7%		8.6%

										80%		20%		0%								10.11%										13.22%		16.33%		7.00%		3.89%

										70%		30%		0%								9.87%										12.73%		15.59%		7.02%		4.16%

								20		60%		40%		0%								9.64%										12.26%		14.88%		7.02%		4.40%

										50%		50%		0%								9.41%										11.81%		14.21%		7.01%		4.61%

										40%		60%		0%								9.18%										11.38%		13.58%		6.98%		4.78%





SDRS Conv JPM

								CONVENTIONAL				SDRS TOTAL FUND EXPECTED RETURN AND STANDARD DEVIATION

								(JP Morgan returns, std. dev. and correlations)

						S&P						Expected		Standard												Correlation Matrix										RE

						Like %						Return		Deviation*				US Eq		Intl		Hedge		Bonds		Cash		HY		Comd		RE		Priv Eq		Opport		Tips

						100%		Domestic (US) Equity				5.5%		14%				100%																																				1.96%

						108%		International Equity				6.3%		17%				88%		100%																																		2.13%		2.98%

						51%		Hedge Funds				4.8%		9%				80%		82%		100%																																1.01%		1.27%		0.81%

						0%		US Bonds - Investment Grade				3.3%		4%				0%		10%		-11%		100%																														0.00%		0.06%		-0.04%		0.14%

						-0%		Cash				2.0%		1%				-6%		0%		-2%		10%		100%																												-0.00%		0.00%		-0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

						42%		High Yield Bonds				5.3%		9%				69%		74%		77%		19%		-10%		100%																										0.82%		1.09%		0.59%		0.06%		-0.00%		0.72%

						53%		Commodity Index				3.8%		17%				44%		54%		57%		7%		8%		46%		100%																								1.03%		1.56%		0.86%		0.04%		0.01%		0.65%		2.81%

						85%		REITs				6.3%		16%				74%		66%		51%		25%		-7%		62%		26%		100%																						1.66%		1.82%		0.73%		0.15%		-0.01%		0.84%		0.70%		2.56%

						123%		Private Equity				7.3%		21%				82%		82%		72%		4%		-3%		65%		44%		63%		100%																				2.41%		2.97%		1.36%		0.03%		-0.00%		1.16%		1.55%		2.12%		4.41%

						32%		Real Estate Opportunistic				6.5%		14%				33%		28%		22%		5%		-3%		25%		10%		43%		27%		100%																		0.64%		0.66%		0.27%		0.03%		-0.00%		0.29%		0.23%		0.95%		0.78%		1.89%

						2%		Inflation protected Tsy(Tips)				2.8%		6%				6%		16%		5%		78%		7%		31%		27%		21%		10%		4%		100%																0.05%		0.15%		0.02%		0.16%		0.00%		0.14%		0.25%		0.18%		0.12%		0.03%		0.30%

								* Standard deviation is a measure of volatility.  There is a 66% chance of being within plus or minus 1 standard deviation, a 95% chance of being within 2 standard deviations.

						0.0%																										Mean		1 year		5 year		10 year		20 year

						ANNLZ				U.S.		Intl		Hedge						High		Comm				Private		RE		HY RE		Expected		Standard		Standard		Standard		Standard														8.0%		Min Ret

						STD DEV				Equity		Equity		Funds		Bonds		Cash		Yield		-odity		REITs		Equity		Opport		Debt		Return		Deviation		Deviation		Deviation		Deviation														1		TIME HORIZON

				2.0%		14.0%		100/0 Equity/Bond		100%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		5.50%		14.0%		6.3%		4.4%		3.1%				100%										0.0%		26.5%		0.26		-0.17		0.39		0.96		0.93		1.10		43.36%		6.64%		43.36%				5.50%		19.50%		33.50%		-8.50%		-22.50%		-36.50%		47.50%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		27%

				0.7%		8.5%		60:40 Equtiy/Bond		60%		0%		0%		40%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		4.60%		8.5%		3.8%		2.7%		1.9%				100%										0.0%		16.9%		0.27		-0.37		0.37		0.92		0.85		0.95		35.39%		14.61%		35.39%				4.60%		13.13%		21.67%		-3.93%		-12.47%		-21.00%		30.20%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		17%

				0.5%		7.2%		Conservative 50:50 EQ/BD		50%		0%		0%		50%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		4.38%		7.2%		3.2%		2.3%		1.6%				100%										0.0%		14.7%		0.28		-0.47		0.36		0.90		0.81		0.89		31.88%		18.12%		31.88%				4.38%		11.62%		18.87%		-2.87%		-10.12%		-17.37%		26.12%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		15%

				1.0%		9.9%		70:30 Equity/Bond		70%		0%		0%		30%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		4.83%		9.9%		4.4%		3.1%		2.2%				100%

				1.1%		10.4%		add International EQ		47%		23%		0%		30%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		5.00%		10.4%		4.6%		3.3%		2.3%				100%										0.0%		20.3%		0.27		-0.27		0.38		0.94		0.88		1.02		39.27%		10.73%		39.27%				5.00%		15.35%		25.70%		-5.35%		-15.70%		-26.06%		36.05%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		20%

				1.1%		10.4%		add REITs		42%		20%		0%		28%		0%		0%		0%		10%		0%		0%		0%		5.10%		10.4%		4.7%		3.3%		2.3%				100%										0.0%		20.5%		0.27		-0.26		0.39		0.94		0.89		1.03		39.68%		10.32%		39.68%				5.10%		15.52%		25.94%		-5.33%		-15.75%		-26.17%		36.36%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		21%

				1.1%		10.4%		add High Yield		40%		19%		0%		24%		0%		7%		0%		10%		0%		0%		0%		5.16%		10.4%		4.7%		3.3%		2.3%				100%										0.0%		20.6%		0.28		-0.26		0.39		0.94		0.89		1.03		39.90%		10.10%		39.90%				5.16%		15.58%		25.99%		-5.26%		-15.67%		-26.09%		36.41%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		21%

				1.1%		10.6%		add Tips & Commodities		40%		20%		0%		21%		0%		7%		1%		10%		0%		0%		1%		5.19%		10.6%		4.8%		3.4%		2.4%				100%										0.0%		21.0%		0.27		-0.25		0.39		0.95		0.89		1.04		40.22%		9.78%		40.22%				5.19%		15.83%		26.47%		-5.45%		-16.09%		-26.73%		37.11%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		21%

				1.1%		10.4%		add Cash		40%		19%		0%		22%		2%		7%		0%		10%		0%		0%		0%		5.14%		10.4%		4.7%		3.3%		2.3%				100%										0.0%		20.6%		0.27		-0.26		0.39		0.94		0.89		1.03		39.80%		10.20%		39.80%				5.14%		15.54%		25.94%		-5.27%		-15.67%		-26.07%		36.34%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		21%

				1.1%		10.4%		add Private Equity		32%		17%		0%		22%		4%		7%		0%		10%		8%		0%		0%		5.19%		10.4%		4.7%		3.3%		2.3%				100%										0.0%		20.7%		0.28		-0.25		0.39		0.94		0.89		1.04		40.03%		9.97%		40.03%				5.19%		15.63%		26.07%		-5.25%		-15.69%		-26.13%		36.51%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		21%

				0.9%		9.5%		add RE Opportunistic		31%		16%		0%		22%		6%		7%		0%		2%		8%		8%		0%		5.13%		9.5%		4.3%		3.0%		2.1%				100%										0.0%		19.3%		0.28		-0.28		0.38		0.94		0.88		1.01		38.90%		11.10%		38.90%				5.13%		14.68%		24.22%		-4.41%		-13.96%		-23.51%		33.77%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		19%

				1.2%		11.0%		add Tips		39%		19%		0%		18%		2%		7%		1%		8%		5%		0%		1%		5.25%		11.0%		4.9%		3.5%		2.5%				100%										0.0%		21.6%		0.27		-0.23		0.39		0.95		0.90		1.05		40.72%		9.28%		40.72%				5.25%		16.23%		27.20%		-5.72%		-16.70%		-27.67%		38.18%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		22%

				1.2%		11.1%		add more Private Equity		37%		19%		0%		18%		2%		7%		1%		8%		7%		0%		1%		5.29%		11.1%		4.9%		3.5%		2.5%				100%

				1.1%		10.3%		Benchmark FY19 (proposed)		39%		19%		0%		23%		2%		7%		0%		10%		0%		0%		0%		5.11%		10.3%		4.6%		3.2%		2.3%				100%

				0.4%		6.2%		SDRS Current AA		19%		9%		1%		13%		32%		4%		0%		0%		7%		8%		7%		4.33%		6.2%		2.8%		2.0%		1.4%				100%										0.0%		13.1%		0.30		-0.55		0.34		0.89		0.79		0.85		29.01%		20.99%		29.01%				4.33%		10.58%		16.83%		-1.91%		-8.16%		-14.41%		23.07%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		13%

				0.9%		9.3%		SDRS adj. AA to 70%		31%		12%		0%		13%		14%		7%		0%		2%		9%		12%		0%		5.07%		9.3%		4.2%		2.9%		2.1%				100%										0.0%		18.8%		0.28		-0.30		0.38		0.94		0.88		1.00		38.37%		11.63%		38.37%				5.07%		14.38%		23.68%		-4.24%		-13.54%		-22.85%		32.99%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		19%

				1.3%		11.2%		Alternative AA		32%		18%		4%		16%		1%		3%		1%		10%		10%		3%		2%		5.41%		11.2%		5.0%		3.5%		2.5%				100%

				0.9%		9.6%		Mellon Bil $ plan		35%		17%		0%		33%		2%		3%		0%		3%		7%		0%		0%		4.95%		9.6%		4.3%		3.0%		2.1%				100%

				0.0%		0.0%		State universe		30%		21%		4%		20%		2%		2%		1%		8%		9%		0%		3%		5.21%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%				100%										0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				5.21%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

								Return Ranges		Mean						1 Year Horizon						5 Year Horizon								10 Year Horizon						20 Year Horizon

										Exp Ret				up 1sd		dn 1 sd		dn 2 sd		up 1sd		dn 1 sd		dn 2 sd				up 1sd		dn 1 sd		dn 2 sd		up 1sd		dn 1 sd		dn 2 sd

								Benchmark FY19 (proposed)		5.11%				15.4%		-5.2%		-15.4%		9.7%		0.5%		-4.1%				8.4%		1.9%		-1.4%		7.4%		2.8%		0.5%

																				Proprietary and Confidential

				2.0%		14.0%				100%						0%																5.50%		14.0%		6.3%		4.4%		3.1%				100%

				1.8%		13.3%				95%						5%																5.39%		13.3%		5.9%		4.2%		3.0%				100%

				1.6%		12.6%				90%						10%																5.28%		12.6%		5.6%		4.0%		2.8%				100%

				1.4%		11.9%				85%						15%																5.16%		11.9%		5.3%		3.8%		2.7%				100%

				1.3%		11.2%				80%						20%																5.05%		11.2%		5.0%		3.5%		2.5%				100%

				1.1%		10.5%				75%						25%																4.94%		10.5%		4.7%		3.3%		2.4%				100%

				1.0%		9.9%				70%						30%																4.83%		9.9%		4.4%		3.1%		2.2%				100%

				0.8%		9.2%				65%						35%																4.71%		9.2%		4.1%		2.9%		2.1%				100%

				0.7%		8.5%				60%						40%																4.60%		8.5%		3.8%		2.7%		1.9%				100%

				0.6%		7.9%				55%						45%																4.49%		7.9%		3.5%		2.5%		1.8%				100%

				0.5%		7.2%				50%						50%																4.38%		7.2%		3.2%		2.3%		1.6%				100%

				0.4%		6.6%				45%						55%																4.26%		6.6%		3.0%		2.1%		1.5%				100%

				0.4%		6.0%				40%						60%																4.15%		6.0%		2.7%		1.9%		1.3%				100%

				0.3%		5.5%				35%						65%																4.04%		5.5%		2.4%		1.7%		1.2%				100%

				0.2%		5.0%				30%						70%																3.93%		5.0%		2.2%		1.6%		1.1%				100%

				0.2%		4.5%				25%						75%																3.81%		4.5%		2.0%		1.4%		1.0%				100%

				0.2%		4.1%				20%						80%																3.70%		4.1%		1.8%		1.3%		0.9%				100%

				0.1%		3.8%				15%						85%																3.59%		3.8%		1.7%		1.2%		0.9%				100%

				0.1%		3.7%				10%						90%																3.48%		3.7%		1.6%		1.2%		0.8%				100%

				0.1%		3.6%				5%						95%																3.36%		3.6%		1.6%		1.1%		0.8%				100%

				0.1%		3.8%				-0%						100%																3.25%		3.8%		1.7%		1.2%		0.8%				100%

						14.0%		100%		0%		0%		0%		0%				5.50%										14.00%		43.36%		0.0%		0.0%		26.5%										0.26		-0.17		0.39		0.96		0.93		1.10		43.36%		6.64%		43.36%				5.50%		19.50%		33.50%		-8.50%		-22.50%		-36.50%		47.50%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		27%

						14.1%		90%		10%		0%		0%		0%				5.58%										14.14%		43.19%		0.0%		0.0%		26.8%										0.26		-0.17		0.39		0.96		0.93		1.10		43.19%		6.81%		43.19%				5.58%		19.72%		33.86%		-8.57%		-22.71%		-36.85%		48.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		27%

						13.3%		90%		0%		10%		0%		0%				5.43%										13.33%		42.34%		0.0%		0.0%		25.4%										0.00		-0.19		0.39		0.96		0.92		1.08		42.34%		7.66%		42.34%				5.43%		18.76%		32.09%		-7.91%		-21.24%		-34.57%		45.42%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		25%

						14.3%		80%		20%		0%		0%		0%				5.65%										14.33%		43.49%		0.0%		0.0%		27.2%										0.00		-0.16		0.39		0.96		0.93		1.10		43.49%		6.51%		43.49%				5.65%		19.98%		34.31%		-8.68%		-23.01%		-37.34%		48.64%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		27%

						13.5%		80%		10%		10%		0%		0%				5.50%										13.49%		42.65%		0.0%		0.0%		25.7%										0.00		-0.19		0.39		0.96		0.92		1.09		42.65%		7.35%		42.65%				5.50%		18.99%		32.47%		-7.99%		-21.47%		-34.96%		45.96%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		26%

						12.7%		80%		0%		20%		0%		0%				0.00%										12.69%		0.00%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

						14.6%		70%		30%		0%		0%		0%				0.00%										14.56%		0.00%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

						13.7%		70%		20%		10%		0%		0%				0.00%										13.69%		0.00%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

						12.9%		70%		10%		20%		0%		0%				5.43%										12.86%		42.06%		0.0%		0.0%		24.7%										0.00		-0.20		0.39		0.96		0.91		1.08		42.06%		7.94%		42.06%				5.43%		18.28%		31.14%		-7.43%		-20.29%		-33.15%		44.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		25%

						12.1%		70%		0%		30%		0%		0%				5.28%										12.07%		41.07%		0.0%		0.0%		23.3%										0.00		-0.23		0.39		0.95		0.90		1.06		41.07%		8.93%		41.07%				5.28%		17.34%		29.41%		-6.79%		-18.86%		-30.93%		41.48%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		23%

						14.8%		60%		40%		0%		0%		0%				5.80%										14.84%		44.11%		0.0%		0.0%		28.2%										0.00		-0.15		0.39		0.97		0.93		1.12		44.11%		5.89%		44.11%				5.80%		20.64%		35.48%		-9.04%		-23.88%		-38.72%		50.32%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		28%

						13.9%		60%		30%		10%		0%		0%				5.65%										13.94%		43.31%		0.0%		0.0%		26.6%										0.00		-0.17		0.39		0.96		0.93		1.10		43.31%		6.69%		43.31%				5.65%		19.59%		33.53%		-8.29%		-22.23%		-36.18%		47.48%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		27%

						13.1%		60%		20%		20%		0%		0%				5.50%										13.08%		42.42%		0.0%		0.0%		25.1%										0.00		-0.19		0.39		0.96		0.92		1.08		42.42%		7.58%		42.42%				5.50%		18.58%		31.66%		-7.58%		-20.66%		-33.74%		44.74%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		25%

						12.3%		60%		10%		30%		0%		0%				5.35%										12.26%		41.44%		0.0%		0.0%		23.7%										0.00		-0.22		0.39		0.95		0.91		1.06		41.44%		8.56%		41.44%				5.35%		17.61%		29.87%		-6.91%		-19.17%		-31.42%		42.12%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		24%

						11.5%		60%		0%		40%		0%		0%				5.20%										11.48%		40.37%		0.0%		0.0%		22.3%										0.00		-0.24		0.39		0.95		0.90		1.04		40.37%		9.63%		40.37%				5.20%		16.68%		28.17%		-6.28%		-17.77%		-29.25%		39.65%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		22%

						15.2%		50%		50%		0%		0%		0%				5.88%										15.15%		44.42%		0.0%		0.0%		28.8%										0.00		-0.14		0.40		0.97		0.94		1.12		44.42%		5.58%		44.42%				5.88%		21.03%		36.18%		-9.28%		-24.43%		-39.59%		51.34%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		29%

						14.2%		50%		40%		10%		0%		0%				5.73%										14.24%		43.65%		0.0%		0.0%		27.2%										0.00		-0.16		0.39		0.96		0.93		1.11		43.65%		6.35%		43.65%				5.73%		19.96%		34.20%		-8.51%		-22.75%		-36.99%		48.44%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		27%

						13.3%		50%		30%		20%		0%		0%				5.58%										13.35%		42.79%		0.0%		0.0%		25.6%										0.00		-0.18		0.39		0.96		0.92		1.09		42.79%		7.21%		42.79%				5.58%		18.92%		32.27%		-7.77%		-21.12%		-34.47%		45.62%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		26%

						12.5%		50%		20%		30%		0%		0%				5.43%										12.50%		41.84%		0.0%		0.0%		24.1%										0.00		-0.21		0.39		0.95		0.91		1.07		41.84%		8.16%		41.84%				5.43%		17.92%		30.42%		-7.07%		-19.57%		-32.07%		42.92%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		24%

						11.7%		50%		10%		40%		0%		0%				5.28%										11.69%		40.79%		0.0%		0.0%		22.7%										0.00		-0.23		0.39		0.95		0.90		1.05		40.79%		9.21%		40.79%				5.28%		16.97%		28.66%		-6.42%		-18.11%		-29.80%		40.35%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		23%

						10.9%		50%		0%		50%		0%		0%				5.13%										10.94%		39.63%		0.0%		0.0%		21.3%										0.00		-0.26		0.39		0.94		0.89		1.03		39.63%		10.37%		39.63%				5.13%		16.06%		27.00%		-5.81%		-16.75%		-27.69%		37.94%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		21%

						15.5%		40%		60%		0%		0%		0%				5.95%										15.51%		44.74%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		-0.13		0.40		0.97		0.94		1.13		44.74%		5.26%		44.74%				5.95%		21.46%		36.97%		-9.56%		-25.07%		-40.57%		52.47%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

						14.6%		40%		50%		10%		0%		0%				5.80%										14.57%		44.00%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		-0.15		0.39		0.97		0.93		1.12		44.00%		6.00%		44.00%				5.80%		20.37%		34.95%		-8.77%		-23.35%		-37.92%		49.52%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

						13.7%		40%		40%		20%		0%		0%				5.65%										13.66%		43.17%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		-0.17		0.39		0.96		0.92		1.10		43.17%		6.83%		43.17%				5.65%		19.31%		32.98%		-8.01%		-21.68%		-35.34%		46.64%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

						12.8%		40%		30%		30%		0%		0%				5.50%										12.79%		42.25%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		-0.20		0.39		0.96		0.92		1.08		42.25%		7.75%		42.25%				5.50%		18.29%		31.08%		-7.29%		-20.08%		-32.87%		43.87%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

						12.0%		40%		20%		40%		0%		0%				5.35%										11.95%		41.23%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		-0.22		0.39		0.95		0.90		1.06		41.23%		8.77%		41.23%				5.35%		17.30%		29.25%		-6.60%		-18.55%		-30.51%		41.21%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

						11.2%		40%		10%		50%		0%		0%				5.20%										11.16%		40.10%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		-0.25		0.39		0.95		0.89		1.04		40.10%		9.90%		40.10%				5.20%		16.36%		27.53%		-5.96%		-17.13%		-28.29%		38.69%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

						10.4%		40%		0%		60%		0%		0%				5.05%										10.44%		38.87%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		-0.28		0.38		0.94		0.88		1.01		38.87%		11.13%		38.87%				5.05%		15.49%		25.92%		-5.39%		-15.82%		-26.26%		36.36%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

						15.9%		30%		70%		0%		0%		0%				6.03%										15.90%		45.06%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		-0.12		0.40		0.97		0.94		1.14		45.06%		4.94%		45.06%				6.03%		21.92%		37.82%		-9.87%		-25.77%		-41.67%		53.72%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

						14.9%		30%		60%		10%		0%		0%				5.88%										14.95%		44.35%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		-0.14		0.39		0.97		0.94		1.12		44.35%		5.65%		44.35%				5.88%		20.82%		35.77%		-9.07%		-24.02%		-38.97%		50.72%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

						14.0%		30%		50%		20%		0%		0%				5.73%										14.02%		43.56%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		-0.16		0.39		0.96		0.93		1.11		43.56%		6.44%		43.56%				5.73%		19.75%		33.77%		-8.30%		-22.32%		-36.34%		47.79%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

						13.1%		30%		40%		30%		0%		0%				5.58%										13.12%		42.67%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		-0.18		0.39		0.96		0.92		1.09		42.67%		7.33%		42.67%				5.58%		18.70%		31.82%		-7.55%		-20.67%		-33.80%		44.95%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%
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								50%		50%		0%								9.18%										16.14%		23.10%		2.22%		-4.74%

								40%		60%		0%								9.16%										16.17%		23.18%		2.15%		-4.86%

																				12.7%										18.7%		24.8%		6.7%		0.6%

								80%		20%		0%								9.87%										17.25%		24.63%		2.50%		-4.88%

								70%		30%		0%								9.64%										16.40%		23.17%		2.88%		-3.88%

								60%		40%		0%								9.41%										15.60%		21.79%		3.22%		-2.97%

								50%		50%		0%								9.18%										14.86%		20.54%		3.50%		-2.19%

								40%		60%		0%								9.16%										14.88%		20.61%		3.44%		-2.29%

																				12.7%										17.2%		21.8%		8.2%		3.6%

								80%		20%		0%								10.11%										16.33%		22.55%		3.89%		-2.33%

								70%		30%		0%								9.87%										15.59%		21.30%		4.16%		-1.56%

								60%		40%		0%								9.64%										14.88%		20.12%		4.40%		-0.83%

								50%		50%		0%								9.41%										14.21%		19.00%		4.61%		-0.18%

								40%		60%		0%								9.18%										13.58%		17.98%		4.78%		0.38%

																				12.7%										15.8%		18.8%		9.6%		6.6%

								80%		20%		0%								10.11%										14.50%		18.90%		5.71%		1.31%

								70%		30%		0%								9.87%										13.92%		17.96%		5.83%		1.79%

								60%		40%		0%								9.64%										13.35%		17.05%		5.94%		2.23%

								50%		50%		0%								9.41%										12.80%		16.19%		6.02%		2.63%

								40%		60%		0%								9.18%										12.29%		15.40%		6.07%		2.95%

																				12.7%										14.7%		16.8%		10.7%		8.6%

								80%		20%		0%								10.11%										13.22%		16.33%		7.00%		3.89%

								70%		30%		0%								9.87%										12.73%		15.59%		7.02%		4.16%

								60%		40%		0%								9.64%										12.26%		14.88%		7.02%		4.40%

								50%		50%		0%								9.41%										11.81%		14.21%		7.01%		4.61%

								40%		60%		0%								9.18%										11.38%		13.58%		6.98%		4.78%





DCT HCT SPL Conv

																								DCT TOTAL FUND

										CONVENTIONAL														Expected Return and Standard Deviation

										(JP Morgan expected returns, std. dev. and correlations)																						Correlation Matrix

				S&P								Expected		Standard																				High				Private		RE										S&P		EAFE		Merger		BOND		cash		tax ex		HY		Comdty		Em		RE		P Eq		Conv		Tips										S&P		EAFE		ARB		BOND		cash		tax ex		HY		Comdty		Em		RE		P Eq		Conv		Tips

				Like %								Return		Deviation						US Eq				Intl Eq						Bonds		Cash		Yield		REITs		Equity		Opport		Tips								COR		COR		COR		COR		COR		COR		COR		Cor		COR		COR		COR		COR		COR										COR		COR		COR		COR		COR		COR		COR		Cor		COR		COR		COR		COR		COR

				100%						Domestic (US) Equity		5.5%		14%						100%																																																														US Equity		100%

				108%						International Equity		6.3%		17%						88%				100%																										2.13%																																Intl Equity		88%		100%

				51%						Merger Arb		4.8%		9%						80%				82%																										1.01%		1.27%																														Merger Arb		80%		82%		100%

				0%						US Bonds - Investment Gr		3.3%		4%						0%				10%						100%																				0.00%		0.06%		-0.04%																												Bonds		0%		10%		-11%		100%

				-0%						Cash		2.0%		1%						-6%				0%						10%		100%																		-0.00%		0.00%		-0.00%		0.00%																										Cash		-6%		0%		-2%		10%		100%

				-0%						Tax exempt FI		2.5%		6%						-1%				5%						66%		3%																		-0.01%		0.05%		-0.04%		0.15%		0.00%																								Tax exempt FI *		-1%		5%		-7%		66%		3%		100%

				42%						High Yield Bonds		5.3%		9%						69%				74%						19%		-10%		100%																0.82%		1.09%		0.59%		0.06%		-0.00%		0.14%																						High Yield		69%		74%		77%		19%		-10%		26%		100%

										Commodity Index		3.8%		17%						44%				54%						7%		8%		46%																1.03%		1.56%		0.86%		0.04%		0.01%		-0.09%		0.65%																				Commodity Index		44%		54%		57%		7%		8%		-9%		46%		100%

				117%						Emerg Mkt Eq		8.0%		22%						76%				87%						14%		8%		73%																2.29%		3.23%		1.61%		0.11%		0.01%		0.07%		1.33%		0.00%																		Emerg Mkt Eq		76%		87%		83%		14%		8%		5%		73%		61%		100%

				85%						REITs		6.3%		16%						74%				66%						25%		-7%		62%		100%														1.66%		1.82%		0.73%		0.15%		-0.01%		0.21%		0.84%		0.00%		1.93%																Real Estate		74%		66%		51%		25%		-7%		21%		62%		26%		56%		100%

				123%						Private Equity		7.3%		21%						82%				82%						4%		-3%		65%		63%		100%												2.41%		2.97%		1.36%		0.03%		-0.00%		0.04%		1.16%		0.00%		3.25%		2.12%														Private Equity		82%		82%		72%		4%		-3%		3%		65%		44%		72%		63%		100%

				32%						RE Opportunistic		6.5%		14%						33%				28%						5%		-3%		25%		43%		27%		100%										0.64%		0.66%		0.27%		0.03%		-0.00%		0.04%		0.29%		0.00%		0.68%		0.95%		0.78%												Conv Arb		33%		28%		22%		5%		-3%		5%		25%		10%		23%		43%		27%		100%

				2%						TIPS		2.8%		6%						6%				16%						78%		7%		31%		21%		10%		4%		100%								0.05%		0.15%		0.02%		0.16%		0.00%		0.18%		0.14%		0.00%		0.30%		0.18%		0.12%		0.03%										TIPS		6%		16%		5%		78%		7%		52%		31%		27%		25%		21%		10%		4%		100%

										* Standard deviation is a measure of volatility.  There is a 66% chance of being within plus or minus 1 standard deviation, a 95% chance of being within 2 standard deviations.

																																						Mean		1 year		20 year

				ANNLZ								US		Intl		Merger								High				Emerg				Private		RE				Expected		Standard		Standard								x		y		z		aa		ab		ac		AD		AE		AF		AG		AH		AI		AJ

				STD DEV								Equity		Equity		ARB		Bonds		Cash		Tax EX		Yield		Comdty		Mkts		REITs		Equity		Opport		Tips		Return		Deviation		Deviation										1		TIME HORIZON

		0.525%		7.2%		A				50:50 Equity/Bond		50%		0%		0%		50%		0%				0%				0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		4.38%		7.2%		1.6%		100%		0.0052515625		0		0.00000		0.0%		14.7%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		4.38%		11.62%		18.87%		-2.87%		-10.12%		-17.37%		26.12%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		15%

		0.728%		8.5%						60:40 Equity/Bond		60%		0%		0%		40%		0%				0%				0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		4.60%		8.5%		1.9%		100%		0.007281		0		0.00000		0.0%		16.9%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		4.60%		13.13%		21.67%		-3.93%		-12.47%		-21.00%		30.20%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		17%

		0.973%		9.9%						70:30 Equity/Bond		70%		0%		0%		30%		0%				0%				0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		4.83%		9.9%		2.2%		100%		0.0097305625		0		0.00000		0.0%		19.3%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		4.83%		14.69%		24.55%		-5.04%		-14.90%		-24.77%		34.42%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		19%

																																														0

		0.375%		6.1%		B				2003-2005 allocation		20%		0%		0%		55%		0%				10%				0%		15%		0%		0%		0%		4.35%		6.1%		1.4%		100%		0.0018576406		0.0016371187		0.00025

		0.648%		8.0%		C				2006 allocation		27%		13%		0%		40%		0%				10%				0%		10%		0%		0%		0%		4.75%		8.0%		1.8%		100%		0.0024849706		0.0038218359		0.00017		0.0%		16.4%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		4.75%		12.79%		20.84%		-3.30%		-11.35%		-19.39%		28.89%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		16%

		0.732%		8.6%		D				2007-2011 allocation		32%		16%		0%		33%		2%				5%				0%		5%		2%		0%		5%		4.73%		8.6%		1.9%		100%		0.0030312056		0.0041669643		0.00013

		0.848%		9.2%		E				2012-2014 allocation		35%		17%		0%		28%		2%				5%				0%		6%		2%		0%		5%		4.86%		9.2%		2.1%		100%		0.0035086306		0.0048272393		0.00015		0.0%		18.4%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		4.86%		14.07%		23.28%		-4.35%		-13.56%		-22.77%		32.49%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		18%

		0.914%		9.6%		F				2015 allocation		37%		16%				26%		2%				7%						10%		0%		0%		2%		4.97%		9.6%		2.1%		100%		0.003834675		0.0051808702		0.00013		0.0%		19.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		4.97%		14.53%		24.09%		-4.60%		-14.16%		-23.72%		33.66%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		19%

		0.870%		9.3%		G				2016-2017 allocation		34%		17%		0%		30%		2%				7%				0%		10%		0%		0%		0%		4.94%		9.3%		2.1%		100%		0.0035456806		0.005033394		0.00012		0.0%		18.6%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		4.94%		14.27%		23.59%		-4.39%		-13.71%		-23.04%		32.92%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		19%

		0.731%		8.5%		H				add Private Equtiy		32%		16%		0%		40%		0%				5%				0%		5%		2%		0%		0%		4.78%		8.5%		1.9%		100%		0.0030935025		0.004105205		0.00011		0.0%		17.2%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		4.78%		13.33%		21.88%		-3.77%		-12.32%		-20.86%		30.42%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		17%

		0.731%		8.5%		I				add Private Equtiy		32%		16%		0%		40%		0%				5%				0%		5%		2%		0%		0%		4.78%		8.5%		1.9%		100%		0.0030935025		0.004105205		0.00011		0.0%		17.2%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		4.78%		13.33%		21.88%		-3.77%		-12.32%		-20.86%		30.42%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		17%

		0.732%		8.6%		I				add Tips/cash		32%		16%		0%		33%		2%				5%				0%		5%		2%		0%		5%		4.73%		8.6%		1.9%		100%		0.0030312056		0.0041669643		0.00013		0.0%		17.2%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		4.73%		13.29%		21.85%		-3.83%		-12.39%		-20.94%		30.40%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		17%

		0.741%		8.6%		J				add more Tips		32%		16%		0%		30%		0%		0%		5%				0%		5%		2%		0%		10%		4.73%		8.6%		1.9%		100%		0.003025315		0.0042368577		0.00015		0.0%		17.3%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		4.73%		13.34%		21.94%		-3.88%		-12.48%		-21.09%		30.55%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		17%

		0.000%		0.0%		M				add Tips		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%				0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0.00%		0.0%		0.0%		0%		0		0		0.00000

		0.000%		0.0%		K				add Tax EX FI		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%				0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0.00%		0.0%		0.0%		0%		0		0		0.00000

																																														0

		0.870%		9.3%		L				Benchmark FY18 (proposed)		34%		17%				30%		2%				7%						10%		0%		0%		0%		4.94%		9.3%		2.1%		100%		0.0035456806		0.005033394		0.00012		0.0%		18.6%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				4.94%		14.27%		23.59%		-4.39%		-13.71%		-23.04%		32.92%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		19%

		0.612%		7.8%		L				DCT Current AA		26%		13%				21%		13%				11%						2%		3%		7%		3%		4.68%		7.8%		1.7%		100%		0.0022203026		0.0036248805		0.00027		0.0%		16.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				4.68%		12.50%		20.33%		-3.14%		-10.96%		-18.78%		28.15%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		16%

		0.686%		8.3%		L				DCT adj. AA to 63%  ELR		31%		13%				20%		11%				5%						2%		3%		11%		4%		4.82%		8.3%		1.9%		100%		0.0028047887		0.0038358743		0.00022		0.0%		16.9%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				4.82%		13.10%		21.39%		-3.47%		-11.75%		-20.04%		29.67%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		17%

										Return Ranges		Mean								1 Year Horizon		1 Year Horizon																20 Year Horizon

												Exp Ret				up 1sd		up 1 sd		dn 1 sd		dn 1 sd		dn 2 sd		dn 2 sd										up 1sd		dn 1 sd		dn 2 sd

										Benchmark FY18 (proposed)		4.94%				14.9%		14.3%		-4.4%		4.9%		-13.7%		-4.5%										7.0%		2.9%		0.8%

																								Proprietary and Confidential

				0.0%						100%		0%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						90%		10%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						90%		0%		10%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						80%		20%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						80%		10%		10%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%
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				0.0%						10%		10%		80%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						10%		0%		90%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						0%		100%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						0%		90%		10%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						0%		80%		20%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						0%		70%		30%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						0%		60%		40%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						0%		50%		50%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						0%		40%		60%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						0%		30%		70%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						0%		20%		80%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						0%		10%		90%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						0%		0%		100%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						60%		0%		0%		40%						0.00%												0.00%						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				0.0%						50%		0%		0%		50%						0.00%												0.00%						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				0.0%						50%		0%		0%		50%						0.00%												0.00%						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				0.0%						100%		0%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				0.0%						40%		15%		10%		35%						0.00%												0.00%						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				0.0%						40%		15%		5%		5%						0.00%												0.00%						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				0.0%						45%		0%		0%		15%						0.00%												0.00%						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				0.0%						100%		0%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				0.0%						100%		0%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				0.0%						100%		0%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				0.0%						100%		0%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

																		20

				TEMPLATE						80%		20%		0%								0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.00%

				FOR						70%		30%		0%								0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.00%

				BELOW						60%		40%		0%								0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.00%

										50%		50%		0%								0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.00%

										40%		60%		0%								0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.00%

												ERET		STD

										RVAA		12.7%		11.1%

																						12.7%												23.8%		34.9%				-9.5%

										80%		20%		0%								10.11%												24.02%		37.92%				-17.71%

										70%		30%		0%								9.87%												22.65%		35.43%				-15.69%

						1				60%		40%		0%								9.64%												21.35%		33.07%				-13.78%

										50%		50%		0%								9.41%												20.13%		30.86%				-12.04%

										40%		60%		0%								9.18%												19.02%		28.86%				-10.50%

																						12.7%												20.3%		27.8%				-2.4%

										80%		20%		0%								9.87%												18.91%		27.95%				-8.20%

										70%		30%		0%								9.64%												17.92%		26.21%				-6.92%

						2				60%		40%		0%								9.41%												16.99%		24.58%				-5.76%

										50%		50%		0%								9.18%												16.14%		23.10%				-4.74%

										40%		60%		0%								9.16%												16.17%		23.18%				-4.86%

																						12.7%												18.7%		24.8%				0.6%

										80%		20%		0%								9.87%												17.25%		24.63%				-4.88%

										70%		30%		0%								9.64%												16.40%		23.17%				-3.88%

						3				60%		40%		0%								9.41%												15.60%		21.79%				-2.97%

										50%		50%		0%								9.18%												14.86%		20.54%				-2.19%

										40%		60%		0%								9.16%												14.88%		20.61%				-2.29%

																						12.7%												17.2%		21.8%				3.6%

										80%		20%		0%								10.11%												16.33%		22.55%				-2.33%

										70%		30%		0%								9.87%												15.59%		21.30%				-1.56%

						5				60%		40%		0%								9.64%												14.88%		20.12%				-0.83%

										50%		50%		0%								9.41%												14.21%		19.00%				-0.18%

										40%		60%		0%								9.18%												13.58%		17.98%				0.38%

																						12.7%												15.8%		18.8%				6.6%

										80%		20%		0%								10.11%												14.50%		18.90%				1.31%

										70%		30%		0%								9.87%												13.92%		17.96%				1.79%

						10				60%		40%		0%								9.64%												13.35%		17.05%				2.23%

										50%		50%		0%								9.41%												12.80%		16.19%				2.63%

										40%		60%		0%								9.18%												12.29%		15.40%				2.95%

																						12.7%												14.7%		16.8%				8.6%

										80%		20%		0%								10.11%												13.22%		16.33%				3.89%

										70%		30%		0%								9.87%												12.73%		15.59%				4.16%

						20				60%		40%		0%								9.64%												12.26%		14.88%				4.40%

										50%		50%		0%								9.41%												11.81%		14.21%				4.61%

										40%		60%		0%								9.18%												11.38%		13.58%				4.78%





ED Conv

																						EET TOTAL FUND

										CONVENTIONAL												Expected Return and Standard Deviation

										(JP Morgan expected returns, std. dev. and correlations)																				Correlation Matrix

				S&P								Expected		Standard																		Tax		High				Private		RE										S&P		EAFE		Merger		BOND		cash		tax ex		HY		Comdty		Em		RE		P Eq		Conv		Tips										S&P		EAFE		ARB		BOND		cash		tax ex		HY		Comdty		Em		RE		P Eq		RE		Tips

				Like %								Return		Deviation						US Eq		Intl Eq		Bonds						Cash		Exempt		Yield		REITs		Equity		Opport		TIPS								COR		COR		COR		COR		COR		COR		COR		Cor		COR		COR		COR		COR		COR										COR		COR		COR		COR		COR		COR		COR		Cor		COR		COR		COR		OPP		COR

				100%						Domestic (US) Equity		5.5%		14%						100%																																																														US Equity		100%

				108%						International Equity		6.3%		17%						88%		100%																												2.13%																																Intl Equity		88%		100%

				51%						Merger Arb		4.8%		9%						80%		82%																												1.01%		1.27%																														Merger Arb		80%		82%		100%

				0%						US Bonds - Investment Gr		3.3%		4%						0%		10%		100%																										0.00%		0.06%		-0.04%																												Bonds		0%		10%		-11%		100%

				-0%						Cash		2.0%		1%						-6%		0%		10%						100%																				-0.00%		0.00%		-0.00%		0.00%																										Cash		-6%		0%		-2%		10%		100%

				-0%						Tax exempt Fixed Income		2.5%		6%						-1%		5%		66%						3%		100%																		-0.01%		0.05%		-0.04%		0.15%		0.00%																								Tax exempt FI *		-1%		5%		-7%		66%		3%		100%

				42%						High Yield Bonds		5.3%		9%						69%		74%		19%						-10%		26%		100%																0.82%		1.09%		0.59%		0.06%		-0.00%		0.14%																						High Yield		69%		74%		77%		19%		-10%		26%		100%

										Commodity Index		3.8%		17%						44%		54%		7%						8%		-9%		46%																1.03%		1.56%		0.86%		0.04%		0.01%		-0.09%		0.65%																				Commodity Index		44%		54%		57%		7%		8%		-9%		46%		100%

				117%						Emerg Mkt Eq		8.0%		22%						76%		87%		14%						8%		5%		73%																2.29%		3.23%		1.61%		0.11%		0.01%		0.07%		1.33%		0.00%																		Emerg Mkt Eq		76%		87%		83%		14%		8%		5%		73%		61%		100%

				85%						REITs		6.3%		16%						74%		66%		25%						-7%		21%		62%		100%														1.66%		1.82%		0.73%		0.15%		-0.01%		0.21%		0.84%		0.00%		1.93%																Real Estate		74%		66%		51%		25%		-7%		21%		62%		26%		56%		100%

				123%						Private Equity		7.3%		21%						82%		82%		4%						-3%		3%		65%		63%		100%												2.41%		2.97%		1.36%		0.03%		-0.00%		0.04%		1.16%		0.00%		3.25%		2.12%														Private Equity		82%		82%		72%		4%		-3%		3%		65%		44%		72%		63%		100%

				32%						RE Opportunistic		6.5%		14%						33%		28%		5%						-3%		5%		25%		43%		27%		100%										0.64%		0.66%		0.27%		0.03%		-0.00%		0.04%		0.29%		0.00%		0.68%		0.95%		0.78%												Conv Arb		33%		28%		22%		5%		-3%		5%		25%		10%		23%		43%		27%		100%

				2%						TIPS		2.8%		6%						6%		16%		78%						7%		52%		31%		21%		10%		4%		100%								0.05%		0.15%		0.02%		0.16%		0.00%		0.18%		0.14%		0.00%		0.30%		0.18%		0.12%		0.03%										TIPS		6%		16%		5%		78%		7%		52%		31%		27%		25%		21%		10%		4%		100%

																																						Mean		1 year		20 year

				ANNLZ								US		Intl		Merger						Tax		High				Emerg				Private		RE				Expected		Standard		Standard								x		y		z		aa		ab		ac		AD		AE		AF		AG		AH		AI		AJ

				STD DEV								Equity		Equity		ARB		Bonds		Cash		Exempt		Yield		Comdty		Mkts		REITs		Equity		Opport		Tips		Return		Deviation		Deviation										1		TIME HORIZON

		0.135%		3.7%		A				50:50 Equity/Bond		0%		0%		0%		98%		2%		0%		0%				0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		3.23%		3.7%		0.8%		100%		0.0013525625		0.000000735		0.00000		0.0%		7.6%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		3.23%		6.90%		10.58%		-0.45%		-4.13%		-7.81%		14.26%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		8%

		0.523%		7.2%						60:40 Equity/Bond		50%		0%		0%		48%		2%		0%		0%				0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		4.35%		7.2%		1.6%		100%		0.005226		-0.00000048		0.00000		0.0%		14.6%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		4.35%		11.58%		18.81%		-2.88%		-10.11%		-17.34%		26.04%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		15%

		0.973%		9.9%						70:30 Equity/Bond		70%		0%		0%		30%		0%		0%		0%				0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		4.83%		9.9%		2.2%		100%		0.0097305625		0		0.00000		0.0%		19.3%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		4.83%		14.69%		24.55%		-5.04%		-14.90%		-24.77%		34.42%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		19%

																																														0

		0.411%		6.4%		B				2003-2005 allocation		25%		0%		0%		10%		0%		35%		10%				0%		10%		0%		0%		10%		4.00%		6.4%		1.4%		100%		0.0020760781		0.0014297063		0.00060

		0.685%		8.3%		C				2006 allocation		27%		13%		0%		3%		0%		32%		10%				0%		10%		0%		0%		5%		4.48%		8.3%		1.9%		100%		0.0026687988		0.0037002545		0.00048		0.0%		16.4%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		4.48%		12.76%		21.04%		-3.79%		-12.07%		-20.35%		29.31%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		16%

		0.763%		8.7%		D				2007-2011 allocation		32%		16%		0%		0%		2%		35%		5%				0%		5%		2%		0%		3%		4.48%		8.7%		2.0%		100%		0.0033517406		0.0039968206		0.00028

		0.871%		9.3%		E				2012-2013 allocation		35%		17%		0%		0%		2%		30%		5%				0%		6%		2%		0%		3%		4.64%		9.3%		2.1%		100%		0.0037451031		0.0046693352		0.00029		0.0%		18.2%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		4.64%		13.97%		23.30%		-4.69%		-14.02%		-23.35%		32.63%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		18%

		0.852%		9.2%		F				2014 allocation		35%		17%		0%		17%		2%		11%		5%				0%		6%		2%		0%		5%		4.78%		9.2%		2.1%		100%		0.0034862869		0.0048286961		0.00021		0.0%		18.3%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		4.78%		14.01%		23.24%		-4.46%		-13.69%		-22.92%		32.47%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		18%

		0.919%		9.6%		G				2015 allocation		37%		16%		0%		16%		2%		10%		7%				0%		10%		0%		0%		2%		4.89%		9.6%		2.1%		100%		0.003814675		0.0051754564		0.00020		0.0%		19.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		4.89%		14.48%		24.06%		-4.69%		-14.28%		-23.86%		33.65%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		19%

		0.874%		9.3%		H				2016-2017 allocation		34%		17%		0%		20%		2%		10%		7%				0%		10%		0%		0%		0%		4.87%		9.3%		2.1%		100%		0.0035144306		0.0050470997		0.00018		0.0%		18.6%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		4.87%		14.21%		23.56%		-4.48%		-13.83%		-23.18%		32.91%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		19%

		0.895%		9.5%		I				add Private Equtiy		32%		16%		0%		40%		0%		10%		7%				0%		10%		2%		0%		0%		5.45%		9.5%		2.1%		117%		0.003341905		0.0053067254		0.00030		0.0%		19.6%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		5.45%		14.91%		24.36%		-4.01%		-13.47%		-22.93%		33.82%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		20%

		0.753%		8.7%		I				add Tips/cash		32%		16%		0%		33%		2%		10%		5%				0%		5%		2%		0%		5%		4.98%		8.7%		1.9%		110%		0.0030702681		0.004280708		0.00018		0.0%		17.7%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		4.98%		13.66%		22.34%		-3.70%		-12.38%		-21.06%		31.02%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		18%

		0.762%		8.7%		J				add more Tips		32%		16%		0%		30%		0%		10%		5%				0%		5%		2%		0%		10%		4.98%		8.7%		2.0%		110%		0.0030643775		0.0043413202		0.00022		0.0%		17.8%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		4.98%		13.71%		22.44%		-3.75%		-12.48%		-21.21%		31.17%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		18%

		0.928%		9.6%		M				add Tips		36%		12%		3%		18%		0%		5%		4%				3%		6%		4%		3%		1%		4.34%		9.6%		2.2%		95%		0.0032228662		0.0055899637		0.00046

		0.763%		8.7%		K				add Tax Exempt FI		32%		16%		0%		0%		2%		35%		5%				0%		5%		2%		0%		3%		4.48%		8.7%		2.0%		100%		0.0033517406		0.0039968206		0.00028

																																														0

		0.874%		9.3%		L				Benchmark FY18 (proposed)		34%		17%				20%		2%		10%		7%						10%		0%		0%		0%		4.87%		9.3%		2.1%		100%		0.0035144306		0.0050470997		0.00018		0.0%		18.6%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				4.87%		14.21%		23.56%		-4.48%		-13.83%		-23.18%		32.91%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		19%

		0.727%		8.5%		L				EET Current AA		32%		14%		0%		10%		10%		10%		5%						2%		3%		10%		4%		4.78%		8.5%		1.9%		100%		0.0029552825		0.0040549556		0.00026		0.0%		17.2%		0.02		-7.58		0.00		0.36				0.13		0.13		0.00%		50.00%		0.00%				4.78%		13.30%		21.83%		-3.75%		-12.28%		-20.80%		30.35%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		17%

		0.727%		8.5%						EET adj. AA to 63% ELR		32%		14%		0%		10%		10%		10%		5%						2%		3%		10%		4%		4.78%		8.5%		1.9%		100%		0.0029552825		0.0040549556		0.00026

										Return Ranges		Mean								1 Year Horizon																		20 Year Horizon

												Exp Ret				up 1sd		up 1 sd		dn 1 sd		dn 2 sd				dn 2 sd										up 1sd		dn 1 sd		dn 2 sd

										Benchmark FY18 (proposed)		4.87%				5.9%		14.2%		-4.5%		-13.8%				-3.8%										7.0%		2.8%		0.7%

																						Proprietary and Confidential

				0.0%						100%		0%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						90%		10%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						90%		0%		10%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						80%		20%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						80%		10%		10%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						80%		0%		20%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						70%		30%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						70%		20%		10%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						70%		10%		20%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						70%		0%		30%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						60%		40%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						60%		30%		10%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						60%		20%		20%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						60%		10%		30%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						60%		0%		40%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						50%		50%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						50%		40%		10%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						50%		30%		20%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						50%		20%		30%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						50%		10%		40%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						50%		0%		50%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						40%		60%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						40%		50%		10%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						40%		40%		20%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						40%		30%		30%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						40%		20%		40%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						40%		10%		50%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						40%		0%		60%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						30%		70%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						30%		60%		10%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						30%		50%		20%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						30%		40%		30%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						30%		30%		40%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%
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				0.0%						30%		0%		70%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						20%		80%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						20%		70%		10%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						20%		60%		20%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						20%		50%		30%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						20%		40%		40%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						20%		30%		50%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						20%		20%		60%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						20%		10%		70%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						20%		0%		80%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						10%		90%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						10%		80%		10%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						10%		70%		20%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						10%		60%		30%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						10%		50%		40%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						10%		40%		50%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						10%		30%		60%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						10%		20%		70%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						10%		10%		80%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						10%		0%		90%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						0%		100%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						0%		90%		10%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						0%		80%		20%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						0%		70%		30%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						0%		60%		40%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						0%		50%		50%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						0%		40%		60%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						0%		30%		70%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						0%		20%		80%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						0%		10%		90%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						0%		0%		100%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						60%		0%		0%		40%						0.00%												0.00%						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				0.0%						50%		0%		0%		50%						0.00%												0.00%						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				0.0%						50%		0%		0%		50%						0.00%												0.00%						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				0.0%						100%		0%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				0.0%						40%		15%		10%		35%						0.00%												0.00%						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				0.0%						40%		15%		5%		5%						0.00%												0.00%						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				0.0%						45%		0%		0%		15%						0.00%												0.00%						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				0.0%						100%		0%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				0.0%						100%		0%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				0.0%						100%		0%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				0.0%						100%		0%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

																		20

				TEMPLATE						80%		20%		0%								0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.00%

				FOR						70%		30%		0%								0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.00%

				BELOW						60%		40%		0%								0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.00%

										50%		50%		0%								0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.00%

										40%		60%		0%								0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.00%

												ERET		STD

										RVAA		12.7%		11.1%

																						12.7%												23.8%		34.9%				-9.5%

										80%		20%		0%								10.11%												24.02%		37.92%				-17.71%

										70%		30%		0%								9.87%												22.65%		35.43%				-15.69%

						1				60%		40%		0%								9.64%												21.35%		33.07%				-13.78%

										50%		50%		0%								9.41%												20.13%		30.86%				-12.04%

										40%		60%		0%								9.18%												19.02%		28.86%				-10.50%

																						12.7%												20.3%		27.8%				-2.4%

										80%		20%		0%								9.87%												18.91%		27.95%				-8.20%

										70%		30%		0%								9.64%												17.92%		26.21%				-6.92%

						2				60%		40%		0%								9.41%												16.99%		24.58%				-5.76%

										50%		50%		0%								9.18%												16.14%		23.10%				-4.74%

										40%		60%		0%								9.16%												16.17%		23.18%				-4.86%

																						12.7%												18.7%		24.8%				0.6%

										80%		20%		0%								9.87%												17.25%		24.63%				-4.88%

										70%		30%		0%								9.64%												16.40%		23.17%				-3.88%

						3				60%		40%		0%								9.41%												15.60%		21.79%				-2.97%

										50%		50%		0%								9.18%												14.86%		20.54%				-2.19%

										40%		60%		0%								9.16%												14.88%		20.61%				-2.29%

																						12.7%												17.2%		21.8%				3.6%

										80%		20%		0%								10.11%												16.33%		22.55%				-2.33%

										70%		30%		0%								9.87%												15.59%		21.30%				-1.56%

						5				60%		40%		0%								9.64%												14.88%		20.12%				-0.83%

										50%		50%		0%								9.41%												14.21%		19.00%				-0.18%

										40%		60%		0%								9.18%												13.58%		17.98%				0.38%

																						12.7%												15.8%		18.8%				6.6%

										80%		20%		0%								10.11%												14.50%		18.90%				1.31%

										70%		30%		0%								9.87%												13.92%		17.96%				1.79%

						10				60%		40%		0%								9.64%												13.35%		17.05%				2.23%

										50%		50%		0%								9.41%												12.80%		16.19%				2.63%

										40%		60%		0%								9.18%												12.29%		15.40%				2.95%

																						12.7%												14.7%		16.8%				8.6%

										80%		20%		0%								10.11%												13.22%		16.33%				3.89%

										70%		30%		0%								9.87%												12.73%		15.59%				4.16%

						20				60%		40%		0%								9.64%												12.26%		14.88%				4.40%

										50%		50%		0%								9.41%												11.81%		14.21%				4.61%

										40%		60%		0%								9.18%												11.38%		13.58%				4.78%
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Inv. Grade Tax-exempt High Yield
Global Real High Yield Fixed Fixed Private Real Estate Equity
Equity Estate Corp Debt Income 5 Income 5 Cash Equity Debt TIPS Commodity Like Risk

Maximum 75% 20% 1 15% 50% 50% 10% 10% 10% 5% 77%

2019 Benchmark 51% 10% 7% 22% 8% 2% 3 0% 4 0% 4 0% 4 0% 4 63%
   (proposed)

Minimum 25% 2% 0% 13% 2 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 45%
Bloomberg

           Index S&P 1200 (2/3) MSCI FTSE* FTSE* Barclays FTSE*
 S&P 500(1/3) REIT High Yield BIG Muni  7 yr. 3 mo. Tsy bill

(PIMCO managed)

Benchmark History

2018 Benchmark 51% 10% 7% 20% 10% 2% 3 0% 4 0% 4 0% 4 0% 4 63%

2017 Benchmark 51% 10% 7% 20% 10% 2% 3 0% 4 0% 4 0% 4 0% 4 63%

2016 Benchmark 51% 10% 7% 20% 10% 2% 0% 0% 0% 63%

2015 Benchmark 53% 10% 7% 16% 10% 2% 0% 2% 0% 63%

2014 Benchmark 52% 6% 5% 17% 11% 2% 2% 5% 0%

2013 Benchmark 52% 6% 5% 0% 30% 2% 2% 3% 0%

2012 Benchmark 52% 6% 5% 0% 30% 2% 2% 3% 0%

2011 Benchmark 48% 5% 5% 0% 35% 2% 2% 3%

2010 Benchmark 48% 5% 5% 0% 37% 2% 2% 1%

1. Real Estate maximum applies to REITS/Core RE and Opportunistic combined. Opportunistic RE counts 1.3x against RE max. Base case allocation used for partnerships
2. Buffer for market drift of 1/2% (example: Inv. Grade Fixed Income minimum of 13% can drift to 12.5%)
3. Cash to provide liquidity for distributions and rebalancing
4. Skill and niche categories are not included in benchmark but do have a permitted range to invest in opportunistically
5. Tax-exempt will combine with Investment Grade Fixed Income for purpose of minimums/maximums
* FTSE purchased the Citi Indices and changed the name


cap bench 98

		

										SOUTH DAKOTA RETIREMENT SYSTEM

														ASSET ALLOCATION

														POLICY

						Domestic				International				Arbitrage/				Fixed				Real				Private

						Equity				Equity				Convert				Income				Estate				Equity				Cash

				Maximum		65%				25%				15%				60%				12%				5%				45%

				Normal/		40%				15%				10%				20%				5%				5%		*		5%

				underlying

				Minimum		20%				10%				0%				15%				5%				5%				0%

				*  Allocated elsewhere until funded.

														ACTUAL BENCHMARK

				FY  1998		40%				16%				7%				23%				7%				0%				7%

				Index		Russell				EAFE				T-Bill + 4.25%				Salomon				NCREIS								T-Bill

						1000				3/4 Japan								BIG

																						Approved				6/3/97

				Current		38.5%				15.3%				8.5%				27.3%				2.1%				0.0%				8.3%

				w/futures		30.8%				15.3%				8.5%				28.3%				2.1%				0.0%				15.0%

				*  Allocated elsewhere until funded.

				*************************************************************************************************************************																						******************************

														20 Year Time Horizon

				Normal portfolio expected return  8.9%

						9.30%				9.00%				9.00%				7.50%				10.00%				11.00%				5.45%

														CEMENT PLANT FUND

														ASSET ALLOCATION

														PLAN

														FY 1996-2000

						Domestic				International				Arbitrage/				Fixed				Real				Private

						Equity				Equity				Convert				Income				Estate				Equity				Cash

				Maximum		65%				25%				0%				65%				10%				10%				55%

				Normal/		46%				15%				0%				29%				5%		*		5%		*		0%

				policy

				Normal/		46%				15%				0%				24%				5%		*		5%		*		5%

				underlying

				Minimum		20%				10%				0%				10%				5%				0%				0%

				Current		44.6%				13.7%				0.0%				31.7%				1.9%				0.0%				8.1%

				w/futures		35.9%				13.7%				0.0%				33.8%				1.9%				0.0%				14.7%

				*  Allocated elsewhere until funded.

				*************************************************************************************************************************																						******************************

														20 Year Time Horizon

				Normal portfolio expected return  8.9%

						9.30%				9.00%				9.00%				7.50%				10.00%				11.00%				5.45%





cap bench 99

		

														SOUTH DAKOTA RETIREMENT SYSTEM

																ASSET ALLOCATION

																POLICY

						Domestic				International				Merger				Convert				Fixed				Real				Private

						Equity				Equity				Arbitrage				Arbitrage				Income				Estate				Equity				Cash

				Maximum		65%				25%				10%				5%				60%				12%				5%				45%

				Normal/		40%				15%				7%				4%				20%				5%				5%				5%

				underlying

				Minimum		20%				10%				0%				0%				15%				5%				5%				0%

				1998 Bench		40%				16%				7%				0%				23%				7%				0%				7%

														ALTERNATIVE BENCHMARKS FOR 1999

		Alt. A		FY  1999		40%				16%				5%				3%				23%				7%				2%				4%

				Index		Russell				3/4 EAFE				T-Bill + 4.25%				50% 5-7yr BB Ind				Salomon				NCREIS				Russell + 5%				T-Bill

						1000				1/4 EASEA								50% M/M Fund				BIG

		Alt. B		FY  1999		38%				15%				5%				3%				24%				7%				2%				6%

				Index		Russell				3/4 EAFE				T-Bill + 4.25%				50% 5-7yr BB Ind				Salomon				NCREIS				Russell + 5%				T-Bill

						1000				1/4 EASEA								50% M/M Fund				BIG

		Alt. C		FY  1999		36%				14%				5%				3%				25%				7%				2%				8%

				Index		Russell				3/4 EAFE				T-Bill + 4.25%				50% 5-7yr BB Ind				Salomon				NCREIS				Russell + 5%				T-Bill

						1000				1/4 EASEA								50% M/M Fund				BIG

														CEMENT PLANT FUND

														ASSET ALLOCATION

														PLAN

						Domestic				International				Merger				Convert				Fixed				Real				Private

						Equity				Equity				Arbitrage				Arbitrage				Income				Estate				Equity				Cash

				Maximum		65%				25%				10%				5%				60%				12%				5%				45%

				Normal/		40%				15%				7%				4%				20%				5%				5%				5%

				underlying

				Minimum		20%				10%				0%				0%				15%				5%				5%				0%

				1998 Bench		40%				16%				5%				0%				25%				7%				0%				7%

														ALTERNATIVE BENCHMARKS FOR 1999

		Alt. A		FY  1999		40%				16%				5%				3%				23%				7%				2%				4%

				Index		Russell				3/4 EAFE				T-Bill + 4.25%				55% BB Index				Salomon				NCREIS				Russell + 5%				T-Bill

						1000				1/4 EASEA								45% M/M Fund				BIG

		Alt. B		FY  1999		38%				15%				5%				3%				23%				7%				2%				7%

				Index		Russell				3/4 EAFE				T-Bill + 4.25%				55% BB Index				Salomon				NCREIS				Russell + 5%				T-Bill

						1000				1/4 EASEA								45% M/M Fund				BIG

		Alt. C		FY  1999		36%				14%				5%				3%				23%				7%				2%				10%

				Index		Russell				3/4 EAFE				T-Bill + 4.25%				55% BB Index				Salomon				NCREIS				Russell + 5%				T-Bill

						1000				1/4 EASEA								45% M/M Fund				BIG

				*************************************************************************************************************************																										******************************

														20 Year Time Horizon

				Normal portfolio expected return  8.9%

						9.30%				9.00%				9.00%								7.50%				10.00%				11.00%				5.45%





cap bench 00

		

												SOUTH DAKOTA RETIREMENT SYSTEM

														ASSET ALLOCATION

																POLICY

						Domestic				International				Merger				Convertible				Fixed				Real				Private

						Equity				Equity				Arbitrage				Arbitrage				Income				Estate				Equity				Cash

				Maximum		65%				25%				10%				5%				60%				15%				10%				48%

				(Invested or Committed)

				Normal/Underlying		40%				15%				7%				3%				20%				5%				5%				5%

				Minimum		20%				10%				0%				0%				15%				5%				2%				0%

				2000 Benchmark		36%				16%				6%				3%				23%				8%				3%				5%

						Russell				3/4 EAFE				T-Bill + 4.25%				50% 5-7yr BB Ind				Salomon				NCREIS				Russell + 5%				T-Bill

						1000				1/4 EASEA								50% M/M Fund				BIG

				Approved June 9, 1999

												SD    CEMENT PLANT  RETIREMENT FUND

														ASSET ALLOCATION

																POLICY

						Domestic				International				Merger				Fixed				Real				Private

						Equity				Equity				Arbitrage				Income				Estate				Equity				Cash

				Maximum		65%				25%				10%				60%				15%				10%				48%

				(Invested or Committed)

				Normal/Underlying		40%				15%				7%				20%				5%				5%				5%

				Minimum		20%				10%				0%				15%				5%				2%				0%

				2000 Benchmark		36%				16%				6%				26%				8%				3%				5%

						Russell				3/4 EAFE				T-Bill + 4.25%				Salomon				NCREIS				Russell + 5%				T-Bill

						1000				1/4 EASEA								BIG

				Approved June 9, 1999





cap bench 01

		

												SOUTH DAKOTA RETIREMENT SYSTEM

														ASSET ALLOCATION

																POLICY

						Domestic				International				Merger				Convertible				Fixed				Real				Private

						Equity				Equity				Arbitrage				Arbitrage				Income				Estate				Equity				Cash

				Maximum		65%				25%				10%				5%				60%				15%				10%				48%

				(Invested or Committed)

				Normal/Underlying		40%				15%				7%				3%				20%				5%				5%				5%

				Minimum		20%				10%				0%				0%				15%				5%				2%				0%

				Index		Russell				3/4 EAFE				T-Bill + 4.25%				Convertible				Salomon				NCREIF				Russell + 5%				T-Bill

						1000				1/4 EASEA								Benchmark				BIG

				2002 BENCHMARK		40%				16%				6%				3%				23%				8%				3%				1%

				2001 Benchmark		36%				16%				6%				3%				23%				8%				3%				5%

				2000 Benchmark		36%				16%				6%				3%				23%				8%				3%				5%

				1999 Benchmark		40%				16%				5%				3%				23%				7%				2%				4%

				1998 Benchmark		40%				16%				7%				0%				23%				7%				0%				7%

				1997 Benchmark		40%				15%				6%				0%				25%				7%				0%				7%

				1996 Benchmark		42%				15%				8%				0%				25%				4%				0%				6%

												SD    CEMENT PLANT  RETIREMENT FUND

														ASSET ALLOCATION

																POLICY

						Domestic				International				Merger				Fixed				Real				Private

						Equity				Equity				Arbitrage				Income				Estate				Equity				Cash

				Maximum		65%				25%				10%				60%				15%				10%				48%

				(Invested or Committed)

				Normal/Underlying		40%				15%				7%				20%				5%				5%				5%

				Minimum		20%				10%				0%				15%				5%				2%				0%

				Index		Russell				3/4 EAFE				T-Bill + 4.25%				Salomon				NCREIF				Russell + 5%				T-Bill

						1000				1/4 EASEA								BIG

				2002 Benchmark		40%				16%				6%				23%				8%				3%				4%

				(Approved May 18, 2000)

												SOUTH DAKOTA RETIREMENT SYSTEM

														ASSET ALLOCATION

																POLICY

						Domestic				International				Merger				Convertible				Fixed				Real				Private

						Equity				Equity				Arbitrage				Arbitrage				Income				Estate				Equity				Cash

				Maximum		65%				25%				10%				5%				60%				15%				10%				48%

				(Invested or Committed)

				Normal/Underlying		40%				15%				7%				3%				20%				5%				5%				5%

				Minimum		20%				10%				0%				0%				15%				5%				2%				0%

				Index		Russell				3/4 EAFE				T-Bill + 4.25%				Convertible				Salomon				NCREIF				Russell + 5%				T-Bill

						1000				1/4 EASEA								Benchmark				BIG

				2001 BENCHMARK		36%				16%				6%				3%				23%				8%				3%				5%

				(approved May 18, 2000)

				2000 Benchmark		36%				16%				6%				3%				23%				8%				3%				5%

				1999 Benchmark		40%				16%				5%				3%				23%				7%				2%				4%

				1998 Benchmark		40%				16%				7%				0%				23%				7%				0%				7%

				1997 Benchmark		40%				15%				6%				0%				25%				7%				0%				7%

				1996 Benchmark		42%				15%				8%				0%				25%				4%				0%				6%

												SD    CEMENT PLANT  RETIREMENT FUND

														ASSET ALLOCATION

																POLICY

						Domestic				International				Merger				Fixed				Real				Private

						Equity				Equity				Arbitrage				Income				Estate				Equity				Cash

				Maximum		65%				25%				10%				60%				15%				10%				48%

				(Invested or Committed)

				Normal/Underlying		40%				15%				7%				20%				5%				5%				5%

				Minimum		20%				10%				0%				15%				5%				2%				0%

				Index		Russell				3/4 EAFE				T-Bill + 4.25%				Salomon				NCREIF				Russell + 5%				T-Bill

						1000				1/4 EASEA								BIG

				2001 Benchmark		36%				16%				6%				26%				8%				3%				5%

				(Approved May 18, 2000)





cap bench 02

		

												SOUTH DAKOTA RETIREMENT SYSTEM

														ASSET ALLOCATION POLICY

						Domestic				International				Merger				Convertible				Fixed				Real				Private

						Equity				Equity				Arbitrage				Arbitrage				Income				Estate				Equity				Cash

				Maximum		65%				25%				10%				5%				60%				15%				10%				48%

				(Invested or Committed)

				Normal/Underlying		40%				15%				7%				3%				20%				5%				5%				5%

				Minimum		20%				10%				0%				0%				15%				5%				2%				0%

				Index		Russell				MSCI All				T-Bill + 4.25%				Convertible				Salomon				NCREIF				Russell + 3.5%				T-Bill

						1000				Country World								Benchmark				BIG				Property

										ex US index

				2002 Benchmark		40%				16%				6%				3%				23%				8%				3%				1%				100.00%

				(approved May 22, 2001)

				2001 Benchmark		36%				16%				6%				3%				23%				8%				3%				5%

				2000 Benchmark		36%				16%				6%				3%				23%				8%				3%				5%

				1999 Benchmark		40%				16%				5%				3%				23%				7%				2%				4%

				1998 Benchmark		40%				16%				7%				0%				23%				7%				0%				7%

				1997 Benchmark		40%				15%				6%				0%				25%				7%				0%				7%

				1996 Benchmark		42%				15%				8%				0%				25%				4%				0%				6%

										SD CEMENT PLANT  RETIREMENT FUND

										ASSET ALLOCATION

														POLICY

						Domestic				International				Merger				Fixed				Real				Private

						Equity				Equity				Arbitrage				Income				Estate				Equity				Cash

				Maximum		65%				25%				10%				60%				15%				10%				48%

				(Invested or Committed)

				Normal/Underlying		40%				15%				7%				20%				5%				5%				5%

				Minimum		20%				10%				0%				15%				0%		*		0%		*		0%

				Index		Russell				MSCI All				T-Bill + 4.25%				Salomon				NCREIF				Russell + 3.5%				T-Bill

						1000				Country World								BIG				Property

										ex US index

				2002 Recommended		40%				16%				6%				26%				7%				3%				2%

				Benchmark

				2001 Benchmark		36%				16%				6%				26%				8%				3%				5%

				*No new investments due to change in fund





cap bench 03

		

														SOUTH DAKOTA RETIREMENT SYSTEM

																ASSET ALLOCATION POLICY

				Domestic				International				Merger				Convertible				Fixed				High Yield/				Real				Private				Tips/

				Equity				Equity				Arbitrage				Arbitrage				Income				Distressed				Estate				Equity				Commodities				Cash

		Maximum		65%				25%				10%				5%				50%				10%				15%				10%				5%				48%

		(Invested or Committed)

		Historical Normal		40%				15%				7%				3%				20%				0%				5%				5%				0%				5%

		Proposed Normal		40%				16%				5%				3%				18%				6%				5%				5%				1%				1%

		Minimum		20%				10%				0%				0%				13%				2%				5%				2%				0%				0%

		Index		Russell				MSCI All				T-Bill + 4.25%				Convertible				Salomon				Salomon				NCREIF				Russell 1000				Commodities				90 day

				1000				Country World								Benchmark				BIG				High Yield				Property				plus 3.5%				Index				Tsy bill

								ex US index

		2003 Benchmark		40%				16%				4%				3%				19%				6%				7%				3%				1%				1%				100.00%

		(recommended)

		2002 Benchmark		40%				16%				6%				3%				23%								8%				3%								1%

		2001 Benchmark		36%				16%				6%				3%				23%								8%				3%								5%

		2000 Benchmark		36%				16%				6%				3%				23%								8%				3%								5%

		1999 Benchmark		40%				16%				5%				3%				23%								7%				2%								4%

		1998 Benchmark		40%				16%				7%				0%				23%								7%				0%								7%

		1997 Benchmark		40%				15%				6%				0%				25%								7%				0%								7%

		1996 Benchmark		42%				15%				8%				0%				25%								4%				0%								6%

												SD CEMENT PLANT  RETIREMENT FUND

												ASSET ALLOCATION POLICY

				Domestic				International				Merger				Convertible				Fixed				High Yield/				Real				Private				Tips/

				Equity				Equity				Arbitrage				Arbitrage				Income				Distressed				Estate				Equity				Commodities				Cash

		Maximum		65%				25%				10%								50%				10%				15%				10%				5%				48%

		(Invested or Committed)

		Historical Normal		40%				15%				7%								23%				0%				5%				5%				0%				5%

		Proposed Normal		40%				16%				5%								21%				6%				5%				3%				1%				3%				100.00%

		Minimum		20%				10%				0%								16%				2%				0%		*		0%		*		0%				0%

		Index		Russell				MSCI All				T-Bill + 4.25%				Convertible				Salomon				Salomon				NCREIF				Russell 1000				Commodities				90 day

				1000				Country World								Benchmark				BIG				High Yield				Property				plus 3.5%				Index				Tsy bill

								ex US index

		2003 Benchmark		40%				16%				4%								20%				6%				7%				3%				1%				3%				100.00%

		(recommended)

		2002 Benchmark		40%				16%				6%								26%								7%				3%								2%

		2001 Benchmark		36%				16%				6%								26%								8%				3%								5%

		*No new investments due to change in fund





cap bench 05

		

																SOUTH DAKOTA RETIREMENT SYSTEM

																		ASSET ALLOCATION POLICY

						Domestic				International				Global				Merger				Convertible				Fixed				High Yield/				Real				Private				Tips/

						Equity				Equity				Equity				Arbitrage				Arbitrage				Income				Distressed				Estate				Equity				Commodities				Cash

						(domestic and international

						used prior to FY 2005)

		Maximum				65%				25%				80%				10%				5%				50%				10%				15%				10%				5%				48%

		(Invested or Committed)

		Normal				40%				16%				56%				5%				3%				18%				6%				5%				5%				1%				1%

		Minimum				20%				10%				30%				0%				0%				13%				2%				5%				2%				0%				0%

		Index				Russell				MSCI All				MSCI All Country				T-Bill + 4.25%				Convertible				Citigroup				Citigroup				NCREIF				S&P 500				Commodities				90 day

						1000				Country				World(2/3) plus								Benchmark				BIG				High Yield				Property				plus 3.5%				Index				Tsy bill

										World ex US				US component (1/3)

		2005 Benchmark												57%				2%				3%				19%				7%				6%				4%				1%				1%				100.00%

		2004 Benchmark				40%				16%								2%				4%				19%				6%				7%				4%				1%				1%				100.00%

		2003 Benchmark				40%				16%								4%				3%				19%				6%				7%				3%				1%				1%				100.00%

		2002 Benchmark				40%				16%								6%				3%				23%								8%				3%								1%

		2001 Benchmark				36%				16%								6%				3%				23%								8%				3%								5%

		2000 Benchmark				36%				16%								6%				3%				23%								8%				3%								5%

		1999 Benchmark				40%				16%								5%				3%				23%								7%				2%								4%

		1998 Benchmark				40%				16%								7%				0%				23%								7%				0%								7%

		1997 Benchmark				40%				15%								6%				0%				25%								7%				0%								7%

		1996 Benchmark				42%				15%								8%				0%				25%								4%				0%								6%

																		SD CEMENT PLANT  RETIREMENT FUND

																		ASSET ALLOCATION POLICY

						Domestic				International				Global				Merger				Convertible				Fixed				High Yield/				Real				Private				Tips/

						Equity				Equity				Equity				Arbitrage				Arbitrage				Income				Distressed				Estate				Equity				Commodities				Cash

						(domestic and international

						used prior to FY 2005)

		Maximum				65%				25%				80%				10%								50%				10%				15%				10%				5%				48%

		(Invested or Committed)

		Normal				40%				16%				56%				5%								21%				6%				5%				3%				1%				3%				156.00%

		Minimum				20%				10%				30%				0%								16%				2%				0%				0%				0%				0%

		Index				Russell				MSCI All				MSCI All Country				T-Bill + 4.25%				Convertible				Citigroup				Citigroup				NCREIF				S&P 500				Commodities				90 day

						1000				Country				World(2/3) plus								Benchmark				BIG				High Yield				Property				plus 3.5%				Index				Tsy bill

										World ex US				US component (1/3)

		2005 Benchmark												57%				2%								21%				7%				6%				4%				1%				2%				100.00%

		2004 Benchmark				40%				16%								2%								20%				6%				7%				4%				1%				4%				100.00%

		2003 Benchmark				40%				16%								4%								20%				6%				7%				3%				1%				3%				100.00%

		2002 Benchmark				40%				16%								6%								26%								7%				3%								2%

		2001 Benchmark				36%				16%								6%								26%								8%				3%								5%





cap bench 04

		

														SOUTH DAKOTA RETIREMENT SYSTEM

																ASSET ALLOCATION POLICY

				Domestic				International				Merger				Convertible				Fixed				High Yield/				Real				Private				Tips/

				Equity				Equity				Arbitrage				Arbitrage				Income				Distressed				Estate				Equity				Commodities				Cash

		Maximum		65%				25%				10%				5%				50%				10%				15%				10%				5%				48%

		(Invested or Committed)

		Normal		40%				16%				5%				3%				18%				6%				5%				5%				1%				1%

		Minimum		20%				10%				0%				0%				13%				2%				5%				2%				0%				0%

		Index		Russell				MSCI All				T-Bill + 4.25%				Convertible				Citigroup				Citigroup				NCREIF				Russell 1000				Commodities				90 day

				1000				Country World								Benchmark				BIG				High Yield				Property				plus 3.5%				Index				Tsy bill

								ex US index

		2004 Benchmark		40%				16%				2%				4%				19%				6%				7%				4%				1%				1%				100.00%

		2003 Benchmark		40%				16%				4%				3%				19%				6%				7%				3%				1%				1%				100.00%

		2002 Benchmark		40%				16%				6%				3%				23%								8%				3%								1%

		2001 Benchmark		36%				16%				6%				3%				23%								8%				3%								5%

		2000 Benchmark		36%				16%				6%				3%				23%								8%				3%								5%

		1999 Benchmark		40%				16%				5%				3%				23%								7%				2%								4%

		1998 Benchmark		40%				16%				7%				0%				23%								7%				0%								7%

		1997 Benchmark		40%				15%				6%				0%				25%								7%				0%								7%

		1996 Benchmark		42%				15%				8%				0%				25%								4%				0%								6%

														SD CEMENT PLANT  RETIREMENT FUND

														ASSET ALLOCATION POLICY

				Domestic				International				Merger				Convertible				Fixed				High Yield/				Real				Private				Tips/

				Equity				Equity				Arbitrage				Arbitrage				Income				Distressed				Estate				Equity				Commodities				Cash

		Maximum		65%				25%				10%								50%				10%				15%				10%				5%				48%

		(Invested or Committed)

		Normal		40%				16%				5%								21%				6%				5%				3%				1%				3%				100.00%

		Minimum		20%				10%				0%								16%				2%				0%				0%				0%				0%

		Index		Russell				MSCI All				T-Bill + 4.25%				Convertible				Citigroup				Citigroup				NCREIF				Russell 1000				Commodities				90 day

				1000				Country World								Benchmark				BIG				High Yield				Property				plus 3.5%				Index				Tsy bill

								ex US index

		2004 Benchmark		40%				16%				2%								20%				6%				7%				4%				1%				4%				100.00%

		2003 Benchmark		40%				16%				4%								20%				6%				7%				3%				1%				3%				100.00%

		2002 Benchmark		40%				16%				6%								26%								7%				3%								2%

		2001 Benchmark		36%				16%				6%								26%								8%				3%								5%





cap bench 06

		

																SOUTH DAKOTA RETIREMENT SYSTEM

																		ASSET ALLOCATION POLICY

						Domestic				International				Global				Merger				Convertible				Fixed				High Yield/				Real				Private				Tips/

						Equity				Equity				Equity				Arbitrage				Arbitrage				Income				Distressed				Estate				Equity				Commodities				Cash

						(domestic and international

						used prior to FY 2005)

		Maximum				65%				25%				80%				10%				5%				50%				10%				15%				10%				5%				48%

		(Invested or Committed)

		Normal				40%				16%				56%				5%				3%				18%				6%				5%				5%				1%				1%

		Minimum				20%				10%				30%				0%				0%				13%				2%				5%				2%				0%				0%

		Index				Russell				MSCI All				MSCI All Country				T-Bill + 4.25%				Convertible				Citigroup				Citigroup				NCREIF				S&P 500				Commodities				90 day

						1000				Country				World(2/3) plus								Benchmark				BIG				High Yield				Property				plus 3.5%				Index				Tsy bill

										World ex US				US component (1/3)

		2006 Benchmark												57%				4%				3%				18%				6%				6%				4%				1%				1%				100.00%

		(recommended)

		2005 Benchmark												57%				2%				3%				19%				7%				6%				4%				1%				1%				100.00%

		2004 Benchmark				40%				16%								2%				4%				19%				6%				7%				4%				1%				1%				100.00%

		2003 Benchmark				40%				16%								4%				3%				19%				6%				7%				3%				1%				1%				100.00%

		2002 Benchmark				40%				16%								6%				3%				23%								8%				3%								1%

		2001 Benchmark				36%				16%								6%				3%				23%								8%				3%								5%

		2000 Benchmark				36%				16%								6%				3%				23%								8%				3%								5%

		1999 Benchmark				40%				16%								5%				3%				23%								7%				2%								4%

		1998 Benchmark				40%				16%								7%				0%				23%								7%				0%								7%

		1997 Benchmark				40%				15%								6%				0%				25%								7%				0%								7%

		1996 Benchmark				42%				15%								8%				0%				25%								4%				0%								6%

																		SD CEMENT PLANT  RETIREMENT FUND

																		ASSET ALLOCATION POLICY

						Domestic				International				Global				Merger				Convertible				Fixed				High Yield/				Real				Private				Tips/

						Equity				Equity				Equity				Arbitrage				Arbitrage				Income				Distressed				Estate				Equity				Commodities				Cash

						(domestic and international

						used prior to FY 2005)

		Maximum				65%				25%				80%				10%								50%				10%				15%				10%				5%				48%

		Normal				40%				16%				56%				5%								21%				6%				5%				3%				1%				3%				100.00%

		Minimum				20%				10%				30%				0%								16%				2%				0%				0%				0%				0%

		Index				Russell				MSCI All				MSCI All Country				T-Bill + 4.25%				Convertible				Citigroup				Citigroup				NCREIF				S&P 500				Commodities				90 day

						1000				Country				World(2/3) plus								Benchmark				BIG				High Yield				Property				plus 3.5%				Index				Tsy bill

										World ex US				US component (1/3)

		2006 Benchmark												57%				4%								21%				6%				6%				4%				1%				1%				100.00%

		(recommended)

		2005 Benchmark												57%				2%								21%				7%				6%				4%				1%				2%				100.00%

		2004 Benchmark				40%				16%								2%								20%				6%				7%				4%				1%				4%				100.00%

		2003 Benchmark				40%				16%								4%								20%				6%				7%				3%				1%				3%				100.00%

		2002 Benchmark				40%				16%								6%								26%								7%				3%								2%

		2001 Benchmark				36%				16%								6%								26%								8%				3%								5%





cap bench 12

		

																				SOUTH DAKOTA RETIREMENT SYSTEM

																		ASSET ALLOCATION POLICY AND BENCHMARK

																																												Aggressive

				Domestic				International				Global				Private				Real				High Yield/				Fixed								Merger				Convertible				Absolute

		POLICY		Equity				Equity				Equity				Equity				Estate				Distressed				Income				TIPS				Arbitrage				Arbitrage				Return				Commodities				Cash

				(domestic and international

		Maximum		65%				25%				75%				12%				15%				15%				50%				5%				10%				5%				5%				5%				50%

		Benchmark		40%				16%				58%				5%				8%				7%				18%				1%				0%				0%				0%				1%				2%				100.00%

		Minimum		20%				10%				35%				0%				2%				0%				13%				0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				0%

		Index										MSCI All Country				S&P 500				NCREIF				Citigroup				Citigroup				Citigroup																Commodities				3 month

												World(2/3) plus US				plus 1.75%				Property				High Yield				BIG				Inflation-Linked																Index				Tsy bill

												component (1/3)								plus 1.25%												Securities Index

		CAPITAL MARKET

		2012 Benchmark										58%				5%				8%				7%				18%				1%				0%				0%				0%				1%				2%				100.00%

		(proposed)

		2011 Benchmark										57%				5%				7%				6%				18%								2%				3%								1%				1%				100.00%

		2010 Benchmark										57%				5%				7%				6%				18%								2%				3%								1%				1%				100.00%

		2009 Benchmark										57%				5%				5%				6%				18%								4%				3%								1%				1%				100.00%

		2008 Benchmark										57%				5%				5%				6%				18%								4%				3%								1%				1%				100.00%

		2007 Benchmark										57%				5%				5%				6%				18%								4%				3%								1%				1%				100.00%

		2006 Benchmark										57%				4%				6%				6%				18%								4%				3%								1%				1%				100.00%

		2005 Benchmark										57%				4%				6%				7%				19%								2%				3%								1%				1%				100.00%

																										Proprietary and Confidential

		2004 Benchmark		40%				16%								4%				7%				6%				19%				19%				2%				4%				19%				1%				1%				138.00%

		2003 Benchmark		40%				16%								3%				7%				6%				19%				19%				4%				3%				19%				1%				1%				138.00%

		2002 Benchmark		40%				16%								3%				8%								23%				23%				6%				3%				23%								1%

		2001 Benchmark		36%				16%								3%				8%								23%				23%				6%				3%				23%								5%

		2000 Benchmark		36%				16%								3%				8%								23%				23%				6%				3%				23%								5%

		1999 Benchmark		40%				16%								2%				7%								23%				23%				5%				3%				23%								4%

		1998 Benchmark		40%				16%								0%				7%								23%				23%				7%				0%				23%								7%

		1997 Benchmark		40%				15%								0%				7%								25%				25%				6%				0%				25%								7%

		1996 Benchmark		42%				15%								0%				4%								25%				25%				8%				0%				25%								6%

		Remove Merger with 1% to EQ and 1% to RE																		Use Merger and Convt as opportunistic not bench

		Remove Convt with 1% to TIPS, 1% HY, 1% cash																		2% cash for benefit liquidity & LP flows

																				SD CEMENT PLANT  RETIREMENT FUND

																		ASSET ALLOCATION POLICY AND BENCHMARK

																																												Aggressive

				Domestic				International				Global				Private				Real				High Yield/				Fixed								Merger				Convertible				Absolute

		POLICY		Equity				Equity				Equity				Equity				Estate				Distressed				Income				TIPS				Arbitrage				Arbitrage				Return				Commodities				Cash

				(domestic and international

		Maximum		65%				25%				75%				11%				14%				15%				50%				5%				10%				5%				5%				5%				50%

		Benchmark		40%				16%				56%				5%				8%				7%				18%				1%				0%				0%				0%				1%				4%				100.00%

		Minimum		20%				10%				35%				0%				2%				0%				13%				0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				0%

		Index		Russell				MSCI All				MSCI All Country				S&P 500				NCREIF				Citigroup				Citigroup				Citigroup																Commodities				3 month

				1000				Country				World(2/3) plus US				plus 1.75%				Property				High Yield				BIG				Inflation-Linked																Index				Tsy bill

								World ex US				component (1/3)								plus 1.25%												Securities Index

		CAPITAL MARKET

		2012 Benchmark										56%				5%				8%				7%				18%				1%				0%				0%				0%				1%				4%				100.00%

		(proposed)

		2011 Benchmark										57%				5%				7%				6%				20%								2%												1%				2%				100.00%

		2010 Benchmark										57%				5%				7%				6%				20%								2%												1%				2%				100.00%

		2009 Benchmark										57%				5%				5%				6%				20%								4%												1%				2%				100.00%

		2008 Benchmark										57%				5%				5%				6%				20%								4%												1%				2%				100.00%

		2007 Benchmark										57%				5%				5%				6%				20%								4%												1%				2%				100.00%

		2006 Benchmark										57%				4%				6%				6%				21%								4%												1%				1%				100.00%

		2005 Benchmark										57%				4%				6%				7%				21%								2%												1%				2%				100.00%

		2004 Benchmark		40%				16%								4%				7%				6%				20%								2%												1%				4%				100.00%

		2003 Benchmark		40%				16%								3%				7%				6%				20%								4%												1%				3%				100.00%

		2002 Benchmark		40%				16%								3%				7%								26%								6%																2%

		2001 Benchmark		36%				16%								3%				8%								26%								6%																5%

																										Proprietary and Confidential





cap bench 13

		

																				SOUTH DAKOTA RETIREMENT SYSTEM

																		ASSET ALLOCATION POLICY AND BENCHMARK

																																												Aggressive

				Domestic				International				Global				Private				Real				High Yield/				Fixed								Merger				Convertible				Absolute

		POLICY		Equity				Equity				Equity				Equity				Estate				Distressed				Income				TIPS				Arbitrage				Arbitrage				Return				Commodities				Cash

				(domestic and international

		Maximum		65%				25%				75%				12%				15%				15%				50%				5%				10%				5%				5%				5%				50%

		Benchmark		40%				16%				56%				7%				8%				7%				18%				1%				0%				0%				0%				1%				2%				100.00%

		Minimum		20%				10%				35%				0%				2%				0%				13%				0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				0%

		Index										MSCI All Country				S&P 500				NCREIF				Citigroup				Citigroup				Citigroup																Commodities				3 month

												World(2/3) plus US				plus 1.75%				Property				High Yield				BIG				Inflation-Linked																Index				Tsy bill

												component (1/3)								plus 1.25%												Securities Index

		CAPITAL MARKET

		2013 Benchmark										56%				7%				8%				7%				18%				1%				0%				0%				0%				1%				2%				100.00%

		2012 Benchmark										58%				5%				8%				7%				18%				1%				0%				0%				0%				1%				2%				100.00%

		2011 Benchmark										57%				5%				7%				6%				18%								2%				3%								1%				1%				100.00%

		2010 Benchmark										57%				5%				7%				6%				18%								2%				3%								1%				1%				100.00%

		2009 Benchmark										57%				5%				5%				6%				18%								4%				3%								1%				1%				100.00%

		2008 Benchmark										57%				5%				5%				6%				18%								4%				3%								1%				1%				100.00%

		2007 Benchmark										57%				5%				5%				6%				18%								4%				3%								1%				1%				100.00%

		2006 Benchmark										57%				4%				6%				6%				18%								4%				3%								1%				1%				100.00%

		2005 Benchmark										57%				4%				6%				7%				19%								2%				3%								1%				1%				100.00%

		2004 Benchmark		40%				16%								4%				7%				6%				19%				19%				2%				4%				19%				1%				1%				138.00%

		2003 Benchmark		40%				16%								3%				7%				6%				19%				19%				4%				3%				19%				1%				1%				138.00%

		2002 Benchmark		40%				16%								3%				8%								23%				23%				6%				3%				23%								1%

		2001 Benchmark		36%				16%								3%				8%								23%				23%				6%				3%				23%								5%

		2000 Benchmark		36%				16%								3%				8%								23%				23%				6%				3%				23%								5%

		1999 Benchmark		40%				16%								2%				7%								23%				23%				5%				3%				23%								4%

		1998 Benchmark		40%				16%								0%				7%								23%				23%				7%				0%				23%								7%

		1997 Benchmark		40%				15%								0%				7%								25%				25%				6%				0%				25%								7%

		1996 Benchmark		42%				15%								0%				4%								25%				25%				8%				0%				25%								6%

		Use Merger, Convt and Aggressive as opportunistic not bench

		2% cash for benefit liquidity & LP flows

		1/2% buffer for market drift (example: FI minimum of 13% can drift to 12.5%)

																										Proprietary and Confidential

																				SD CEMENT PLANT  RETIREMENT FUND

																		ASSET ALLOCATION POLICY AND BENCHMARK

																																												Aggressive

				Domestic				International				Global				Private				Real				High Yield/				Fixed								Merger				Convertible				Absolute

		POLICY		Equity				Equity				Equity				Equity				Estate				Distressed				Income				TIPS				Arbitrage				Arbitrage				Return				Commodities				Cash

				(domestic and international

		Maximum		65%				25%				75%				11%				14%				15%				50%				5%				10%				5%				5%				5%				50%

		Benchmark		40%				16%				56%				5%				8%				7%				18%				1%				0%				0%				0%				1%				4%				100.00%

		Minimum		20%				10%				35%				0%				2%				0%				13%				0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				0%

		Index		Russell				MSCI All				MSCI All Country				S&P 500				NCREIF				Citigroup				Citigroup				Citigroup																Commodities				3 month

				1000				Country				World(2/3) plus US				plus 1.75%				Property				High Yield				BIG				Inflation-Linked																Index				Tsy bill

								World ex US				component (1/3)								plus 1.25%												Securities Index

		CAPITAL MARKET

		2013 Benchmark										56%				5%				8%				7%				18%				1%				0%				0%				0%				1%				4%				100.00%

		2012 Benchmark										56%				5%				8%				7%				18%				1%				0%				0%				0%				1%				4%				100.00%

		2011 Benchmark										57%				5%				7%				6%				20%								2%												1%				2%				100.00%

		2010 Benchmark										57%				5%				7%				6%				20%								2%												1%				2%				100.00%

		2009 Benchmark										57%				5%				5%				6%				20%								4%												1%				2%				100.00%

		2008 Benchmark										57%				5%				5%				6%				20%								4%												1%				2%				100.00%

		2007 Benchmark										57%				5%				5%				6%				20%								4%												1%				2%				100.00%

		2006 Benchmark										57%				4%				6%				6%				21%								4%												1%				1%				100.00%

		2005 Benchmark										57%				4%				6%				7%				21%								2%												1%				2%				100.00%

		2004 Benchmark		40%				16%								4%				7%				6%				20%								2%												1%				4%				100.00%

		2003 Benchmark		40%				16%								3%				7%				6%				20%								4%												1%				3%				100.00%

		2002 Benchmark		40%				16%								3%				7%								26%								6%																2%

		2001 Benchmark		36%				16%								3%				8%								26%								6%																5%

		Use Merger, Convt and Aggressive as opportunistic not bench

		4% cash for benefit liquidity & LP flows

		1/2% buffer for market drift (example: FI minimum of 13% can drift to 12.5%)

																										Proprietary and Confidential





cap bench 14

		

																				SOUTH DAKOTA RETIREMENT SYSTEM

																		ASSET ALLOCATION POLICY AND BENCHMARK

																																												Aggressive

				Domestic				International				Global				Private				Real				High Yield/				Fixed								Merger				Convertible				Absolute

		POLICY		Equity				Equity				Equity				Equity				Estate				Distressed				Income				TIPS				Arbitrage				Arbitrage				Return				Commodities				Cash

				(domestic and international

		Maximum		65%				25%				75%				12%				15%				15%				50%				5%				10%				5%				5%				5%				50%

		Benchmark		40%				16%				56%				7%				8%				7%				18%				1%				0%				0%				0%				1%				2%				100.00%

		Minimum		20%				10%				35%				0%				2%				0%				13%				0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				0%

		Index										MSCI All Country				S&P 500				MSCI				Citigroup				Citigroup				Citigroup																Commodities				3 month

												World(2/3) plus US								REIT				High Yield				BIG				Inflation-Linked																Index				Tsy bill

												component (1/3)																				Securities Index

		CAPITAL MARKET

		2014 Benchmark										56%				7%				8%				7%				18%				1%				0%				0%				0%				1%				2%				100.00%

		2013 Benchmark										56%				7%				8%				7%				18%				1%				0%				0%				0%				1%				2%				100.00%

		2012 Benchmark										58%				5%				8%				7%				18%				1%				0%				0%				0%				1%				2%				100.00%

		2011 Benchmark										57%				5%				7%				6%				18%								2%				3%								1%				1%				100.00%

		2010 Benchmark										57%				5%				7%				6%				18%								2%				3%								1%				1%				100.00%

		2009 Benchmark										57%				5%				5%				6%				18%								4%				3%								1%				1%				100.00%

		2008 Benchmark										57%				5%				5%				6%				18%								4%				3%								1%				1%				100.00%

		2007 Benchmark										57%				5%				5%				6%				18%								4%				3%								1%				1%				100.00%

		2006 Benchmark										57%				4%				6%				6%				18%								4%				3%								1%				1%				100.00%

		2005 Benchmark										57%				4%				6%				7%				19%								2%				3%								1%				1%				100.00%

		2004 Benchmark		40%				16%								4%				7%				6%				19%				19%				2%				4%				19%				1%				1%				138.00%

		2003 Benchmark		40%				16%								3%				7%				6%				19%				19%				4%				3%				19%				1%				1%				138.00%

		2002 Benchmark		40%				16%								3%				8%								23%				23%				6%				3%				23%								1%

		2001 Benchmark		36%				16%								3%				8%								23%				23%				6%				3%				23%								5%

		2000 Benchmark		36%				16%								3%				8%								23%				23%				6%				3%				23%								5%

		1999 Benchmark		40%				16%								2%				7%								23%				23%				5%				3%				23%								4%

		1998 Benchmark		40%				16%								0%				7%								23%				23%				7%				0%				23%								7%

		1997 Benchmark		40%				15%								0%				7%								25%				25%				6%				0%				25%								7%

		1996 Benchmark		42%				15%								0%				4%								25%				25%				8%				0%				25%								6%

		Use Merger, Convt and Aggressive as opportunistic not bench

		2% cash for benefit liquidity & LP flows

		1/2% buffer for market drift (example: FI minimum of 13% can drift to 12.5%)

																										Proprietary and Confidential

																				SD CEMENT PLANT  RETIREMENT FUND

																		ASSET ALLOCATION POLICY AND BENCHMARK

																																												Aggressive

				Domestic				International				Global				Private				Real				High Yield/				Fixed								Merger				Convertible				Absolute

		POLICY		Equity				Equity				Equity				Equity				Estate				Distressed				Income				TIPS				Arbitrage				Arbitrage				Return				Commodities				Cash

				(domestic and international

		Maximum		65%				25%				75%				11%				14%				15%				50%				5%				10%				5%				5%				5%				50%

		Benchmark		40%				16%				56%				5%				8%				7%				18%				1%				0%				0%				0%				1%				4%				100.00%

		Minimum		20%				10%				35%				0%				2%				0%				13%				0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				0%

		Index		Russell				MSCI All				MSCI All Country				S&P 500				NCREIF				Citigroup				Citigroup				Citigroup																Commodities				3 month

				1000				Country				World(2/3) plus US				plus 1.75%				Property				High Yield				BIG				Inflation-Linked																Index				Tsy bill

								World ex US				component (1/3)								plus 1.25%												Securities Index

		CAPITAL MARKET

		2013 Benchmark										56%				5%				8%				7%				18%				1%				0%				0%				0%				1%				4%				100.00%

		2012 Benchmark										56%				5%				8%				7%				18%				1%				0%				0%				0%				1%				4%				100.00%

		2011 Benchmark										57%				5%				7%				6%				20%								2%												1%				2%				100.00%

		2010 Benchmark										57%				5%				7%				6%				20%								2%												1%				2%				100.00%

		2009 Benchmark										57%				5%				5%				6%				20%								4%												1%				2%				100.00%

		2008 Benchmark										57%				5%				5%				6%				20%								4%												1%				2%				100.00%

		2007 Benchmark										57%				5%				5%				6%				20%								4%												1%				2%				100.00%

		2006 Benchmark										57%				4%				6%				6%				21%								4%												1%				1%				100.00%

		2005 Benchmark										57%				4%				6%				7%				21%								2%												1%				2%				100.00%

		2004 Benchmark		40%				16%								4%				7%				6%				20%								2%												1%				4%				100.00%

		2003 Benchmark		40%				16%								3%				7%				6%				20%								4%												1%				3%				100.00%

		2002 Benchmark		40%				16%								3%				7%								26%								6%																2%

		2001 Benchmark		36%				16%								3%				8%								26%								6%																5%

		Use Merger, Convt and Aggressive as opportunistic not bench

		4% cash for benefit liquidity & LP flows

		1/2% buffer for market drift (example: FI minimum of 13% can drift to 12.5%)

																										Proprietary and Confidential





cap bench 15

		

																						SDRS ASSET ALLOCATION

														BENCHMARKS / INDEXES & MAXIMUM / MINIMUM RANGES

																																																				Aggressive

				Domestic				International				Global				Private				Real				High Yield/				Fixed																Merger				Convertible				Absolute				Equity

				Equity				Equity				Equity				Equity				Estate				Distressed				Income				TIPS				Commodities				Cash				Arbitrage				Arbitrage				Return				Like Risk

				(domestic and international

		Maximum		65%				25%				75%				12%				20%		1		15%				50%				5%				5%				50%				10%				5%				5%				80%

		2015 Benchmark		40%				16%				60%				combined with				10%				7%				19%				1%				1%				2%		3		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		70%		5		100.00%

																global EQ

		Minimum		20%				10%				35%				0%				2%				0%				13%		2		0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				50%

		Index										MSCI All Country								MSCI				Citigroup				Citigroup				Citigroup				Commodities				3 month

												World(2/3) plus US								REIT				High Yield				BIG				Inflation-Linked				Index				Tsy bill

												component (1/3)																				Securities Index				(SPGSCI)

		Benchmark history

		2014 Benchmark										56%				7%				8%				7%				18%				1%				1%				2%				0%				0%				0%								100.00%

		2013 Benchmark										56%				7%				8%				7%				18%				1%				1%				2%				0%				0%				0%								100.00%

		2012 Benchmark										58%				5%				8%				7%				18%				1%				1%				2%				0%				0%				0%								100.00%

		2011 Benchmark										57%				5%				7%				6%				18%								1%				1%				2%				3%												100.00%

		2010 Benchmark										57%				5%				7%				6%				18%								1%				1%				2%				3%												100.00%

		2009 Benchmark										57%				5%				5%				6%				18%								1%				1%				4%				3%												100.00%

		2008 Benchmark										57%				5%				5%				6%				18%								1%				1%				4%				3%												100.00%

		2007 Benchmark										57%				5%				5%				6%				18%								1%				1%				4%				3%												100.00%

		2006 Benchmark										57%				4%				6%				6%				18%								1%				1%				4%				3%												100.00%

		2005 Benchmark										57%				4%				6%				7%				19%								1%				1%				2%				3%												100.00%

		2004 Benchmark		40%				16%								4%				7%				6%				19%				19%				1%				1%				2%				4%				19%

		2003 Benchmark		40%				16%								3%				7%				6%				19%				19%				1%				1%				4%				3%				19%

		2002 Benchmark		40%				16%								3%				8%								23%				23%								1%				6%				3%				23%

		2001 Benchmark		36%				16%								3%				8%								23%				23%								5%				6%				3%				23%

		2000 Benchmark		36%				16%								3%				8%								23%				23%								5%				6%				3%				23%

		1999 Benchmark		40%				16%								2%				7%								23%				23%								4%				5%				3%				23%

		1998 Benchmark		40%				16%								0%				7%								23%				23%								7%				7%				0%				23%

		1997 Benchmark		40%				15%								0%				7%								25%				25%								7%				6%				0%				25%

		1996 Benchmark		42%				15%								0%				4%								25%				25%								6%				8%				0%				25%

		1. RE maximum relates to REITS/Core RE. Opportunistic RE is adjusted up to 133% weight

		2. 1/2% buffer for market drift (example: FI minimum of 13% can drift to 12.5%)

		3. 2% cash for benefit liquidity & LP flows

		4. Use Merger, Convt and Aggressive as opportunistic not bench

		5. Based on average of fat-tail adjusted inflation crisis ELR and severe economic downturn ELR

																										Proprietary and Confidential

																				SD CEMENT PLANT  RETIREMENT FUND





cap bench 16

		

																						SDRS ASSET ALLOCATION

														BENCHMARKS / INDEXES & MAXIMUM / MINIMUM RANGES

																																																				Aggressive

				Domestic				International				Global				Private				Real				High Yield				Fixed																Merger				Convert				Absolute				Equity

				Equity				Equity				Equity				Equity				Estate				Distressed				Income				Cash				TIPS				Commodity				Arb				Arb				Return				Like Risk

				(domestic and international

		Maximum		65%				25%				75%				12%				20%		1		15%				50%				50%				5%				5%				10%				5%				5%				85%

		2016 Benchmark		40%				16%				58%				combined with				10%				7%				23%				2%		3		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		70%		5		100.00%

																global EQ

		Minimum		20%				10%				25%				0%				2%				0%				13%		2		0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				50%

		Index										MSCI All Country								MSCI				Citigroup				Citigroup				3 month				Citigroup				Commodities

												World(2/3) plus US								REIT				High Yield				BIG				Tsy bill				Inflation-Linked				Index

												component (1/3)																								Securities Index				(SPGSCI)

		Benchmark history

		2015 Benchmark		40%				16%				60%				combined with				10%				7%				19%				2%		3		1%				1%				0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		70%		5		100.00%

																equity

		2014 Benchmark										56%				7%				8%				7%				18%				2%				1%				1%				0%				0%				0%								100.00%

		2013 Benchmark										56%				7%				8%				7%				18%				2%				1%				1%				0%				0%				0%								100.00%

		2012 Benchmark										58%				5%				8%				7%				18%				2%				1%				1%				0%				0%				0%								100.00%

		2011 Benchmark										57%				5%				7%				6%				18%				1%								1%				2%				3%												100.00%

		2010 Benchmark										57%				5%				7%				6%				18%				1%								1%				2%				3%												100.00%

		2009 Benchmark										57%				5%				5%				6%				18%				1%								1%				4%				3%												100.00%

		2008 Benchmark										57%				5%				5%				6%				18%				1%								1%				4%				3%												100.00%

		2007 Benchmark										57%				5%				5%				6%				18%				1%								1%				4%				3%												100.00%

		2006 Benchmark										57%				4%				6%				6%				18%				1%								1%				4%				3%												100.00%

		2005 Benchmark										57%				4%				6%				7%				19%				1%								1%				2%				3%												100.00%

		2004 Benchmark		40%				16%								4%				7%				6%				19%				1%				19%				1%				2%				4%				19%

		2003 Benchmark		40%				16%								3%				7%				6%				19%				1%				19%				1%				4%				3%				19%

		2002 Benchmark		40%				16%								3%				8%								23%				1%				23%								6%				3%				23%

		2001 Benchmark		36%				16%								3%				8%								23%				5%				23%								6%				3%				23%

		2000 Benchmark		36%				16%								3%				8%								23%				5%				23%								6%				3%				23%

		1999 Benchmark		40%				16%								2%				7%								23%				4%				23%								5%				3%				23%

		1998 Benchmark		40%				16%								0%				7%								23%				7%				23%								7%				0%				23%

		1997 Benchmark		40%				15%								0%				7%								25%				7%				25%								6%				0%				25%

		1996 Benchmark		42%				15%								0%				4%								25%				6%				25%								8%				0%				25%

		1. RE maximum applies to REITS/Core RE and Opportunistic combined. Opportunistic is adjusted to equivalent risk.

		2. 1/2% buffer for market drift (example: FI minimum of 13% can drift to 12.5%)

		3. 2% cash for benefit liquidity & LP flows

		4. Use TIPS, Commodities, Merger, Convt and Aggressive as opportunistic not bench

		5. Based on fat tail adjusted ELR

																										Proprietary and Confidential

																				SD CEMENT PLANT  RETIREMENT FUND





cap bench 17

																SDRS ASSET ALLOCATION

										BENCHMARKS / INDEXES & MAXIMUM / MINIMUM RANGES

								Real								Investment												Opportunistic				HY				Aggressive

				Global				Estate				High Yield				Grade								Private				Real				Real Estate				Absolute												Merger				Convert				Equity

				Equity				REIT/Core				Corp Debt				Debt				Cash				Equity				Estate				Debt				Return				TIPS				Commodity				Arb				Arb				Like Risk

		Maximum		75%				20%		1		15%				50%				50%				12%				15%		1		10%				5%				5%				5%				10%				5%				85%

		2017 Benchmark		58%				10%				7%				23%				2%		3		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		70%				100.00%

		Minimum		25%				2%				0%				13%		2		0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				50%

		Index		MSCI ACW (2/3)				MSCI				Citigroup				Citigroup				Citigroup

				+ MSCI US (1/3)				REIT				High Yield				BIG				3 mo.Tsy bill

		Benchmark history

		2016 Benchmark		58%				10%				7%				23%				2%				0%												0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				70%				100.00%

		2015 Benchmark		60%				10%				7%				19%				2%				0%												0%				1%				1%				0%				0%				70%				100.00%

		2014 Benchmark		56%				8%				7%				18%				2%				7%												0%				1%				1%				0%				0%								100.00%

		2013 Benchmark		56%				8%				7%				18%				2%				7%												0%				1%				1%				0%				0%								100.00%

		2012 Benchmark		58%				8%				7%				18%				2%				5%												0%				1%				1%				0%				0%								100.00%

		2011 Benchmark		57%				7%				6%				18%				1%				5%																				1%				2%				3%								100.00%

		2010 Benchmark		57%				7%				6%				18%				1%				5%																				1%				2%				3%								100.00%

		2009 Benchmark		57%				5%				6%				18%				1%				5%																				1%				4%				3%								100.00%

		2008 Benchmark		57%				5%				6%				18%				1%				5%																				1%				4%				3%								100.00%

		2007 Benchmark		57%				5%				6%				18%				1%				5%																				1%				4%				3%								100.00%

		2006 Benchmark		57%				6%				6%				18%				1%				4%																				1%				4%				3%								100.00%

		2005 Benchmark		57%				6%				7%				19%				1%				4%																				1%				2%				3%								100.00%

		2004 Benchmark						7%				6%				19%				1%				4%												19%				19%				1%				2%				4%

		2003 Benchmark						7%				6%				19%				1%				3%												19%				19%				1%				4%				3%

		2002 Benchmark						8%								23%				1%				3%												23%				23%								6%				3%

		2001 Benchmark						8%								23%				5%				3%												23%				23%								6%				3%

		2000 Benchmark						8%								23%				5%				3%												23%				23%								6%				3%

		1999 Benchmark						7%								23%				4%				2%												23%				23%								5%				3%

		1998 Benchmark						7%								23%				7%				0%												23%				23%								7%				0%

		1997 Benchmark						7%								25%				7%				0%												25%				25%								6%				0%

		1996 Benchmark						4%								25%				6%				0%												25%				25%								8%				0%

		1. Real Estate maximum applies to REITS/Core RE and Opportunistic combined. Opportunistic RE counts 1.3x against RE max. Projected case allocation used for partnerships

		2. Buffer for market drift of 1/2% (example: Inv. Grade Fixed Income minimum of 13% can drift to 12.5%)

		3. Cash to provide liquidity for benefits payments and rebalancing

		4. Skill and niche categories are not included in benchmark but do have a permitted range to invest in opportunistically





cap bench 18

																SDRS ASSET ALLOCATION

										BENCHMARKS / INDEXES & MAXIMUM / MINIMUM RANGES

								Real								Investment												Opportunistic				HY				Aggressive

				Global				Estate				High Yield				Grade FI								Private				Real				Real Estate				Absolute												Merger				Convert				Equity

				Equity				REIT/Core				Corp Debt				Debt				Cash				Equity				Estate				Debt				Return				TIPS				Commodities				Arb				Arb				Like Risk

		Maximum		75%				20%		1		15%				50%				50%				12%				15%		1		10%				5%				5%				5%				10%				5%				85%

		2018 Benchmark		58%				10%				7%				23%				2%		3		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		70%				100.00%

		Minimum		25%				2%				0%				13%		2		0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				50%

		Index		MSCI ACW (2/3)				MSCI				Citigroup				Citigroup				Citigroup

				+ MSCI US (1/3)				REIT				High Yield				BIG				3 mo.Tsy bill

		Benchmark history

		2017 Benchmark		58%				10%				7%				23%				2%		3		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		70%				100.00%

		2016 Benchmark		58%				10%				7%				23%				2%				0%												0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				70%				100.00%

		2015 Benchmark		60%				10%				7%				19%				2%				0%												0%				1%				1%				0%				0%				70%				100.00%

		2014 Benchmark		56%				8%				7%				18%				2%				7%												0%				1%				1%				0%				0%								100.00%

		2013 Benchmark		56%				8%				7%				18%				2%				7%												0%				1%				1%				0%				0%								100.00%

		2012 Benchmark		58%				8%				7%				18%				2%				5%												0%				1%				1%				0%				0%								100.00%

		2011 Benchmark		57%				7%				6%				18%				1%				5%																				1%				2%				3%								100.00%

		2010 Benchmark		57%				7%				6%				18%				1%				5%																				1%				2%				3%								100.00%

		2009 Benchmark		57%				5%				6%				18%				1%				5%																				1%				4%				3%								100.00%

		2008 Benchmark		57%				5%				6%				18%				1%				5%																				1%				4%				3%								100.00%

		2007 Benchmark		57%				5%				6%				18%				1%				5%																				1%				4%				3%								100.00%

		2006 Benchmark		57%				6%				6%				18%				1%				4%																				1%				4%				3%								100.00%

		2005 Benchmark		57%				6%				7%				19%				1%				4%																				1%				2%				3%								100.00%

		2004 Benchmark						7%				6%				19%				1%				4%												19%				19%				1%				2%				4%

		2003 Benchmark						7%				6%				19%				1%				3%												19%				19%				1%				4%				3%

		2002 Benchmark						8%								23%				1%				3%												23%				23%								6%				3%

		2001 Benchmark						8%								23%				5%				3%												23%				23%								6%				3%

		2000 Benchmark						8%								23%				5%				3%												23%				23%								6%				3%

		1999 Benchmark						7%								23%				4%				2%												23%				23%								5%				3%

		1998 Benchmark						7%								23%				7%				0%												23%				23%								7%				0%

		1997 Benchmark						7%								25%				7%				0%												25%				25%								6%				0%

		1996 Benchmark						4%								25%				6%				0%												25%				25%								8%				0%

		1. Real Estate maximum applies to REITS/Core RE and Opportunistic combined. Opportunistic RE counts 1.3x against RE max. Projected case allocation used for partnerships

		2. Buffer for market drift of 1/2% (example: Inv. Grade Fixed Income minimum of 13% can drift to 12.5%)

		3. Cash to provide liquidity for benefits payments and rebalancing

		4. Skill and niche categories are not included in benchmark but do have a permitted range to invest in opportunistically





cap bench 19

																SDRS ASSET ALLOCATION

										BENCHMARKS / INDEXES & MAXIMUM / MINIMUM RANGES

								Real								Investment												Opportunistic				HY				Aggressive

				Global				Estate				High Yield				Grade FI								Private				Real				Real Estate				Absolute												Merger				Convert				Equity

				Equity				REIT/Core				Corp Debt				Debt				Cash				Equity				Estate				Debt				Return				TIPS				Commodities				Arb				Arb				Like Risk

		Maximum		75%				20%		1		15%				50%				50%				12%				15%		1		10%				5%				5%				5%				10%				5%				85%

		2019 Benchmark		58%				10%				7%				23%				2%		3		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		70%				100.00%

		proposed

		Minimum		25%				2%				0%				13%		2		0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				50%

		Index		MSCI ACW (2/3)				MSCI				FTSE*				FTSE*				FTSE*

				+ MSCI US (1/3)				REIT				High Yield				BIG				3 mo.Tsy bill

		Benchmark history

		2018 Benchmark		58%				10%				7%				23%				2%		3		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		70%				100.00%

		2017 Benchmark		58%				10%				7%				23%				2%		3		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		70%				100.00%

		2016 Benchmark		58%				10%				7%				23%				2%				0%												0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				70%				100.00%

		2015 Benchmark		60%				10%				7%				19%				2%				0%												0%				1%				1%				0%				0%				70%				100.00%

		2014 Benchmark		56%				8%				7%				18%				2%				7%												0%				1%				1%				0%				0%								100.00%

		2013 Benchmark		56%				8%				7%				18%				2%				7%												0%				1%				1%				0%				0%								100.00%

		2012 Benchmark		58%				8%				7%				18%				2%				5%												0%				1%				1%				0%				0%								100.00%

		2011 Benchmark		57%				7%				6%				18%				1%				5%																				1%				2%				3%								100.00%

		2010 Benchmark		57%				7%				6%				18%				1%				5%																				1%				2%				3%								100.00%

		2009 Benchmark		57%				5%				6%				18%				1%				5%																				1%				4%				3%								100.00%

		2008 Benchmark		57%				5%				6%				18%				1%				5%																				1%				4%				3%								100.00%

		2007 Benchmark		57%				5%				6%				18%				1%				5%																				1%				4%				3%								100.00%

		2006 Benchmark		57%				6%				6%				18%				1%				4%																				1%				4%				3%								100.00%

		2005 Benchmark		57%				6%				7%				19%				1%				4%																				1%				2%				3%								100.00%

		2004 Benchmark						7%				6%				19%				1%				4%												19%				19%				1%				2%				4%

		2003 Benchmark						7%				6%				19%				1%				3%												19%				19%				1%				4%				3%

		2002 Benchmark						8%								23%				1%				3%												23%				23%								6%				3%

		2001 Benchmark						8%								23%				5%				3%												23%				23%								6%				3%

		2000 Benchmark						8%								23%				5%				3%												23%				23%								6%				3%

		1999 Benchmark						7%								23%				4%				2%												23%				23%								5%				3%

		1998 Benchmark						7%								23%				7%				0%												23%				23%								7%				0%

		1997 Benchmark						7%								25%				7%				0%												25%				25%								6%				0%

		1996 Benchmark						4%								25%				6%				0%												25%				25%								8%				0%

		1. Real Estate maximum applies to REITS/Core RE and Opportunistic combined. Opportunistic RE counts 1.3x against RE max. Projected case allocation used for partnerships

		2. Buffer for market drift of 1/2% (example: Inv. Grade Fixed Income minimum of 13% can drift to 12.5%)

		3. Cash to provide liquidity for benefits payments and rebalancing

		4. Skill and niche categories are not included in benchmark but do have a permitted range to invest in opportunistically

		* FTSE purchased the Citi Indices and changed the name





Dakcemtrust02

		

										DAKOTA CEMENT TRUST

										ASSET ALLOCATION

												POLICY

						Domestic				International								Fixed				High

						Equity		1		Equity		1		REITS		2		Income				Yield		3		Cash		4

				Maximum		60%				20%				15%				70%				20%				60%

				Normal/Underlying		40%				10%				10%				30%				10%				0%

				Minimum		20%				0%				5%				10%				5%				0%

				Index		Russell				All World								Salomon				Salomon				T-Bill

						1000				ex   US								BIG				BB

				2002 Recommended		20%				0%				15%				55%				10%				0%

				Allocation

				1  Combined domestic and international equity cannot exceed 60% with a minimum of 20%

				2  Combined domestic, international equity and REITS cannot exceed 65%

				3  No more than 1/3 of total fixed income can be in high yield

				4  Dividends and interest will be accumulated in a separate account for payout





Dakcemtrust03

		

										DAKOTA CEMENT TRUST

										ASSET ALLOCATION

												POLICY

						Domestic				International								Fixed				High

						Equity		1		Equity		1		REITS		2		Income				Yield		3		Cash		4

				Maximum		60%				20%				15%				70%				20%				60%

				Normal/Underlying*		40%				10%				10%				30%				10%				0%

				Minimum		20%				0%				5%				10%				5%				0%

				Index		Russell				All World				Reit portion				Salomon				Salomon				90 day

						1000				ex   US				of Rus 1000				BIG				BB				Tsy bill

						(tracking error

						expected)

				2003 Allocation		20%				0%				15%				55%				10%				0%

				(recommended)

				2002 Allocation		20%				0%				15%				55%				10%				0%

				* Long term expected when the assets grow to a level that can comfortably pay out $12 MM of interest and dividends

				1  Combined domestic (includes ADR's) and international equity cannot exceed 60% with a minimum of 20%

				2  Combined domestic, international equity and REITS cannot exceed 65%

				3  No more than 1/3 of total fixed income can be in high yield

				4  Dividends and interest will be accumulated in a separate account for payout





Dakcemtrust04

										DAKOTA CEMENT TRUST

										ASSET ALLOCATION

												POLICY

						Domestic				International								Fixed				High

						Equity		1		Equity		1		REITS		2		Income				Yield		3		Cash		4

				Maximum		60%				20%				15%				70%				20%				60%

				Normal*		40%				10%				10%				30%				10%				0%

				Minimum		20%				0%				5%				10%				5%				0%

				Index		Russell				All World				Reit portion				Citigroup				Citigroup				90 day

						1000				ex   US				of Rus 1000				BIG				BB				Tsy bill

						(tracking error

						expected)

				2004 Allocation		20%				0%				15%				55%				10%				0%

				2003 Allocation		20%				0%				15%				55%				10%				0%

				2002 Allocation		20%				0%				15%				55%				10%				0%

				* Long term expected when the assets grow to a level that can comfortably pay out $12 MM of interest and dividends

				1  Combined domestic (includes ADR's) and international equity cannot exceed 60% with a minimum of 20%

				2  Combined domestic, international equity and REITS cannot exceed 65%

				3  No more than 1/3 of total fixed income can be in high yield

				4  Dividends and interest will be accumulated in a separate account for payout





Dakcemtrust05

										DAKOTA CEMENT TRUST

										ASSET ALLOCATION

												POLICY

						Domestic				International								Fixed				High

						Equity		1		Equity		1		REITS		2		Income				Yield		3		Cash		4

				Maximum		60%				20%				15%				70%				20%				60%

				Normal*		40%				10%				10%				30%				10%				0%

				Minimum		20%				0%				5%				10%				5%				0%

				Index		S&P				MSCI				MS REIT				Citigroup				Citigroup				90 day

						500				All World								BIG				BB				Tsy bill

						(tracking error				ex US

						expected)

				2005 Allocation		20%				5%				15%				50%				10%				0%

				2004 Allocation		20%				0%				15%				55%				10%				0%

				2003 Allocation		20%				0%				15%				55%				10%				0%

				2002 Allocation		20%				0%				15%				55%				10%				0%

				* Long term expected when the assets grow to a level that can comfortably pay out $12 MM of interest and dividends

				1  Combined domestic (includes ADR's) and international equity cannot exceed 60% with a minimum of 20% (ADR tracking error expected)

				2  Combined domestic, international equity and REITS cannot exceed 65%

				3  No more than 1/3 of total fixed income can be in high yield

				4  Dividends and interest will be accumulated in a separate account for payout





Dakcemtrust06

												DAKOTA CEMENT TRUST

												ASSET ALLOCATION

														POLICY

				Domestic				International				Global				Private				REITS/				Fixed				High

				Equity				Equity				Equity				Equity				Real Estate				Income				Yield				Cash

		Maximum		60%				20%				80%				5%				15%				70%				20%				60%

		Normal		40%				10%				48%				2%				10%				30%				10%				0%

		Minimum		20%				0%				20%				0%				5%				13%				2%				0%

		Index		S&P				MSCI				MSCI All Country				S&P 500				MSCI REIT/				Citigroup				Citigroup				90 day

				500				All World				World(2/3) plus				plus 3.5%				NCREIF				BIG				BB				Tsy bill

								ex US				US component (1/3)								Property

		2006 Allocation										40%				0%				10%				40%				10%				0%

		(recommended)

		2005 Allocation		20%				5%												15%				50%				10%				0%

		2004 Allocation		20%				0%												15%				55%				10%				0%

		2003 Allocation		20%				0%												15%				55%				10%				0%

		2002 Allocation		20%				0%												15%				55%				10%				0%





Dakcemtrust12

																DAKOTA CEMENT TRUST

																ASSET ALLOCATION

																POLICY & BENCHMARK

				Domestic				International		Global				Private				Real				High Yield/				Fixed

		POLICY		Equity				Equity		Equity				Equity				Estate				Distress				Income				TIPS				Commodities				Cash

		Maximum		60%				20%		75%				5%				15%				15%				50%				15%				5%				50%

		Benchmark		40%				10%		52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				5%				0%				2%				100%

		Minimum		20%				0%		35%				0%				2%				0%				13%				0%				0%				0%

		Index		S&P				MSCI		S&P 1200 (2/3)				S&P 500				NCREIF				Citigroup				Citigroup				Citigroup								3 month

				500				All World		+S&P 500(1/3)				plus 1.75%				property				High Yield				BIG				Inflation-Linked								Treasury

								ex US										plus 1.25%												Securities Index								Bill

		CAPITAL MARKET

		2012 Benchmark								52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				5%				0%				2%				100%

		(proposed)

		2011 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2010 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2009 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2008 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2007 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2006 Benchmark								40%				0%				10%				10%				40%												0%				100%

																				Proprietary and Confidential

		2005 Allocation		20%				5%										15%				10%				50%				50%				0%				0%

		2004 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				55%				0%				0%

		2003 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				55%				0%				0%

		2002 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				55%				0%				0%





DakCemtrus13

																DAKOTA CEMENT TRUST

																ASSET ALLOCATION

																POLICY & BENCHMARK

				Domestic				International		Global				Private				Real				High Yield/				Fixed

		POLICY		Equity				Equity		Equity				Equity				Estate				Distress				Income				TIPS				Commodities				Cash

		Maximum		60%				20%		75%				5%				15%				15%				50%				15%				5%				50%

		Benchmark		40%				10%		52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				5%				0%				2%				100%

		Minimum		20%				0%		35%				0%				2%				0%				13%				0%				0%				0%

		Index		S&P				MSCI		S&P 1200 (2/3)				S&P 500				NCREIF				Citigroup				Citigroup				Citigroup								3 month

				500				All World		+S&P 500(1/3)				plus 1.75%				property				High Yield				BIG				Inflation-Linked								Treasury

								ex US										plus 1.25%												Securities Index								Bill

		CAPITAL MARKET

		2013 Benchmark								52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				5%				0%				2%				100%

		2012 Benchmark								52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				5%				0%				2%				100%

		2011 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2010 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2009 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2008 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2007 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2006 Benchmark								40%				0%				10%				10%				40%												0%				100%

																				Proprietary and Confidential

		2005 Allocation		20%				5%										15%				10%				50%				50%				0%				0%

		2004 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				55%				0%				0%

		2003 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				55%				0%				0%

		2002 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				55%				0%				0%





DCT 14

																DAKOTA CEMENT TRUST

																ASSET ALLOCATION

																POLICY & BENCHMARK

				Domestic				International		Global				Private				Real				High Yield/				Fixed

		POLICY		Equity				Equity		Equity				Equity				Estate				Distress				Income				TIPS				Commodities				Cash

		Maximum		60%				20%		75%				5%				15%				15%				50%				15%				5%				50%

		Benchmark		40%				10%		52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				5%				0%				2%				100%

		Minimum		20%				0%		35%				0%				2%				0%				13%				0%				0%				0%

		Index		S&P				MSCI		S&P 1200 (2/3)				S&P 500				MSCI				Citigroup				Citigroup				Citigroup								3 month

				500				All World		+S&P 500(1/3)								REIT				High Yield				BIG				Inflation-Linked								Treasury

								ex US																						Securities Index								Bill

		CAPITAL MARKET

		2014 Benchmark								52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				5%				0%				2%				100%

		2013 Benchmark								52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				5%				0%				2%				100%

		2012 Benchmark								52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				5%				0%				2%				100%

		2011 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2010 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2009 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2008 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2007 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2006 Benchmark								40%				0%				10%				10%				40%												0%				100%

																				Proprietary and Confidential

		2005 Allocation		20%				5%										15%				10%				50%				50%				0%				0%

		2004 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				55%				0%				0%

		2003 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				55%				0%				0%

		2002 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				55%				0%				0%





DCT 15

																DCT ASSET ALLOCATION

														BENCHMARKS / INDEXES & MAXIMUMS / MINIMUMS

				Domestic				International		Global				Private				Real				High Yield/				Fixed																Equity

				Equity				Equity		Equity				Equity				Estate				Distress				Income				TIPS				Commodities				Cash				Like Risk

		Maximum		60%				20%		75%				10%				20%				15%				50%				10%				5%				50%				72%

		2015 Benchmark		40%				10%		53%				combined with				10%				7%				26%				2%				0%				2%				63%		100%

														global equity

		Minimum		20%				0%		35%				0%				2%				0%				13%				0%				0%				0%				45%

		Index		S&P				MSCI		S&P 1200 (2/3)								MSCI				Citigroup				Citigroup				Citigroup								3 month

				500				All World		+S&P 500(1/3)								REIT				High Yield				BIG				Inflation-Linked								Treasury

								ex US																						Securities Index								Bill

		Benchmark History

		2014 Benchmark								52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				5%				0%				2%						100%

		2013 Benchmark								52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				5%				0%				2%						100%

		2012 Benchmark								52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				5%				0%				2%						100%

		2011 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%						100%

		2010 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%						100%

		2009 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%						100%

		2008 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%						100%

		2007 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%						100%

		2006 Benchmark								40%				0%				10%				10%				40%												0%						100%

																		Proprietary and Confidential

		2005 Allocation		20%				5%										15%				10%				50%				50%				0%				0%

		2004 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				55%				0%				0%

		2003 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				55%				0%				0%

		2002 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				55%				0%				0%





DCT 16

																DCT ASSET ALLOCATION

														BENCHMARKS / INDEXES & MAXIMUMS / MINIMUMS

				Domestic				International		Global				Private				Real				High Yield				Fixed																Equity

				Equity				Equity		Equity				Equity				Estate				Distress				Income				Cash				TIPS				Commodity				Like Risk

		Maximum		60%				20%		75%				10%				20%				15%				50%				50%				10%				5%				77%

		2016 Benchmark		40%				10%		51%				combined with				10%				7%				30%				2%				0%				0%				63%		100%

														global equity

		Minimum		20%				0%		25%				0%				2%				0%				13%				0%				0%				0%				45%

		Index		S&P				MSCI		S&P 1200 (2/3)								MSCI				Citigroup				Citigroup				3 month				Citigroup

				500				All World		+S&P 500(1/3)								REIT				High Yield				BIG				Treasury				Inflation-Linked

								ex US																						Bill				Securities Index

		Benchmark History

		2015 Benchmark		40%				10%		53%				combined with				10%				7%				26%				2%				2%				0%				63%		100%

														equity

		2014 Benchmark								52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				2%				5%				0%						100%

		2013 Benchmark								52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				2%				5%				0%						100%

		2012 Benchmark								52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				2%				5%				0%						100%

		2011 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				2%				5%										100%

		2010 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				2%				5%										100%

		2009 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				2%				5%										100%

		2008 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				2%				5%										100%

		2007 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				2%				5%										100%

		2006 Benchmark								40%				0%				10%				10%				40%				0%														100%

																		Proprietary and Confidential

		2005 Allocation		20%				5%										15%				10%				50%				0%				50%				0%

		2004 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				0%				55%				0%

		2003 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				0%				55%				0%

		2002 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				0%				55%				0%





DCT HCT SPL 17

										DCT HCT & SPL ASSET ALLOCATION

								BENCHMARKS / INDEXES & MAXIMUMS / MINIMUMS

																Inv. Grade												High Yield

				Global				Real				High Yield				Fixed								Private				Real Estate												Equity

				Equity				Estate				Corp Debt				Income				Cash				Equity				Debt				TIPS				Commodity				Like Risk

		Maximum		75%				20%		1		15%				50%				50%				10%				10%				10%				5%				77%

		2017 Benchmark		51%				10%				7%				30%				2%		3		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		63%		100%

		(proposed)

		Minimum		25%				2%				0%				13%		2		0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				45%

		Index		S&P 1200 (2/3)				MSCI				Citigroup				Citigroup				Citigroup

				S&P 500(1/3)				REIT				High Yield				BIG				3 mo. Tsy bill

		Benchmark History

		2016 Benchmark		51%				10%				7%				30%				2%				0%								0%				0%				63%		100%

		2015 Benchmark		53%				10%				7%				26%				2%				0%								2%				0%				63%		100%

		2014 Benchmark		52%				6%				5%				28%				2%				2%								5%				0%						100%

		2013 Benchmark		52%				6%				5%				28%				2%				2%								5%				0%						100%

		2012 Benchmark		52%				6%				5%				28%				2%				2%								5%				0%						100%

		2011 Benchmark		48%				5%				5%				33%				2%				2%								5%										100%

		2010 Benchmark		48%				5%				5%				33%				2%				2%								5%										100%

		2009 Benchmark		48%				5%				5%				33%				2%				2%								5%										100%

		2008 Benchmark		48%				5%				5%				33%				2%				2%								5%										100%

		2007 Benchmark		48%				5%				5%				33%				2%				2%								5%										100%

		2006 Benchmark		40%				10%				10%				40%				0%				0%																		100%

		2005 Allocation						15%				10%				50%				0%												50%				0%

		2004 Allocation						15%				10%				55%				0%												55%				0%

		2003 Allocation						15%				10%				55%				0%												55%				0%

		2002 Allocation						15%				10%				55%				0%												55%				0%

		1. Real Estate maximum applies to REITS/Core RE and Opportunistic combined. Opportunistic RE counts 1.3x against RE max. Base case allocation used for partnerships

		2. Buffer for market drift of 1/2% (example: Inv. Grade Fixed Income minimum of 13% can drift to 12.5%)

		3. Cash to provide liquidity for distributions and rebalancing

		4. Skill and niche categories are not included in benchmark but do have a permitted range to invest in opportunistically





DCT HCT SPL 18

										DCT HCT & SPL ASSET ALLOCATION

								BENCHMARKS / INDEXES & MAXIMUMS / MINIMUMS

																Inv. Grade												High Yield

				Global				Real				High Yield				Fixed								Private				Real Estate												Equity

				Equity				Estate				Corp Debt				Income				Cash				Equity				Debt				TIPS				Commodity				Like Risk

		Maximum		75%				20%		1		15%				50%				50%				10%				10%				10%				5%				77%

		2018 Benchmark		51%				10%				7%				30%				2%		3		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		63%		100%

		(proposed)

		Minimum		25%				2%				0%				13%		2		0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				45%

		Index		S&P 1200 (2/3)				MSCI				Citigroup				Citigroup				Citigroup

				S&P 500(1/3)				REIT				High Yield				BIG				3 mo. Tsy bill

		Benchmark History

		2017 Benchmark		51%				10%				7%				30%				2%		3		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		63%		100%

		2016 Benchmark		51%				10%				7%				30%				2%				0%								0%				0%				63%		100%

		2015 Benchmark		53%				10%				7%				26%				2%				0%								2%				0%				63%		100%

		2014 Benchmark		52%				6%				5%				28%				2%				2%								5%				0%						100%

		2013 Benchmark		52%				6%				5%				28%				2%				2%								5%				0%						100%

		2012 Benchmark		52%				6%				5%				28%				2%				2%								5%				0%						100%

		2011 Benchmark		48%				5%				5%				33%				2%				2%								5%										100%

		2010 Benchmark		48%				5%				5%				33%				2%				2%								5%										100%

		2009 Benchmark		48%				5%				5%				33%				2%				2%								5%										100%

		2008 Benchmark		48%				5%				5%				33%				2%				2%								5%										100%

		2007 Benchmark		48%				5%				5%				33%				2%				2%								5%										100%

		2006 Benchmark		40%				10%				10%				40%				0%				0%																		100%

		2005 Allocation						15%				10%				50%				0%												50%				0%

		2004 Allocation						15%				10%				55%				0%												55%				0%

		2003 Allocation						15%				10%				55%				0%												55%				0%

		2002 Allocation						15%				10%				55%				0%												55%				0%

		1. Real Estate maximum applies to REITS/Core RE and Opportunistic combined. Opportunistic RE counts 1.3x against RE max. Base case allocation used for partnerships

		2. Buffer for market drift of 1/2% (example: Inv. Grade Fixed Income minimum of 13% can drift to 12.5%)

		3. Cash to provide liquidity for distributions and rebalancing

		4. Skill and niche categories are not included in benchmark but do have a permitted range to invest in opportunistically





DCT HCT SPL 19

										DCT HCT & SPL ASSET ALLOCATION

								BENCHMARKS / INDEXES & MAXIMUMS / MINIMUMS

																Inv. Grade												High Yield

				Global				Real				High Yield				Fixed								Private				Real Estate												Equity

				Equity				Estate				Corp Debt				Income				Cash				Equity				Debt				TIPS				Commodity				Like Risk

		Maximum		75%				20%		1		15%				50%				50%				10%				10%				10%				5%				77%

		2019 Benchmark		51%				10%				7%				30%				2%		3		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		63%		100%

		(proposed)

		Minimum		25%				2%				0%				13%		2		0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				45%

		Index		S&P 1200 (2/3)				MSCI				FTSE*				FTSE*				FTSE*

				S&P 500(1/3)				REIT				High Yield				BIG				3 mo. Tsy bill

		Benchmark History

		2018 Benchmark		51%				10%				7%				30%				2%		3		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		63%		100%

		2017 Benchmark		51%				10%				7%				30%				2%		3		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		63%		100%

		2016 Benchmark		51%				10%				7%				30%				2%				0%								0%				0%				63%		100%

		2015 Benchmark		53%				10%				7%				26%				2%				0%								2%				0%				63%		100%

		2014 Benchmark		52%				6%				5%				28%				2%				2%								5%				0%						100%

		2013 Benchmark		52%				6%				5%				28%				2%				2%								5%				0%						100%

		2012 Benchmark		52%				6%				5%				28%				2%				2%								5%				0%						100%

		2011 Benchmark		48%				5%				5%				33%				2%				2%								5%										100%

		2010 Benchmark		48%				5%				5%				33%				2%				2%								5%										100%

		2009 Benchmark		48%				5%				5%				33%				2%				2%								5%										100%

		2008 Benchmark		48%				5%				5%				33%				2%				2%								5%										100%

		2007 Benchmark		48%				5%				5%				33%				2%				2%								5%										100%

		2006 Benchmark		40%				10%				10%				40%				0%				0%																		100%

		2005 Allocation						15%				10%				50%				0%												50%				0%

		2004 Allocation						15%				10%				55%				0%												55%				0%

		2003 Allocation						15%				10%				55%				0%												55%				0%

		2002 Allocation						15%				10%				55%				0%												55%				0%

		1. Real Estate maximum applies to REITS/Core RE and Opportunistic combined. Opportunistic RE counts 1.3x against RE max. Base case allocation used for partnerships

		2. Buffer for market drift of 1/2% (example: Inv. Grade Fixed Income minimum of 13% can drift to 12.5%)

		3. Cash to provide liquidity for distributions and rebalancing

		4. Skill and niche categories are not included in benchmark but do have a permitted range to invest in opportunistically

		* FTSE purchased the Citi Indices and changed the name





SPL02

		

										SCHOOL & PUBLIC LANDS

										LONG TERM  ASSET ALLOCATION

										POLICY

														Marketable				Private

						Domestic				International				Fixed				Fixed				High

						Equity		1		Equity		1		Income				Income				Yield		2		Cash		3

				Maximum		60%				20%				65%				20%				20%				60%

				Normal/Underlying		40%				10%				30%				10%				10%				0%

				Minimum		20%				0%				10%				0%				5%				0%

				Index		Russell				All World				Salomon				Salomon				Salomon				T- Bill

						1000				ex. US				BIG				BIG				High Yield

						tracking error expected

				2002 Recommended		20%				0%				60%				10%				10%				0%

				Allocation

				1  Combined domestic and international equity cannot exceed 60% with no more than 1/3 of total in international, minimum of 20%

				2  No more than 1/3 of total fixed income can be in high yield

				3  Dividends and interest will be accumulated in a separate account for payout





SPL03

		

										SCHOOL & PUBLIC LANDS

										LONG TERM  ASSET ALLOCATION

										POLICY

														Marketable				Private

						Domestic				International				Fixed				Fixed				High

						Equity		1		Equity		1		Income				Income				Yield		2		Cash		3

				Maximum		60%				20%				65%				20%				20%				60%

				Normal/Underlying		40%				10%				30%				10%				10%				0%

				Minimum		20%				0%				10%				0%				5%				0%

				Index		Russell				All World				Salomon				Salomon				Salomon				90 day

						1000				ex. US				BIG				BIG				High Yield				Tsy bill

						tracking error expected

				2003 Allocation		30%				0%				50%				10%				10%				0%

				(recommended)

				2002 Allocation		20%				0%				60%				10%				10%				0%

				1  Combined domestic and international equity cannot exceed 60% with no more than 1/3 of total in international, minimum of 20%

				2  No more than 1/3 of total fixed income can be in high yield

				3  Dividends and interest will be accumulated in a separate account for payout





SPL04

		

												SCHOOL & PUBLIC LANDS

												LONG TERM  ASSET ALLOCATION

												POLICY

																Marketable				Private

								Domestic				International				Fixed				Fixed				High

								Equity		1		Equity		1		Income				Income				Yield		2		Cash		3

						Maximum		60%				20%				65%				20%				20%				60%

						Normal		40%				10%				30%				10%				10%				0%

						Minimum		20%				0%				10%				0%				5%				0%

						Index		Russell				All World				Citigroup				Citigroup				Citigroup				90 day

								1000				ex. US				BIG				BIG				High Yield				Tsy bill

								tracking error expected

						2004 Allocation		40%				0%				40%				10%				10%				0%

						2003 Allocation		30%				0%				50%				10%				10%				0%

						2002 Allocation		20%				0%				60%				10%				10%				0%

						1  Combined domestic and international equity cannot exceed 60% with no more than 1/3 of total in international, minimum of 20%

						2  No more than 1/3 of total fixed income can be in high yield

						3  Dividends and interest will be accumulated in a separate account for payout





SPL05

		

												SCHOOL & PUBLIC LANDS

												LONG TERM  ASSET ALLOCATION

												POLICY

																Marketable				Private

								Domestic				International				Fixed				Fixed				High

								Equity		1		Equity		1		Income				Income				Yield		2		Cash		3

						Maximum		60%				20%				65%				20%				20%				60%

						Normal		40%				10%				35%				5%				10%				0%

						Minimum		20%				0%				10%				0%				5%				0%

						Index		S&P				MSCI				Citigroup				Citigroup				Citigroup				90 day

								500				All World				BIG				BIG				High Yield				Tsy bill

								tracking error expected				ex US

						2005 Allocation		40%				10%				35%				5%				10%				0%				100.00%

						2004 Allocation		40%				0%				40%				10%				10%				0%

						2003 Allocation		30%				0%				50%				10%				10%				0%

						2002 Allocation		20%				0%				60%				10%				10%				0%

						1  Combined domestic and international equity cannot exceed 60% with no more than 1/3 of total in international, minimum of 20%

						international equity will use ADRs and expect tracking error

						2  No more than 1/3 of total fixed income can be in high yield

						3  Dividends and interest will be accumulated in a separate account for payout





SPL06

														SCHOOL & PUBLIC LANDS

														LONG TERM  ASSET ALLOCATION

														POLICY

						Domestic				International				Global				Private				REITs/				Fixed				High

						Equity				Equity				Equity				Equity				Real Estate				Income		1		Yield				Cash		2

				Maximum		60%				20%				80%				5%				15%				75%				20%				60%

				Normal		40%				10%				48%				2%				10%				30%				10%				0%

				Minimum		20%				0%				20%				0%				0%				15%				5%				0%

				Index		S&P				MSCI				MSCI All Country				S&P 500				MSCI REIT/				Citigroup				Citigroup				90 day

						500				All World				World(2/3) plus				plus 3.5%				NCREIF				BIG				High Yield				Tsy bill

										ex US				US component (1/3)								Property

				2006 Allocation										50%				0%				0%				40%				10%				0%

				(recommended)

				2005 Allocation		40%				10%																40%				10%				0%

				2004 Allocation		40%				0%																50%				10%				0%

				2003 Allocation		30%				0%																60%				10%				0%

				2002 Allocation		20%				0%																70%				10%				0%

				1  Up to 5% of total portfolio can be in private fixed income

				2  Dividends and interest will be accumulated in a separate account for payout





SPL12

																SCHOOL & PUBLIC LANDS

																ASSET ALLOCATION

																POLICY & BENCHMARK

				Domestic				International		Global				Private				Real				High Yield/				Fixed

		POLICY		Equity				Equity		Equity				Equity				Estate				Distress				Income				TIPS				Commodities				Cash

		Maximum		60%				20%		75%				5%				15%				15%				50%				15%				5%				50%

		Benchmark		40%				10%		52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				5%				0%				2%				100%

		Minimum		20%				0%		35%				0%				2%				0%				13%				0%				0%				0%

		Index		S&P				MSCI		S&P 1200 (2/3)				S&P 500				NCREIF				Citigroup				Citigroup				Citigroup								3 month

				500				All World		+S&P 500(1/3)				plus 1.75%				property				High Yield				BIG				Inflation-Linked								Treasury

								ex US										plus 1.25%												Securities Index								Bill

		CAPITAL MARKET

		2012 Benchmark								52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				5%				0%				2%				100%

		2011 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2010 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2009 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2008 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2007 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2006 Benchmark								40%				0%				10%				10%				40%												0%				100%

																				Proprietary and Confidential

		2005 Allocation		20%				5%										15%				10%				50%				50%				0%				0%

		2004 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				55%				0%				0%

		2003 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				55%				0%				0%

		2002 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				55%				0%				0%





SPL13

																SCHOOL & PUBLIC LANDS

																ASSET ALLOCATION

																POLICY & BENCHMARK

				Domestic				International		Global				Private				Real				High Yield/				Fixed

		POLICY		Equity				Equity		Equity				Equity				Estate				Distress				Income				TIPS				Commodities				Cash

		Maximum		60%				20%		75%				5%				15%				15%				50%				15%				5%				50%

		Benchmark		40%				10%		52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				5%				0%				2%				100%

		Minimum		20%				0%		35%				0%				2%				0%				13%				0%				0%				0%

		Index		S&P				MSCI		S&P 1200 (2/3)				S&P 500				NCREIF				Citigroup				Citigroup				Citigroup								3 month

				500				All World		+S&P 500(1/3)				plus 1.75%				property				High Yield				BIG				Inflation-Linked								Treasury

								ex US										plus 1.25%												Securities Index								Bill

		CAPITAL MARKET

		2013 Benchmark								52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				5%				0%				2%				100%

		2012 Benchmark								52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				5%				0%				2%				100%

		2011 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2010 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2009 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2008 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2007 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2006 Benchmark								40%				0%				10%				10%				40%												0%				100%

																				Proprietary and Confidential

		2005 Allocation		20%				5%										15%				10%				50%				50%				0%				0%

		2004 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				55%				0%				0%

		2003 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				55%				0%				0%

		2002 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				55%				0%				0%





SPL 15

																		SPL ASSET ALLOCATION

												BENCHMARKS / INDEXES & MAXIMUM / MINIMUM RANGES

				Domestic				International		Global				Private				Real				High Yield/				Fixed																Equity

				Equity				Equity		Equity				Equity				Estate				Distress				Income				TIPS				Commodities				Cash				Like Risk

		Maximum		60%				20%		75%				10%				20%				15%				50%				15%				5%				50%				72%

		2015 Benchmark		40%				10%		53%				combined with				10%				7%				26%				2%				0%				2%				63%		100%

														global equity

		Minimum		20%				0%		35%				0%				2%				0%				13%				0%				0%				0%				45%

		Index		S&P				MSCI		S&P 1200 (2/3)								MSCI				Citigroup				Citigroup				Citigroup								3 month

				500				All World		+S&P 500(1/3)								REIT				High Yield				BIG				Inflation-Linked								Treasury

								ex US																						Securities Index								Bill

		Benchmark History

		2014 Benchmark								52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				5%				0%				2%						100%

		2013 Benchmark								52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				5%				0%				2%						100%

		2012 Benchmark								52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				5%				0%				2%						100%

		2011 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%						100%

		2010 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%						100%

		2009 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%						100%

		2008 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%						100%

		2007 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%						100%

		2006 Benchmark								40%				0%				10%				10%				40%												0%						100%

																		Proprietary and Confidential

		2005 Allocation		20%				5%										15%				10%				50%				50%				0%				0%

		2004 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				55%				0%				0%

		2003 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				55%				0%				0%

		2002 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				55%				0%				0%





SPL16

																		SPL ASSET ALLOCATION

												BENCHMARKS / INDEXES & MAXIMUM / MINIMUM RANGES

				Domestic				International		Global				Private				Real				High Yield				Fixed																Equity

				Equity				Equity		Equity				Equity				Estate				Distress				Income				Cash				TIPS				Commodity				Like Risk

		Maximum		60%				20%		75%				10%				20%				15%				50%				50%				15%				5%				77%

		2016 Benchmark		40%				10%		51%				combined with				10%				7%				30%				2%				0%				0%				63%		100%

														global equity

		Minimum		20%				0%		25%				0%				2%				0%				13%				0%				0%				0%				45%

		Index		S&P				MSCI		S&P 1200 (2/3)								MSCI				Citigroup				Citigroup				3 month				Citigroup

				500				All World		+S&P 500(1/3)								REIT				High Yield				BIG				Treasury				Inflation-Linked

								ex US																						Bill				Securities Index

		Benchmark History

		2015 Benchmark		40%				10%		53%				combined with				10%				7%				26%				2%				2%				0%				63%		100%

														equity

		2014 Benchmark								52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				2%				5%				0%						100%

		2013 Benchmark								52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				2%				5%				0%						100%

		2012 Benchmark								52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				2%				5%				0%						100%

		2011 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				2%				5%										100%

		2010 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				2%				5%										100%

		2009 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				2%				5%										100%

		2008 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				2%				5%										100%

		2007 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				2%				5%										100%

		2006 Benchmark								40%				0%				10%				10%				40%				0%														100%

																		Proprietary and Confidential

		2005 Allocation		20%				5%										15%				10%				50%				0%				50%				0%

		2004 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				0%				55%				0%

		2003 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				0%				55%				0%

		2002 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				0%				55%				0%





health03

		

										HEALTHCARE TRUST

										LONG TERM  ASSET ALLOCATION

										POLICY

						Domestic				International								Fixed				High

						Equity		1		Equity		1		REITS		1		Income		2		Yield		3		TIPS				Cash		4

				Maximum		60%				20%				15%				70%				20%				15%				60%

				Normal/Underlying *		40%				10%				5%				30%				10%				5%				0%

				Minimum		20%				0%				0%				10%				5%				0%				0%

				Index		Russell				All World				Reit portion				Salomon				Salomon				Salomon				90 day

						1000				ex. US				Russell 1000				BIG				High Yield				Inflation-Linked				Tsy bill

						(tracking error												(tracking error								Securities Index

						expected)												expected)

				2003 Allocation		25%				0%				10%				45%				10%				10%				0%

				(recommended)

				*Long term  expected when 4% of assets can comfortably be paid out without violating corpus

				1  Combined domestic including ADR's, REITS and international equity cannot exceed 60% with no more than 1/3 of total in international, minimum of 20%

				2  Moderately shorter duration then BIG index for lower volatility

				3  No more than 1/3 of total fixed income can be in high yield

				4  Dividends and interest will be accumulated in a separate account for payout





health04

										HEALTHCARE TRUST

										LONG TERM  ASSET ALLOCATION

										POLICY

						Domestic				International								Fixed				High

						Equity		1		Equity		1		REITS		1		Income		2		Yield		3		TIPS				Cash		4

				Maximum		60%				20%				15%				70%				20%				15%				60%

				Normal*		40%				10%				5%				30%				10%				5%				0%

				Minimum		20%				0%				0%				10%				5%				0%				0%

				Index		Russell				All World				Reit portion				Citigroup				Citigroup				Citigroup				90 day

						1000				ex. US				Russell 1000				BIG				High Yield				Inflation-Linked				Tsy bill

						(tracking error												(tracking error								Securities Index

						expected)												expected)

				2004 Allocation		25%				0%				10%				45%				10%				10%				0%

				2003 Allocation		25%				0%				10%				45%				10%				10%				0%

				*Long term  expected when 4% of assets can comfortably be paid out without violating corpus

				1  Combined domestic including ADR's, REITS and international equity cannot exceed 60% with no more than 1/3 of total in international, minimum of 20%

				2  Moderately shorter duration than BIG index for lower volatility

				3  No more than 1/3 of total fixed income can be in high yield

				4  Dividends and interest will be accumulated in a separate account for payout





health05

										HEALTHCARE TRUST

										LONG TERM  ASSET ALLOCATION

										POLICY

						Domestic				International								Fixed				High

						Equity		1		Equity		1		REITS		1		Income		2		Yield		3		TIPS				Cash

				Maximum		60%				20%				15%				70%				20%				15%				60%

				Normal*		40%				10%				5%				30%				10%				5%				0%

				Minimum		20%				0%				0%				10%				5%				0%				0%

				Index		S&P				MSCI				MSCI				Citigroup				Citigroup				Citigroup				90 day

						500				All World				REIT				BIG				High Yield				Inflation-Linked				Tsy bill

						(tracking error				ex us								(tracking error								Securities Index

						expected)												expected)

				2005 Allocation		24%				6%				10%				40%				10%				10%				0%

				2004 Allocation		25%				0%				10%				45%				10%				10%				0%

				2003 Allocation		25%				0%				10%				45%				10%				10%				0%

				*Long term  expected when 4% of assets can comfortably be paid out without violating corpus

				1  Combined domestic, REITS and international equity cannot exceed 60% with no more than 1/3 of total in international, minimum of 20%

				international equity will use ADRs and expect tracking error

				2  Moderately shorter duration than BIG index for lower volatility

				3  No more than 1/3 of total fixed income can be in high yield





health06

														HEALTHCARE TRUST

														LONG TERM  ASSET ALLOCATION

														POLICY

						Domestic				International				Global				Private				REITs/				Fixed				High

						Equity				Equity				Equity				Equity				Real Estate				Income				Yield				TIPS				Cash

				Maximum		60%				20%				80%				5%				15%				70%				20%				15%				60%

				Normal		40%				10%				48%				2%				10%				25%				10%				5%				0%

				Minimum		20%				0%				20%				0%				5%				13%				2%				0%				0%

				Index		S&P				MSCI				MSCI All Country				S&P 500				MSCI RIET/				Citigroup				Citigroup				Citigroup				90 day

						500				All World				World(2/3) plus				plus 3.5%				NCREIF				BIG				High Yield				Inflation-Linked				Tsy bill

										ex us				US component (1/3)								Property												Securities Index

				2006 Allocation										40%				0%				10%				35%				10%				5%				0%

				(recommended)

				2005 Allocation		24%				6%												10%				40%				10%				10%				0%

				2004 Allocation		25%				0%												10%				45%				10%				10%				0%

				2003 Allocation		25%				0%												10%				45%				10%				10%				0%





health12

																HEALTH CARE TRUST

																ASSET ALLOCATION

																POLICY & BENCHMARK

				Domestic				International		Global				Private				Real				High Yield/				Fixed

		POLICY		Equity				Equity		Equity				Equity				Estate				Distress				Income				TIPS				Commodities				Cash

		Maximum		60%				20%		75%				5%				15%				15%				50%				15%				5%				50%

		Benchmark		40%				10%		52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				5%				0%				2%				100%

		Minimum		20%				0%		35%				0%				2%				0%				13%				0%				0%				0%

		Index		S&P				MSCI		S&P 1200 (2/3)				S&P 500				NCREIF				Citigroup				Citigroup				Citigroup								3 month

				500				All World		+S&P 500(1/3)				plus 1.75%				property				High Yield				BIG				Inflation-Linked								Treasury

								ex US										plus 1.25%												Securities Index								Bill

		CAPITAL MARKET

		2012 Benchmark								52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				5%				0%				2%				100%

		(proposed)

		2011 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2010 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2009 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2008 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2007 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2006 Benchmark								40%				0%				10%				10%				40%												0%				100%

																				Proprietary and Confidential

		2005 Allocation		20%				5%										15%				10%				50%				50%				0%				0%

		2004 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				55%				0%				0%

		2003 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				55%				0%				0%

		2002 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				55%				0%				0%





health13

																HEALTH CARE TRUST

																ASSET ALLOCATION

																POLICY & BENCHMARK

				Domestic				International		Global				Private				Real				High Yield/				Fixed

		POLICY		Equity				Equity		Equity				Equity				Estate				Distress				Income				TIPS				Commodities				Cash

		Maximum		60%				20%		75%				5%				15%				15%				50%				15%				5%				50%

		Benchmark		40%				10%		52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				5%				0%				2%				100%

		Minimum		20%				0%		35%				0%				2%				0%				13%				0%				0%				0%

		Index		S&P				MSCI		S&P 1200 (2/3)				S&P 500				NCREIF				Citigroup				Citigroup				Citigroup								3 month

				500				All World		+S&P 500(1/3)				plus 1.75%				property				High Yield				BIG				Inflation-Linked								Treasury

								ex US										plus 1.25%												Securities Index								Bill

		CAPITAL MARKET

		2013 Benchmark								52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				5%				0%				2%				100%

		2012 Benchmark								52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				5%				0%				2%				100%

		2011 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2010 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2009 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2008 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2007 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%				100%

		2006 Benchmark								40%				0%				10%				10%				40%												0%				100%

																				Proprietary and Confidential

		2005 Allocation		20%				5%										15%				10%				50%				50%				0%				0%

		2004 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				55%				0%				0%

		2003 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				55%				0%				0%

		2002 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				55%				0%				0%





health15

																HCT ASSET ALLOCATION

														BENCHMARKS/INDEXES & MAXIMUM/MINIMUM RANGES

				Domestic				International		Global				Private				Real				High Yield/				Fixed																Equity

				Equity				Equity		Equity				Equity				Estate				Distress				Income				TIPS				Commodities				Cash				Like Risk

		Maximum		60%				20%		75%				10%				20%				15%				50%				15%				5%				50%				72%

		2015 Benchmark		40%				10%		53%				combined with				10%				7%				26%				2%				0%				2%				63%		100%

														global equity

		Minimum		20%				0%		35%				0%				2%				0%				13%				0%				0%				0%				45%

		Index		S&P				MSCI		S&P 1200 (2/3)								MSCI				Citigroup				Citigroup				Citigroup								3 month

				500				All World		+S&P 500(1/3)								REIT				High Yield				BIG				Inflation-Linked								Treasury

								ex US																						Securities Index								Bill

		Benchmark History

		2014 Benchmark								52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				5%				0%				2%						100%

		2013 Benchmark								52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				5%				0%				2%						100%

		2012 Benchmark								52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				5%				0%				2%						100%

		2011 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%						100%

		2010 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%						100%

		2009 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%						100%

		2008 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%						100%

		2007 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				5%								2%						100%

		2006 Benchmark								40%				0%				10%				10%				40%												0%						100%

																		Proprietary and Confidential

		2005 Allocation		20%				5%										15%				10%				50%				50%				0%				0%

		2004 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				55%				0%				0%

		2003 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				55%				0%				0%

		2002 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				55%				0%				0%





health16

																HCT ASSET ALLOCATION

														BENCHMARKS/INDEXES & MAXIMUM/MINIMUM RANGES

				Domestic				International		Global				Private				Real				High Yield				Fixed																Equity

				Equity				Equity		Equity				Equity				Estate				Distress				Income				Cash				TIPS				Commodity				Like Risk

		Maximum		60%				20%		75%				10%				20%				15%				50%				50%				15%				5%				77%

		2016 Benchmark		40%				10%		51%				combined with				10%				7%				30%				2%				0%				0%				63%		100%

														global equity

		Minimum		20%				0%		25%				0%				2%				0%				13%				0%				0%				0%				45%

		Index		S&P				MSCI		S&P 1200 (2/3)								MSCI				Citigroup				Citigroup				3 month				Citigroup

				500				All World		+S&P 500(1/3)								REIT				High Yield				BIG				Treasury				Inflation-Linked

								ex US																						Bill				Securities Index

		Benchmark History

		2015 Benchmark		40%				10%		53%				combined with				10%				7%				26%				2%				2%				0%				63%

														equity

		2014 Benchmark								52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				2%				5%				0%						100%

		2013 Benchmark								52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				2%				5%				0%						100%

		2012 Benchmark								52%				2%				6%				5%				28%				2%				5%				0%						100%

		2011 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				2%				5%										100%

		2010 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				2%				5%										100%

		2009 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				2%				5%										100%

		2008 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				2%				5%										100%

		2007 Benchmark								48%				2%				5%				5%				33%				2%				5%										100%

		2006 Benchmark								40%				0%				10%				10%				40%				0%														100%

																		Proprietary and Confidential

		2005 Allocation		20%				5%										15%				10%				50%				0%				50%				0%

		2004 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				0%				55%				0%

		2003 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				0%				55%				0%

		2002 Allocation		20%				0%										15%				10%				55%				0%				55%				0%





Edtrust03

		

										EDUCATION ENHANCEMENT TRUST

										LONG TERM  ASSET ALLOCATION

										POLICY

										(Effective 10/1/02)

						Domestic				International								Fixed				Tax-exempt				High

						Equity		1		Equity		1		REITS		1		Income		2		FI		2		Yield		3		TIPS				Cash		4

				Maximum		60%				20%				15%				70%								20%				15%				60%

				Normal/Underlying *		40%				10%				5%				30%								10%				5%				0%

				Minimum		20%				0%				0%				10%								5%				0%				0%

				Index		Russell				All World				Reit portion				Salomon				Lehman				Salomon				Salomon				90 day

						1000				ex. US				Russell 1000				BIG				Muni  7 yr.				High Yield				Inflation-Linked				Tsy bill

						(tracking error												(tracking error				(PIMCO								Securities Index

						expected)												expected)				managed)

				2003 Allocation		25%				0%				10%				10%				35%				10%				10%				0%

				*Long term  expected when 4% of assets can comfortably be paid out without violating corpus

				1  Combined domestic including ADR's, REITS and international equity cannot exceed 60% with no more than 1/3 of total in international, minimum of 20%

				2  Moderately shorter duration then BIG index for lower volatility.  Tax-exempt will combine with FI longterm.

				3  No more than 1/3 of total fixed income can be in high yield

				4  Dividends and interest will be accumulated in a separate account for payout





Edtrust04

												EDUCATION ENHANCEMENT TRUST

												LONG TERM  ASSET ALLOCATION

												POLICY

						Domestic				International								Fixed				Tax-exempt				High

						Equity		1		Equity		1		REITS		1		Income		2		FI		2		Yield		3		TIPS				Cash		4

				Maximum		60%				20%				15%				70%								20%				15%				60%

				Normal*		40%				10%				5%				30%								10%				5%				0%

				Minimum		20%				0%				0%				10%								5%				0%				0%

				Index		Russell				All World				Reit portion				Citigroup				Lehman				Citigroup				Citigroup				90 day

						1000				ex. US				Russell 1000				BIG				Muni  7 yr.				High Yield				Inflation-Linked				Tsy bill

						(tracking error												(tracking error				(PIMCO								Securities Index

						expected)												expected)				managed)

				2004 Allocation		25%				0%				10%				10%				35%				10%				10%				0%

				2003 Allocation		25%				0%				10%				10%				35%				10%				10%				0%

				*Long term  expected when 4% of assets can comfortably be paid out without violating corpus

				1  Combined domestic including ADR's, REITS and international equity cannot exceed 60% with no more than 1/3 of total in international, minimum of 20%

				2  Moderately shorter duration than BIG index for lower volatility.  Tax exempt will combine with FI longterm.

				3  No more than 1/3 of total fixed income can be in high yield

				4  Dividends and interest will be accumulated in a separate account for payout





Edtrust05

												EDUCATION ENHANCEMENT TRUST

												LONG TERM  ASSET ALLOCATION

												POLICY

						Domestic				International								Fixed				Tax-exempt				High

						Equity		1		Equity		1		REITS		1		Income		2		FI		2		Yield		3		TIPS				Cash

				Maximum		60%				20%				15%				70%								20%				15%				60%

				Normal*		40%				10%				5%				30%								10%				5%				0%

				Minimum		20%				0%				0%				10%								5%				0%				0%

				Index		S&P				MSCI				MSCI				Citigroup				Lehman				Citigroup				Citigroup				90 day

						500				All World				REIT				BIG				Muni  7 yr.				High Yield				Inflation-Linked				Tsy bill

						(tracking error				ex. US								(tracking error				(PIMCO								Securities Index

						expected)												expected)				managed)

				2005 Allocation		24%				6%				10%				7%				33%				10%				10%				0%

				2004 Allocation		25%				0%				10%				10%				35%				10%				10%				0%

				2003 Allocation		25%				0%				10%				10%				35%				10%				10%				0%

				*Long term  expected when 4% of assets can comfortably be paid out without violating corpus

				1  Combined domestic equity, REITS and international equity cannot exceed 60% with no more than 1/3 of total in international, minimum of 20%

				international equity will use ADRs and expect tracking error.

				2  Moderately shorter duration than BIG index for lower volatility.  Tax exempt will combine with FI longterm for purpose of minimums/maximums.

				3  No more than 1/3 of total fixed income can be in high yield





Edtrust06

												EDUCATION ENHANCEMENT TRUST

												LONG TERM  ASSET ALLOCATION

												POLICY

						Domestic				International				Global				Private				REITs/				Fixed				Tax-exempt				High

						Equity				Equity				Equity				Equity				Real Estate				Income		1		FI		1		Yield				TIPS				Cash

				Maximum		60%				20%				80%				5%				15%				70%								20%				15%				60%

				Normal		40%				10%				48%				2%				10%				25%								10%				5%				0%

				Minimum		20%				0%				20%				0%				5%				13%								2%				0%				0%

				Index		S&P				MSCI				MSCI All Country				S&P 500				MSCI RIET/				Citigroup				Lehman				Citigroup				Citigroup				90 day

						500				All World				World(2/3) plus				plus 3.5%				NCREIF				BIG				Muni  7 yr.				High Yield				Inflation-Linked				Tsy bill

						(tracking error				ex. US				US component (1/3)								Property				(tracking error				(PIMCO								Securities Index

						expected)																				expected)				managed)

				2006 Allocation										40%				0%				10%				3%				32%				10%				5%				0%				100%

				(recommended)

				2005 Allocation		24%				6%												10%				7%				33%				10%				10%				0%

				2004 Allocation		25%				0%												10%				10%				35%				10%				10%				0%

				2003 Allocation		25%				0%												10%				10%				35%				10%				10%				0%

				1Tax exempt will combine with FI longterm for purpose of minimums/maximums.





Edtrust12

										EDUCATION ENHANCEMENT TRUST								EDUCATION ENHANCEMENT TRUST

										LONG TERM  ASSET ALLOCATION										ASSET ALLOCATION

										POLICY										POLICY & BENCHMARK

				Domestic				International				Global				Private				Real				High Yield/				Fixed				Tax-exempt

		POLICY		Equity				Equity				Equity				Equity				Estate				Distress				Income		1		FI		1		TIPS				Commodities				Cash

		Maximum		60%				20%				75%				5%				15%				15%				50%								15%				5%				50%

		Benchmark		40%				10%				52%				2%				6%				5%				28%								5%				0%				2%				100%

		Minimum		20%				0%				35%				0%				2%				0%				13%								0%				0%				0%

		Index		S&P				MSCI				S&P 1200 (2/3)				S&P 500				NCREIF				Citigroup				Citigroup				Barclay				Citigroup								3 month

				500				All World				+S&P 500(1/3)				plus 1.75%				Property				High Yield				BIG				Muni  7 yr.				Inflation-Linked								Treasury

				(tracking error				ex. US												plus 1.25%												(PIMCO managed)				Securities Index								Bill

		CAPITAL MARKET

		2012 Benchmark										52%				2%				6%				5%				0%				30%				3%				0%				2%				100%

		(proposed)

		2011 Benchmark										48%				2%				5%				5%				0%				35%				3%								2%				100%

		2010 Benchmark										48%				2%				5%				5%				0%				37%				1%								2%				100%

		2009 Benchmark										48%				2%				5%				5%				3%				30%				5%								2%				100%

		2008 Benchmark										48%				2%				5%				5%				8%				25%				5%								2%				100%

		2007 Benchmark										48%				2%				5%				5%				3%				30%				5%								2%				100%

		2006 Benchmark										40%				0%				10%				10%				3%				32%				5%								0%				100%

																						Proprietary and Confidential

		2005 Allocation		24%				6%												10%				10%				7%				33%				10%				0%				0%

		2004 Allocation		25%				0%												10%				10%				10%				35%				10%				0%				0%

		2003 Allocation		25%				0%												10%				10%				10%				35%				10%				0%				0%

		1Tax exempt will combine with FI longterm for purpose of minimums/maximums.





Edtrust13

										EDUCATION ENHANCEMENT TRUST								EDUCATION ENHANCEMENT TRUST

										LONG TERM  ASSET ALLOCATION										ASSET ALLOCATION

										POLICY										POLICY & BENCHMARK

				Domestic				International				Global				Private				Real				High Yield/				Fixed				Tax-exempt

		POLICY		Equity				Equity				Equity				Equity				Estate				Distress				Income		1		FI		1		TIPS				Commodities				Cash

		Maximum		60%				20%				75%				5%				15%				15%				50%								15%				5%				50%

		Benchmark		40%				10%				52%				2%				6%				5%				28%								5%				0%				2%				100%

		Minimum		20%				0%				35%				0%				2%				0%				13%								0%				0%				0%

		Index		S&P				MSCI				S&P 1200 (2/3)				S&P 500				NCREIF				Citigroup				Citigroup				Barclay				Citigroup								3 month

				500				All World				+S&P 500(1/3)				plus 1.75%				Property				High Yield				BIG				Muni  7 yr.				Inflation-Linked								Treasury

				(tracking error				ex. US												plus 1.25%												(PIMCO managed)				Securities Index								Bill

		CAPITAL MARKET

		2013 Benchmark										52%				2%				6%				5%				0%				30%				3%				0%				2%				100%

		2012 Benchmark										52%				2%				6%				5%				0%				30%				3%				0%				2%				100%

		2011 Benchmark										48%				2%				5%				5%				0%				35%				3%								2%				100%

		2010 Benchmark										48%				2%				5%				5%				0%				37%				1%								2%				100%

		2009 Benchmark										48%				2%				5%				5%				3%				30%				5%								2%				100%

		2008 Benchmark										48%				2%				5%				5%				8%				25%				5%								2%				100%

		2007 Benchmark										48%				2%				5%				5%				3%				30%				5%								2%				100%

		2006 Benchmark										40%				0%				10%				10%				3%				32%				5%								0%				100%

																						Proprietary and Confidential

		2005 Allocation		24%				6%												10%				10%				7%				33%				10%				0%				0%

		2004 Allocation		25%				0%												10%				10%				10%				35%				10%				0%				0%

		2003 Allocation		25%				0%												10%				10%				10%				35%				10%				0%				0%

		1Tax exempt will combine with FI longterm for purpose of minimums/maximums.





Edtrust15

										EDUCATION ENHANCEMENT TRUST										EET ASSET ALLOCATION

										LONG TERM  ASSET ALLOCATION						BENCHMARK/INDEXES & MAXIMUM/MINIMUM RANGES

				Domestic				International				Global				Private				Real				High Yield/				Fixed				Tax-exempt																Equity

				Equity				Equity				Equity				Equity				Estate				Distress				Income		1		FI		1		TIPS				Commodities				Cash				Like Risk

		Maximum		60%				20%				75%				10%				20%				15%				50%								15%				5%				50%				72%

		2015 Benchmark		40%				10%				53%				combined with				10%				7%				16%				10%				2%				0%				2%				63%				100%

																global equity

		Minimum		20%				0%				35%				0%				2%				0%				13%								0%				0%				0%				45%

		Index		S&P				MSCI				S&P 1200 (2/3)								MSCI				Citigroup				Citigroup				Barclay				Citigroup								3 month

				500				All World				+S&P 500(1/3)								REIT				High Yield				BIG				Muni  7 yr.				Inflation-Linked								Treasury

				(tracking error				ex. US																								(PIMCO managed)				Securities Index								Bill

		CAPITAL MARKET

		2014 Benchmark										52%				2%				6%				5%				17%				11%				5%				0%				2%								100%

		2013 Benchmark										52%				2%				6%				5%				0%				30%				3%				0%				2%								100%

		2012 Benchmark										52%				2%				6%				5%				0%				30%				3%				0%				2%								100%

		2011 Benchmark										48%				2%				5%				5%				0%				35%				3%								2%								100%

		2010 Benchmark										48%				2%				5%				5%				0%				37%				1%								2%								100%

		2009 Benchmark										48%				2%				5%				5%				3%				30%				5%								2%								100%

		2008 Benchmark										48%				2%				5%				5%				8%				25%				5%								2%								100%

		2007 Benchmark										48%				2%				5%				5%				3%				30%				5%								2%								100%

		2006 Benchmark										40%				0%				10%				10%				3%				32%				5%								0%								100%

																						Proprietary and Confidential

		2005 Allocation		24%				6%												10%				10%				7%				33%				10%				0%				0%

		2004 Allocation		25%				0%												10%				10%				10%				35%				10%				0%				0%

		2003 Allocation		25%				0%												10%				10%				10%				35%				10%				0%				0%

		1Tax exempt will combine with FI longterm for purpose of minimums/maximums.





Edtrust16

										EDUCATION ENHANCEMENT TRUST										EET ASSET ALLOCATION

										LONG TERM  ASSET ALLOCATION						BENCHMARK/INDEXES & MAXIMUM/MINIMUM RANGES

				Domestic				International				Global				Private				Real				High Yield				Fixed				Tax-exempt																Equity

				Equity				Equity				Equity				Equity				Estate				Distress				Income		1		FI		1		Cash				TIPS				Commodity				Like Risk

		Maximum		60%				20%				75%				10%				20%				15%				50%								50%				15%				5%				77%

		2016 Benchmark		40%				10%				51%				combined with				10%				7%				20%				10%				2%				0%				0%				63%				100%

																global equity

		Minimum		20%				0%				25%				0%				2%				0%				13%								0%				0%				0%				45%

		Index		S&P				MSCI				S&P 1200 (2/3)								MSCI				Citigroup				Citigroup				Barclay				3 month				Citigroup

				500				All World				+S&P 500(1/3)								REIT				High Yield				BIG				Muni  7 yr.				Treasury				Inflation-Linked

				(tracking error				ex. US																								(PIMCO managed)				Bill				Securities Index

		CAPITAL MARKET

		2015 Benchmark		40%				10%				53%				combined with				10%				7%				16%				10%				2%				2%				0%				63%				100%

																equity

		2014 Benchmark										52%				2%				6%				5%				17%				11%				2%				5%				0%								100%

		2013 Benchmark										52%				2%				6%				5%				0%				30%				2%				3%				0%								100%

		2012 Benchmark										52%				2%				6%				5%				0%				30%				2%				3%				0%								100%

		2011 Benchmark										48%				2%				5%				5%				0%				35%				2%				3%												100%

		2010 Benchmark										48%				2%				5%				5%				0%				37%				2%				1%												100%

		2009 Benchmark										48%				2%				5%				5%				3%				30%				2%				5%												100%

		2008 Benchmark										48%				2%				5%				5%				8%				25%				2%				5%												100%

		2007 Benchmark										48%				2%				5%				5%				3%				30%				2%				5%												100%

		2006 Benchmark										40%				0%				10%				10%				3%				32%				0%				5%												100%

																						Proprietary and Confidential

		2005 Allocation		24%				6%												10%				10%				7%				33%				0%				10%				0%

		2004 Allocation		25%				0%												10%				10%				10%				35%				0%				10%				0%

		2003 Allocation		25%				0%												10%				10%				10%				35%				0%				10%				0%

		1Tax exempt will combine with FI longterm for purpose of minimums/maximums.





EET17

														EET ASSET ALLOCATION

										BENCHMARK/INDEXES & MAXIMUM/MINIMUM RANGES

																Inv. Grade				Tax-exempt												High Yield

				Global				Real				High Yield				Fixed				Fixed								Private				Real Estate												Equity

				Equity				Estate				Corp Debt				Income		5		Income		5		Cash				Equity				Debt				TIPS				Commodity				Like Risk

		Maximum		75%				20%		1		15%				50%								50%				10%				10%				10%				5%				77%

		2017 Benchmark		51%				10%				7%				20%				10%				2%		3		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		63%		100%

		(proposed)

		Minimum		25%				2%				0%				13%		2						0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				45%

		Index		S&P 1200 (2/3)				MSCI				Citigroup				Citigroup				Barclay				Citigroup

				S&P 500(1/3)				REIT				High Yield				BIG				Muni  7 yr.				3 mo. Tsy bill

																				(PIMCO managed)

		Benchmark History

		2016 Benchmark		51%				10%				7%				20%				10%				2%				0%								0%				0%				63%		100%

		2015 Benchmark		53%				10%				7%				16%				10%				2%				0%								2%				0%				63%		100%

		2014 Benchmark		52%				6%				5%				17%				11%				2%				2%								5%				0%						100%

		2013 Benchmark		52%				6%				5%				0%				30%				2%				2%								3%				0%						100%

		2012 Benchmark		52%				6%				5%				0%				30%				2%				2%								3%				0%						100%

		2011 Benchmark		48%				5%				5%				0%				35%				2%				2%								3%										100%

		2010 Benchmark		48%				5%				5%				0%				37%				2%				2%								1%										100%

		2009 Benchmark		48%				5%				5%				3%				30%				2%				2%								5%										100%

		2008 Benchmark		48%				5%				5%				8%				25%				2%				2%								5%										100%

		2007 Benchmark		48%				5%				5%				3%				30%				2%				2%								5%										100%

		2006 Benchmark		40%				10%				10%				3%				32%				0%				0%								5%										100%

		2005 Allocation						15%				10%				7%				33%				0%												50%				0%

		2004 Allocation						15%				10%				10%				35%				0%												55%				0%

		2003 Allocation						15%				10%				10%				35%				0%												55%				0%

		1. Real Estate maximum applies to REITS/Core RE and Opportunistic combined. Opportunistic RE counts 1.3x against RE max. Base case allocation used for partnerships

		2. Buffer for market drift of 1/2% (example: Inv. Grade Fixed Income minimum of 13% can drift to 12.5%)

		3. Cash to provide liquidity for distributions and rebalancing

		4. Skill and niche categories are not included in benchmark but do have a permitted range to invest in opportunistically

		5. Tax-exempt will combine with Investment Grade Fixed Income for purpose of minimums/maximums





EET 18

														EET ASSET ALLOCATION

										BENCHMARK/INDEXES & MAXIMUM/MINIMUM RANGES

																Inv. Grade				Tax-exempt												High Yield

				Global				Real				High Yield				Fixed				Fixed								Private				Real Estate												Equity

				Equity				Estate				Corp Debt				Income		5		Income		5		Cash				Equity				Debt				TIPS				Commodity				Like Risk

		Maximum		75%				20%		1		15%				50%								50%				10%				10%				10%				5%				77%

		2018 Benchmark		51%				10%				7%				20%				10%				2%		3		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		63%		100%

		(proposed)

		Minimum		25%				2%				0%				13%		2						0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				45%

		Index		S&P 1200 (2/3)				MSCI				Citigroup				Citigroup				Barclay				Citigroup

				S&P 500(1/3)				REIT				High Yield				BIG				Muni  7 yr.				3 mo. Tsy bill

																				(PIMCO managed)

		Benchmark History

		2017 Benchmark		51%				10%				7%				20%				10%				2%		3		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		63%		100%

		2016 Benchmark		51%				10%				7%				20%				10%				2%				0%								0%				0%				63%		100%

		2015 Benchmark		53%				10%				7%				16%				10%				2%				0%								2%				0%				63%		100%

		2014 Benchmark		52%				6%				5%				17%				11%				2%				2%								5%				0%						100%

		2013 Benchmark		52%				6%				5%				0%				30%				2%				2%								3%				0%						100%

		2012 Benchmark		52%				6%				5%				0%				30%				2%				2%								3%				0%						100%

		2011 Benchmark		48%				5%				5%				0%				35%				2%				2%								3%										100%

		2010 Benchmark		48%				5%				5%				0%				37%				2%				2%								1%										100%

		2009 Benchmark		48%				5%				5%				3%				30%				2%				2%								5%										100%

		2008 Benchmark		48%				5%				5%				8%				25%				2%				2%								5%										100%

		2007 Benchmark		48%				5%				5%				3%				30%				2%				2%								5%										100%

		2006 Benchmark		40%				10%				10%				3%				32%				0%				0%								5%										100%

		2005 Allocation						15%				10%				7%				33%				0%												50%				0%

		2004 Allocation						15%				10%				10%				35%				0%												55%				0%

		2003 Allocation						15%				10%				10%				35%				0%												55%				0%

		1. Real Estate maximum applies to REITS/Core RE and Opportunistic combined. Opportunistic RE counts 1.3x against RE max. Base case allocation used for partnerships

		2. Buffer for market drift of 1/2% (example: Inv. Grade Fixed Income minimum of 13% can drift to 12.5%)

		3. Cash to provide liquidity for distributions and rebalancing

		4. Skill and niche categories are not included in benchmark but do have a permitted range to invest in opportunistically

		5. Tax-exempt will combine with Investment Grade Fixed Income for purpose of minimums/maximums





EET 19

														EET ASSET ALLOCATION

										BENCHMARK/INDEXES & MAXIMUM/MINIMUM RANGES

																Inv. Grade				Tax-exempt												High Yield

				Global				Real				High Yield				Fixed				Fixed								Private				Real Estate												Equity

				Equity				Estate				Corp Debt				Income		5		Income		5		Cash				Equity				Debt				TIPS				Commodity				Like Risk

		Maximum		75%				20%		1		15%				50%								50%				10%				10%				10%				5%				77%

		2019 Benchmark		51%				10%				7%				22%				8%				2%		3		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		63%		100%

		(proposed)

		Minimum		25%				2%				0%				13%		2						0%				0%				0%				0%				0%				45%

																				Bloomberg

		Index		S&P 1200 (2/3)				MSCI				FTSE*				FTSE*				Barclays				FTSE*

				S&P 500(1/3)				REIT				High Yield				BIG				Muni  7 yr.				3 mo. Tsy bill

																				(PIMCO managed)

		Benchmark History

		2018 Benchmark		51%				10%				7%				20%				10%				2%		3		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		63%		100%

		2017 Benchmark		51%				10%				7%				20%				10%				2%		3		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		0%		4		63%		100%

		2016 Benchmark		51%				10%				7%				20%				10%				2%				0%								0%				0%				63%		100%

		2015 Benchmark		53%				10%				7%				16%				10%				2%				0%								2%				0%				63%		100%

		2014 Benchmark		52%				6%				5%				17%				11%				2%				2%								5%				0%						100%

		2013 Benchmark		52%				6%				5%				0%				30%				2%				2%								3%				0%						100%

		2012 Benchmark		52%				6%				5%				0%				30%				2%				2%								3%				0%						100%

		2011 Benchmark		48%				5%				5%				0%				35%				2%				2%								3%										100%

		2010 Benchmark		48%				5%				5%				0%				37%				2%				2%								1%										100%

		2009 Benchmark		48%				5%				5%				3%				30%				2%				2%								5%										100%

		2008 Benchmark		48%				5%				5%				8%				25%				2%				2%								5%										100%

		2007 Benchmark		48%				5%				5%				3%				30%				2%				2%								5%										100%

		2006 Benchmark		40%				10%				10%				3%				32%				0%				0%								5%										100%

		2005 Allocation						15%				10%				7%				33%				0%												50%				0%

		2004 Allocation						15%				10%				10%				35%				0%												55%				0%

		2003 Allocation						15%				10%				10%				35%				0%												55%				0%

		1. Real Estate maximum applies to REITS/Core RE and Opportunistic combined. Opportunistic RE counts 1.3x against RE max. Base case allocation used for partnerships

		2. Buffer for market drift of 1/2% (example: Inv. Grade Fixed Income minimum of 13% can drift to 12.5%)

		3. Cash to provide liquidity for distributions and rebalancing

		4. Skill and niche categories are not included in benchmark but do have a permitted range to invest in opportunistically

		5. Tax-exempt will combine with Investment Grade Fixed Income for purpose of minimums/maximums

		* FTSE purchased the Citi Indices and changed the name







EET expected return and standard deviation
using SDIC expected returns and fat-tail adjusted risk measures
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Correlation Matrix
Expected Standard Tax High Private RE

Return Deviation US Eq Intl Eq Bonds Cash Exempt Yield REITs Equity Opport Tips
Domestic (US) Equity 7.1% 22% 100%
International Equity 7.1% 22% 100% 100%
US Bonds - Investment Gr 4.1% 7% 0% 0% 100%
Cash 3.5% 1% 0% 0% 0% 100%
Tax exempt Fixed Income 3.3% 8% 0% 0% 100% 0% 100%
High Yield Bonds 5.5% 12% 75% 75% 23% 0% 23% 100%
REITs 6.9% 24% 75% 75% 0% 0% 0% 50% 100%
Private Equity 7.8% 30% 88% 88% 0% 0% 0% 55% 70% 100%
RE Opportunistic 7.5% 32% 75% 75% 2% 0% 2% 60% 90% 60% 100%
TIPS 4.1% 7% 0% 0% 100% 0% 100% 24% 0% 0% 0% 100%
* Standard deviation is a measure of volatility.  There is a 66% chance of being w ithin plus or minus 1 standard deviation, a 95% chance of being w ithin 2 standard deviations.

Mean 1 year 20 year
US Intl Tax High Private RE Expected Standard Standard

Equity Equity Bonds Cash Exempt Yield REITs Equity Opport Tips Return DeviationDeviation
70:30 Equity/Bond 70% 0% 30% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 6.18% 15.5% 3.5%

2003-2005 allocation 25% 0% 10% 0% 35% 10% 10% 0% 0% 10% 4.99% 9.5% 2.1%
2006 allocation 27% 13% 3% 0% 32% 10% 10% 0% 0% 5% 5.46% 12.1% 2.7%
2007-2011 allocation 32% 16% 0% 2% 35% 5% 5% 2% 0% 3% 5.53% 12.9% 2.9%
2012-2013 allocation 35% 17% 0% 2% 30% 5% 6% 2% 0% 3% 5.71% 13.8% 3.1%
2014 allocation 35% 17% 17% 2% 11% 5% 6% 2% 0% 5% 5.86% 13.8% 3.1%
2015 allocation 37% 16% 16% 2% 10% 7% 10% 0% 0% 2% 5.96% 14.4% 3.2%
2016-2018 allocation 34% 17% 20% 2% 10% 7% 10% 0% 0% 0% 5.90% 14.0% 3.1%

Benchmark FY19 (proposed) 34% 17% 22% 2% 8% 7% 10% 0% 0% 0% 5.92% 13.9% 3.1%

Return Ranges Mean 1 Year Horizon 20 Year Horizon
Exp Ret up 1 sd dn 1 sd dn 2 sd up 1sd dn 1 sd dn 2 sd

Benchmark FY19 (proposed) 5.92% 19.9% -8.0% -22.0% 9.0% 2.8% -0.3%


SDRS fat tail

										Fat Tail Analysis				SDRS TOTAL FUND EXPECTED RETURN AND STANDARD DEVIATION

										(SDIC expected returns with fat tail std. dev. and correlations)

						S&P								Expected		Standard												Correlation Matrix

						Like %								Return		Deviation*				US Eq		Intl Eq		Hedge		Bonds		Cash		HY		Comd		RE		Priv Eq		RE Opp		Tips

						100%				Domestic (US) Equity				7.1%		22%				100%																																				4.84%

						100%				International Equity				7.1%		22%				100%		100%																																		4.84%		4.84%

						40%				Hedge Funds				5.3%		12%				73%		73%		100%																																1.93%		1.93%		1.44%

						0%				US Bonds - Investment Grade				4.1%		7%				0%		0%		-10%		100%																														0.00%		0.00%		-0.08%		0.49%

						0%				Cash				3.5%		1%				0%		0%		0%		0%		100%																												0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

						41%				High Yield Bonds				5.5%		12%				75%		75%		35%		23%		0%		100%																										1.98%		1.98%		0.50%		0.19%		0.00%		1.44%

						50%				Commodity Index				4.1%		22%				50%		50%		35%		-20%		0%		20%		100%																								2.42%		2.42%		0.92%		-0.31%		0.00%		0.53%		4.84%

						82%				REITs				6.9%		24%				75%		75%		30%		0%		0%		50%		30%		100%																						3.96%		3.96%		0.86%		0.00%		0.00%		1.44%		1.58%		5.76%

						120%				Private Equity				7.8%		30%				88%		88%		30%		0%		0%		55%		40%		70%		100%																				5.81%		5.81%		1.08%		0.00%		0.00%		1.98%		2.64%		5.04%		9.00%

						109%				Real Estate Opportunistic				7.5%		32%				75%		75%		25%		2%		0%		60%		25%		90%		60%		100%																		5.28%		5.28%		0.96%		0.04%		0.00%		2.30%		1.76%		6.91%		5.76%		10.24%

						0%				Inflation protected Tsy(Tips)				4.1%		7%				0%		0%		0%		100%		0%		24%		0%		0%		0%		0%		100%																0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.47%		0.00%		0.19%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.46%

										* Standard deviation is a measure of volatility.  There is a 66% chance of being within plus or minus 1 standard deviation, a 95% chance of being within 2 standard deviations.

						0.0%																												Mean		1 year		5 year		10 year		20 year

						ANNLZ						US		Intl		Hedge						HY		Comm				Private		RE		HY RE		Expected		Standard		Standard		Standard		Standard														8.0%		Min Ret

						STD DEV						Equity		Equity		Funds		Bonds		Cash		Corp		-odity		REITs		Equity		Opport		Debt		Return		Deviation		Deviation		Deviation		Deviation														1		TIME HORIZON

				0.0%		0.0%				100:0 Equity/Bond		100%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		7.08%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%														0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				7.08%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				Simple 60:40% EQ/BD		60%		0%		0%		40%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		5.88%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%														0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				5.88%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				Simple 50:50% EQ/BD		50%		0%		0%		50%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		5.58%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%														0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				5.58%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				70:30 Equity/Bond		70%		0%		0%		30%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		6.18%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%														0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				6.18%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				add International EQ		47%		23%		0%		30%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		6.18%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%				100%										0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				6.18%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				add REITs		42%		20%		0%		28%		0%		0%		0%		10%		0%		0%		0%		6.22%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%				100%										0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				6.22%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				add High Yield		40%		19%		0%		24%		0%		7%		0%		10%		0%		0%		0%		6.23%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%				100%										0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				6.23%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				add Tips & Commodities		40%		20%		0%		21%		0%		7%		1%		10%		0%		0%		1%		6.26%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%				100%										0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				6.26%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				add Cash		40%		19%		0%		22%		2%		7%		0%		10%		0%		0%		0%		6.22%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%				100%										0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				6.22%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				add Private Equity		32%		17%		0%		22%		4%		7%		0%		10%		8%		0%		0%		6.20%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%				100%										0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				6.20%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				add RE Opportunistic		31%		16%		0%		22%		6%		7%		0%		2%		8%		8%		0%		6.18%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%				100%										0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				6.18%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				add Tips		31%		16%		0%		21%		6%		7%		1%		10%		8%		0%		1%		6.17%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%				101%										0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				6.17%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				add PE		35%		18%		0%		40%		4%		0%		0%		0%		7%		0%		0%		6.07%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%				104%

				0.0%		0.0%				add more RE Opportunity		34%		17%		0%		16%		6%		7%		1%		15%		7%		8%		1%		7.11%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%				112%

				0.0%		0.0%				Benchmark FY19 (proposed)		39%		19%		0%		23%		2%		7%		0%		10%		0%		0%		0%		6.19%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%				100%

				0.0%		0.0%				SDRS Current AA		19%		9%		1%		13%		32%		4%		0%		0%		7%		8%		7%		5.43%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%				100%										0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				5.43%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				SDRS adj. AA to 63%		31%		12%		0%		13%		14%		7%		0%		2%		9%		12%		0%		6.17%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%				100%										0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				6.17%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				Mellon Bil $ plan		35%		17%		0%		33%		2%		3%		0%		3%		7%		0%		0%		6.01%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%				100%

				0.0%		0.0%				State universe		30%		21%		4%		20%		2%		2%		1%		8%		9%		0%		3%		6.23%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%				100%										0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				6.23%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

										Return Ranges		Mean						1 Year Horizon						5 Year Horizon								10 Year Horizon						20 Year Horizon

												Exp Ret				up 1sd		dn 1 sd		dn 2 sd		up 1sd		dn 1 sd		dn 2 sd				up 1sd		dn 1 sd		dn 2 sd		up 1sd		dn 1 sd		dn 2 sd

										Benchmark FY19 (proposed)		6.19%				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

																						Proprietary and Confidential

				0.0%		0.0%				100:0 Equity/Bond		100%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		7.08%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%														0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				7.08%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				100:0 Equity/Bond		95%		0%		0%		5%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		6.93%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%														0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				6.93%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				100:0 Equity/Bond		90%		0%		0%		10%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		6.78%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%														0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				6.78%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				100:0 Equity/Bond		85%		0%		0%		15%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		6.63%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%														0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				6.63%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				100:0 Equity/Bond		80%		0%		0%		20%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		6.48%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%														0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				6.48%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				100:0 Equity/Bond		75%		0%		0%		25%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		6.33%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%														0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				6.33%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				100:0 Equity/Bond		70%		0%		0%		30%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		6.18%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%														0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				6.18%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				100:0 Equity/Bond		65%		0%		0%		35%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		6.03%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%														0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				6.03%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				100:0 Equity/Bond		60%		0%		0%		40%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		5.88%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%														0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				5.88%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				100:0 Equity/Bond		55%		0%		0%		45%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		5.73%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%														0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				5.73%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				100:0 Equity/Bond		50%		0%		0%		50%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		5.58%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%														0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				5.58%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				100:0 Equity/Bond		45%		0%		0%		55%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		5.43%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%														0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				5.43%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				100:0 Equity/Bond		40%		0%		0%		60%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		5.28%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%														0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				5.28%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				100:0 Equity/Bond		35%		0%		0%		65%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		5.13%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%														0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				5.13%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				100:0 Equity/Bond		30%		0%		0%		70%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		4.98%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%														0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				4.98%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				100:0 Equity/Bond		25%		0%		0%		75%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		4.83%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%														0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				4.83%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				100:0 Equity/Bond		20%		0%		0%		80%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		4.68%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%														0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				4.68%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				100:0 Equity/Bond		15%		0%		0%		85%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		4.53%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%														0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				4.53%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				100:0 Equity/Bond		10%		0%		0%		90%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		4.38%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%														0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				4.38%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				100:0 Equity/Bond		5%		0%		0%		95%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		4.23%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%														0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				4.23%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				100:0 Equity/Bond		-0%		0%		0%		100%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		4.08%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%														0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				4.08%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

						22.0%				100%		0%		0%		0%		0%				7.08%										22.00%		48.45%		0.0%		0.0%		40.1%										0.29		-0.04		0.40		0.99		0.98		1.22		48.45%		1.55%		48.45%				7.08%		29.08%		51.08%		-14.92%		-36.92%		-58.92%		73.08%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		40%

						22.0%				90%		10%		0%		0%		0%				7.08%										22.00%		48.33%		0.0%		0.0%		40.1%										0.29		-0.04		0.40		0.99		0.98		1.21		48.33%		1.67%		48.33%				7.08%		29.08%		51.08%		-14.92%		-36.92%		-58.92%		73.08%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		40%

						20.7%				90%		0%		10%		0%		0%				6.90%										20.69%		47.88%		0.0%		0.0%		37.8%										0.00		-0.05		0.40		0.99		0.98		1.20		47.88%		2.12%		47.88%				6.90%		27.59%		48.28%		-13.79%		-34.48%		-55.18%		68.98%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		38%

						22.0%				80%		20%		0%		0%		0%				7.08%										22.00%		48.33%		0.0%		0.0%		40.1%										0.00		-0.04		0.40		0.99		0.98		1.21		48.33%		1.67%		48.33%				7.08%		29.08%		51.08%		-14.92%		-36.92%		-58.92%		73.08%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		40%

						20.7%				80%		10%		10%		0%		0%				6.90%										20.69%		47.88%		0.0%		0.0%		37.8%										0.00		-0.05		0.40		0.99		0.98		1.20		47.88%		2.12%		47.88%				6.90%		27.59%		48.28%		-13.79%		-34.48%		-55.18%		68.98%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		38%

						19.4%				80%		0%		20%		0%		0%				0.00%										19.42%		0.00%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

						22.0%				70%		30%		0%		0%		0%				0.00%										22.00%		0.00%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

						20.7%				70%		20%		10%		0%		0%				0.00%										20.69%		0.00%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

						19.4%				70%		10%		20%		0%		0%				6.72%										19.42%		47.37%		0.0%		0.0%		35.7%										0.00		-0.07		0.40		0.98		0.97		1.19		47.37%		2.63%		47.37%				6.72%		26.14%		45.56%		-12.70%		-32.12%		-51.54%		64.98%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		36%

						18.2%				70%		0%		30%		0%		0%				6.54%										18.20%		46.80%		0.0%		0.0%		33.6%										0.00		-0.08		0.40		0.98		0.96		1.18		46.80%		3.20%		46.80%				6.54%		24.73%		42.93%		-11.66%		-29.85%		-48.05%		61.12%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		34%

						22.0%				60%		40%		0%		0%		0%				7.08%										22.00%		48.33%		0.0%		0.0%		40.1%										0.00		-0.04		0.40		0.99		0.98		1.21		48.33%		1.67%		48.33%				7.08%		29.08%		51.08%		-14.92%		-36.92%		-58.92%		73.08%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		40%

						20.7%				60%		30%		10%		0%		0%				6.90%										20.69%		47.88%		0.0%		0.0%		37.8%										0.00		-0.05		0.40		0.99		0.98		1.20		47.88%		2.12%		47.88%				6.90%		27.59%		48.28%		-13.79%		-34.48%		-55.18%		68.98%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		38%

						19.4%				60%		20%		20%		0%		0%				6.72%										19.42%		47.37%		0.0%		0.0%		35.7%										0.00		-0.07		0.40		0.98		0.97		1.19		47.37%		2.63%		47.37%				6.72%		26.14%		45.56%		-12.70%		-32.12%		-51.54%		64.98%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		36%

						18.2%				60%		10%		30%		0%		0%				6.54%										18.20%		46.80%		0.0%		0.0%		33.6%										0.00		-0.08		0.40		0.98		0.96		1.18		46.80%		3.20%		46.80%				6.54%		24.73%		42.93%		-11.66%		-29.85%		-48.05%		61.12%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		34%

						17.0%				60%		0%		40%		0%		0%				6.36%										17.02%		46.16%		0.0%		0.0%		31.5%										0.00		-0.10		0.40		0.98		0.96		1.16		46.16%		3.84%		46.16%				6.36%		23.38%		40.41%		-10.66%		-27.69%		-44.71%		57.43%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		32%
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						18.2%				0%		70%		30%		0%		0%				6.54%										18.20%		46.80%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		-0.08		0.40		0.98		0.96		1.18		46.80%		3.20%		46.80%				6.54%		24.73%		42.93%		-11.66%		-29.85%		-48.05%		61.12%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

						17.0%				0%		60%		40%		0%		0%				6.36%										17.02%		46.16%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		-0.10		0.40		0.98		0.96		1.16		46.16%		3.84%		46.16%				6.36%		23.38%		40.41%		-10.66%		-27.69%		-44.71%		57.43%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

						15.9%				0%		50%		50%		0%		0%				6.18%										15.92%		45.45%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		-0.11		0.40		0.97		0.95		1.15		45.45%		4.55%		45.45%				6.18%		22.10%		38.01%		-9.74%		-25.66%		-41.57%		53.93%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

						14.9%				0%		40%		60%		0%		0%				6.00%										14.89%		44.65%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		-0.13		0.40		0.97		0.94		1.13		44.65%		5.35%		44.65%				6.00%		20.89%		35.78%		-8.89%		-23.79%		-38.68%		50.68%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

						14.0%				0%		30%		70%		0%		0%				5.82%										13.97%		43.79%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		-0.16		0.39		0.97		0.93		1.11		43.79%		6.21%		43.79%				5.82%		19.78%		33.75%		-8.15%		-22.11%		-36.08%		47.72%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

						13.2%				0%		20%		80%		0%		0%				5.64%										13.16%		42.88%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		-0.18		0.39		0.96		0.92		1.09		42.88%		7.12%		42.88%				5.64%		18.80%		31.96%		-7.52%		-20.68%		-33.84%		45.12%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

						12.5%				0%		10%		90%		0%		0%				5.46%										12.50%		41.94%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		-0.20		0.39		0.95		0.91		1.07		41.94%		8.06%		41.94%				5.46%		17.95%		30.45%		-7.04%		-19.54%		-32.03%		42.95%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

						12.0%				0%		0%		100%		0%		0%				5.28%										12.00%		41.03%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		-0.23		0.39		0.95		0.90		1.06		41.03%		8.97%		41.03%				5.28%		17.28%		29.28%		-6.72%		-18.72%		-30.72%		41.28%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

						13.5%				60%		0%		0%		40%		0%				5.88%										13.49%				46.4%		32.9%		19.4%										5.9%		-7.6%		-21.1%		-34.6%

						11.5%				50%		0%		0%		50%		0%				5.58%										11.54%				40.2%		28.7%		17.1%										5.6%		-6.0%		-17.5%		-29.1%

						11.4%				50%		0%		0%		40%		10%				5.52%										11.35%				39.6%		28.2%		16.9%										5.5%		-5.8%		-17.2%		-28.5%

						22.0%				100%		0%		0%		0%		0%				7.08%										22.00%				73.1%		51.1%		29.1%										7.1%		-14.9%		-36.9%		-58.9%

						13.2%				40%		15%		10%		30%		5%				5.82%										13.15%				45.3%		32.1%		19.0%										5.8%		-7.3%		-20.5%		-33.6%

						12.8%				40%		15%		5%		35%		5%				5.76%										12.77%				44.1%		31.3%		18.5%										5.8%		-7.0%		-19.8%		-32.6%

						10.3%				45%		0%		0%		40%		15%				5.34%										10.29%				36.2%		25.9%		15.6%										5.3%		-5.0%		-15.2%		-25.5%

						22.0%				100%		0%		0%		0%		0%				7.08%										22.00%				73.1%		51.1%		29.1%										7.1%		-14.9%		-36.9%		-58.9%

						22.0%				100%		0%		0%		0%		0%				7.08%										22.00%				73.1%		51.1%		29.1%										7.1%		-14.9%		-36.9%		-58.9%

						22.0%				100%		0%		0%		0%		0%				7.08%										22.00%				73.1%		51.1%		29.1%										7.1%		-14.9%		-36.9%		-58.9%

						22.0%				100%		0%		0%		0%		0%				7.08%										22.00%				73.1%		51.1%		29.1%										7.1%		-14.9%		-36.9%		-58.9%

																				20

						TEMPLATE				80%		20%		0%								5.52%										16.87%		28.22%		-5.83%		-17.18%

						FOR				70%		30%		0%								7.08%										29.08%		51.08%		-14.92%		-36.92%

						BELOW				60%		40%		0%								5.82%										18.97%		32.12%		-7.33%		-20.48%

										50%		50%		0%								5.76%										18.53%		31.30%		-7.01%		-19.78%

										40%		60%		0%								5.34%										15.63%		25.92%		-4.95%		-15.24%

												ERET		STD

										RVAA		12.7%		11.1%

																						12.7%										23.8%		34.9%		1.6%		-9.5%

										80%		20%		0%								10.11%										24.02%		37.92%		-3.80%		-17.71%

										70%		30%		0%								9.87%										22.65%		35.43%		-2.91%		-15.69%

								1		60%		40%		0%								9.64%										21.35%		33.07%		-2.07%		-13.78%

										50%		50%		0%								9.41%										20.13%		30.86%		-1.31%		-12.04%

										40%		60%		0%								9.18%										19.02%		28.86%		-0.66%		-10.50%

																						12.7%										20.3%		27.8%		5.1%		-2.4%

										80%		20%		0%								9.87%										18.91%		27.95%		0.84%		-8.20%

										70%		30%		0%								9.64%										17.92%		26.21%		1.36%		-6.92%

								2		60%		40%		0%								9.41%										16.99%		24.58%		1.83%		-5.76%

										50%		50%		0%								9.18%										16.14%		23.10%		2.22%		-4.74%

										40%		60%		0%								9.16%										16.17%		23.18%		2.15%		-4.86%

																						12.7%										18.7%		24.8%		6.7%		0.6%

										80%		20%		0%								9.87%										17.25%		24.63%		2.50%		-4.88%

										70%		30%		0%								9.64%										16.40%		23.17%		2.88%		-3.88%

								3		60%		40%		0%								9.41%										15.60%		21.79%		3.22%		-2.97%

										50%		50%		0%								9.18%										14.86%		20.54%		3.50%		-2.19%

										40%		60%		0%								9.16%										14.88%		20.61%		3.44%		-2.29%

																						12.7%										17.2%		21.8%		8.2%		3.6%

										80%		20%		0%								10.11%										16.33%		22.55%		3.89%		-2.33%

										70%		30%		0%								9.87%										15.59%		21.30%		4.16%		-1.56%

								5		60%		40%		0%								9.64%										14.88%		20.12%		4.40%		-0.83%

										50%		50%		0%								9.41%										14.21%		19.00%		4.61%		-0.18%

										40%		60%		0%								9.18%										13.58%		17.98%		4.78%		0.38%

																						12.7%										15.8%		18.8%		9.6%		6.6%

										80%		20%		0%								10.11%										14.50%		18.90%		5.71%		1.31%

										70%		30%		0%								9.87%										13.92%		17.96%		5.83%		1.79%

								10		60%		40%		0%								9.64%										13.35%		17.05%		5.94%		2.23%

										50%		50%		0%								9.41%										12.80%		16.19%		6.02%		2.63%

										40%		60%		0%								9.18%										12.29%		15.40%		6.07%		2.95%

																						12.7%										14.7%		16.8%		10.7%		8.6%

										80%		20%		0%								10.11%										13.22%		16.33%		7.00%		3.89%

										70%		30%		0%								9.87%										12.73%		15.59%		7.02%		4.16%

								20		60%		40%		0%								9.64%										12.26%		14.88%		7.02%		4.40%

										50%		50%		0%								9.41%										11.81%		14.21%		7.01%		4.61%

										40%		60%		0%								9.18%										11.38%		13.58%		6.98%		4.78%





DCT HCT SPL fat tail

																								DCT, HCT & SPL TOTAL FUND

										Fat Tail Analysis														Expected Return and Standard Deviation

										(SDIC expected returns with fat tail std. dev. and correlations)																						Correlation Matrix

				S&P								Expected		Standard																				High				Private		RE										S&P		EAFE		Merger		BOND		cash		tax ex		HY		Comdty		Em		RE		P Eq		RE		Tips										S&P		EAFE		ARB		BOND		cash		tax ex		HY		Comdty		Em		RE		P Eq		RE Opp		Tips

				Like %								Return		Deviation						US Eq				Intl Eq						Bonds		Cash		Yield		REITs		Equity		Opport		Tips								COR		COR		COR		COR		COR		COR		COR		Cor		COR		COR		COR		Opport		COR										COR		COR		COR		COR		COR		COR		COR		Cor		COR		COR		COR		COR		COR

				100%						Domestic (US) Equity		7.1%		22%						100%																																																														US Equity		100%

				100%						International Equity		7.1%		22%						100%				100%																										4.84%																																Intl Equity		100%		100%

				30%						Merger Arb		4.8%		9%						73%				73%																										1.45%		1.45%																														Merger Arb		73%		73%		100%

				0%						US Bonds - Investment Gr		4.1%		7%						0%				0%						100%																				0.00%		0.00%		-0.06%																												Bonds		0%		0%		-10%		100%

				0%						Cash		3.5%		1%						0%				0%						0%		100%																		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%																										Cash		0%		0%		0%		0%		100%

				0%						Tax exempt FI		2.5%		6%						0%				0%						100%		0%																		0.00%		0.00%		-0.06%		0.44%		0.00%																								Tax exempt FI *		0%		0%		-10%		100%		0%		100%

				41%						High Yield Bonds		5.5%		12%						75%				75%						23%		0%		100%																1.98%		1.98%		0.38%		0.19%		0.00%		0.17%																						High Yield		75%		75%		35%		23%		0%		23%		100%

										Commodity Index		3.8%		17%						50%				50%						-20%		0%		20%																1.84%		1.84%		0.53%		-0.23%		0.00%		-0.21%		0.40%																				Commodity Index		50%		50%		35%		-20%		0%		-20%		20%		100%

				98%						Emerg Mkt Eq		8.0%		22%						100%				100%						0%		0%		77%																4.73%		4.73%		1.41%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.99%		0.00%																		Emerg Mkt Eq		100%		100%		73%		0%		0%		0%		77%		50%		100%

				82%						REITs		6.9%		24%						75%				75%						0%		0%		50%		100%														3.96%		3.96%		0.65%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.44%		0.00%		4.02%																Real Estate		75%		75%		30%		0%		0%		0%		50%		30%		78%		100%

				120%						Private Equity		7.8%		30%						88%				88%						0%		0%		55%		70%		100%												5.81%		5.81%		0.81%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.98%		0.00%		5.68%		5.04%														Private Equity		88%		88%		30%		0%		0%		0%		55%		40%		88%		70%		100%

				109%						RE Opportunistic		7.5%		32%						75%				75%						2%		0%		60%		90%		60%		100%										5.28%		5.28%		0.72%		0.04%		0.00%		0.04%		2.30%		0.00%		5.16%		6.91%		5.76%												RE Opportunistic		75%		75%		25%		2%		0%		2%		60%		25%		75%		90%		60%		100%

				0%						TIPS		4.1%		7%						0%				0%						100%		0%		24%		0%		0%		0%		100%								0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.47%		0.00%		0.42%		0.19%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%										TIPS		0%		0%		0%		100%		0%		100%		24%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		100%

										* Standard deviation is a measure of volatility.  There is a 66% chance of being within plus or minus 1 standard deviation, a 95% chance of being within 2 standard deviations.

																																						Mean		1 year		20 year

				ANNLZ								US		Intl		Merger								High				Emerg				Private		RE				Expected		Standard		Standard								x		y		z		aa		ab		ac		AD		AE		AF		AG		AH		AI		AJ

				STD DEV								Equity		Equity		ARB		Bonds		Cash		Tax EX		Yield		Comdty		Mkts		REITs		Equity		Opport		Tips		Return		Deviation		Deviation										1		TIME HORIZON

		1.333%		11.5%		A				50:50 Equity/Bond		50%		0%				50%		0%				0%						0%		0%		0%		0%		5.58%		11.5%		2.6%		100%		0.013325		0		0.00000		0.0%		22.1%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		5.58%		17.12%		28.67%		-5.97%		-17.51%		-29.05%		40.21%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		22%

		1.821%		13.5%						60:40 Equity/Bond		60%		0%				40%		0%				0%						0%		0%		0%		0%		5.88%		13.5%		3.0%		100%		0.018208		0		0.00000		0.0%		25.5%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		5.88%		19.37%		32.87%		-7.62%		-21.11%		-34.60%		46.36%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		26%

		2.416%		15.5%						70:30 Equity/Bond		70%		0%				30%		0%				0%						0%		0%		0%		0%		6.18%		15.5%		3.5%		100%		0.024157		0		0.00000		0.0%		29.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		6.18%		21.72%		37.26%		-9.36%		-24.91%		-40.45%		52.81%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		29%

																																														0

		0.867%		9.3%		B				2003-2005 allocation		20%		0%				55%		0%				10%						15%		0%		0%		0%		5.24%		9.3%		2.1%		100%		0.00485825		0.00338052		0.00043

		1.444%		12.0%		C				2006 allocation		27%		13%				40%		0%				10%						10%		0%		0%		0%		5.70%		12.0%		2.7%		100%		0.00585032		0.00830424		0.00029		0.0%		23.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		5.70%		17.72%		29.74%		-6.32%		-18.33%		-30.35%		41.75%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		23%

		1.632%		12.8%		D				2007-2011 allocation		32%		16%				33%		2%				5%						5%		2%		0%		5%		5.79%		12.8%		2.9%		100%		0.0069582006		0.009142177		0.00022

		1.892%		13.8%		E				2012-2014 allocation		35%		17%				28%		2%				5%						6%		2%		0%		5%		5.94%		13.8%		3.1%		100%		0.0080046706		0.0106547		0.00026		0.0%		26.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		5.94%		19.69%		33.45%		-7.81%		-21.57%		-35.32%		47.20%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		26%

		2.057%		14.3%		F				2015 allocation		37%		16%				26%		2%				7%						10%		0%		0%		2%		6.04%		14.3%		3.2%		100%		0.0088466225		0.0115167848		0.00021		0.0%		27.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		6.04%		20.38%		34.72%		-8.31%		-22.65%		-36.99%		49.06%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		27%

		1.941%		13.9%		G				2016-2017 allocation		34%		17%				30%		2%				7%						10%		0%		0%		0%		5.98%		13.9%		3.1%		100%		0.00808336		0.011129104		0.00020		0.0%		26.3%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		5.98%		19.91%		33.84%		-7.96%		-21.89%		-35.82%		47.78%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		26%

		1.641%		12.8%		H				add Private Equity		32%		16%				40%		0%				5%						5%		2%		0%		0%		5.80%		12.8%		2.9%		100%		0.0071952		0.008999776		0.00021		0.0%		24.4%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		5.80%		18.61%		31.42%		-7.01%		-19.81%		-32.62%		44.23%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		24%

		1.641%		12.8%		I				add Private Equtiy		32%		16%				40%		0%				5%						5%		2%		0%		0%		5.80%		12.8%		2.9%		100%		0.0071952		0.008999776		0.00021		0.0%		24.4%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		5.80%		18.61%		31.42%		-7.01%		-19.81%		-32.62%		44.23%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		24%

		1.632%		12.8%		I				add Tips/cash		32%		16%				33%		2%				5%						5%		2%		0%		5%		5.79%		12.8%		2.9%		100%		0.0069582006		0.009142177		0.00022		0.0%		24.3%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		5.79%		18.57%		31.34%		-6.98%		-19.76%		-32.54%		44.12%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		24%

		0.000%		0.0%		J				add more Tips		0%		0%				0%		0%		0%		0%						0%		0%		0%		0%		0.00%		0.0%		0.0%		0%		0		0		0.00000		0.0%		-3.5%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		-4%

		0.000%		0.0%		M				add Tips		0%		0%				0%		0%		0%		0%						0%		0%		0%		0%		0.00%		0.0%		0.0%		0%		0		0		0.00000

		0.000%		0.0%		K				add Tax EX FI		0%		0%				0%		0%		0%		0%						0%		0%		0%		0%		0.00%		0.0%		0.0%		0%		0		0		0.00000

																																														0

		1.941%		13.9%		L				Benchmark FY19 (proposed)		34%		17%				30%		2%				7%						10%		0%		0%		0%		5.98%		13.9%		3.1%		100%		0.00808336		0.011129104		0.00020		0.0%		26.3%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				5.98%		19.91%		33.84%		-7.96%		-21.89%		-35.82%		47.78%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		26%

		1.646%		12.8%		L				DCT Current AA		26%		13%				21%		13%				11%						2%		3%		7%		3%		5.75%		12.8%		2.9%		100%		0.005211196		0.0101442274		0.00110		0.0%		24.3%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				5.75%		18.57%		31.40%		-7.08%		-19.91%		-32.74%		44.23%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		24%

		2.045%		14.3%		L				DCT adj. AA to 63%  ELR		31%		13%				20%		11%				5%						2%		3%		11%		4%		5.95%		14.3%		3.2%		100%		0.00711207		0.012247504		0.00109		0.0%		26.8%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				5.95%		20.25%		34.55%		-8.35%		-22.66%		-36.96%		48.85%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		27%

										Return Ranges		Mean								1 Year Horizon		1 Year Horizon																20 Year Horizon

												Exp Ret				up 1sd		up 1 sd		dn 1 sd		dn 1 sd		dn 2 sd		dn 2 sd										up 1sd		dn 1 sd		dn 2 sd

										Benchmark FY19 (proposed)		5.98%				6.0%		19.9%		-8.0%		6.0%		-21.9%		6.0%										9.1%		2.9%		-0.3%

																								Proprietary and Confidential

				0.0%						100%		0%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						90%		10%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						90%		0%		10%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						80%		20%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						80%		10%		10%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						80%		0%		20%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						70%		30%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						70%		20%		10%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						70%		10%		20%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						70%		0%		30%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						60%		40%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						60%		30%		10%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						60%		20%		20%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						60%		10%		30%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						60%		0%		40%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						50%		50%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						50%		40%		10%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						50%		30%		20%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						50%		20%		30%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						50%		10%		40%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						50%		0%		50%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						40%		60%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						40%		50%		10%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						40%		40%		20%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						40%		30%		30%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						40%		20%		40%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						40%		10%		50%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						40%		0%		60%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						30%		70%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						30%		60%		10%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						30%		50%		20%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						30%		40%		30%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						30%		30%		40%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						30%		20%		50%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%
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																		20

				TEMPLATE						80%		20%		0%								0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.00%

				FOR						70%		30%		0%								0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.00%

				BELOW						60%		40%		0%								0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.00%

										50%		50%		0%								0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.00%

										40%		60%		0%								0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.00%

												ERET		STD

										RVAA		12.7%		11.1%

																						12.7%												23.8%		34.9%				-9.5%

										80%		20%		0%								10.11%												24.02%		37.92%				-17.71%

										70%		30%		0%								9.87%												22.65%		35.43%				-15.69%

						1				60%		40%		0%								9.64%												21.35%		33.07%				-13.78%

										50%		50%		0%								9.41%												20.13%		30.86%				-12.04%

										40%		60%		0%								9.18%												19.02%		28.86%				-10.50%

																						12.7%												20.3%		27.8%				-2.4%

										80%		20%		0%								9.87%												18.91%		27.95%				-8.20%

										70%		30%		0%								9.64%												17.92%		26.21%				-6.92%

						2				60%		40%		0%								9.41%												16.99%		24.58%				-5.76%

										50%		50%		0%								9.18%												16.14%		23.10%				-4.74%

										40%		60%		0%								9.16%												16.17%		23.18%				-4.86%

																						12.7%												18.7%		24.8%				0.6%

										80%		20%		0%								9.87%												17.25%		24.63%				-4.88%

										70%		30%		0%								9.64%												16.40%		23.17%				-3.88%
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										50%		50%		0%								9.18%												14.86%		20.54%				-2.19%

										40%		60%		0%								9.16%												14.88%		20.61%				-2.29%

																						12.7%												17.2%		21.8%				3.6%

										80%		20%		0%								10.11%												16.33%		22.55%				-2.33%

										70%		30%		0%								9.87%												15.59%		21.30%				-1.56%

						5				60%		40%		0%								9.64%												14.88%		20.12%				-0.83%

										50%		50%		0%								9.41%												14.21%		19.00%				-0.18%

										40%		60%		0%								9.18%												13.58%		17.98%				0.38%

																						12.7%												15.8%		18.8%				6.6%

										80%		20%		0%								10.11%												14.50%		18.90%				1.31%

										70%		30%		0%								9.87%												13.92%		17.96%				1.79%

						10				60%		40%		0%								9.64%												13.35%		17.05%				2.23%

										50%		50%		0%								9.41%												12.80%		16.19%				2.63%

										40%		60%		0%								9.18%												12.29%		15.40%				2.95%

																						12.7%												14.7%		16.8%				8.6%

										80%		20%		0%								10.11%												13.22%		16.33%				3.89%

										70%		30%		0%								9.87%												12.73%		15.59%				4.16%

						20				60%		40%		0%								9.64%												12.26%		14.88%				4.40%

										50%		50%		0%								9.41%												11.81%		14.21%				4.61%

										40%		60%		0%								9.18%												11.38%		13.58%				4.78%





ED fat tail

																						EET TOTAL FUND

										Fat Tail Analysis												Expected Return and Standard Deviation

																														Correlation Matrix

				S&P								Expected		Standard																		Tax		High				Private		RE										S&P		EAFE		Merger		BOND		cash		tax ex		HY		Comdty		Em		RE		P Eq		Conv		Tips										S&P		EAFE		ARB		BOND		cash		tax ex		HY		Comdty		Em		RE		P Eq		Conv		Tips

				Like %								Return		Deviation						US Eq		Intl Eq		Bonds						Cash		Exempt		Yield		REITs		Equity		Opport		Tips								COR		COR		COR		COR		COR		COR		COR		Cor		COR		COR		COR		COR		COR										COR		COR		COR		COR		COR		COR		COR		Cor		COR		COR		COR		COR		COR

				100%						Domestic (US) Equity		7.1%		22%						100%																																																														US Equity		100%

				100%						International Equity		7.1%		22%						100%		100%																												4.84%																																Intl Equity		100%		100%

				30%						Merger Arb		4.8%		9%						73%		73%																												1.45%		1.45%																														Merger Arb		73%		73%		100%

				0%						US Bonds - Investment Gr		4.1%		7%						0%		0%		100%																										0.00%		0.00%		-0.06%																												Bonds		0%		0%		-10%		100%

				0%						Cash		3.5%		1%						0%		0%		0%						100%																				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%																										Cash		0%		0%		0%		0%		100%

				0%						Tax exempt Fixed Income		3.3%		8%						0%		0%		100%						0%		100%																		0.00%		0.00%		-0.07%		0.56%		0.00%																								Tax exempt FI *		0%		0%		-10%		100%		0%		100%

				41%						High Yield Bonds		5.5%		12%						75%		75%		23%						0%		23%		100%																1.98%		1.98%		0.38%		0.19%		0.00%		0.22%																						High Yield		75%		75%		35%		23%		0%		23%		100%

										Commodity Index		3.8%		17%						50%		50%		-20%						0%		-20%		20%																1.84%		1.84%		0.53%		-0.23%		0.00%		-0.27%		0.40%																				Commodity Index		50%		50%		35%		-20%		0%		-20%		20%		100%

				98%						Emerg Mkt Eq		8.0%		22%						100%		100%		0%						0%		0%		77%																4.73%		4.73%		1.41%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.99%		0.00%																		Emerg Mkt Eq		100%		100%		73%		0%		0%		0%		77%		50%		100%

				82%						REITs		6.9%		24%						75%		75%		0%						0%		0%		50%		100%														3.96%		3.96%		0.65%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.44%		0.00%		4.02%																Real Estate		75%		75%		30%		0%		0%		0%		50%		30%		78%		100%

				120%						Private Equity		7.8%		30%						88%		88%		0%						0%		0%		55%		70%		100%												5.81%		5.81%		0.81%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.98%		0.00%		5.68%		5.04%														Private Equity		88%		88%		30%		0%		0%		0%		55%		40%		88%		70%		100%

				109%						RE Opportunistic		7.5%		32%						75%		75%		2%						0%		2%		60%		90%		60%		100%										5.28%		5.28%		0.72%		0.04%		0.00%		0.05%		2.30%		0.00%		5.16%		6.91%		5.76%												Conv Arb		75%		75%		25%		2%		0%		2%		60%		25%		75%		90%		60%		100%

				0%						TIPS		4.1%		7%						0%		0%		100%						0%		100%		24%		0%		0%		0%		100%								0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.47%		0.00%		0.54%		0.19%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%										TIPS		0%		0%		0%		100%		0%		100%		24%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		100%

										* Standard deviation is a measure of volatility.  There is a 66% chance of being within plus or minus 1 standard deviation, a 95% chance of being within 2 standard deviations.

																																						Mean		1 year		20 year

				ANNLZ								US		Intl		Merger						Tax		High				Emerg				Private		RE				Expected		Standard		Standard								x		y		z		aa		ab		ac		AD		AE		AF		AG		AH		AI		AJ

				STD DEV								Equity		Equity		ARB		Bonds		Cash		Exempt		Yield		Comdty		Mkts		REITs		Equity		Opport		Tips		Return		Deviation		Deviation										1		TIME HORIZON

		1.333%		11.5%		A				50:50 Equity/Bond		50%		0%		0%		50%		0%		0%		0%				0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		5.58%		11.5%		2.6%		100%		0.013325		0		0.00000		0.0%		22.1%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		5.58%		17.12%		28.67%		-5.97%		-17.51%		-29.05%		40.21%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		22%

		1.821%		13.5%						60:40 Equity/Bond		60%		0%		0%		40%		0%		0%		0%				0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		5.88%		13.5%		3.0%		100%		0.018208		0		0.00000		0.0%		25.5%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		5.88%		19.37%		32.87%		-7.62%		-21.11%		-34.60%		46.36%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		26%

		2.416%		15.5%						70:30 Equity/Bond		70%		0%		0%		30%		0%		0%		0%				0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		6.18%		15.5%		3.5%		100%		0.024157		0		0.00000		0.0%		29.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		6.18%		21.72%		37.26%		-9.36%		-24.91%		-40.45%		52.81%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		29%

																																														0

		0.898%		9.5%		B				2003-2005 allocation		25%		0%		0%		10%		0%		35%		10%				0%		10%		0%		0%		10%		4.99%		9.5%		2.1%		100%		0.0046235625		0.00349514		0.00086

		1.464%		12.1%		C				2006 allocation		27%		13%		0%		3%		0%		32%		10%				0%		10%		0%		0%		5%		5.46%		12.1%		2.7%		100%		0.0057374806		0.008282967		0.00062		0.0%		22.8%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		5.46%		17.56%		29.66%		-6.64%		-18.74%		-30.84%		41.76%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		23%

		1.653%		12.9%		D				2007-2011 allocation		32%		16%		0%		0%		2%		35%		5%				0%		5%		2%		0%		3%		5.53%		12.9%		2.9%		100%		0.0072013006		0.008922496		0.00041

		1.907%		13.8%		E				2012-2013 allocation		35%		17%		0%		0%		2%		30%		5%				0%		6%		2%		0%		3%		5.71%		13.8%		3.1%		100%		0.0081892206		0.010468304		0.00042		0.0%		25.7%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		5.71%		19.53%		33.34%		-8.10%		-21.91%		-35.72%		47.15%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		26%

		1.897%		13.8%		F				2014 allocation		35%		17%		0%		17%		2%		11%		5%				0%		6%		2%		0%		5%		5.86%		13.8%		3.1%		100%		0.0078395606		0.010790913		0.00034		0.0%		25.9%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		5.86%		19.63%		33.40%		-7.92%		-21.69%		-35.46%		47.18%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		26%

		2.061%		14.4%		G				2015 allocation		37%		16%		0%		16%		2%		10%		7%				0%		10%		0%		0%		2%		5.96%		14.4%		3.2%		100%		0.0087048225		0.0116500368		0.00026		0.0%		26.9%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		5.96%		20.32%		34.68%		-8.40%		-22.75%		-37.11%		49.03%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		27%

		1.946%		14.0%		H				2016-2018 allocation		34%		17%		0%		20%		2%		10%		7%				0%		10%		0%		0%		0%		5.90%		14.0%		3.1%		100%		0.00790236		0.011326056		0.00023		0.0%		26.2%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		5.90%		19.85%		33.80%		-8.05%		-22.00%		-35.95%		47.75%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		26%

		1.997%		14.1%		I				add Private Equtiy		32%		16%		0%		40%		0%		10%		7%				0%		10%		2%		0%		0%		6.59%		14.1%		3.2%		117%		0.00772576		0.011759648		0.00049		0.0%		27.5%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		6.59%		20.72%		34.86%		-7.54%		-21.68%		-35.81%		48.99%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		28%

		1.683%		13.0%		I				add Tips/cash		32%		16%		0%		33%		2%		10%		5%				0%		5%		2%		0%		5%		6.12%		13.0%		2.9%		110%		0.0070222006		0.009511777		0.00030		0.0%		25.1%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		6.12%		19.10%		32.07%		-6.85%		-19.82%		-32.80%		45.05%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		25%

		1.692%		13.0%		J				add more Tips		32%		16%		0%		30%		0%		10%		5%				0%		5%		2%		0%		10%		6.14%		13.0%		2.9%		110%		0.0069617625		0.009599956		0.00036		0.0%		25.2%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		6.14%		19.15%		32.15%		-6.87%		-19.88%		-32.89%		45.16%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		25%

		2.186%		14.8%		M				add Tips		36%		12%		3%		18%		0%		5%		4%				3%		6%		4%		3%		1%		5.28%		14.8%		3.3%		95%		0.0076186656		0.0129841983		0.00126

		1.653%		12.9%		K				add Tax Exempt FI		32%		16%		0%		0%		2%		35%		5%				0%		5%		2%		0%		3%		5.53%		12.9%		2.9%		100%		0.0072013006		0.008922496		0.00041

																																														0

		1.945%		13.9%		L				Benchmark FY19 (proposed)		34%		17%				22%		2%		8%		7%						10%		0%		0%		0%		5.92%		13.9%		3.1%		100%		0.00792048		0.0113045856		0.00023		0.0%		26.3%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		5.92%		19.86%		33.81%		-8.03%		-21.98%		-35.92%		47.76%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		26%

		2.094%		14.5%		L				DCT Current AA		32%		14%				10%		10%		10%		5%						2%		3%		10%		4%		5.91%		14.5%		3.2%		100%		0.00723913		0.012614768		0.00108		0.0%		27.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				5.91%		20.38%		34.85%		-8.57%		-23.04%		-37.51%		49.32%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		27%

		2.094%		14.5%						DCT adj. AA to 63% ELR		32%		14%		0%		10%		10%		10%		5%						2%		3%		10%		4%		5.91%		14.5%		3.2%		100%		0.00723913		0.012614768		0.00108

										Return Ranges		Mean								1 Year Horizon																		20 Year Horizon

												Exp Ret				up 1sd		up 1 sd		dn 1 sd		dn 2 sd				dn 2 sd										up 1sd		dn 1 sd		dn 2 sd

										Benchmark FY19 (proposed)		5.92%				6.9%		19.9%		-8.0%		-22.0%				-4.7%										9.0%		2.8%		-0.3%

																						Proprietary and Confidential

				0.0%						100%		0%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						90%		10%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						90%		0%		10%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						80%		20%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						80%		10%		10%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						80%		0%		20%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						70%		30%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						70%		20%		10%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						70%		10%		20%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						70%		0%		30%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						60%		40%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						60%		30%		10%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						60%		20%		20%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						60%		10%		30%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%
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				0.0%						0%		30%		70%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						0%		20%		80%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						0%		10%		90%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						0%		0%		100%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						60%		0%		0%		40%						0.00%												0.00%						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				0.0%						50%		0%		0%		50%						0.00%												0.00%						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				0.0%						50%		0%		0%		50%						0.00%												0.00%						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				0.0%						100%		0%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				0.0%						40%		15%		10%		35%						0.00%												0.00%						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				0.0%						40%		15%		5%		5%						0.00%												0.00%						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				0.0%						45%		0%		0%		15%						0.00%												0.00%						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				0.0%						100%		0%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				0.0%						100%		0%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				0.0%						100%		0%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				0.0%						100%		0%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

																		20

				TEMPLATE						80%		20%		0%								0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.00%

				FOR						70%		30%		0%								0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.00%

				BELOW						60%		40%		0%								0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.00%

										50%		50%		0%								0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.00%

										40%		60%		0%								0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.00%

												ERET		STD

										RVAA		12.7%		11.1%

																						12.7%												23.8%		34.9%				-9.5%

										80%		20%		0%								10.11%												24.02%		37.92%				-17.71%

										70%		30%		0%								9.87%												22.65%		35.43%				-15.69%

						1				60%		40%		0%								9.64%												21.35%		33.07%				-13.78%

										50%		50%		0%								9.41%												20.13%		30.86%				-12.04%

										40%		60%		0%								9.18%												19.02%		28.86%				-10.50%

																						12.7%												20.3%		27.8%				-2.4%

										80%		20%		0%								9.87%												18.91%		27.95%				-8.20%

										70%		30%		0%								9.64%												17.92%		26.21%				-6.92%

						2				60%		40%		0%								9.41%												16.99%		24.58%				-5.76%

										50%		50%		0%								9.18%												16.14%		23.10%				-4.74%

										40%		60%		0%								9.16%												16.17%		23.18%				-4.86%

																						12.7%												18.7%		24.8%				0.6%

										80%		20%		0%								9.87%												17.25%		24.63%				-4.88%

										70%		30%		0%								9.64%												16.40%		23.17%				-3.88%

						3				60%		40%		0%								9.41%												15.60%		21.79%				-2.97%

										50%		50%		0%								9.18%												14.86%		20.54%				-2.19%

										40%		60%		0%								9.16%												14.88%		20.61%				-2.29%

																						12.7%												17.2%		21.8%				3.6%

										80%		20%		0%								10.11%												16.33%		22.55%				-2.33%

										70%		30%		0%								9.87%												15.59%		21.30%				-1.56%

						5				60%		40%		0%								9.64%												14.88%		20.12%				-0.83%

										50%		50%		0%								9.41%												14.21%		19.00%				-0.18%

										40%		60%		0%								9.18%												13.58%		17.98%				0.38%

																						12.7%												15.8%		18.8%				6.6%

										80%		20%		0%								10.11%												14.50%		18.90%				1.31%

										70%		30%		0%								9.87%												13.92%		17.96%				1.79%

						10				60%		40%		0%								9.64%												13.35%		17.05%				2.23%

										50%		50%		0%								9.41%												12.80%		16.19%				2.63%

										40%		60%		0%								9.18%												12.29%		15.40%				2.95%

																						12.7%												14.7%		16.8%				8.6%

										80%		20%		0%								10.11%												13.22%		16.33%				3.89%

										70%		30%		0%								9.87%												12.73%		15.59%				4.16%

						20				60%		40%		0%								9.64%												12.26%		14.88%				4.40%

										50%		50%		0%								9.41%												11.81%		14.21%				4.61%

										40%		60%		0%								9.18%												11.38%		13.58%				4.78%
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		JP Morgan

		Conventional returns, std. dev.  and correlations

				EXP		STD								S&P		EAFE		Merger		BOND		cash		tax ex		HY		Comdty		Em		REIT		P Eq		RE Opp		Tips

				RET		DEV								COR		COR		COR		COR		COR		COR		COR		Cor		COR		COR		COR		COR		COR

		US Equity		5.50%		14.00%						US Equity		100%

		Intl Equity		6.25%		17.25%						Intl Equity		88%		100%

		Merger Arb		4.75%		9.00%						Merger Arb		80%		82%		100%

		Bonds		3.25%		3.75%						Bonds		0%		10%		-11%		100%

		Cash		2.00%		0.50%						Cash		-6%		0%		-2%		10%		100%

		Tax exempt FI		2.50%		6.25%						Tax exempt FI		-1%		5%		-7%		66%		3%		100%

		High Yield		5.25%		8.50%						High Yield		69%		74%		77%		19%		-10%		26%		100%

		Commodity Index		3.75%		16.75%						Commodity Index		44%		54%		57%		7%		8%		-9%		46%		100%

		Emerg Mkt Eq		8.00%		21.50%						Emerg Mkt Eq		76%		87%		83%		14%		8%		5%		73%		61%		100%

		Real Estate(REITs)		6.25%		16.00%						REITs		74%		66%		51%		25%		-7%		21%		62%		26%		56%		100%

		Private Equity		7.25%		21.00%						Private Equity		82%		82%		72%		4%		-3%		3%		65%		44%		72%		63%		100%

		Real Estate Opport.		6.50%		13.75%						Real Estate Oppt		33%		28%		22%		5%		-3%		5%		25%		10%		23%		43%		27%		100%

		TIPS		2.75%		5.50%						TIPS		6%		16%		5%		78%		7%		52%		31%		27%		25%		21%		10%		4%		100%

		SDIC Expected Returns with fat tail adjustments

				EXP		STD								S&P		EAFE		Merger		BOND		cash		tax ex		HY		Comdty		Em		RE		P Eq		RE Opp		Tips

				RET		DEV								COR		COR		COR		COR		COR		COR		COR		Cor		COR		COR		COR		COR		COR

		US Equity		7.08%		22.00%						US Equity		100%

		Intl Equity		7.08%		22.00%						Intl Equity		100%		100%

		Merger Arb		5.28%		12.00%						Merger Arb		73%		73%		100%

		Bonds		4.08%		7.00%						Bonds		0%		0%		-10%		100%

		Cash		3.48%		0.50%						Cash		0%		0%		0%		0%		100%

		Tax exempt FI		3.33%		8.00%						Tax exempt FI		0%		0%		-10%		100%		0%		100%

		High Yield		5.52%		12.00%						High Yield		75%		75%		35%		23%		0%		23%		100%

		Commodity Index		4.08%		22.00%						Commodity Index		50%		50%		35%		-20%		0%		-20%		20%		100%

		Emerg Mkt Eq		7.08%		25.00%						Emerg Mkt Eq		100%		100%		73%		0%		0%		0%		77%		50%		100%

		Real Estate (core)		6.86%		24.00%						REITs		75%		75%		30%		0%		0%		0%		50%		30%		78%		100%

		Private Equity		7.80%		30.00%						Private Equity		88%		88%		30%		0%		0%		0%		55%		40%		88%		70%		100%

		Real Estate Opport		7.50%		32.00%						Real Estate Oppt		75%		75%		25%		2%		0%		2%		60%		25%		75%		90%		60%		100%

		TIPS		4.08%		6.75%						TIPS		0%		0%		0%		100%		0%		100%		24%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		100%

		SDIC Expected Returns with fat tail std. dev. and severe economic downturn correlations

				EXP		STD								S&P		EAFE		Merger		BOND		cash		tax ex		HY		Comdty		Em		RE		P Eq		RE Opp		Tips

				RET		DEV								COR		COR		COR		COR		COR		COR		COR		Cor		COR		COR		COR		COR		COR

		US Equity		7.08%		22.00%						US Equity		100%

		Intl Equity		7.08%		22.00%						Intl Equity		115%		100%

		Merger Arb		5.28%		12.00%						Merger Arb		59%		49%		100%

		Bonds		4.08%		7.00%						Bonds		-43%		-36%		-138%		100%

		Cash		3.48%		0.50%						Cash		50%		55%		23%		-25%		100%

		Tax exempt FI		3.33%		8.00%						Tax exempt FI		-43%		-36%		-138%		-25%		-4%		100%

		High Yield		5.52%		12.00%						High Yield		110%		84%		58%		-42%		-12%		-42%		100%

		Commodity Index		4.08%		22.00%						Commodity Index		67%		67%		1%		-156%		0%		-156%		66%		100%

		Emerg Mkt Eq		7.08%		25.00%						Emerg Mkt Eq																		100%

		Real Estate (core)		6.86%		24.00%						Real Estate(core)		80%		50%		80%		-110%		15%		-110%		46%		70%				100%

		Private Equity		7.80%		30.00%						Private Equity		80%		83%		35%		-37%		38%		-37%		46%		26%				80%		100%

		Real Estate Opport		7.50%		32.00%						Real Estate Oppt		85%		85%		80%		-110%		15%		-110%		50%		70%				90%		-22%		100%

		TIPS		4.08%		6.75%						TIPS		10%		11%		5%		-5%		5%		-5%		6%		3%				-3%		8%		4%		100%

		US Equity		7.08%		From A/A Model																				0.0661145		RE Equity like risk

		Intl Equity		7.08%		Same as US																				0.0750066667

		Merger Arb		5.28%		US Equity 1/2 and cash 1/2

		Bonds		4.08%		Equilibruim 10 yr note yield from A/A model 2/3 + current 10-yr yield 1/3												0.0407666667		4.65*2/3+293*1/3

		Cash		3.48%		Equilibruim T-Bill yield A/A model 90% and current T-bill 10%												0.03475

		Tax exempt FI		3.33%		our bond - JP Morgan spread of bond-taxexempt

		High Yield		5.52%		US Equity 50%, bonds 40%, cash 10%

		Commodity Index		4.08%		same as bonds

		Emerg Mkt Eq		7.08%		US Equity

		Real Estate (REITS)		6.86%								CapRate (Greenstreet Cap Rate) *2-(curr bond yield + .75%)-.005 (for fees)

		Real Estate Opport		7.50%								CapRate (Greenstreet Cap Rate) *(100/35)-((65/35)*((35/65)*.75+(25/65)*1.50))*curr bond yield))																		0.1595899808		0.0750166667		bond return*1.5 - .5*(bond return+1.5%)

		Private Equity		7.80%		Equity * 1.2 (leverage) - current cash*.2 (adjust for leverage)																								0.07801		eqity*1.2-cash*.2

		Conv Arb		4.65%		High Yield .6667+ (current cash + 1%) .3333												0.0464544444

		TIPS		4.08%		bonds





SDRS Conv

										CONVENTIONAL				SDRS TOTAL FUND EXPECTED RETURN AND STANDARD DEVIATION

										(SDIC expected returns, JP Morgan std. dev. and correlations)

						S&P								Expected		Standard												Correlation Matrix

						Like %								Return		Deviation*				US Eq		Intl Eq		Hedge		Bonds		Cash		HY		Comd		RE		Priv Eq		Conv		Tips

						100%				Domestic (US) Equity				7.1%		14%				100%																																				1.96%

						108%				International Equity				7.1%		17%				88%		100%																																		2.13%		2.98%

						51%				Hedge Funds				5.3%		9%				80%		82%		100%																																1.01%		1.27%		0.81%

						0%				US Bonds - Investment Grade				4.1%		4%				0%		10%		-11%		100%																														0.00%		0.06%		-0.04%		0.14%

						-0%				Cash				3.5%		1%				-6%		0%		-2%		10%		100%																												-0.00%		0.00%		-0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

						42%				High Yield Bonds				5.5%		9%				69%		74%		77%		19%		-10%		100%																										0.82%		1.09%		0.59%		0.06%		-0.00%		0.72%

						53%				Commodity Index				4.1%		17%				44%		54%		57%		7%		8%		46%		100%																								1.03%		1.56%		0.86%		0.04%		0.01%		0.65%		2.81%

						85%				REITs				6.9%		16%				74%		66%		51%		25%		-7%		62%		26%		100%																						1.66%		1.82%		0.73%		0.15%		-0.01%		0.84%		0.70%		2.56%

						123%				Private Equity				7.8%		21%				82%		82%		72%		4%		-3%		65%		44%		63%		100%																				2.41%		2.97%		1.36%		0.03%		-0.00%		1.16%		1.55%		2.12%		4.41%

						32%				Real Estate Opportunistic				7.5%		14%				33%		28%		22%		5%		-3%		25%		10%		43%		27%		100%																		0.64%		0.66%		0.27%		0.03%		-0.00%		0.29%		0.23%		0.95%		0.78%		1.89%

						2%				Inflation protected Tsy(Tips)				4.1%		6%				6%		16%		5%		78%		7%		31%		27%		21%		10%		4%		100%																0.05%		0.15%		0.02%		0.16%		0.00%		0.14%		0.25%		0.18%		0.12%		0.03%		0.30%

										* Standard deviation is a measure of volatility.  There is a 66% chance of being within plus or minus 1 standard deviation, a 95% chance of being within 2 standard deviations.

						0.0%																												Mean		1 year		5 year		10 year		20 year

						ANNLZ						U.S.		Intl		Hedge						High		Comm				Private		RE		HY		Expected		Standard		Standard		Standard		Standard														8.0%		Min Ret

						STD DEV						Equity		Equity		Funds		Bonds		Cash		Yield		-odity		REITs		Equity		Opport		RE Debt		Return		Deviation		Deviation		Deviation		Deviation														1		TIME HORIZON

				2.0%		14.0%				100:0 Equity/Bond		100%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		7.08%		14.0%		6.3%		4.4%		3.1%														0.0%		28.1%		0.34		-0.06		0.40		0.99		0.97		1.19		47.56%		2.44%		47.56%				7.08%		21.08%		35.08%		-6.92%		-20.92%		-34.92%		49.08%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		28%

				0.7%		8.5%				Simple 60:40% EQ/BD		60%		0%		0%		40%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		5.88%		8.5%		3.8%		2.7%		1.9%														0.0%		18.1%		0.34		-0.23		0.39		0.95		0.90		1.05		40.81%		9.19%		40.81%				5.88%		14.41%		22.94%		-2.65%		-11.19%		-19.72%		31.48%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		18%

				0.5%		7.2%				Simple 50:50% EQ/BD		50%		0%		0%		50%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		5.58%		7.2%		3.2%		2.3%		1.6%														0.0%		15.7%		0.35		-0.31		0.38		0.93		0.87		0.99		37.72%		12.28%		37.72%				5.58%		12.83%		20.07%		-1.67%		-8.92%		-16.16%		27.32%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		16%

				1.0%		9.8%				70:30 Equity/Bond		70%		0%		0%		30%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		6.17%		9.8%		4.4%		3.1%		2.2%														0.0%		20.5%		0.34		-0.17		0.39		0.96		0.92		1.10		43.12%		6.88%		43.12%				6.17%		16.01%		25.85%		-3.66%		-13.50%		-23.34%		35.69%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		20%

				0.7%		8.5%				add Cash		60%		0%		0%		39%		1%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		5.87%		8.5%		3.8%		2.7%		1.9%				100%

				1.1%		10.4%				add International EQ		47%		23%		0%		30%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		6.18%		10.4%		4.6%		3.3%		2.3%				100%										0.0%		21.3%		0.33		-0.16		0.39		0.96		0.93		1.10		43.48%		6.52%		43.48%				6.18%		16.53%		26.88%		-4.17%		-14.52%		-24.87%		37.23%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		21%

				1.1%		10.4%				add REITs		42%		20%		0%		28%		0%		0%		0%		10%		0%		0%		0%		6.22%		10.4%		4.7%		3.3%		2.3%				100%										0.0%		21.4%		0.33		-0.16		0.39		0.96		0.93		1.11		43.65%		6.35%		43.65%				6.22%		16.64%		27.06%		-4.20%		-14.63%		-25.05%		37.48%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		21%

				1.1%		10.4%				add High Yield		40%		19%		0%		24%		0%		7%		0%		10%		0%		0%		0%		6.23%		10.4%		4.7%		3.3%		2.3%				100%										0.0%		21.4%		0.33		-0.16		0.39		0.96		0.93		1.11		43.69%		6.31%		43.69%				6.23%		16.64%		27.06%		-4.19%		-14.60%		-25.02%		37.48%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		21%

				1.1%		10.6%				add Tips & Commodities		40%		20%		0%		21%		0%		7%		1%		10%		0%		0%		1%		6.26%		10.6%		4.8%		3.4%		2.4%				100%										0.0%		21.8%		0.33		-0.15		0.39		0.97		0.93		1.11		43.93%		6.07%		43.93%				6.26%		16.90%		27.54%		-4.38%		-15.03%		-25.67%		38.18%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		22%

				1.1%		10.4%				add Cash		40%		19%		0%		22%		2%		7%		0%		10%		0%		0%		0%		6.22%		10.4%		4.7%		3.3%		2.3%				100%										0.0%		21.4%		0.33		-0.16		0.39		0.96		0.93		1.11		43.64%		6.36%		43.64%				6.22%		16.62%		27.02%		-4.19%		-14.59%		-24.99%		37.43%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		21%

				1.1%		10.4%				add Private Equity		32%		17%		0%		22%		4%		7%		0%		10%		8%		0%		0%		6.20%		10.4%		4.7%		3.3%		2.3%				100%										0.0%		21.4%		0.33		-0.16		0.39		0.96		0.93		1.11		43.61%		6.39%		43.61%				6.20%		16.64%		27.08%		-4.24%		-14.68%		-25.12%		37.52%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		21%

				0.9%		9.5%				add RE Opportunistic		31%		16%		0%		22%		6%		7%		0%		2%		8%		8%		0%		6.18%		9.5%		4.3%		3.0%		2.1%				100%										0.0%		20.1%		0.34		-0.18		0.39		0.96		0.92		1.09		42.94%		7.06%		42.94%				6.18%		15.73%		25.27%		-3.37%		-12.91%		-22.46%		34.82%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		20%

				1.2%		10.8%				add Tips		39%		19%		0%		18%		6%		7%		1%		2%		8%		0%		1%		6.28%		10.8%		4.8%		3.4%		2.4%				101%										0.0%		22.0%		0.33		-0.15		0.39		0.97		0.93		1.12		44.07%		5.93%		44.07%				6.28%		17.06%		27.84%		-4.50%		-15.28%		-26.06%		38.62%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		22%

				0.0%		0.0%				increase Private Equity		37%		19%		0%		18%		2%		7%		1%		8%		7%		0%		1%		6.33%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%				100%

				0.0%		0.0%				Benchmark FY19 (proposed)		39%		19%		0%		23%		2%		7%		0%		10%		0%		0%		0%		6.19%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%				100%

				0.0%		0.0%				SDRS Current AA		19%		9%		1%		13%		32%		4%		0%		0%		7%		8%		7%		5.43%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%				100%										0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				5.43%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				SDRS Current AA		32%		13%		0%		13%		14%		7%		0%		2%		9%		12%		0%		6.21%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%				100%										0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				6.21%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				1.3%		11.2%				Alternative AA		32%		18%		4%		16%		1%		3%		1%		10%		10%		3%		2%		6.42%		11.2%		5.0%		3.5%		2.5%				100%

				0.0%		0.0%				Mellon Bil $ plan		35%		17%		0%		33%		2%		3%		0%		3%		7%		0%		0%		6.01%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%				100%										0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				6.01%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%		0.0%				State universe		27%		21%		0%		25%		1%		4%		1%		8%		9%		0%		5%		6.12%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%				100%										0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				6.12%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

										Return Ranges		Mean						1 Year Horizon						5 Year Horizon								10 Year Horizon						20 Year Horizon

												Exp Ret				up 1sd		dn 1 sd		dn 2 sd		up 1sd		dn 1 sd		dn 2 sd				up 1sd		dn 1 sd		dn 2 sd		up 1sd		dn 1 sd		dn 2 sd

										Benchmark FY19 (proposed)		6.19%				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

																						Proprietary and Confidential

						14.0%				100%		0%		0%		0%		0%				7.08%										14.00%		47.56%		0.0%		0.0%		28.1%										0.34		-0.06		0.40		0.99		0.97		1.19		47.56%		2.44%		47.56%				7.08%		21.08%		35.08%		-6.92%		-20.92%		-34.92%		49.08%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		28%

						14.1%				90%		10%		0%		0%		0%				7.08%										14.14%		47.41%		0.0%		0.0%		28.3%										0.33		-0.07		0.40		0.99		0.97		1.19		47.41%		2.59%		47.41%				7.08%		21.22%		35.36%		-7.06%		-21.20%		-35.35%		49.51%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		28%

						13.3%				90%		0%		10%		0%		0%				6.90%										13.33%		46.71%		0.0%		0.0%		26.8%										0.00		-0.08		0.40		0.98		0.96		1.17		46.71%		3.29%		46.71%				6.90%		20.23%		33.56%		-6.43%		-19.76%		-33.09%		46.89%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		27%

						14.3%				80%		20%		0%		0%		0%				7.08%										14.33%		47.44%		0.0%		0.0%		28.6%										0.00		-0.06		0.40		0.99		0.97		1.19		47.44%		2.56%		47.44%				7.08%		21.41%		35.74%		-7.25%		-21.58%		-35.91%		50.07%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		29%

						13.5%				80%		10%		10%		0%		0%				6.90%										13.49%		46.75%		0.0%		0.0%		27.0%										0.00		-0.08		0.40		0.98		0.96		1.18		46.75%		3.25%		46.75%				6.90%		20.39%		33.87%		-6.59%		-20.07%		-33.56%		47.36%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		27%

						12.7%				80%		0%		20%		0%		0%				0.00%										12.69%		0.00%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

						14.6%				70%		30%		0%		0%		0%				0.00%										14.56%		0.00%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

						13.7%				70%		20%		10%		0%		0%				0.00%										13.69%		0.00%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

						12.9%				70%		10%		20%		0%		0%				6.72%										12.86%		46.03%		0.0%		0.0%		25.8%										0.00		-0.10		0.40		0.98		0.96		1.16		46.03%		3.97%		46.03%				6.72%		19.58%		32.44%		-6.14%		-19.00%		-31.85%		45.29%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		26%

						12.1%				70%		0%		30%		0%		0%				6.54%										12.07%		45.18%		0.0%		0.0%		24.4%										0.00		-0.12		0.40		0.97		0.95		1.14		45.18%		4.82%		45.18%				6.54%		18.61%		30.68%		-5.53%		-17.60%		-29.67%		42.75%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		24%

						14.8%				60%		40%		0%		0%		0%				7.08%										14.84%		47.53%		0.0%		0.0%		29.3%										0.00		-0.06		0.40		0.99		0.97		1.19		47.53%		2.47%		47.53%				7.08%		21.92%		36.76%		-7.76%		-22.60%		-37.44%		51.60%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		29%

						13.9%				60%		30%		10%		0%		0%				6.90%										13.94%		46.86%		0.0%		0.0%		27.7%										0.00		-0.08		0.40		0.98		0.96		1.18		46.86%		3.14%		46.86%				6.90%		20.84%		34.78%		-7.04%		-20.99%		-34.93%		48.73%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		28%

						13.1%				60%		20%		20%		0%		0%				6.72%										13.08%		46.10%		0.0%		0.0%		26.2%										0.00		-0.10		0.40		0.98		0.96		1.16		46.10%		3.90%		46.10%				6.72%		19.80%		32.88%		-6.36%		-19.44%		-32.52%		45.96%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		26%

						12.3%				60%		10%		30%		0%		0%				6.54%										12.26%		45.26%		0.0%		0.0%		24.7%										0.00		-0.12		0.40		0.97		0.95		1.14		45.26%		4.74%		45.26%				6.54%		18.80%		31.05%		-5.72%		-17.98%		-30.23%		43.31%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		25%

						11.5%				60%		0%		40%		0%		0%				6.36%										11.48%		44.32%		0.0%		0.0%		23.2%										0.00		-0.14		0.39		0.97		0.94		1.12		44.32%		5.68%		44.32%				6.36%		17.84%		29.33%		-5.13%		-16.61%		-28.10%		40.81%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		23%

						15.2%				50%		50%		0%		0%		0%				7.08%										15.15%		47.58%		0.0%		0.0%		29.8%										0.00		-0.06		0.40		0.99		0.97		1.19		47.58%		2.42%		47.58%				7.08%		22.23%		37.39%		-8.07%		-23.23%		-38.38%		52.54%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		30%

						14.2%				50%		40%		10%		0%		0%				6.90%										14.24%		46.92%		0.0%		0.0%		28.2%										0.00		-0.08		0.40		0.98		0.97		1.18		46.92%		3.08%		46.92%				6.90%		21.14%		35.37%		-7.34%		-21.57%		-35.81%		49.61%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		28%

						13.3%				50%		30%		20%		0%		0%				6.72%										13.35%		46.18%		0.0%		0.0%		26.6%										0.00		-0.10		0.40		0.98		0.96		1.16		46.18%		3.82%		46.18%				6.72%		20.07%		33.42%		-6.63%		-19.98%		-33.33%		46.77%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		27%

						12.5%				50%		20%		30%		0%		0%				6.54%										12.50%		45.35%		0.0%		0.0%		25.0%										0.00		-0.12		0.40		0.97		0.95		1.14		45.35%		4.65%		45.35%				6.54%		19.04%		31.54%		-5.96%		-18.46%		-30.96%		44.03%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		25%

						11.7%				50%		10%		40%		0%		0%				6.36%										11.69%		44.42%		0.0%		0.0%		23.5%										0.00		-0.14		0.40		0.97		0.94		1.12		44.42%		5.58%		44.42%				6.36%		18.05%		29.74%		-5.33%		-17.02%		-28.72%		41.43%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		24%

						10.9%				50%		0%		50%		0%		0%				6.18%										10.94%		43.39%		0.0%		0.0%		22.1%										0.00		-0.17		0.39		0.96		0.93		1.10		43.39%		6.61%		43.39%				6.18%		17.12%		28.06%		-4.76%		-15.70%		-26.64%		38.99%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		22%

						15.5%				40%		60%		0%		0%		0%				7.08%										15.51%		47.63%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		-0.06		0.40		0.99		0.97		1.20		47.63%		2.37%		47.63%				7.08%		22.59%		38.10%		-8.43%		-23.94%		-39.44%		53.60%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

						14.6%				40%		50%		10%		0%		0%				6.90%										14.57%		46.99%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		-0.08		0.40		0.98		0.97		1.18		46.99%		3.01%		46.99%				6.90%		21.47%		36.05%		-7.67%		-22.25%		-36.82%		50.62%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

						13.7%				40%		40%		20%		0%		0%				6.72%										13.66%		46.27%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		-0.09		0.40		0.98		0.96		1.16		46.27%		3.73%		46.27%				6.72%		20.38%		34.05%		-6.94%		-20.61%		-34.27%		47.71%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%
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						7.2%				50%		0%		0%		50%		0%				5.58%										7.25%				27.3%		20.1%		12.8%										5.6%		-1.7%		-8.9%		-16.2%

						7.2%				50%		0%		0%		40%		10%				5.52%										7.16%				27.0%		19.8%		12.7%										5.5%		-1.6%		-8.8%		-16.0%

						14.0%				100%		0%		0%		0%		0%				7.08%										14.00%				49.1%		35.1%		21.1%										7.1%		-6.9%		-20.9%		-34.9%

						8.8%				40%		15%		10%		30%		5%				5.82%										8.82%				32.3%		23.5%		14.6%										5.8%		-3.0%		-11.8%		-20.7%

						8.5%				40%		15%		5%		35%		5%				5.76%										8.48%				31.2%		22.7%		14.2%										5.8%		-2.7%		-11.2%		-19.7%

						6.5%				45%		0%		0%		40%		15%				5.34%										6.47%				24.8%		18.3%		11.8%										5.3%		-1.1%		-7.6%		-14.1%

						14.0%				100%		0%		0%		0%		0%				7.08%										14.00%				49.1%		35.1%		21.1%										7.1%		-6.9%		-20.9%		-34.9%

						14.0%				100%		0%		0%		0%		0%				7.08%										14.00%				49.1%		35.1%		21.1%										7.1%		-6.9%		-20.9%		-34.9%

						14.0%				100%		0%		0%		0%		0%				7.08%										14.00%				49.1%		35.1%		21.1%										7.1%		-6.9%		-20.9%		-34.9%

						14.0%				100%		0%		0%		0%		0%				7.08%										14.00%				49.1%		35.1%		21.1%										7.1%		-6.9%		-20.9%		-34.9%

																				20

						TEMPLATE				80%		20%		0%								5.52%										12.68%		19.83%		-1.64%		-8.80%

						FOR				70%		30%		0%								7.08%										21.08%		35.08%		-6.92%		-20.92%

						BELOW				60%		40%		0%								5.82%										14.64%		23.47%		-3.01%		-11.83%

										50%		50%		0%								5.76%										14.24%		22.72%		-2.72%		-11.21%

										40%		60%		0%								5.34%										11.81%		18.29%		-1.14%		-7.61%

												ERET		STD

										RVAA		12.7%		11.1%

																						12.7%										23.8%		34.9%		1.6%		-9.5%

										80%		20%		0%								10.11%										24.02%		37.92%		-3.80%		-17.71%

										70%		30%		0%								9.87%										22.65%		35.43%		-2.91%		-15.69%

								1		60%		40%		0%								9.64%										21.35%		33.07%		-2.07%		-13.78%

										50%		50%		0%								9.41%										20.13%		30.86%		-1.31%		-12.04%

										40%		60%		0%								9.18%										19.02%		28.86%		-0.66%		-10.50%

																						12.7%										20.3%		27.8%		5.1%		-2.4%

										80%		20%		0%								9.87%										18.91%		27.95%		0.84%		-8.20%

										70%		30%		0%								9.64%										17.92%		26.21%		1.36%		-6.92%

								2		60%		40%		0%								9.41%										16.99%		24.58%		1.83%		-5.76%

										50%		50%		0%								9.18%										16.14%		23.10%		2.22%		-4.74%

										40%		60%		0%								9.16%										16.17%		23.18%		2.15%		-4.86%

																						12.7%										18.7%		24.8%		6.7%		0.6%

										80%		20%		0%								9.87%										17.25%		24.63%		2.50%		-4.88%

										70%		30%		0%								9.64%										16.40%		23.17%		2.88%		-3.88%

								3		60%		40%		0%								9.41%										15.60%		21.79%		3.22%		-2.97%

										50%		50%		0%								9.18%										14.86%		20.54%		3.50%		-2.19%

										40%		60%		0%								9.16%										14.88%		20.61%		3.44%		-2.29%

																						12.7%										17.2%		21.8%		8.2%		3.6%

										80%		20%		0%								10.11%										16.33%		22.55%		3.89%		-2.33%

										70%		30%		0%								9.87%										15.59%		21.30%		4.16%		-1.56%

								5		60%		40%		0%								9.64%										14.88%		20.12%		4.40%		-0.83%

										50%		50%		0%								9.41%										14.21%		19.00%		4.61%		-0.18%

										40%		60%		0%								9.18%										13.58%		17.98%		4.78%		0.38%

																						12.7%										15.8%		18.8%		9.6%		6.6%

										80%		20%		0%								10.11%										14.50%		18.90%		5.71%		1.31%

										70%		30%		0%								9.87%										13.92%		17.96%		5.83%		1.79%

								10		60%		40%		0%								9.64%										13.35%		17.05%		5.94%		2.23%

										50%		50%		0%								9.41%										12.80%		16.19%		6.02%		2.63%

										40%		60%		0%								9.18%										12.29%		15.40%		6.07%		2.95%

																						12.7%										14.7%		16.8%		10.7%		8.6%

										80%		20%		0%								10.11%										13.22%		16.33%		7.00%		3.89%

										70%		30%		0%								9.87%										12.73%		15.59%		7.02%		4.16%

								20		60%		40%		0%								9.64%										12.26%		14.88%		7.02%		4.40%

										50%		50%		0%								9.41%										11.81%		14.21%		7.01%		4.61%

										40%		60%		0%								9.18%										11.38%		13.58%		6.98%		4.78%





SDRS Conv JPM

								CONVENTIONAL				SDRS TOTAL FUND EXPECTED RETURN AND STANDARD DEVIATION

								(JP Morgan returns, std. dev. and correlations)

						S&P						Expected		Standard												Correlation Matrix										RE

						Like %						Return		Deviation*				US Eq		Intl		Hedge		Bonds		Cash		HY		Comd		RE		Priv Eq		Opport		Tips

						100%		Domestic (US) Equity				5.5%		14%				100%																																				1.96%

						108%		International Equity				6.3%		17%				88%		100%																																		2.13%		2.98%

						51%		Hedge Funds				4.8%		9%				80%		82%		100%																																1.01%		1.27%		0.81%

						0%		US Bonds - Investment Grade				3.3%		4%				0%		10%		-11%		100%																														0.00%		0.06%		-0.04%		0.14%

						-0%		Cash				2.0%		1%				-6%		0%		-2%		10%		100%																												-0.00%		0.00%		-0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

						42%		High Yield Bonds				5.3%		9%				69%		74%		77%		19%		-10%		100%																										0.82%		1.09%		0.59%		0.06%		-0.00%		0.72%

						53%		Commodity Index				3.8%		17%				44%		54%		57%		7%		8%		46%		100%																								1.03%		1.56%		0.86%		0.04%		0.01%		0.65%		2.81%

						85%		REITs				6.3%		16%				74%		66%		51%		25%		-7%		62%		26%		100%																						1.66%		1.82%		0.73%		0.15%		-0.01%		0.84%		0.70%		2.56%

						123%		Private Equity				7.3%		21%				82%		82%		72%		4%		-3%		65%		44%		63%		100%																				2.41%		2.97%		1.36%		0.03%		-0.00%		1.16%		1.55%		2.12%		4.41%

						32%		Real Estate Opportunistic				6.5%		14%				33%		28%		22%		5%		-3%		25%		10%		43%		27%		100%																		0.64%		0.66%		0.27%		0.03%		-0.00%		0.29%		0.23%		0.95%		0.78%		1.89%

						2%		Inflation protected Tsy(Tips)				2.8%		6%				6%		16%		5%		78%		7%		31%		27%		21%		10%		4%		100%																0.05%		0.15%		0.02%		0.16%		0.00%		0.14%		0.25%		0.18%		0.12%		0.03%		0.30%

								* Standard deviation is a measure of volatility.  There is a 66% chance of being within plus or minus 1 standard deviation, a 95% chance of being within 2 standard deviations.

						0.0%																										Mean		1 year		5 year		10 year		20 year

						ANNLZ				U.S.		Intl		Hedge						High		Comm				Private		RE		HY RE		Expected		Standard		Standard		Standard		Standard														8.0%		Min Ret

						STD DEV				Equity		Equity		Funds		Bonds		Cash		Yield		-odity		REITs		Equity		Opport		Debt		Return		Deviation		Deviation		Deviation		Deviation														1		TIME HORIZON

				2.0%		14.0%		100/0 Equity/Bond		100%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		5.50%		14.0%		6.3%		4.4%		3.1%				100%										0.0%		26.5%		0.26		-0.17		0.39		0.96		0.93		1.10		43.36%		6.64%		43.36%				5.50%		19.50%		33.50%		-8.50%		-22.50%		-36.50%		47.50%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		27%

				0.7%		8.5%		60:40 Equtiy/Bond		60%		0%		0%		40%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		4.60%		8.5%		3.8%		2.7%		1.9%				100%										0.0%		16.9%		0.27		-0.37		0.37		0.92		0.85		0.95		35.39%		14.61%		35.39%				4.60%		13.13%		21.67%		-3.93%		-12.47%		-21.00%		30.20%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		17%

				0.5%		7.2%		Conservative 50:50 EQ/BD		50%		0%		0%		50%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		4.38%		7.2%		3.2%		2.3%		1.6%				100%										0.0%		14.7%		0.28		-0.47		0.36		0.90		0.81		0.89		31.88%		18.12%		31.88%				4.38%		11.62%		18.87%		-2.87%		-10.12%		-17.37%		26.12%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		15%

				1.0%		9.9%		70:30 Equity/Bond		70%		0%		0%		30%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		4.83%		9.9%		4.4%		3.1%		2.2%				100%

				1.1%		10.4%		add International EQ		47%		23%		0%		30%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		5.00%		10.4%		4.6%		3.3%		2.3%				100%										0.0%		20.3%		0.27		-0.27		0.38		0.94		0.88		1.02		39.27%		10.73%		39.27%				5.00%		15.35%		25.70%		-5.35%		-15.70%		-26.06%		36.05%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		20%

				1.1%		10.4%		add REITs		42%		20%		0%		28%		0%		0%		0%		10%		0%		0%		0%		5.10%		10.4%		4.7%		3.3%		2.3%				100%										0.0%		20.5%		0.27		-0.26		0.39		0.94		0.89		1.03		39.68%		10.32%		39.68%				5.10%		15.52%		25.94%		-5.33%		-15.75%		-26.17%		36.36%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		21%

				1.1%		10.4%		add High Yield		40%		19%		0%		24%		0%		7%		0%		10%		0%		0%		0%		5.16%		10.4%		4.7%		3.3%		2.3%				100%										0.0%		20.6%		0.28		-0.26		0.39		0.94		0.89		1.03		39.90%		10.10%		39.90%				5.16%		15.58%		25.99%		-5.26%		-15.67%		-26.09%		36.41%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		21%

				1.1%		10.6%		add Tips & Commodities		40%		20%		0%		21%		0%		7%		1%		10%		0%		0%		1%		5.19%		10.6%		4.8%		3.4%		2.4%				100%										0.0%		21.0%		0.27		-0.25		0.39		0.95		0.89		1.04		40.22%		9.78%		40.22%				5.19%		15.83%		26.47%		-5.45%		-16.09%		-26.73%		37.11%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		21%

				1.1%		10.4%		add Cash		40%		19%		0%		22%		2%		7%		0%		10%		0%		0%		0%		5.14%		10.4%		4.7%		3.3%		2.3%				100%										0.0%		20.6%		0.27		-0.26		0.39		0.94		0.89		1.03		39.80%		10.20%		39.80%				5.14%		15.54%		25.94%		-5.27%		-15.67%		-26.07%		36.34%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		21%

				1.1%		10.4%		add Private Equity		32%		17%		0%		22%		4%		7%		0%		10%		8%		0%		0%		5.19%		10.4%		4.7%		3.3%		2.3%				100%										0.0%		20.7%		0.28		-0.25		0.39		0.94		0.89		1.04		40.03%		9.97%		40.03%				5.19%		15.63%		26.07%		-5.25%		-15.69%		-26.13%		36.51%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		21%

				0.9%		9.5%		add RE Opportunistic		31%		16%		0%		22%		6%		7%		0%		2%		8%		8%		0%		5.13%		9.5%		4.3%		3.0%		2.1%				100%										0.0%		19.3%		0.28		-0.28		0.38		0.94		0.88		1.01		38.90%		11.10%		38.90%				5.13%		14.68%		24.22%		-4.41%		-13.96%		-23.51%		33.77%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		19%

				1.2%		11.0%		add Tips		39%		19%		0%		18%		2%		7%		1%		8%		5%		0%		1%		5.25%		11.0%		4.9%		3.5%		2.5%				100%										0.0%		21.6%		0.27		-0.23		0.39		0.95		0.90		1.05		40.72%		9.28%		40.72%				5.25%		16.23%		27.20%		-5.72%		-16.70%		-27.67%		38.18%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		22%

				1.2%		11.1%		add more Private Equity		37%		19%		0%		18%		2%		7%		1%		8%		7%		0%		1%		5.29%		11.1%		4.9%		3.5%		2.5%				100%

				1.1%		10.3%		Benchmark FY19 (proposed)		39%		19%		0%		23%		2%		7%		0%		10%		0%		0%		0%		5.11%		10.3%		4.6%		3.2%		2.3%				100%

				0.4%		6.2%		SDRS Current AA		19%		9%		1%		13%		32%		4%		0%		0%		7%		8%		7%		4.33%		6.2%		2.8%		2.0%		1.4%				100%										0.0%		13.1%		0.30		-0.55		0.34		0.89		0.79		0.85		29.01%		20.99%		29.01%				4.33%		10.58%		16.83%		-1.91%		-8.16%		-14.41%		23.07%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		13%

				0.9%		9.3%		SDRS adj. AA to 70%		31%		12%		0%		13%		14%		7%		0%		2%		9%		12%		0%		5.07%		9.3%		4.2%		2.9%		2.1%				100%										0.0%		18.8%		0.28		-0.30		0.38		0.94		0.88		1.00		38.37%		11.63%		38.37%				5.07%		14.38%		23.68%		-4.24%		-13.54%		-22.85%		32.99%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		19%

				1.3%		11.2%		Alternative AA		32%		18%		4%		16%		1%		3%		1%		10%		10%		3%		2%		5.41%		11.2%		5.0%		3.5%		2.5%				100%

				0.9%		9.6%		Mellon Bil $ plan		35%		17%		0%		33%		2%		3%		0%		3%		7%		0%		0%		4.95%		9.6%		4.3%		3.0%		2.1%				100%

				0.0%		0.0%		State universe		30%		21%		4%		20%		2%		2%		1%		8%		9%		0%		3%		5.21%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%				100%										0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				5.21%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

								Return Ranges		Mean						1 Year Horizon						5 Year Horizon								10 Year Horizon						20 Year Horizon

										Exp Ret				up 1sd		dn 1 sd		dn 2 sd		up 1sd		dn 1 sd		dn 2 sd				up 1sd		dn 1 sd		dn 2 sd		up 1sd		dn 1 sd		dn 2 sd

								Benchmark FY19 (proposed)		5.11%				15.4%		-5.2%		-15.4%		9.7%		0.5%		-4.1%				8.4%		1.9%		-1.4%		7.4%		2.8%		0.5%

																				Proprietary and Confidential

				2.0%		14.0%				100%						0%																5.50%		14.0%		6.3%		4.4%		3.1%				100%

				1.8%		13.3%				95%						5%																5.39%		13.3%		5.9%		4.2%		3.0%				100%

				1.6%		12.6%				90%						10%																5.28%		12.6%		5.6%		4.0%		2.8%				100%

				1.4%		11.9%				85%						15%																5.16%		11.9%		5.3%		3.8%		2.7%				100%

				1.3%		11.2%				80%						20%																5.05%		11.2%		5.0%		3.5%		2.5%				100%

				1.1%		10.5%				75%						25%																4.94%		10.5%		4.7%		3.3%		2.4%				100%

				1.0%		9.9%				70%						30%																4.83%		9.9%		4.4%		3.1%		2.2%				100%

				0.8%		9.2%				65%						35%																4.71%		9.2%		4.1%		2.9%		2.1%				100%

				0.7%		8.5%				60%						40%																4.60%		8.5%		3.8%		2.7%		1.9%				100%

				0.6%		7.9%				55%						45%																4.49%		7.9%		3.5%		2.5%		1.8%				100%

				0.5%		7.2%				50%						50%																4.38%		7.2%		3.2%		2.3%		1.6%				100%

				0.4%		6.6%				45%						55%																4.26%		6.6%		3.0%		2.1%		1.5%				100%

				0.4%		6.0%				40%						60%																4.15%		6.0%		2.7%		1.9%		1.3%				100%

				0.3%		5.5%				35%						65%																4.04%		5.5%		2.4%		1.7%		1.2%				100%

				0.2%		5.0%				30%						70%																3.93%		5.0%		2.2%		1.6%		1.1%				100%

				0.2%		4.5%				25%						75%																3.81%		4.5%		2.0%		1.4%		1.0%				100%

				0.2%		4.1%				20%						80%																3.70%		4.1%		1.8%		1.3%		0.9%				100%

				0.1%		3.8%				15%						85%																3.59%		3.8%		1.7%		1.2%		0.9%				100%

				0.1%		3.7%				10%						90%																3.48%		3.7%		1.6%		1.2%		0.8%				100%

				0.1%		3.6%				5%						95%																3.36%		3.6%		1.6%		1.1%		0.8%				100%

				0.1%		3.8%				-0%						100%																3.25%		3.8%		1.7%		1.2%		0.8%				100%

						14.0%		100%		0%		0%		0%		0%				5.50%										14.00%		43.36%		0.0%		0.0%		26.5%										0.26		-0.17		0.39		0.96		0.93		1.10		43.36%		6.64%		43.36%				5.50%		19.50%		33.50%		-8.50%		-22.50%		-36.50%		47.50%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		27%

						14.1%		90%		10%		0%		0%		0%				5.58%										14.14%		43.19%		0.0%		0.0%		26.8%										0.26		-0.17		0.39		0.96		0.93		1.10		43.19%		6.81%		43.19%				5.58%		19.72%		33.86%		-8.57%		-22.71%		-36.85%		48.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		27%

						13.3%		90%		0%		10%		0%		0%				5.43%										13.33%		42.34%		0.0%		0.0%		25.4%										0.00		-0.19		0.39		0.96		0.92		1.08		42.34%		7.66%		42.34%				5.43%		18.76%		32.09%		-7.91%		-21.24%		-34.57%		45.42%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		25%

						14.3%		80%		20%		0%		0%		0%				5.65%										14.33%		43.49%		0.0%		0.0%		27.2%										0.00		-0.16		0.39		0.96		0.93		1.10		43.49%		6.51%		43.49%				5.65%		19.98%		34.31%		-8.68%		-23.01%		-37.34%		48.64%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		27%

						13.5%		80%		10%		10%		0%		0%				5.50%										13.49%		42.65%		0.0%		0.0%		25.7%										0.00		-0.19		0.39		0.96		0.92		1.09		42.65%		7.35%		42.65%				5.50%		18.99%		32.47%		-7.99%		-21.47%		-34.96%		45.96%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		26%

						12.7%		80%		0%		20%		0%		0%				0.00%										12.69%		0.00%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

						14.6%		70%		30%		0%		0%		0%				0.00%										14.56%		0.00%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

						13.7%		70%		20%		10%		0%		0%				0.00%										13.69%		0.00%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

						12.9%		70%		10%		20%		0%		0%				5.43%										12.86%		42.06%		0.0%		0.0%		24.7%										0.00		-0.20		0.39		0.96		0.91		1.08		42.06%		7.94%		42.06%				5.43%		18.28%		31.14%		-7.43%		-20.29%		-33.15%		44.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		25%

						12.1%		70%		0%		30%		0%		0%				5.28%										12.07%		41.07%		0.0%		0.0%		23.3%										0.00		-0.23		0.39		0.95		0.90		1.06		41.07%		8.93%		41.07%				5.28%		17.34%		29.41%		-6.79%		-18.86%		-30.93%		41.48%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		23%

						14.8%		60%		40%		0%		0%		0%				5.80%										14.84%		44.11%		0.0%		0.0%		28.2%										0.00		-0.15		0.39		0.97		0.93		1.12		44.11%		5.89%		44.11%				5.80%		20.64%		35.48%		-9.04%		-23.88%		-38.72%		50.32%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		28%

						13.9%		60%		30%		10%		0%		0%				5.65%										13.94%		43.31%		0.0%		0.0%		26.6%										0.00		-0.17		0.39		0.96		0.93		1.10		43.31%		6.69%		43.31%				5.65%		19.59%		33.53%		-8.29%		-22.23%		-36.18%		47.48%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		27%

						13.1%		60%		20%		20%		0%		0%				5.50%										13.08%		42.42%		0.0%		0.0%		25.1%										0.00		-0.19		0.39		0.96		0.92		1.08		42.42%		7.58%		42.42%				5.50%		18.58%		31.66%		-7.58%		-20.66%		-33.74%		44.74%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		25%

						12.3%		60%		10%		30%		0%		0%				5.35%										12.26%		41.44%		0.0%		0.0%		23.7%										0.00		-0.22		0.39		0.95		0.91		1.06		41.44%		8.56%		41.44%				5.35%		17.61%		29.87%		-6.91%		-19.17%		-31.42%		42.12%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		24%

						11.5%		60%		0%		40%		0%		0%				5.20%										11.48%		40.37%		0.0%		0.0%		22.3%										0.00		-0.24		0.39		0.95		0.90		1.04		40.37%		9.63%		40.37%				5.20%		16.68%		28.17%		-6.28%		-17.77%		-29.25%		39.65%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		22%

						15.2%		50%		50%		0%		0%		0%				5.88%										15.15%		44.42%		0.0%		0.0%		28.8%										0.00		-0.14		0.40		0.97		0.94		1.12		44.42%		5.58%		44.42%				5.88%		21.03%		36.18%		-9.28%		-24.43%		-39.59%		51.34%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		29%

						14.2%		50%		40%		10%		0%		0%				5.73%										14.24%		43.65%		0.0%		0.0%		27.2%										0.00		-0.16		0.39		0.96		0.93		1.11		43.65%		6.35%		43.65%				5.73%		19.96%		34.20%		-8.51%		-22.75%		-36.99%		48.44%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		27%

						13.3%		50%		30%		20%		0%		0%				5.58%										13.35%		42.79%		0.0%		0.0%		25.6%										0.00		-0.18		0.39		0.96		0.92		1.09		42.79%		7.21%		42.79%				5.58%		18.92%		32.27%		-7.77%		-21.12%		-34.47%		45.62%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		26%

						12.5%		50%		20%		30%		0%		0%				5.43%										12.50%		41.84%		0.0%		0.0%		24.1%										0.00		-0.21		0.39		0.95		0.91		1.07		41.84%		8.16%		41.84%				5.43%		17.92%		30.42%		-7.07%		-19.57%		-32.07%		42.92%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		24%

						11.7%		50%		10%		40%		0%		0%				5.28%										11.69%		40.79%		0.0%		0.0%		22.7%										0.00		-0.23		0.39		0.95		0.90		1.05		40.79%		9.21%		40.79%				5.28%		16.97%		28.66%		-6.42%		-18.11%		-29.80%		40.35%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		23%

						10.9%		50%		0%		50%		0%		0%				5.13%										10.94%		39.63%		0.0%		0.0%		21.3%										0.00		-0.26		0.39		0.94		0.89		1.03		39.63%		10.37%		39.63%				5.13%		16.06%		27.00%		-5.81%		-16.75%		-27.69%		37.94%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		21%

						15.5%		40%		60%		0%		0%		0%				5.95%										15.51%		44.74%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		-0.13		0.40		0.97		0.94		1.13		44.74%		5.26%		44.74%				5.95%		21.46%		36.97%		-9.56%		-25.07%		-40.57%		52.47%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

						14.6%		40%		50%		10%		0%		0%				5.80%										14.57%		44.00%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		-0.15		0.39		0.97		0.93		1.12		44.00%		6.00%		44.00%				5.80%		20.37%		34.95%		-8.77%		-23.35%		-37.92%		49.52%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

						13.7%		40%		40%		20%		0%		0%				5.65%										13.66%		43.17%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		-0.17		0.39		0.96		0.92		1.10		43.17%		6.83%		43.17%				5.65%		19.31%		32.98%		-8.01%		-21.68%		-35.34%		46.64%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

						12.8%		40%		30%		30%		0%		0%				5.50%										12.79%		42.25%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		-0.20		0.39		0.96		0.92		1.08		42.25%		7.75%		42.25%				5.50%		18.29%		31.08%		-7.29%		-20.08%		-32.87%		43.87%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

						12.0%		40%		20%		40%		0%		0%				5.35%										11.95%		41.23%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		-0.22		0.39		0.95		0.90		1.06		41.23%		8.77%		41.23%				5.35%		17.30%		29.25%		-6.60%		-18.55%		-30.51%		41.21%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

						11.2%		40%		10%		50%		0%		0%				5.20%										11.16%		40.10%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		-0.25		0.39		0.95		0.89		1.04		40.10%		9.90%		40.10%				5.20%		16.36%		27.53%		-5.96%		-17.13%		-28.29%		38.69%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

						10.4%		40%		0%		60%		0%		0%				5.05%										10.44%		38.87%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		-0.28		0.38		0.94		0.88		1.01		38.87%		11.13%		38.87%				5.05%		15.49%		25.92%		-5.39%		-15.82%		-26.26%		36.36%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

						15.9%		30%		70%		0%		0%		0%				6.03%										15.90%		45.06%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		-0.12		0.40		0.97		0.94		1.14		45.06%		4.94%		45.06%				6.03%		21.92%		37.82%		-9.87%		-25.77%		-41.67%		53.72%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

						14.9%		30%		60%		10%		0%		0%				5.88%										14.95%		44.35%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		-0.14		0.39		0.97		0.94		1.12		44.35%		5.65%		44.35%				5.88%		20.82%		35.77%		-9.07%		-24.02%		-38.97%		50.72%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

						14.0%		30%		50%		20%		0%		0%				5.73%										14.02%		43.56%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		-0.16		0.39		0.96		0.93		1.11		43.56%		6.44%		43.56%				5.73%		19.75%		33.77%		-8.30%		-22.32%		-36.34%		47.79%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

						13.1%		30%		40%		30%		0%		0%				5.58%										13.12%		42.67%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		-0.18		0.39		0.96		0.92		1.09		42.67%		7.33%		42.67%				5.58%		18.70%		31.82%		-7.55%		-20.67%		-33.80%		44.95%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

						12.3%		30%		30%		40%		0%		0%				5.43%										12.26%		41.68%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		-0.21		0.39		0.95		0.91		1.07		41.68%		8.32%		41.68%				5.43%		17.69%		29.95%		-6.84%		-19.10%		-31.36%		42.21%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

						11.4%		30%		20%		50%		0%		0%				5.28%										11.45%		40.59%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		-0.24		0.39		0.95		0.90		1.05		40.59%		9.41%		40.59%				5.28%		16.72%		28.17%		-6.17%		-17.62%		-29.06%		39.61%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

						10.7%		30%		10%		60%		0%		0%				5.13%										10.68%		39.39%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		-0.27		0.38		0.94		0.89		1.02		39.39%		10.61%		39.39%				5.13%		15.81%		26.49%		-5.56%		-16.24%		-26.92%		37.17%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

						10.0%		30%		0%		70%		0%		0%				4.98%										9.98%		38.09%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%										0.00		-0.30		0.38		0.93		0.87		1.00		38.09%		11.91%		38.09%				4.98%		14.96%		24.94%		-5.01%		-14.99%		-24.97%		34.92%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%
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								70%		30%		0%								9.87%										13.92%		17.96%		5.83%		1.79%

								60%		40%		0%								9.64%										13.35%		17.05%		5.94%		2.23%

								50%		50%		0%								9.41%										12.80%		16.19%		6.02%		2.63%

								40%		60%		0%								9.18%										12.29%		15.40%		6.07%		2.95%

																				12.7%										14.7%		16.8%		10.7%		8.6%

								80%		20%		0%								10.11%										13.22%		16.33%		7.00%		3.89%

								70%		30%		0%								9.87%										12.73%		15.59%		7.02%		4.16%

								60%		40%		0%								9.64%										12.26%		14.88%		7.02%		4.40%

								50%		50%		0%								9.41%										11.81%		14.21%		7.01%		4.61%

								40%		60%		0%								9.18%										11.38%		13.58%		6.98%		4.78%





DCT HCT SPL Conv

																								DCT TOTAL FUND

										CONVENTIONAL														Expected Return and Standard Deviation

										(JP Morgan expected returns, std. dev. and correlations)																						Correlation Matrix

				S&P								Expected		Standard																				High				Private		RE										S&P		EAFE		Merger		BOND		cash		tax ex		HY		Comdty		Em		RE		P Eq		Conv		Tips										S&P		EAFE		ARB		BOND		cash		tax ex		HY		Comdty		Em		RE		P Eq		Conv		Tips

				Like %								Return		Deviation						US Eq				Intl Eq						Bonds		Cash		Yield		REITs		Equity		Opport		Tips								COR		COR		COR		COR		COR		COR		COR		Cor		COR		COR		COR		COR		COR										COR		COR		COR		COR		COR		COR		COR		Cor		COR		COR		COR		COR		COR

				100%						Domestic (US) Equity		5.5%		14%						100%																																																														US Equity		100%

				108%						International Equity		6.3%		17%						88%				100%																										2.13%																																Intl Equity		88%		100%

				51%						Merger Arb		4.8%		9%						80%				82%																										1.01%		1.27%																														Merger Arb		80%		82%		100%

				0%						US Bonds - Investment Gr		3.3%		4%						0%				10%						100%																				0.00%		0.06%		-0.04%																												Bonds		0%		10%		-11%		100%

				-0%						Cash		2.0%		1%						-6%				0%						10%		100%																		-0.00%		0.00%		-0.00%		0.00%																										Cash		-6%		0%		-2%		10%		100%

				-0%						Tax exempt FI		2.5%		6%						-1%				5%						66%		3%																		-0.01%		0.05%		-0.04%		0.15%		0.00%																								Tax exempt FI *		-1%		5%		-7%		66%		3%		100%

				42%						High Yield Bonds		5.3%		9%						69%				74%						19%		-10%		100%																0.82%		1.09%		0.59%		0.06%		-0.00%		0.14%																						High Yield		69%		74%		77%		19%		-10%		26%		100%

										Commodity Index		3.8%		17%						44%				54%						7%		8%		46%																1.03%		1.56%		0.86%		0.04%		0.01%		-0.09%		0.65%																				Commodity Index		44%		54%		57%		7%		8%		-9%		46%		100%

				117%						Emerg Mkt Eq		8.0%		22%						76%				87%						14%		8%		73%																2.29%		3.23%		1.61%		0.11%		0.01%		0.07%		1.33%		0.00%																		Emerg Mkt Eq		76%		87%		83%		14%		8%		5%		73%		61%		100%

				85%						REITs		6.3%		16%						74%				66%						25%		-7%		62%		100%														1.66%		1.82%		0.73%		0.15%		-0.01%		0.21%		0.84%		0.00%		1.93%																Real Estate		74%		66%		51%		25%		-7%		21%		62%		26%		56%		100%

				123%						Private Equity		7.3%		21%						82%				82%						4%		-3%		65%		63%		100%												2.41%		2.97%		1.36%		0.03%		-0.00%		0.04%		1.16%		0.00%		3.25%		2.12%														Private Equity		82%		82%		72%		4%		-3%		3%		65%		44%		72%		63%		100%

				32%						RE Opportunistic		6.5%		14%						33%				28%						5%		-3%		25%		43%		27%		100%										0.64%		0.66%		0.27%		0.03%		-0.00%		0.04%		0.29%		0.00%		0.68%		0.95%		0.78%												Conv Arb		33%		28%		22%		5%		-3%		5%		25%		10%		23%		43%		27%		100%

				2%						TIPS		2.8%		6%						6%				16%						78%		7%		31%		21%		10%		4%		100%								0.05%		0.15%		0.02%		0.16%		0.00%		0.18%		0.14%		0.00%		0.30%		0.18%		0.12%		0.03%										TIPS		6%		16%		5%		78%		7%		52%		31%		27%		25%		21%		10%		4%		100%

										* Standard deviation is a measure of volatility.  There is a 66% chance of being within plus or minus 1 standard deviation, a 95% chance of being within 2 standard deviations.

																																						Mean		1 year		20 year

				ANNLZ								US		Intl		Merger								High				Emerg				Private		RE				Expected		Standard		Standard								x		y		z		aa		ab		ac		AD		AE		AF		AG		AH		AI		AJ

				STD DEV								Equity		Equity		ARB		Bonds		Cash		Tax EX		Yield		Comdty		Mkts		REITs		Equity		Opport		Tips		Return		Deviation		Deviation										1		TIME HORIZON

		0.525%		7.2%		A				50:50 Equity/Bond		50%		0%		0%		50%		0%				0%				0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		4.38%		7.2%		1.6%		100%		0.0052515625		0		0.00000		0.0%		14.7%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		4.38%		11.62%		18.87%		-2.87%		-10.12%		-17.37%		26.12%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		15%

		0.728%		8.5%						60:40 Equity/Bond		60%		0%		0%		40%		0%				0%				0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		4.60%		8.5%		1.9%		100%		0.007281		0		0.00000		0.0%		16.9%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		4.60%		13.13%		21.67%		-3.93%		-12.47%		-21.00%		30.20%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		17%

		0.973%		9.9%						70:30 Equity/Bond		70%		0%		0%		30%		0%				0%				0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		4.83%		9.9%		2.2%		100%		0.0097305625		0		0.00000		0.0%		19.3%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		4.83%		14.69%		24.55%		-5.04%		-14.90%		-24.77%		34.42%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		19%

																																														0

		0.375%		6.1%		B				2003-2005 allocation		20%		0%		0%		55%		0%				10%				0%		15%		0%		0%		0%		4.35%		6.1%		1.4%		100%		0.0018576406		0.0016371187		0.00025

		0.648%		8.0%		C				2006 allocation		27%		13%		0%		40%		0%				10%				0%		10%		0%		0%		0%		4.75%		8.0%		1.8%		100%		0.0024849706		0.0038218359		0.00017		0.0%		16.4%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		4.75%		12.79%		20.84%		-3.30%		-11.35%		-19.39%		28.89%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		16%

		0.732%		8.6%		D				2007-2011 allocation		32%		16%		0%		33%		2%				5%				0%		5%		2%		0%		5%		4.73%		8.6%		1.9%		100%		0.0030312056		0.0041669643		0.00013

		0.848%		9.2%		E				2012-2014 allocation		35%		17%		0%		28%		2%				5%				0%		6%		2%		0%		5%		4.86%		9.2%		2.1%		100%		0.0035086306		0.0048272393		0.00015		0.0%		18.4%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		4.86%		14.07%		23.28%		-4.35%		-13.56%		-22.77%		32.49%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		18%

		0.914%		9.6%		F				2015 allocation		37%		16%				26%		2%				7%						10%		0%		0%		2%		4.97%		9.6%		2.1%		100%		0.003834675		0.0051808702		0.00013		0.0%		19.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		4.97%		14.53%		24.09%		-4.60%		-14.16%		-23.72%		33.66%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		19%

		0.870%		9.3%		G				2016-2017 allocation		34%		17%		0%		30%		2%				7%				0%		10%		0%		0%		0%		4.94%		9.3%		2.1%		100%		0.0035456806		0.005033394		0.00012		0.0%		18.6%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		4.94%		14.27%		23.59%		-4.39%		-13.71%		-23.04%		32.92%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		19%

		0.731%		8.5%		H				add Private Equtiy		32%		16%		0%		40%		0%				5%				0%		5%		2%		0%		0%		4.78%		8.5%		1.9%		100%		0.0030935025		0.004105205		0.00011		0.0%		17.2%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		4.78%		13.33%		21.88%		-3.77%		-12.32%		-20.86%		30.42%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		17%

		0.731%		8.5%		I				add Private Equtiy		32%		16%		0%		40%		0%				5%				0%		5%		2%		0%		0%		4.78%		8.5%		1.9%		100%		0.0030935025		0.004105205		0.00011		0.0%		17.2%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		4.78%		13.33%		21.88%		-3.77%		-12.32%		-20.86%		30.42%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		17%

		0.732%		8.6%		I				add Tips/cash		32%		16%		0%		33%		2%				5%				0%		5%		2%		0%		5%		4.73%		8.6%		1.9%		100%		0.0030312056		0.0041669643		0.00013		0.0%		17.2%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		4.73%		13.29%		21.85%		-3.83%		-12.39%		-20.94%		30.40%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		17%

		0.741%		8.6%		J				add more Tips		32%		16%		0%		30%		0%		0%		5%				0%		5%		2%		0%		10%		4.73%		8.6%		1.9%		100%		0.003025315		0.0042368577		0.00015		0.0%		17.3%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		4.73%		13.34%		21.94%		-3.88%		-12.48%		-21.09%		30.55%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		17%

		0.000%		0.0%		M				add Tips		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%				0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0.00%		0.0%		0.0%		0%		0		0		0.00000

		0.000%		0.0%		K				add Tax EX FI		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%				0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0.00%		0.0%		0.0%		0%		0		0		0.00000

																																														0

		0.870%		9.3%		L				Benchmark FY18 (proposed)		34%		17%				30%		2%				7%						10%		0%		0%		0%		4.94%		9.3%		2.1%		100%		0.0035456806		0.005033394		0.00012		0.0%		18.6%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				4.94%		14.27%		23.59%		-4.39%		-13.71%		-23.04%		32.92%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		19%

		0.612%		7.8%		L				DCT Current AA		26%		13%				21%		13%				11%						2%		3%		7%		3%		4.68%		7.8%		1.7%		100%		0.0022203026		0.0036248805		0.00027		0.0%		16.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				4.68%		12.50%		20.33%		-3.14%		-10.96%		-18.78%		28.15%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		16%

		0.686%		8.3%		L				DCT adj. AA to 63%  ELR		31%		13%				20%		11%				5%						2%		3%		11%		4%		4.82%		8.3%		1.9%		100%		0.0028047887		0.0038358743		0.00022		0.0%		16.9%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				4.82%		13.10%		21.39%		-3.47%		-11.75%		-20.04%		29.67%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		17%

										Return Ranges		Mean								1 Year Horizon		1 Year Horizon																20 Year Horizon

												Exp Ret				up 1sd		up 1 sd		dn 1 sd		dn 1 sd		dn 2 sd		dn 2 sd										up 1sd		dn 1 sd		dn 2 sd

										Benchmark FY18 (proposed)		4.94%				14.9%		14.3%		-4.4%		4.9%		-13.7%		-4.5%										7.0%		2.9%		0.8%

																								Proprietary and Confidential

				0.0%						100%		0%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						90%		10%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						90%		0%		10%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						80%		20%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						80%		10%		10%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						80%		0%		20%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						70%		30%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						70%		20%		10%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						70%		10%		20%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%
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				0.0%						0%		80%		20%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						0%		70%		30%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						0%		60%		40%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						0%		50%		50%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						0%		40%		60%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						0%		30%		70%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						0%		20%		80%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						0%		10%		90%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						0%		0%		100%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						60%		0%		0%		40%						0.00%												0.00%						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				0.0%						50%		0%		0%		50%						0.00%												0.00%						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				0.0%						50%		0%		0%		50%						0.00%												0.00%						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				0.0%						100%		0%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				0.0%						40%		15%		10%		35%						0.00%												0.00%						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				0.0%						40%		15%		5%		5%						0.00%												0.00%						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				0.0%						45%		0%		0%		15%						0.00%												0.00%						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				0.0%						100%		0%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				0.0%						100%		0%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				0.0%						100%		0%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				0.0%						100%		0%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

																		20

				TEMPLATE						80%		20%		0%								0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.00%

				FOR						70%		30%		0%								0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.00%

				BELOW						60%		40%		0%								0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.00%

										50%		50%		0%								0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.00%

										40%		60%		0%								0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.00%

												ERET		STD

										RVAA		12.7%		11.1%

																						12.7%												23.8%		34.9%				-9.5%

										80%		20%		0%								10.11%												24.02%		37.92%				-17.71%

										70%		30%		0%								9.87%												22.65%		35.43%				-15.69%

						1				60%		40%		0%								9.64%												21.35%		33.07%				-13.78%

										50%		50%		0%								9.41%												20.13%		30.86%				-12.04%

										40%		60%		0%								9.18%												19.02%		28.86%				-10.50%

																						12.7%												20.3%		27.8%				-2.4%

										80%		20%		0%								9.87%												18.91%		27.95%				-8.20%

										70%		30%		0%								9.64%												17.92%		26.21%				-6.92%

						2				60%		40%		0%								9.41%												16.99%		24.58%				-5.76%

										50%		50%		0%								9.18%												16.14%		23.10%				-4.74%

										40%		60%		0%								9.16%												16.17%		23.18%				-4.86%

																						12.7%												18.7%		24.8%				0.6%

										80%		20%		0%								9.87%												17.25%		24.63%				-4.88%

										70%		30%		0%								9.64%												16.40%		23.17%				-3.88%

						3				60%		40%		0%								9.41%												15.60%		21.79%				-2.97%

										50%		50%		0%								9.18%												14.86%		20.54%				-2.19%

										40%		60%		0%								9.16%												14.88%		20.61%				-2.29%

																						12.7%												17.2%		21.8%				3.6%

										80%		20%		0%								10.11%												16.33%		22.55%				-2.33%

										70%		30%		0%								9.87%												15.59%		21.30%				-1.56%

						5				60%		40%		0%								9.64%												14.88%		20.12%				-0.83%

										50%		50%		0%								9.41%												14.21%		19.00%				-0.18%

										40%		60%		0%								9.18%												13.58%		17.98%				0.38%

																						12.7%												15.8%		18.8%				6.6%

										80%		20%		0%								10.11%												14.50%		18.90%				1.31%

										70%		30%		0%								9.87%												13.92%		17.96%				1.79%

						10				60%		40%		0%								9.64%												13.35%		17.05%				2.23%

										50%		50%		0%								9.41%												12.80%		16.19%				2.63%

										40%		60%		0%								9.18%												12.29%		15.40%				2.95%

																						12.7%												14.7%		16.8%				8.6%

										80%		20%		0%								10.11%												13.22%		16.33%				3.89%

										70%		30%		0%								9.87%												12.73%		15.59%				4.16%

						20				60%		40%		0%								9.64%												12.26%		14.88%				4.40%

										50%		50%		0%								9.41%												11.81%		14.21%				4.61%

										40%		60%		0%								9.18%												11.38%		13.58%				4.78%





ED Conv

																						EET TOTAL FUND

										CONVENTIONAL												Expected Return and Standard Deviation

										(JP Morgan expected returns, std. dev. and correlations)																				Correlation Matrix

				S&P								Expected		Standard																		Tax		High				Private		RE										S&P		EAFE		Merger		BOND		cash		tax ex		HY		Comdty		Em		RE		P Eq		Conv		Tips										S&P		EAFE		ARB		BOND		cash		tax ex		HY		Comdty		Em		RE		P Eq		RE		Tips

				Like %								Return		Deviation						US Eq		Intl Eq		Bonds						Cash		Exempt		Yield		REITs		Equity		Opport		TIPS								COR		COR		COR		COR		COR		COR		COR		Cor		COR		COR		COR		COR		COR										COR		COR		COR		COR		COR		COR		COR		Cor		COR		COR		COR		OPP		COR

				100%						Domestic (US) Equity		5.5%		14%						100%																																																														US Equity		100%

				108%						International Equity		6.3%		17%						88%		100%																												2.13%																																Intl Equity		88%		100%

				51%						Merger Arb		4.8%		9%						80%		82%																												1.01%		1.27%																														Merger Arb		80%		82%		100%

				0%						US Bonds - Investment Gr		3.3%		4%						0%		10%		100%																										0.00%		0.06%		-0.04%																												Bonds		0%		10%		-11%		100%

				-0%						Cash		2.0%		1%						-6%		0%		10%						100%																				-0.00%		0.00%		-0.00%		0.00%																										Cash		-6%		0%		-2%		10%		100%

				-0%						Tax exempt Fixed Income		2.5%		6%						-1%		5%		66%						3%		100%																		-0.01%		0.05%		-0.04%		0.15%		0.00%																								Tax exempt FI *		-1%		5%		-7%		66%		3%		100%

				42%						High Yield Bonds		5.3%		9%						69%		74%		19%						-10%		26%		100%																0.82%		1.09%		0.59%		0.06%		-0.00%		0.14%																						High Yield		69%		74%		77%		19%		-10%		26%		100%

										Commodity Index		3.8%		17%						44%		54%		7%						8%		-9%		46%																1.03%		1.56%		0.86%		0.04%		0.01%		-0.09%		0.65%																				Commodity Index		44%		54%		57%		7%		8%		-9%		46%		100%

				117%						Emerg Mkt Eq		8.0%		22%						76%		87%		14%						8%		5%		73%																2.29%		3.23%		1.61%		0.11%		0.01%		0.07%		1.33%		0.00%																		Emerg Mkt Eq		76%		87%		83%		14%		8%		5%		73%		61%		100%

				85%						REITs		6.3%		16%						74%		66%		25%						-7%		21%		62%		100%														1.66%		1.82%		0.73%		0.15%		-0.01%		0.21%		0.84%		0.00%		1.93%																Real Estate		74%		66%		51%		25%		-7%		21%		62%		26%		56%		100%

				123%						Private Equity		7.3%		21%						82%		82%		4%						-3%		3%		65%		63%		100%												2.41%		2.97%		1.36%		0.03%		-0.00%		0.04%		1.16%		0.00%		3.25%		2.12%														Private Equity		82%		82%		72%		4%		-3%		3%		65%		44%		72%		63%		100%

				32%						RE Opportunistic		6.5%		14%						33%		28%		5%						-3%		5%		25%		43%		27%		100%										0.64%		0.66%		0.27%		0.03%		-0.00%		0.04%		0.29%		0.00%		0.68%		0.95%		0.78%												Conv Arb		33%		28%		22%		5%		-3%		5%		25%		10%		23%		43%		27%		100%

				2%						TIPS		2.8%		6%						6%		16%		78%						7%		52%		31%		21%		10%		4%		100%								0.05%		0.15%		0.02%		0.16%		0.00%		0.18%		0.14%		0.00%		0.30%		0.18%		0.12%		0.03%										TIPS		6%		16%		5%		78%		7%		52%		31%		27%		25%		21%		10%		4%		100%

																																						Mean		1 year		20 year

				ANNLZ								US		Intl		Merger						Tax		High				Emerg				Private		RE				Expected		Standard		Standard								x		y		z		aa		ab		ac		AD		AE		AF		AG		AH		AI		AJ

				STD DEV								Equity		Equity		ARB		Bonds		Cash		Exempt		Yield		Comdty		Mkts		REITs		Equity		Opport		Tips		Return		Deviation		Deviation										1		TIME HORIZON

		0.135%		3.7%		A				50:50 Equity/Bond		0%		0%		0%		98%		2%		0%		0%				0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		3.23%		3.7%		0.8%		100%		0.0013525625		0.000000735		0.00000		0.0%		7.6%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		3.23%		6.90%		10.58%		-0.45%		-4.13%		-7.81%		14.26%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		8%

		0.523%		7.2%						60:40 Equity/Bond		50%		0%		0%		48%		2%		0%		0%				0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		4.35%		7.2%		1.6%		100%		0.005226		-0.00000048		0.00000		0.0%		14.6%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		4.35%		11.58%		18.81%		-2.88%		-10.11%		-17.34%		26.04%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		15%

		0.973%		9.9%						70:30 Equity/Bond		70%		0%		0%		30%		0%		0%		0%				0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		4.83%		9.9%		2.2%		100%		0.0097305625		0		0.00000		0.0%		19.3%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		4.83%		14.69%		24.55%		-5.04%		-14.90%		-24.77%		34.42%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		19%

																																														0

		0.411%		6.4%		B				2003-2005 allocation		25%		0%		0%		10%		0%		35%		10%				0%		10%		0%		0%		10%		4.00%		6.4%		1.4%		100%		0.0020760781		0.0014297063		0.00060

		0.685%		8.3%		C				2006 allocation		27%		13%		0%		3%		0%		32%		10%				0%		10%		0%		0%		5%		4.48%		8.3%		1.9%		100%		0.0026687988		0.0037002545		0.00048		0.0%		16.4%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		4.48%		12.76%		21.04%		-3.79%		-12.07%		-20.35%		29.31%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		16%

		0.763%		8.7%		D				2007-2011 allocation		32%		16%		0%		0%		2%		35%		5%				0%		5%		2%		0%		3%		4.48%		8.7%		2.0%		100%		0.0033517406		0.0039968206		0.00028

		0.871%		9.3%		E				2012-2013 allocation		35%		17%		0%		0%		2%		30%		5%				0%		6%		2%		0%		3%		4.64%		9.3%		2.1%		100%		0.0037451031		0.0046693352		0.00029		0.0%		18.2%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		4.64%		13.97%		23.30%		-4.69%		-14.02%		-23.35%		32.63%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		18%

		0.852%		9.2%		F				2014 allocation		35%		17%		0%		17%		2%		11%		5%				0%		6%		2%		0%		5%		4.78%		9.2%		2.1%		100%		0.0034862869		0.0048286961		0.00021		0.0%		18.3%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		4.78%		14.01%		23.24%		-4.46%		-13.69%		-22.92%		32.47%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		18%

		0.919%		9.6%		G				2015 allocation		37%		16%		0%		16%		2%		10%		7%				0%		10%		0%		0%		2%		4.89%		9.6%		2.1%		100%		0.003814675		0.0051754564		0.00020		0.0%		19.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		4.89%		14.48%		24.06%		-4.69%		-14.28%		-23.86%		33.65%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		19%

		0.874%		9.3%		H				2016-2017 allocation		34%		17%		0%		20%		2%		10%		7%				0%		10%		0%		0%		0%		4.87%		9.3%		2.1%		100%		0.0035144306		0.0050470997		0.00018		0.0%		18.6%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		4.87%		14.21%		23.56%		-4.48%		-13.83%		-23.18%		32.91%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		19%

		0.895%		9.5%		I				add Private Equtiy		32%		16%		0%		40%		0%		10%		7%				0%		10%		2%		0%		0%		5.45%		9.5%		2.1%		117%		0.003341905		0.0053067254		0.00030		0.0%		19.6%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		5.45%		14.91%		24.36%		-4.01%		-13.47%		-22.93%		33.82%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		20%

		0.753%		8.7%		I				add Tips/cash		32%		16%		0%		33%		2%		10%		5%				0%		5%		2%		0%		5%		4.98%		8.7%		1.9%		110%		0.0030702681		0.004280708		0.00018		0.0%		17.7%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		4.98%		13.66%		22.34%		-3.70%		-12.38%		-21.06%		31.02%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		18%

		0.762%		8.7%		J				add more Tips		32%		16%		0%		30%		0%		10%		5%				0%		5%		2%		0%		10%		4.98%		8.7%		2.0%		110%		0.0030643775		0.0043413202		0.00022		0.0%		17.8%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		4.98%		13.71%		22.44%		-3.75%		-12.48%		-21.21%		31.17%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		18%

		0.928%		9.6%		M				add Tips		36%		12%		3%		18%		0%		5%		4%				3%		6%		4%		3%		1%		4.34%		9.6%		2.2%		95%		0.0032228662		0.0055899637		0.00046

		0.763%		8.7%		K				add Tax Exempt FI		32%		16%		0%		0%		2%		35%		5%				0%		5%		2%		0%		3%		4.48%		8.7%		2.0%		100%		0.0033517406		0.0039968206		0.00028

																																														0

		0.874%		9.3%		L				Benchmark FY18 (proposed)		34%		17%				20%		2%		10%		7%						10%		0%		0%		0%		4.87%		9.3%		2.1%		100%		0.0035144306		0.0050470997		0.00018		0.0%		18.6%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				4.87%		14.21%		23.56%		-4.48%		-13.83%		-23.18%		32.91%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		19%

		0.727%		8.5%		L				EET Current AA		32%		14%		0%		10%		10%		10%		5%						2%		3%		10%		4%		4.78%		8.5%		1.9%		100%		0.0029552825		0.0040549556		0.00026		0.0%		17.2%		0.02		-7.58		0.00		0.36				0.13		0.13		0.00%		50.00%		0.00%				4.78%		13.30%		21.83%		-3.75%		-12.28%		-20.80%		30.35%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%				0%		17%

		0.727%		8.5%						EET adj. AA to 63% ELR		32%		14%		0%		10%		10%		10%		5%						2%		3%		10%		4%		4.78%		8.5%		1.9%		100%		0.0029552825		0.0040549556		0.00026

										Return Ranges		Mean								1 Year Horizon																		20 Year Horizon

												Exp Ret				up 1sd		up 1 sd		dn 1 sd		dn 2 sd				dn 2 sd										up 1sd		dn 1 sd		dn 2 sd

										Benchmark FY18 (proposed)		4.87%				5.9%		14.2%		-4.5%		-13.8%				-3.8%										7.0%		2.8%		0.7%

																						Proprietary and Confidential

				0.0%						100%		0%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						90%		10%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						90%		0%		10%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						80%		20%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						80%		10%		10%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						80%		0%		20%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						70%		30%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						70%		20%		10%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						70%		10%		20%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						70%		0%		30%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						60%		40%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						60%		30%		10%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						60%		20%		20%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						60%		10%		30%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						60%		0%		40%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						50%		50%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						50%		40%		10%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						50%		30%		20%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						50%		20%		30%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						50%		10%		40%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						50%		0%		50%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%		0%

				0.0%						40%		60%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						40%		50%		10%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						40%		40%		20%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						40%		30%		30%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						40%		20%		40%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						40%		10%		50%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						40%		0%		60%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						30%		70%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						30%		60%		10%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						30%		50%		20%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						30%		40%		30%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						30%		30%		40%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						30%		20%		50%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						30%		10%		60%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						30%		0%		70%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%

				0.0%						20%		80%		0%		0%						0.00%												0.00%		0.00%				0.0%		0.0%		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0%		0%
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